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Former Goldmund designer Pierre Lurné
now offers his own French- built turntable
and parallel-tracking tonearm. Still
expensive, but less so than the pedigree
might suggest, the Audiomeca is
reviewed-by Martin Colloms, page 67.
Cover photography by Tony Petch.
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But, with That's Tape, performance speaks even louder than words.
1131111111.
THAI'S TAPE CASSETTES AIL AVAILABLE FROM TOP TAPE, AND ALL LEADING HI- FI SPECIALISTS AND RECORD STORES.
FOR TECHNICAL INFORMATION, CALL (0753) 76911 OR WRITE TO THAT'S TAPE, HARMAN UK, MILL STREET, SLOUGH SL2 500:
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APOGEE

SPEAKERS FORA NEWAGE

The world of high- end hi-fi equipment is crowded with
questionable components. However, within this realm
there exists avalid sonic hierarchy. It is difficult, without
expert assistance, for the music lover to make selections
from this electronic jungle: Absolute Sounds was
created for the purpose of making your choice a wise
one. To provide equipment worthy of the connoisseur,
Absolute Sounds has searched the world for components without equal and tested them for their total
excellence. We would like to introduce to you the range
of Apogee Loudspeakers from the United States.
Using knowledge acquired from experience in aerospace industries and musical understanding developed
by a lifetime of listening, Apogee's design team has
perfected true full- range ribbon loudspeaker systems.
This realisation of ahi-fi dream can now be appreciated
by discerning audiophiles.

THE SCINTILLA: 'The Scintillas were giving me more
music than I'd ever heard before.' HiFi News & Record
Review, September 1985.
'It can be the most musically natural speaker Ihave ever
heard, at any price.' Stereophile, Vol.8, No.8.
'We were swept away by the Scintillas. They sound truly
glorious, rich and romantic, with none of the sonic
problems that can afflict planar speakers.' Audio,
December 1985.
THE DUETTA: ' Let me make one thing clear: this is the
finest loudspeaker Ihave ever heard, at any price or in
any circumstance.' HiFi Answers, May 1986.

Write or phone for perceptive advice and details of nearest dealer.
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
318 WORPLE RD. LONDON, SW20 8QU.
TEL: 01 947 5047
TELEX: 894800 Absol G.

"I have the simplest of tastes . . .
Iam always satisfied with the
best".
Oscar Wilde

e

Air Tangent Apogee, Audio Research, California Audio
Laboratories, Counterpoint, DMP, Entec, Goldmund,
Kinergetics, Koetsu, Krell, L'Audiophile, Madrigal,
Magneplanar, MIT, Oracle, PS Audio, Randall
Research, Siltech, WBT, Wilson Audio, Sonus Faber.
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HE YEAR WHEN Digital Audio
Tape did not happen, and the year in
which Compact Disc Video was not
launched, the year when a levy was
not imposed on the purchasers of blank tape
in the UK — 1987 was the year when the level
of co-operation and mutual assistance
between the record companies and the audio
equipment manufacturers seemed to have
reached a new all-time low. But, as we
learned in November, 1987 was also the year
when, after long negotiations, Sony finally
bought CBS Records for around $2bn.
When the Government published its longawaited Copyright Bill in October, there was
no provision for the levy which the record
industry had hoped would compensate them
for sales lost through illegal home tape
copying of records. The UK record industry
body, the BPI, which had lobbied tirelessly
for the levy, described this as ' a stab in the
back for the record industry'; from the IFPI
(the International Federation of Phonogram
and Videogram Producers) came a press
release describing the Government's action
(or rather inaction) as: ' ahasty and unprincipled volte face . . . This will perpetuate an
anomalous state of affairs and in the view of
many will be in breach of the UK's obligations under the Berne Conventions to protect
the rights of copyright owners.'
In the end it is perhaps not so surprising
that the tape levy was quietly dropped. Even
if it is true that nine-tenths of the blank tapes
purchased are used to record copyright material, and that the majority of people using
them in this way would find asmall levy an
acceptable price to pay, the idea always had
something wrong with it in principle. Whatever the success or failure of the levy in other
European countries, the British Government
seems' to have thought it both unfair and
unworkable. The BPI had suggested, in all
seriousness: `... the small levy proposed
(10%, or about 10p a tape) could easily be
absorbed by tape importers within their
current operating profits'. Should one industry be compelled to subsidise another in this
fashion? The BPI and IFPI seem to take the
view that this is all very right and proper,
because the tape manufacturers (and, in the
case of DAT particularly, the equipment
manufacturers too) are parasites.
There is another side to this. The hardware
manufacturers could claim with some justice
that over the last thirty years it has been they,
not the record companies, who have
developed the new technologies which have

COMMENT •

broadened and revitalised the market, while
the record companies have been slow to grasp
the opportunities offered. Though the record
companies now embrace Compact Disc and
find it very profitable, many were reluctant to
involve themselves at first. In the early 1980s
the major companies were worried about the
declining profitability of their existing plant,
and Compact Disc production seemed to
require a huge investment with a relatively
slow return. This changed, of course, once
the system had been established, and so great
was the rush to build CD plants that we now
have over-capacity.
But Compact Disc probably never would
have got established, if its inventors had not
been Philips, a worldwide organisation with
interests (both direct and indirect), in both
hardware and software manufacturing. The
acquisition of CBS Records puts the Sony
Corporation in a similar position. And what
was true of Compact Disc may turn out to be
true of DAT.

Sheraton success
My remarks in last month's ' Comment',
under the heading ' More local shows?' were
written just before the Edinburgh Festival of
Sound and Vision, held in the sumptuous
Edinburgh Sheraton Hotel, and Ihave to say
that my previous experience of regional/
dealer hi-fi shows had not prepared me for
this event, sponsored by agroup of Scottish
dealers. Most exhibitors were delighted with
the spacious, solidly-constructed and attractively-furnished rooms, which allowed them
to offer much better sound and greater
comfort than usual. Though the rooms could
still contribute a slight boom, they were
virtually free of the appalling bass problems,
caused by plasterboard walls and small overall dimensions with acube-shaped resonating
bathroom, which so often make things difficult for exhibitors at hotel shows.
That was not the case here, and demonstrators for once showed an unforced and infectious enthusiasm for what they were doing,
while listeners .were able to relax by sitting on
sofas rather than on the usual ranks of dining
chairs. An award for the best room went to
KEF, where David Inman was giving audiovisual surround-sound demonstrations with a
bank of TV screens and suitable Yamaha
electronics.

'CD library' winner
We received a ' record' number of entries for
the ' Instant Taste' competition carried in the

NEXT
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UCH ABUSED as it is, the term
'state-of-the-are really can be
applied to the Accuphase DP-80/
DC-81 Compact Disc player. It
gets an in-depth test from Martin Colloms.
Ortofon would not agree with those who
think that analogue technology has crossed its
last frontier. The Danish manufacturer has
just launched a new top-of-the-range cartride, the ceramic bodied MC3000. Ken
Kessler gives it a first-ever review.
February loudspeaker reviews cover quality designs from three famous names: we will
be testing the new B&W DM1600; the
Mission 770 Freedom in its latest form; and
the Acoustic Research A R55BX. Also
reviewed next month will be another cache of
new products from the currently hyper-active
Musical Fidelity brand, The Preamp Ill, the
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STEVE

HARRIS

October 1987 RocklPoplJazz'On CD supplement. The winner of 100 Compact Discs, plus
aMarantz CD273SE to play them on, is Mr R
West of Kidderminster; three consolation
prizes, each consisting of five Compact Discs,
go to Mr H Heppleston of Bradford, Mr AG
Drummond of Liverpool and Mrs M Carter
of Bognor Regis. The correct answers to the
questions were ( 1), b) Paul Simon; ( 2)
c) Beastie Boys. (3) d) The Big Bopper; (4)
a) Paul Robeson; (5) c) The Andrews Sisters.

Corrections
Some embarrassing paste-up errors got into
the December issue. Several lines were omitted from Barry Fox's Tokyo show report, of
which he says, consolingly: ' My experience is
that readers seldom notice even the most
bizarre gaps and cockups. But, for anyone
curious, the " live" DAT recording demonstration was staged by Sony, not, as the
garbled text might imply, by the people with
the Rion sound level meter. And for the
record, 1won atee-shirt by screaming louder
than most at the Rion display.'
In Martin Colloms' Magneplanar 2.5
review, we repeated one of the graphs,
thereby omitting the in- room curve; it was
included in Martin's other December speaker
review, 'Compact Contenders: In this article.
also, the Marantz LD50 conclusion was
unfortunately repeated in place of that for the
Monitor Audio R852, which while not containing a firm recommendation, did encourage readers to audition the speaker. We
would like to apologise for any confusion
these errors have caused.

MONTH

Featuring next month: B& W's DMI600 speaker

P140 power amplifier and the MC-4speakers.
Short reviews will cover the Wharfedale
Ritz Diamond, an exciting ' big brother' for
Wharfedale's big-selling baby speaker,
Yamaha's CD-X5 CD player and ( held over
from this month) the JVC AX-700 amplifier.
Heading the features list for February will
be the announcement of the Hi Fi News
Awards for Achievement in Audio ( which,
unavoidably, also had to be held over from
January) and there will be a profile of that
most far-out of North American enthusiast/
manufacturers, Ed Meitner.
The music section will, as usual, offer
reviews of more CDs and LPs than any other
hi-fi magazine, making HFNIRR better value
than ever. Order your copy from your newsagent now, or better still, take out asubscription — see page 138 for full details.
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No matter how
expensive your hi-fi
components are, if you
penny pinch on the
connecting cables
you're just throwing
your money away.
Real hi-fi needs
real cable and that
means Monster.
That's why you'll find
those systems that

really perform are
those connected

EILEIam criBLE
SERVICE

IT

lease send me afree copy of

with Monster Cable.
Don't be sold short, get all
the performance you
paid for with Monster.
Send or ring for "
The
Monster Cable Guide to
Better Sounding Music"
from Custom Cable
Service on 01 942 9567.

Ithe Monster Cable Guide.
Name Address -

Post 'Tb: Custom Cable Service,
Unilet Hi Pi, 35 High Street,
i_
New Malden. Surrey 01 942 9567

WIN ACD-VIDEO PLAYER

'Compact Disc with pictures . . A chance to be one of the first owners of aPhilips Compact
Disc Video player plus discs. Five second prizes of CD373 Compact Disc players

S

HOWN AROUND THE country in
the autumn of 1987, Philips'
CDV475 CD-Video player takes a
logical step towards the completion
of an integrated home audio/video system, by
offering videodisc-quality picture playback
with Compact Disc-standard digital sound.
The CDV475 will play digital-sound CDVideo discs in all sizes and applications,
which will include: the 12cm (CD-size) CDV
Single, containing up to 6 minutes of video
(PAL standard) and up to 20 minutes of rTii E
QUESTIONS
audio; 20cm (8in.) CDV Extended Play discs,
which may be single- or double-sided and will
1) While CD-Video players built for use with
offer up to 20 minutes of video and audio per
the American NTSC system have been in
side; and the 30cm ( 12in.) CDV Long Play
production for some time, the version
discs, which will contain up to 60 minutes of
designed for use with European PAL televivideo and audio per side. CD-Video discs in
sion sets or monitors has only just started to
the Active Play format (CAV) will allow
become available. What does NTSC stand
extra facilities, such as variable playback
for?
speed, still picture and reverse play, but these
a) Neutral Television Sideband Control
have amaximum playing time of 36 minutes.
b) Never The Same Colour
The CDV475 will also play the earlier
c) Now This Sucks Conclusively
LaserVision discs (which do not have CDd) National Television Standards
type digital audio storage), and it will, of
Committee
course, play normal audio-only Compact
Discs.
2). What does the abbreviation PAL stand
CDV is designed to interface with both TV
for?
monitor and hi-fi system, to provide higha) Phase Alternate Line
quality sound. When connected to the TV
b) Philips Automatic Level
set, the CDV475 will automatically identify
c) Phase Adjustable Loop
and display the type of disc that is inserted
d) Photo Arsenide Layer
0
into it. On closing the drawer, the player will
indicate its recognition of the disc type by
3) Which two of the following countries
changing the colour of the TV screen to black
already broadcasts stereo sound with its TV
for an audio-only CD, blue for aCDV single,
programmes on a regular basis?
or green for a CDV EP or LP. Play begins
a) Finland
automatically with both video and sound
b) Germany
(except for audio-only CD, of course, when
c) United States
the screen remains black, but displays track
d) France
and index numbers and the elapsed playing
e) Japan
time of the track being played. All the usual
0 Canada
programming and search facilities are prog) Italy
vided, with full infra-red remote control.
4) Whose work appeared on the very first
First prize:
commercially-available CD-Video single in
CDV475 plus five discs
the UK?
Will be the Philips CDV475 remote-control
a) Phil Collins
CD-Video player (main picture), with — just
b) Dire Straits
to get your collection started — aselection of
c) Bananarama
five CDV singles, to be selected from the
d) Level 42
E
current Polygram music video catalogue. The
e) Duran Duran
E
discs bring the total value of the First Prize to
over £600. Each CDV single usually contains
5) Which of the following technical innovaat least four music tracks, one of which comes
tions did not originate with Philips?
with video.
a) Compact Cassette
D
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Second prize:
CD373 plus six discs
No fewer than five CD373 CD players ( inset
picture) are on offer as second prizes. In
addition, each second prize winner will be
able to choose six CDs from Polygram's
audio Compact Disc catalogue. Each of these
five second prizes will thus be worth well over
£300.
b) Dynamic Noise Limiting
c) Elcaset
d) Compact Disc
e) Dynamic Track Following

EJ

Please send your entry, to arrive before
January 29, 1988, to CD-Video Competition,
HFN/RR Editorial, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA.
The Rules
1)All entries must be on the entry form
provided, photocopies will be accepted, but
only one entry per reader will be considered.
2) There is no cash or other alternative to any
of the prizes.
3) Employees of Link House Magazines and
associated companies, or Philips/Polygram
and their agents and relatives, and overseas
readers, are not eligible to enter the competition.
4) All entries must be received by first post
January 29, 1988. The winner will be the first
correct entry opened, and the five second
prizes will be awarded for the next five
correct entries opened. The Editor's decision
will be final and binding. No correspondence
of any form will be entered into regarding this
competition.
5) The prize winners will be notified by post
and the results will be published in the April
1988 issue of HFN/RR.
Name (caps)
Address

Daytime tel no
9

Turn it on
turn it on

turn it on again

Technics
Separates.
For Music Lovers.
911-V8SA amplifier above features 150 watts per channel,
Class AA operation, 7audio inputs including DAT and CD.
CD direct switching, and connections for 2pairs of speakers.
ST-G55A tuneroffers 29 random memory pre-sets
independent of power cut off, Class AA output stages.
Twin quartz construction for improved S/N and stereo
separation together with computer controlled bandwidth
selector to ensure optimum reoeption. Just two
components from the Technics range of hi-fi separates.
TECHNIGS.300-318 BATH ROAD. SLOUGH. BERKS. SU SIB. TEL: SLOUGH 34522

'Turn it on again' by Phil Collins © 1980 by Crossound Ltd/Effectsound Lfd/Spreadsound Ltd. Published by Hit & Run Music (publishing) Ltd. All rights reserved. International copyright secured,

BEST BUY
HI-FI CHOICE
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FOR YOU TO PLAY, NOT OTHERS TO PLAY WITH.
Anyone who fails to appreciate
quality hi-fi should be kept well away
from aMarantz Concert System.
The powerful PM45 Amplifier.
with its effortless drive capability
would be wasted on them.
They'd be deaf to the dynamic
power and stereo imaging of the LD50
DMS speakers.
And as for the digital filtering and

16 bit 4times oversampling of the
CD 75, well they wouldn't know
where to start.
Whether played as asystem. or as
'separates; it's only aperson who takes
his music seriously wholl reap the
full benefit from these components.
But then at atotal cost of £649.
anyone who isn't serious wont be
snapping it up anyway.

mix.
ifearerein&b

Mai lie».

Marantz Audio UK Limited, 15/16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate. Moor Lane. Harmondsworth. Middlesex UB7 OLW. Telephone: 01-897 6633.
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Conflicting reviews?
From: 1W Fay, Warminster, Wilts
Dear Sir, Ihad virtually decided to purchase a
Philips CD 373 at £249 as aresult of Martin
Colloms' review ('The Generation Game',
HFNIRR November) giving it ascore on
sound of 87.5%, the highest of any machine
in recent months regardless of cost. Compare
for example:
Marantz CD 94, £799, 80.1%
Nakamichi OMS4E, £ 1200, 85.4%
Sony CDP 502 ES, £699, 70.8%
Being cautious, Idecided to await another
magazine review before purchase and the
next appeared in the November CD Review.
To my surprise this was again by Mr Colloms
(with Alvin Gold) but lo and behold it
obtained ascore on sound of only 3out of 5,
the lowest, Ibelieve, of any Philips hi-fi CD
for along time.
It is not easy to understand how the same
person can give such diametrically opposed
assessments (albeit with Mr Gold in one) of
the sound of the same piece of equipment in
two different magazines in the same month. I
feel an explanation is called for from Mr
Colloms to keep faith with your readers,
otherwise it would seem that reviews are not
only of no help but positively confusing if not
misleading.
Yours faithfully
Martin Colloms replies:
Considerable confusion has resulted from an
editorial error on the part of CD Review,
which wrongly credited its Compact Disc
player reviews jointly to Alvin Gold and
myself. In fact, CD Review's player reviews
were entirely written by Alvin Gold, while
Colloms Electroacoustics provided only
technical backup in the form of the lab
measurement ( not, incidentally, using the
same samples as our HFNIRR tests); the
subjective conclusions, therefore, are
Alvin's, not mine!

How illegal?
From: John Flood-Paddock, Brighton
Dear Sir, In November's 'Technology'
column Barry Fox refers to the Sony DAT
recorder's copy-inhibit mechanism, while on
page 23 Angus McKenzie mentions 'short
chunks of classical music fill-ins'.
If CopyCode is accepted, DAT recorders
will presumably incorporate acopy-inhibit
mechanism that responds to the missing
frequency in the analogue domain. So
assuming that DAT recorders will often be
used to ' time-shift' radio broadcasts in the
way that VCRs are now used to tape TV
shows for once-only viewing at amore
convenient time, we may encounter the
problem of the recorder switching on
automatically to tape alive concert relay
while the Beeb is 'filling in' with aquick burst
of music from arecord, whereupon the
machine will promptly shut down and we lose
the recording.
Could this be another nail for the
CopyCode coffin? Time-shifting is
presumably as illegal as any other form of
home taping, but it has now secured
widespread acceptance. Can we accept a
proposed solution to an alleged problem that
will disenable apotentially valuable use of
the DAT recorder by law-abiding ( well,
almost) music-lovers?
Incidentally, is home taping that illegal?
Would it be an interesting project for the
magazine to seek counsel's opinion on
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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whether certain forms of home-taping are in
fact illegal? I'm thinking of time-shifting in
particular, but also taping one's own LPs or
CDs for the car or aparty, and keeping tapes
of radio broadcasts that turn out to be of
particular interest. Barry Fox should know
something about getting opinions from
counsel, given his connections with the
patents profession.
Finally, why get areviewer who evidently
cannot stand Philip Glass' music to review
Dancepieces'? What next? Kessler on
Chopin and Breunig on the Mar-Keys?
Anyway, isn't nearly all dance music, except
rock'n'roll, dull?
Yours faithfully

VIEWS

Ben ' ought to know better'
From: AW Sloman, Cambridge
Dear Sir, As an electronics engineer, Ihave
had considerable pleasure and edification
from Ben Duncan's articles on engineering
the electronics for maximum fidelity, but he
seems to have nodded off while writing his
most recent Supertuning CD' ( Nov '87).
He claims that swapping the drain and
source legs of the FET TR.1 in the CD450
analogue chain will cure the changes in
channel resistance with signal level. Ben
ought to know better — most FETs are
symmetrical, and even in the asymmetrical
FETs, the source of an N-type FET is the
more negative connection to the channel, and
the drain the more positive, so that source
and drain swap with the sign of the output
voltage.
There is an effective technique for
minimising the distortion, described by
Siliconix in their FET applications data — you
add half the drain-source voltage across the
FET to the gate voltage, which would
probably be four more components on the
CD450 circuit. Since the 4% modulation on
the channel resistance amounts to about
0.1% at the amplifier output, Ican
understand why Philips didn't bother.
My own inclination would be to go for
small D-Mos power FET for the job, but if I
were to go far enough over the top to use a
relay, Iwould go to amercury-wetted reed
relay for really low and stable contact
resistance; STC now stock adual-in- line
packaged position-insensitive mercurywetted reed relay, and who knows — the
manufacturer may have got it right this time.
Yours faithfully
Ben Duncan replies:
Iread Mr Sloman's letter with surprise.
Evidently, my drift (zzz) into the perils of
using J-FETs for switching within feedback
loops begs clarification. First, all kinds of
FETs are bi-lateral devices, but this
description refers only to the transfer
characteristics between two out of three
terminals, in essence reflecting the fact that
the third terminal (gate) is isolated in the
active mode, and that the channel ( D-S) is
non-diodic: it does not of itself indicate the
symmetry or otherwise of aparticular device's
geometry, nor has it any direct bearing on the
parity of the drain and source's relationship
to the gate. Overall, some J-FETs' channels
are more symmetrical than others, depending
on process. The BSR56 which stars in the
CD450 isn't one of nature's better specimens
Second, Iaccept that the effective source
and drain swop with the instantaneous signal
voltage. Philips do nonetheless fit the FET in
the direction recommended (
le. contrary to
their own service manual), and the keynote

remains unchanged: resistance modulation
brought on by changes in VD5 is areal effect
and the outcome is asmall non- linearity, as
stated. Siliconix application note AN72/7
charts error mechanisms and their solutions
in switching applications, as distinct from the
linear-mode correction technique described
by Mr. Sloman, above. If we seek to lessen
the effects of RDs modulation, improving
gate isolation with aMOS-FET driver is more
elegant. But then Ichose to skip J-FETs
altogether ( and MOSFETs are no better)
since the DMPX switching foray is forced to
take place within the NFB loop of the most
critical gain stage in the CD repro chain. It
should go without saying that when FETs are
correctly applied as switches at the front-end
of asumming- node, they contribute
negligible non- linearity. And the use of JFETs is both areasonable compromise and a
forgone conclusion in mass production on the
grounds of cost alone. By the same token, the
CD450 omits Rim modulation cancellation
techniques, doubtless since the extra part and
quality assurance needed to ensure consistent
distortion cancellation would outweigh the
FET's low cost. In effect, Philips' approach is
not wrong, just mundane: for DIY hi-fi
construction, where sonic quality overrides or
ranks equal to cost as the No. Icriteria, a
good relay remains asafer bet on the grounds
of ' one-off OA and simplicity alone. Its error
mechanisms are simple, and the incidence of
gratuitous, compounded non- linearity is
accordingly diminished.
Ilike the idea of amercury-wetted relay,
and builders are welcome to conduct their
own experiments. Alas, there's not ( yet)
been an opportunity to evaluate
performance. Iwill look into this, but for
now, Ihave specified conventional telecom
relays, only because their interim sonic
qualities, reliability and 'source-ability' have
been established to my general satisfaction.
To do otherwise, and recommend for a
critical task, acomponent as yet unproven,
and most expensive, solely because
specifications suggest is should work better,
would amount to making negligent
recommendations to DIY builders.

Cartridge effects
From: Jeremy Marchant, London N14
Dear Sir, Ifound the four- turntable review
(`Strict Rotation', HFNIRR November) very
interesting, particularly as in March Ibought
asecond Linn Sondek, this time with Ittok/
Troika. But Iam mystified by the lack of
emphasis in the review on the major effects
the various cartridges employed must have
had. Surely these were crucial components
whose contribution has to be taken into
13

ONLY ONE
DOESN'T SOUND

PART OF THE
LIKE THE

ES

RANGE

BEST BRITISH

HI—FI.

No one appreciates good hi-fi as mLch as the British. That's
why we consulted them when we wanted to improve cur ES range.
As each new product was developed we sent a hand- built

ARM 6h EE.

sample to a team of British hi-fi experts.
A71

Award winoing flat diaphrase des gn.
Hi Fi Choice: Worth Considering:

After the strictest examination, they suggested improvements

67
.
1M

Award winning flat diaphragm design.
HiFi Choice: ' Worth Considering.'

which we took on board.
But even the toughest critics approved our Gibraltar Chassis.
The GDP 555 ES as well as each amplifier is built on a

COP 555 ES.
CD player with Gibraltar Chassis, 4Unier
over samplrng, and twin transformers.
Fri Fi Choice: ' Recommended:

STS 700 ES
FM : lereotMW/LW synthesiser tuner.
Hi Fi Choice: ' Best Buy.'

solid

base of marble and fibreglass. So vibration and magnetic

interference are kept to an absolute minimim.
Judging by their response, hill magazines are impressed too.

TCK 700 ES.

Though if you think our separates sound good on paper, wait until you

3head Quartz lock, direct hoe
cassette deck.
Hi Fi Cioice: ' Recommended

hear them in your living room.

S

NY;

TAF TOO ES
110W stereo integrated amplifier
wits Gibraltar Chassis.
HiFi Choice: ' Worth Considering.'

account?
This point was forcefully brought home to
me by my dealer's demonstration when I
auditioned the 'expensive' Troika against the
Karma. Presumably the (even more
expensive, Iguess) vdH EMT/MC-lb made
some contribution to the 'breathtaking
transparency' of the Alphason player.
Not that Iwrite as ahardened Linnophile —
I'd drop the Linn (so to speak) tomorrow, if
there were abetter replacement and I
happened to have the necessary readies. My
concern is that this review is very difficult to
interpret. The Troika only fits the Ittok, and I
suspect the vdH was only used in the
Alphason. So at least three cartridges must
have been used in the comparison.
Additionally, no information is given on
whether the amp and speakers remained
constant — let alone what they were. Were the
turntables all placed on the same subtable?
I've recently found that changes in this area
can make significant differences to aplayer's
performance.
Ido feel that the reader should be provided
with aset of rules to read the review by (but
no percentages please!).
Yours faithfully
Paul Miller replies:
My usual components were utilised, including
the PIP preamp, Deltec DPA100S power
amp and Magneplanar MGIIc loudspeakers.
Throughout the test, the vdH cartridge was
used as apoint of reference with all decks;
however, the Heybrook was also tried with an
AT-F5 in order to reflect amore likely
arm/cartridge combination. The Linn LP12
and LVII were reviewed with the Linn Troika
cartridge, this being the most likely
commercial combination. Auditioning the
Linn with the vdH would have been of
academic interest certainly, but there is
limited space for such coverage.
Having discussed at some length the effects
of extraneous structure-borne noise on the
decks and especially with respect to their
individual resonant frequencies, the use of a
pre-determined turntable table follows; for
consistency, aSound Organisation Table was
employed for all the turntables.

despite his utter devotion to unaffordable
exotic valve amps — to be at least amusing, if
more than atrifle biased. Now with one
Kessler comment — ' Idetest classical music
and make no bones about it' — in your
October 1987 issue, Iknow what we are really
dealing with. As he sits in smug solitude
listening to Sam and Dave (who?) treble forte
on about £ 10,000 worth of kit, it's obvious
that he's amajority of one. Broaden your
musical horizons, Ken, and you might hear
something worthwhile — or preferably go back
to the USA, set up your exotica in the Grand
Canyon (what acoustics!!) and become a
hermit. Perhaps then we might get amusician
to tell us which hi-fi equipment sounds good.
Ilike all kinds of music including pop but
judge what Ihear from amusical, rather than
apurely technical standpoint and have awide
circle of friends who feel the same. After all,
excellent reproduction of all types and styles
of music is the aim of the Industry — or is it?
Anyone else feel the same?
Yours faithfully

Continuing saga
From: IGrose, Johore, West Malaysia
Dear Sir, Ihave been reading HFNIRR since
1975. Over the years, I've enjoyed the
debates on the continuing saga of amplifier
reviews.
Approximately two years ago, Ivor
Humphreys' review of Quad's 34/405.2
interested me. He made favourable
comments related to its sonic performance.
Other reviewers continue to be more than
interested in M000+ exotica. Ialways
wondered about sonic differences, and to
what extent, if any, differences existed
between good makes.
Whilst in Singapore, Ihad the opportunity
of comparing Quad's 44/405.2 against Audio
Research's SP11/D70. Source was Denon's
3300 CD player, speakers KEF R107. I
couldn't detect any differences. Both systems
were, in my opinion, excellent. Perhaps my
problem is not having 'golden ears'? Perhaps
if high quality analogue sources were
available, results might have differed — but
that's yet another continuing saga!
Yours faithfully

CD foisted on us. . .

New Year's wishes

From: PW Muncaster, Bedford
Dear Sir, Ihave been areader of your
(mostly) excellent journal for many years and
have never before been tempted to write but
now Ifeel Imust because:
a) We seem to be having CD foisted on us —
many excellent recordings which Iwould like
to have are now only available on CD. Ihave
alarge record collection and some of the best
equipment to play it on so that it sounds
good.
Ihave heard CD on many occasions and
consider it's not that much of an
improvement. As one who has led and
conducted several instrumental groups from
small jazz bands through brass and big bands
to sizeable orchestras, no replaying medium
sounds like the 'real thing', whatever the
salesman says! Please assure me that
manufacturers will continue to administer to
my present need for good discs— I'll get CD
one day, when I'm ready.
b) Ihave always found Ken Kessler —

From: Yip Mang Meng, Singapore
Dear Sir, My new year's wishes:
1. Bring back Quality Monitor (remember
those quarterly sessions from 1976 to 1983?).
2. Do athorough article on the Ambisonic/
Calrec system. Suggested reviewers: John
Wright, Peter Fellgett, Angus McKenzie,
Martin Colloms and yourself. Let it be ateam
effort. Perhaps some comment from the
Nimbus experts may be of interest.
Yours faithfully
[We'll be covering Ambisonics thoroughly in
the very near future — Ed]

Preferably agood claret
From: Tim Smith, London
Dear Sir, Inoted KK's reply to my letter in
the November issue. My comments
concerning the Radford are addressed to
your younger readers, large numbers of
whom go to hi-fi shows and read the
magazines hoping for enlightenment, many

VIEWS•
unaware that hi-fi started before the
pronouncements from Glasgow and
Salisbury: 'Let there be light!' In those dark
times, before this event, the Radford was, I
believe, priced at amore reasonable level and
the nearly grand's worth of tubes and wires
has no connection with the founder himself.
The cost of top-end hi-fi has rocketed in
comparison with what it used to be, in
relation to the cost of living, presumably to
convince the public that more means better.
What matters more is engineering
knowledge, skill, after-sales service and
knowing whether or not the manufacturer
will be around in five or 10 years time. Iam
sorry that KK has no time for the classics and
prefers reviewing equipment from less than
perfect miking, 24-track recorders, limiters,
compressors, on-board computers,
synthesisers monitored at the time of
recording through tin boxes, to say nothing of
the performance itself.
As regards my own system, Ihave had only
acouple of speakers in the past 15 years,
about three turntables and am quite happy
listening to my 1000 LPs and 200 CDs on my
modest set-up and after hearing several
grands' worth of so-called high-end
equipment am not abit interested in selling
all my old fashioned gear to hear an extra
sparkle on the violin, agreater degree of
tunefulness or whatever is the fashionable
buzz-word of the day. Ienjoy my music. I
prefer to spend my money on agood claret or
aCD instead.
Yours faithfully

Demise of DIN
From: LCook, Glasgow
Dear Sir, Iwas interested to read the letter by
TS Welford, ' In Defence of DIN' (` Views',
August '87). Ihave been using DIN
connections for many years, and agree that
they are most convenient and efficient. Why,
therefore, are not most amplifiers and tape
decks fitted with DIN sockets? Ihave an old
Leak Delta amplifier, on which the DIN
socket is located on the front panel,
connected to aGrundig tape deck. Iwould
like to update my amplifier, but where to find
one with aDIN socket?
Let's hope some enterprising manufacturer
takes up Mr Welford's plea.
Yours faithfully

Strike up the FM Band
From: R Falconer, Arbroath, Angus
Dear Sir, Ireally must take issue with the
comments in November's ' Radio' concerning
the poor BBC, over the UHF coverage of
Scotland. It seems illogical to me that anyone
could support the idea of having the UHF
band as it stands at present, turned into the
'Piccadilly Circus' of the medium wave band.
If one looks at the proposed plans for
extending new and existing networks, then
the only possible complaint is with the
government who have given the existing users
of the band up until 1996 to clear the band up
to 108MHz. My other point is that if anyone
in Scotland or elswhere in the UK requires,
like myself, to listen to Radio 4on VHF then
an investment in agood aerial/amplifier easily
allows access to your 'favourite station' if that
is what you really want.
Yours faithfully

READERS LETTERS Letters for publication should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical matters will be answered,
resources permitting, at our discretion but we regret that we a eunable to answer questions on buying specific items of Hi-fi equipment. MICROFILMS & INDEXING Microfilm and microfiche
copies of HFN/RR or articles therefrom are available commerCally from University Microfilms International. North American applications to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106,
USA; UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street, London W1N 7RA. Technical articles of full page length or over appearing in HiFi News & Record Review are detailed in the Current
Technology Index. BINDERS Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFIV/RR are available from Modern Bookbinders Chadwick Street, Blackburn, Lancs. 1971 to 1982 are covered by two
binders (Jan-June/July-Dec); subsequent years require one binder each. Price £3.50 each (post paid). For earlier years, please ask for a quotation.
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Nigel Kennedy listens to Nigel Kennedy on Stax headphones

STAX
THE BEST HEADPHONES IN THE WORLD

PAT
R 3,P

Poth Gimp PLC, Ilesbotough Industrial Pork, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 388 Tel 0494 459981. Telex: 837134 PATH G. FAX: 0494 461209
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NEWS.
NAIM'S ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKER

PRIMARE, SUMO REACH THE UK

Like the coming of the Messiah,
the Naim electrostatic loudspeaker has had the faithful waiting for along time. While it's not
yet ready for the shops, we were
given a sneak preview at The
HiFi Show, and the brief demonstration proved an ear-opener.
The speaker's main body, containing that bass and mid elements, is roughly the size of a
Quad '63 on its side. Part of the
assembly includes strong legs
which raise it about 6-8in. ( I
didn't have atape with me). The
top houses a module containing
the tweeter, and it's here the
Naim enters hi-fi lore, for it is a
hybrid à la the legendary Mark
Levinson speaker: the tweeter is a
highly reworked Decca ( Kelly)
Ribbon. Ilistened to the speakers
set up for tri amplification, with a
full Naim six-pack as the power
source.
Although no hard-and-fast
judgements could be made from
such brief experience two of the
speaker's real virtues did shine
through — regardless of the partnering components. The Naim
speaker is one of very few domestically-sized electrostatics which
I've experienced that is able to
offer real bass without a cone

Acoustic Gold is a new company Nine Plus Class A stereo 65W/
which will be distributing high- 'channel power amp (£ 1195). The
end hi-fi equipment in the UK. ,Primare range consists of the 928
The first tines undertaken by amplifier system, a full-function
Acoustic Gold are Sumo from the remote-controllable preamp and
USA and Primare from 100W monoblock power ampliDenmark. The company has fiers. The Primare electronics
focused on three Sumo products retail for £8750 including remote
for the initial launch of Sumo into control. For further details, conthis market, including the Athena tact Acoustic Gold Ltd, 1Orston
preamplifier (£695), the Polaris Lodge, Old Farm Road, HampClass A/B stereo 175W/channel ton, Middlesex TVV12 3RQ. Tel:
power amplifier (£695), and the 01-941 6737.

subwoofer, and it is one of those
rare electrostatics without any
hint of hot-seat restrictions.
This may be due to the use of
the Decca tweeter, which disqualifies the Naim from claiming to
have conquered entirely the
beaming problems associated with
electrostatics, but Idon't consider
the use of aribbon to be cheating
if the rest of the traditional electrostatic virtues ,remain untarnished. The demonstration did
not include ear-bursting displays
of maximum level, but the dynamics Iheard suggest that spls will
not be a problem either.
Again allowing for the source,
which produced limited front- toback depth and lumpy bass, the
Naims proved to be incredibly
revealing of weaknesses in the
chain and of details within the
recording. Transparency, image
specificity, top-end smoothness,
and other qualities will have to be
assessed at alater date when Ican
try them in asystem Iknow, but
even so Ithink I've finally heard a
British- made loudspeaker with
the potential to enter the global
high-end arena. Price is to be
announced, but don't expect any
change from £2500 or even £3000.
Ken Kessler

TANNOY'S PRESTIGE RANGE LATEST
The latest addition to Tannoy's
Prestige Series is the RHR Loudspeaker System, bearing the initials of designer Ronald Hastings
Rackham. The RHR's burr walnut-veneered cabinet houses a
15in dual concentric drive unit
with low frequency loading via a
rear folded horn and ahardwired
crossover network. The result is
an increase in efficiency, lower

distortion and better transient
performance. The RHR retails
for £2800 per pair. Other models
in the Prestige series include the
Westminster, the Guy R Fountain
Memory, the Edinburgh, the
Greenwich and the Stirling. Contact Tannoy Ltd, The Bilton Centre, Coronation Road, Cressex
Ind Est, High Wycombe, Bucks.
Tel: (0494) 450606.

B&W' NEW LOUDSPEAKER BROOD
Four loudspeakers have been
added to the B&W range. The
Matrix Technology DM1600
(L399) and DM1800 (£499) are
two-way designs supplied complete
with dedicated stands. The
speakers differ in size, the ' 1600
measuring 490 x236 x300mm and
the ' 1800 measuring 634 x236x300mm (HWD), but both contain a200mm polymer cone bass/
mid driver and 26mm metal dome
tweeter per enclosure. Impedance
is specified as a nominal 8ohm,
and sensitivity is 90dB/1W/lm.
The Matrix 8(2 Series H (£2495)
updates the familiar 801 with Matrix technology. Driver complement consists of a300mm polymer
cone bass driver, 126mm Kevlar
cone mid driver, and 26mm metal
dome tweeter. This floor-standing
design measures 1008 x432 x
560mm ( HWD) and is available in
walnut, black ash or rosewood
veneers. The last speaker in the
new line-up is a modular system
available as a complete system
(£895) or divided into satellites
(£345) and sub-woofer (£550).
Called Concept 90 CM2 in complete form, the system consists of
the CM1 Mini Monitor head unit,
which contains a 126mm Kevlar
mid/bass driver and 26mm metal
dome
tweeter
in
a
244x 162x211mm ( HWD) enclosure, and the CM2 SBC Sub Bass
Column, which measures
995 x162x211mm ( HWD) and
contains two 130mm bass drivers.
The CM1 is available in black
gloss, white gloss, matt grey NexHI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

tel, or black semi-gloss, while the
woofer column is available in a
variety of wood veneers, semigloss black or white, and matt
grey Nextel. Contact B&W
Loudspeakers, Marlborough
Road, Churchill Industrial Estate,
Lancing, West Sussex BN15 8TR.
Tel: (0903) 750750.
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ORELL SA-040 INTEGRATED
The Orell SA-040 integrated
amplifier, launched at The HiFi
Show, Heathrow Penta Hotel,
will be available from the shops
this month. The SA-040 is rated at
45W/channel into 8ohms; use of a
300VA transformer enables the
unit to deliver ample drive into
low-impedance speakers. Facilities include a CD- Direct switch

which feeds the signal directly to
the volume control. Five inputs
are available, including a switchable m-m/m-c, phono input. The
Orell SA-040 retails for £359
including VAT. For further
information contact Orell Electronics Ltd, 25 Nathans Road,
North Wembley, Middlesex
HAO 3SA. Tel: 01-908 5890.

YAMAHA KX-800 CASSETTE DECK
The latest cassette deck in Yamaha's line-up is the three- head KX800. Priced at £329.95, the KX800 features Dolby — B and — C,
noise reduction, Dolby HX Pro,
Yamaha's ORBIT System (Optimum Recording Bias Tuning) and
28-key wireless remote control.
Other facilities include bi-directional intro scan (monitoring the
first 14 seconds of each track),

remaining time indicator, two
fast-forward speeds, master fader
control, music search, auto record
mute and the ability to return to
the spot where recording commenced. For further details, contact Yamaha Electronics ( UK)
Ltd, Yamaha House, 200 Rickmansworth Road, Watford,
Herts. WD1 7JS. Tel: (0923)
33166.
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Introducing new audio wizardry
unlike any other system you have
heard before. Make sure to fly
along soon and ask your hifi
dealer for a demonstration.

For a free colour brochure rinç
01-900 2866, 9am:to 5pm, Mon-Fri

MUSICAL
FIDELITY

MUSICAL FIDELITY LIMITED, 15/16 OLYMPIC TRADING ESTATE, FULTON ROAD, WEMBLEY HA9 OTF.

NEWS>
PHILIPS NEW SEPARATES LINE-UP

NIMBUS RELEASE CLASSICAL CD SINGLE

Four amplifiers, two cassette
decks, a tuner and three speaker
systems have been introduced by
Philips to complement their range
of CD players. The FA860
(2 x7OW) and FA960 ( 2x 115W)
integrated amps feature split
power supplies, separate heat
sinks, four-gang low- noise precision volume control, gold-plated
CD and phono sockets and CDDirect mode. Prices are £299 for
the FA960 and £249 for the
FA860. Also available are the
2x60W FA568 (£ 169) and FA561
(
The FT565 (£ 129) is a
digital tuner with 24 station memory. Presets are available for 16
FM or eight MW/LW stations;
other facilities include autosearch tuning, multifunction LCD
display, five- LED signal strength
indication, FM noise reduction

Nimbus Records released the
UK's first classical CD single on 1
November. The Preview single
contains complete tracks from six
new Nimbus releases, offers a
playing time of 23 minutes, and
will be priced at only £ 1.99. The
first of aseries of limited editions
issued bi-monthly, it features
Nimbus' laser-mastered graphics'

l19).

and optional remote control
operation. The two cassette decks
are the FC566 (£ 179) and FC567
(£259). Both are auto-reverse
units featuring index scan and
Quick Music Search ( OMS), autospace record mute, blank skip and
Dolby- B and -C noise reduction.
The FC567 also offers two tape
transports, with simultaneous
recording on both decks, normal
or double speed dubbing, mic
mixing for playback and dubbing
and optional remote control. The
new speaker systems completing
the Philips separates line-up
include the three-way FB565
(£219) and FB563 (£ 169) and the
budget two-way FB561 (£ 119).
For further details contact Philips,
City House, 420/430 London
Road, Croydon, Surrey
CR9 30R. Tel: 01-689 2166.

and comes in the new ` slimline'
CD single case.
Artists include tenor Raoul
Gimenez, the English String
Orchestra, and Paco Pena. Nimbus is also the first label to do the
decent thing by announcing a
price cut for its full price label,
with all titles to be retailed at
£9.99 per CD. Bless ' em.

HARMAN/KARDON INTEGRATES
Harman/Kardon's
highly
regarded budget integrated amp,
the PM635, has been joined by a
new series of more powerful siblings. They are the PM640VXi
rated at 45W/channel (£225);
PM645VX1 at 60W/channel
(£299); PM655VXi at 90W/chan-

nel (£225) PM665VXi at 150W/
channel (£699). All feature H/K's
High Instantaneous Current
Capability, Ultra Wide Bandwidth, low negative feedback, and
discrete componentry. Further
details from Harman (Audio) UK
Ltd. Tel: (0753) 76911.

MRM DISTRIBUTION NEWS
MRM Audio Products have been
appointed UK distributors for the
legendary Wheaton Tri Planar
tonearm, now in Mk. 11 form.
Price is £2000. MRM have also
undertaken the distribution of
Nestorovic Labs' valve electronics, including the MAI monoblock power amplifiers. Rated at
150W into 4 or 8 ohms, the
Nestorovics sell for £4699 per
pair. MRM have announced that
it has amalgamated with Doug

Dunlop of Concordant Audio to
create anew marque, Tube Technology. Releases from this country will include four-valve, sixvalve, and eight-valve preamplifiers, to be followed by a 150W
monoblock power amp. For full
details of these products, as well
as Micro- Benz cartridges and
MRM High Speed Interconnects,
contact Auchentiber Farm,
Fereneze Road, by Neilston,
Glasgow. Tel: (041) 881 1664.

QED LAUNCH NEW TUNER
The range of QED separates has
been joined by the T260 threeband tuner. Built to match the
familiar A240 Series integrated
amplifiers, the T260 offers presets
for six FM and six LW/MW stations. An analogue design, it features digital frequency display.
Price will be under £200. QED
also announced that it will not be
releasing a cassette deck, primarily due to the pending launch
of DAT and the company's find-

ings that acassette deck meeting
their standards would have to
retail for over £350 — above their
target price. QED have also
released a number of new accessories and will be launching a
system to convert personal hi-fis/
CD players into proper hi-fi systems. For details and QED's catalogue, write to QED Audio Products, Unit 12, Ashford Ind Est,
Shield Road, Ashford, Middlesex
TW15 1AU. Tel: ( 0784) 246236.

OPTICAL LP PLAYBACK 2
Further to our continued observations of the Finial optical turntable, another optical LP playback system was announced at the
AES Convention in New York in
October. The paper, No. 2560
(F-4) was presented by A Overstreet, R Anania and M Nelson of
Pasadena; it describes an optical
cartridge rather than a whole

turntable system. It should be
stressed that the principals are
aware of Finial but have no connection with that concern. The
work at this time is theoretical,
but the actual device will probably
be in the form of a CCD cartridge, using a form of vertex
detection. Barry Fox has been
assigned to the case.

SONDEX AMADEUS PLANS
Amadeus Products, the hi-fi electronics produced by Sondex, have
expanded the range with a number of new models. The ACU
preamplifier offers passive and
active inputs, optional phono
input, five line inputs, and dual
mono contruction; price is £200
line-only or £300 with phono
stage. The Amadeus APS is a
100W/channel dual-mono power
amplifier featuring twin power
supplies; price is £300. Amadeus'
other new power amp is the 200W

monoblock APM; price is around
£350 per unit. Completing the
Amadeus range is the AMT
tuner, an AM/FM design featuring 14 presets per band, push
button selection, previous station
memory on power up, pilot cancelling stereo decoder, auto
interstation mute with optional
disable, and tuning and signal
strength via LEDs. Price is £300.
Contact Sondex Ltd, 4 West
Street, Alderley Edge, Cheshire
SK9 7EG. Tel: (0625) 583472.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI
SWEET SIXTEENS FROM DENON
Two new budget 16-bit CD players have been added to Denon's
extensive line-up. The DCD-600
features x2 oversampling, dual
power supplies, calendar display
for programming, gloating transport, 20-track programming and
full remote control; price is
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

£249.95. Next up is the DCD-800
(£299.95) with x4 oversampling,
which adds LC-OFC filters, auto
edit and remote electronic volume
control to the above formula.
Contact Hayden Laboratories,
Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter,
Bucks. Tel (0753) 888447.
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The Acoustic Energy AEI is an
all-new speaker design incorporating a special patented bass/mid
driver. The AE1 is a two-way
design with a third-order passive
crossover operating at 3kHz; the
system has been designed for conversion to active use. The lin
tweeter and Sin bass driver both
employ metal diaphragms and

edge-wound ribbon voice coils.
The main feature of the bass/mid
driver is its extreme rigidity, due
to the diaphragm's trilayer alloy
sandwich construction; its distortion is rated at typically 0.01%.
At 180x 295x 255mm, the AEI
weighs 10kg. Contact Acoustic
Energy, 3a Alexandra Road,
London W13 ONP.
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LUCY IN THE LOFT WITH
DIAMONDS .
SMALL. BUT PERFECTLY PERFORMED.
THAI'S THE NEW DIAMOND RANGE FROM
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WFIARFEDALE.
SMALL WONDER THEY ARE BR.ITAIN'S
BEST SELLING LOUDSPEAKERS.
AVAILABLE IN AVARIETY OF FINISHES.
TOSCREAM OUT. ORTO BLEND IN.
S
ASHAY INTO YOUR NEAREST GOOD
HIFI DEALER AND DEMAND ADEMO.
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NEWS•
MARANTZ SD55 CASSETTE DECK
Marantz have introduced a new
3-head cassette deck, the SD55.
Styled to match the PM94 amplifier and CD94 CD player, the
SD55 also features two-motor
logic transport, high-torque DCservo capstan motor, Dolby- B,
-C, and HX Pro noise reduction,
bias fine-tuning facility, programme search and intro scan, and
selected custom components.
Price is £349. Marantz also
announced price reductions for
the CD65 and CD 75 Compact

Disc players; both now retail for
£299 including VAT. Additionally, some Marantz dealers
are co-operating in a promotion
which gives the customer five free
CDs with the purchase of either
player. Free discs include the
Beatles' Sgt. Pepper and titles
from Rosie Vela and Bryan
Adams. Further details from
Marantz Audio ( UK) Ltd, 15-16
Saxon Way Ind Est, Moor Lane,
Harrnondsworth, Middlesex
UB7 OLW. Tel: 01-897 6633/9.

GL PRODUCTS' VALVE 35-WAITER
GL Products, manufacturers of to be competitively priced. The
the Ray Lumley M-100 mono classic M-100 has been refined,
valve power amplifier, introduced and was seen on display with the
new preamp at the North Wales
a 35 W/channel stereo valve •
Fi Show, 16-18 October.
amplifier onto the UK market in Hi December, following the release Further details from GL Products,
of their first preamplifier in Octo- Brooks, Furzeley Corner,
ber. Both of these new models are Denmead, Hampshire, P07 6TS.
described as high-quality designs Tel: (0705) 250312.

MFSL'S FIRST ULTRA-DISC
Joe Jackson's Will Power is the
first title to use Mobile Fidelity's
new type of CD manufacture. The
Ultra-Disc, is agold-coloured CD
(not to be confused with CD- V
singles), uses pure 24k gold
instead of aluminium, and is said
to provide a smoother, cleaner
and consistently flatter, reflective

surface. This should reduce tracking errors and avoids 'laser rot', a
result, apparently, of the aluminium corroding within the protective layers and manifesting itself
in various optically-read discs.
Future titles will include Supertramp's Crime of the Century and
The Power And The Majesty.

AMP-01 DISTRIBUTION NEWS
ANALOGUE ELECTRONICS PRE/POWER
Analogue Electronics have
released a preamplifier and two
power amplifiers notable for their
low cost. The PRII preamp (£1313)
offers inputs for tape, Compact
Disc, tuner, and phono, the latter
accepting m-m or m-c designs.
The matching power amp, the

PA!! (£ 130), is rated at 20W/
channel and operates in Class A/B
mode. Both units measure
200x 200x 80mm (WDH). Also
available is a higher powered
amplifier, the PA3 (£ 145). Analogue Electronics, Hartley Farm,
Upper Swainswick, Bath, Avon.

two new • Garrott cartridges.
Wings, 88 Southbridge Road,
AUTOMATION SCIENCES have Croydon CR10 1AF. Tel: 01-688
announced the UK price for the 6565.
new Martin- Logan Sequel loud- ARBITER LEISURE have introspeaker (see New York Show duced a coin-operated CD jukeReport, December). The Sequel box. For details of the Discmaster, which holds 60 discs, contact
will sell for £2490 per pair.
MAXWELL Communications Joanne Arbiter on 01-452 1132.
MITSUBISHI have introduced a
Corporation have acquired the
majority holding of Nimbus new slim-line CD player. Available separately or as part of the
Records for asum of £24 million.
E702 or E703 midi-systems, the
KJ LEISURESOUND have
DP703 features Random Access
formed a new division to handle
Programming of up to 36 tracks
custom music and video installations. For details, phone Paul and remote control. Price is
around £200.
Tam on 01-486 0552.
MEMOREX have released a new SOURCE-ODYSSEY'S board has
been restructured, following a
tape, dBS 1, a normal bias type.
move to their new factory. The
C60s and C9Os will retail for £ 1.15
and £ 1.45 respectively. TRACK- company's address is now 157
Curie Street, Glasgow G14 OTS.
MATE's latest accessory is the
TM 161 Audio Cassette Cleaner. Tel: 041-954 5585.
JBL have released alarger version
Price is £9.95.
AUDITIONS is a new chain of of the Control 1 utility speaker.
'entertainment retail centres' The Control 5is atwo-way design
ideal for commercial applications,
opening in Walton- On-Thames
A/V installations and studio use.
and Orpington. The concept is to
create acomfortable and relaxing Price is £279 per pair, and hardware is available for various
environment in which to hear,
compare and choose hi-fi equip- mounting arrangements, including 19in rack fitting.
ment, and the customer can book
QUEEN'S HI-FI is anew specialdemonstration time in the listenist hi-fi dealer located at 2Market
ing studios. For details, contact
Street, Barnstaple, Devon
either John Edwards or George
EX31 1BX. Lines stocked include
Bartlett on (04024) 72337.
TEAC UK's new address is 5 A&R Cambridge, QED, Revolver, Tannoy, Thorens, Goldring
Marlin House, The Croxley Cenand Sennheiser. Tel: ( 0271)
tre, Watford, Herts. WD1 8YA.
46172.
Tel: (0923) 225235.
NIPPON GAKKI, parent comWINGS OF WHYTELEAFE have
taken over the distribution of pany of Yamaha Electronics
(UK), have changed their name
Garrott Brothers products,
to Yamaha Corporation.
including styli modifications and
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Audio Synthesis have been
appointed UK and Export distributors of kits and parts for the
AMP-01 state-of-the-art preamp
published in HFN/RR May-Nov
'84. As intended, the AMP-01
project is ongoing with upgrades
and refinements being introduced
as new technology permits. Reorganisation of the distribution has

permitted lower prices. Reprints
of the original 42-page HFN/RR
article and a fully revised set of
component check-lists and stuffing guides are once again available. Send a large SAE for price
list and details. Further information from Audio Synthesis, 196
Wollaton Rd, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 2PH.

ISIS AUDIO have released anew ducts. We apologise to both comseries of complete, unabridged panies for this error.
books on tape; titles will be EVENTS
released at a rate of three per
month, including one non-fiction 25 JANUARY 1988 Aston Audio
work, one fiction and one Barbara Musical Evening featuring AlphaCartland. [ Isn't that fiction? I son and Klimo products, to be
didn't think so. KKI Isis Audio held at the Stanneylands Hotel,
Books, 55 St Thomas' Street, Stanneylands Road, Wilmslow,
Oxford OX1 1JG. Tel: (0865) Cheshire. For tickets, phone
(0625) 582704.
250333.
PIONEER introduced an in-car 10-13 APRIL 1988 Salon Internamulti-disc CD player at Motor- tional Son et Video, Hall 5, Porte
fair. The CDX-M100 accepts a de Versailles Exhibition Centre,
six-disc magazine compatible with Paris. Contact SDSA, 20 Rue
Pioneer's domestic multi-play CD Hamelin, F 75116, Paris, France.
18 APRIL 1988 The Federation of
player. Price is £ 1000.
KEF have discontinued the 105.2 British Audio will be holding its
loudspeaker after 10 years in pro- Annual Awards Dinner at the
ducton, during which 10,000 pairs London Inter-Continental Hotel.
The charity dinner will benefit the
were sold.
MELODIYA the Russian record Nordoff-Robbins Music Therapy
label, is to join the International Centre.
Federation of Phonogram and 15-18 SEPTEMBER 1988 The Hi Fi Show, sponsored by HFN/RR,
Videogram Producers (IFPI).
SHARP's latest CD player is the Heathrow Penta Hotel, Bath
midi-sized DX- 150, which fea- Road, Hounslow, Middlesex.
tures cue and review, auto-prog- 26 AUGUST- 1SEPTEMBER 1988
ram search, 20-track memory and The Dusseldorf Trade Fair,
featuring AudioVideo 88. Conrepeat play. Price is £ 199.
SHAPE OPTIMEDIA, who are tact Dusseldorfer Messegesellnow manufacturing 3in CDs, have schaft mbH. NOWEA, Postfach
developed packaging for the smal- 32 02 03, Stockumer Kirchstrasse
ler format, including an injection- 61, D-4000 Dusseldorf 30, West
molded retailer display pack, a Germany.
wallet, and an adaptor to enable PEOPLE
them to be used on standard
Compact Disc players. The dis- MITSUBISHI'S new sales force
play unit measures 4x12in, and consists of: Rob Harding, Comconforms to US standards for mercial W.anager; Colin Brown,
Head of Major Accounts; Archie
retail systems.
APPOLLO STANDS advertise- Searle, Northern Regional Sales
ment in the November issue con- Manager; Geoff Costigan, Major
tained two pictures of Target pro- Accounts Manager.
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Proven Accessories
from BED
INCON Interconnect Cables

QED 79 Strand
The BEST BUY of
Speaker Cables
Over 4million metres of genuine
QED 79 strand speaker cable
has so far been sold, making it
the most popular speaker cable
ever produced. HIFI Answers
(Nov 82) concluded that,
"Changing from bell wire or
mains lead to QED 79 STRAND
SPEAKER CABLE is the
cheapest upgrade you will
ever make"

PRICE
New technology cables using OXYGEN FREE
HIGH CONDUCTIVITY copper conductors.
HI-FI Answers (May 84) commenting on INCON
"With INCON the sound was sweet, open,
transparent, tuneful and very easy to follow. Both
sonically and musically the QED cable transformed
the sound."
Prices from £ 9.95 for ahalf metre pair of phono to
phono cables or cable off the reel at £ 1.20 per
metre.

C.D. Switching Unit

90p
per metre
A new addition for this season is aflat
configuration 79 Strand cable la profile
of only 2.5mm). This makes it ideal for
concealing under carpets.
F79 Price per metre £ 1.20.

Input Expander

Switching & Control

A full range of Amplifier, Speaker, Tape C.D. and
Phono switching units together with Volume
Controls and Headphone Adaptors.
The range now includes anew 2way Speaker
Switching Unit (SSU2) which will accept QED 79
strand speaker cable and anew 4way unit
(UHSS4) that will accept Monster and C38 type
cables.

PRICES FROM

£9.95

.5131? DEFINITION
SOUND
RANGE

A C.D. player needs aspecial input to work
properly, but many (otherwise very good
amplifiers) do not have such adedicated C.D.
input.
This need not be aproblem with the QED
COMPACT DISC SWITCHING UNIT, because not
only does it switch between tuner and C.D. it also
adjusts the level for optimum performance.

As the name suggests, the IX 4is designed to
expand both the ' tape' and ' line' inputs of a
'minimum pcilities' pre-amplifier or integrated
amplifier. Provision is made for the connection and
control of two tape decks, with full record,
playback and tape to tape functions, plus two line
inputs. The line inputs are marked 'video' and
'aux/C.D.'.

PRICE: IX-4

£39.95

PRICE

IX- 4 GOLD

£18.50

£49.95

OED Products are recommended by all leading manufacturers and importers of HiFI Equipment. They are
available from around 1000 HiFi retailers throughout the U.K.
Alternatively, order direct and we will despatch your order within 24 hours ( subject to availability).
Post and packing free*. All prices include VAT.
15%.
'Add 50p to orders under £ 5.00
A QED

This year sees awhole new range of
premium accessories from QED under
the Sound Definition range banner.
These products are designed to maintain
the maximum possible signal integrity
from input to output and features the
following
III Full independent earth wiring.
la Switches with silver plated contacts.
• Non-Ferrous casework (aluminium)
to avoid any sonically degrading
electromagnetic effects.
• Professional quality gold plated
phono sockets.
• Special 'gold' solder to ensure the
best possible electrical joints.

For technical and nearest dealer information ring 0784 246236
OED Audio Products Ltd, Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate, shield Road, Ashford, Middlesex TWI5 1AU.
North American Distributor. May Audio Marketing Ltd., 646, Guimond Blvd., Longueuil, QUE. J4G 1P8
Tel ( 5141651-5707

Accessory Catalogue is amust - send for yours now'

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Please send me your latest Catalogue No. 10 and the name of my nearest dealer
Ienclose aFirst Class stamp.
NAME
ADDRESS

POST CODE
IIVs; INS

TECHNOLOGY*
used by the BBC for sending radio signals
EN KESSLER has already reported
round the country, and the data rate is 728
(HFNIRR August), that those visitkilobits per second.
ing Yamaha in Japan recently were
For both MAC satellite transmissions and
surprised to find that the Centennial
Nicam terrestrial stereo, the stream of digital
system (which costs around £20,000 in Briinformation is divided up into packets. The
tain) has full-blown digital signal processing
packets for MAC are the same as the packets
(DSP) with surround sound, but no Dolby
for Nicam. So the stereo sound chips in a
surround setting. The unspoken answer was
satellite receiver will be compatible with the
clear. Yamaha did not want anyone else's
chips in a Nicam receiver.
name on the company's 100th-anniversary
Already the BBC's Crystal Palace transflagship product range. Now the pendulum
mitters have been modified to broadcast
has swung full back. The latest range of
Nicam, and the BBC has begun modifying
Yamaha domestic systems has four channels
the distribution links between transmitters to
of amplification, and is specifically designed
cope with stereo instead of mono. Meanwhile
for the reproduction of Dolby surround
the BBC employed outside organisers to
video. The two rear channels are lower in
drum up support for agiant Radio Show, to
power than the front stereo pair. The front
be held at Earl's Court between 30 Septempanel has a surround sound mode switch,
ber and 9October 1988. The show times were
which not only specifies Dolby surround as
chosen to celebrate 21 years of broadcasting
one option but — as if making up for the
BARRY
FOX
by Radios 1, 2, 3, 4and local radio — and the
Centennial silence — has the Dolby marking
demise of the Light, Home and Third progprinted in red, to stand out proud above all
ing the signal and reproducing it in stereo . . .
rammes.
other markings, even the Yamaha name.
(and) will be working hard to inform the
The Earl's Court extravaganza was seen as
Why the renewed interest in four channel
consumer of the benefits of such a system'.
a 'nostalgic but updated recreation of the old
amplifiers and surround sound settings?
In January 1987, Thorn- EMI- Ferguson
Radio and TV Show which closed its doors to
Simply because the launch of CD-Video and
struck a deal with Texas Instruments to
the public for the last time in 1966'.
stereo sound with TV will open the floodgates
develop an integrated circuit for use in
Internally, the BBC saw it as awonderful
for surround sound-encoded software. Most
domestic television receivers to decode
opportunity to sell stereo TV to the masses,
new feature films, and some music videos, are
digital stereo signals. ' A full service is
and canvassed support from all the major
routinely encoded with Dolby surround
expected during 1988,' said Texas. 'The
electronics firms operating in Britain. But
sound. Already this material is released on
device is anticipated to be in full production
after a first flush of enthusiasm, all has now
VHS ( and Beta) hi-fi stereo tape, but there
by January 1988.'
gone quiet on the BBC Radio Show front. It
has been only slow interest in decoding the
At the May 1987 trade shows in London
looks like becoming another non-starter.
surround sound information which is buried
JVC demonstrated a video recorder with
One
reason
is
that
the
BBC
has
now
in the track. If CD-Video takes off, as Philips
built-in stereo decoder, and — along with
back-pedalled on stereo TV sound. The
hope, with hot sales of Combi players capable
Ferguson — promised to have stereo video
official BBC line is: 'We have not said
of reproducing Compact Discs and videorecorders on the market by Christmas 1987.
anything, but the Board of Management met
discs, then there will be added incentive to
Now comes the casual decision by Michael
in
July
and
decided
it
couldn't
yet
give
any
decode the surround sound tracks that are
Checkland and the BBC managers to put
starting dates for stereo — although tests are
there for the taking.
stereo on ice. Under the circumstances, it's
continuing.' These bland words cover ablunt
Currently, when the BBC broadcasts a
hardly surprising that the organisers of the
threat by the BBC to kill stereo TV until the
feature film, or music video, with stereo
BBC Radio Show have gone very quiet. They
Government rethinks its decision to limit the
surround sound, it is simply mixed down into
could very well be lynched by the firms which
annual licence fee to MO, plus an increase
mono before transmission. This will change
have invested in readying stereo receivers.
tied
to
the
Retail
Price
Index.
The
hold
when the BBC starts broadcasting stereo
As we went to press two things happened.
comes down from Director General Michael
sound with television. Two signals will be
First, JVC and Ferguson released Nicam
Checkland.
broadcast; mono analogue and stereo digital.
video recorders for review. They are shopThe decision to put ahold on stereo TV has
The digital stereo will contain any surround
ready, with Nicam labelling and references to
astonished, and angered, the electronics
sound signal that was mixed into the original
Nicam in the instruction book. Toshiba has
industry. Many companies have invested
film track.
been mass-producing a Nicam chip package
heavily
in
the
development
of
chips,
receivers
To recap very briefly, all the television
to support a full-scale service and hardware
and adaptors for stereo TV de-coding. Ferguprogrammes, in all countries, are broadcast
launch. The Crystal Palace transmitter is now
son and JVC have said they will be ready to
with the picture signals on one carrier and the
using Nicam to transmit the sound of one
sell video recorders with decoders by Christsound signals on a second carrier (around
BBC TV station piggy-back on the other, to
mas. All this follows a clear lead from the
5MHz higher). For stereo, Japan uses a
test channel separation and prove that the
BBC.
multiplex system similar to that already used
digital sound seems more robust, and better
In September 1986 the BBC proudly
all round the world for stereo radio; the
able to cope with multipath, than the anaannounced that the Government had
sound carrier has an extra sub-carrier for the
logue sound or picture. Nicam is a remarkapproved the Nicam system developed by the
stereo sound.
able achievement. But the very week that
BBC and jointly adopted by the BBC and
West Germany argued that the multiplex
recorders were ready for review and sale,
IBA. In the same month, the BBC demonsystem could not adequately separate two
Michael Checkland, Director-General of the
strated Nicam TV stereo at the International
different language channels and (with an eye
BBC, unveiled his strategy for the 1990s. He
Broadcasting Convention in Brighton using
to limiting low cost imports from the Far
now says he will not even consider stereo
transmissions from the Rowridge transmitter
East) developed a different system. The
until 1991. This leaves the electronics comon the Isle of Wight — and extended the
stereo signal is on a second sound carrier
panies with unsaleable product. It also means
Crystal Palace tests to include both the BBC1
which is transmitted at a slightly higher
that the electronics industry will be far less
and
BBC2
transmitters.
frequency than the main sound carrier.
likely to support the BBC on other ventures
The next month, October 1986, the BBC
The US modified the Japanese multiplex
which seem to interest Mr Checkland more,
and IBA issued ajoint statement, saying they
system, by encoding the sub-carrier with dbx
eg, Radio Data Systems, or RDS.
were changing the vision-to-sound power
noise reduction.
Don't expect much press cover on this. As
ratio at all their TV stations from a ratio of
The BBC added digital techniques to the
is now long-standing practice, the BBC
5:1 to 10:1 as ' a necessary step in preparing
West German two- carrier system. The
corporate press office failed to invite the
the television transmitter network for the
second carrier 7 at 6.552 MHz above the
trade, specialist and technical press. Once
introduction of adigital stereo sound service'.
vision — takes digital code. Stereo is sampled
again pride and/or incompetence meant that
Even before that, in May, Hitachi had
at 32kHz, and encoded into 14-bit words
they did not even ask the press officers in the
welcomed the ' recent announcement by
which are then artificially compressed to 10
Engineering Information Division for alist of
BREMA' on stereo television. Hitachi felt
bits. The code conveys either astereo spread
magazines and journalists who would be
moved to add: 'We think we can now look
of music or two completely separate sound
interested in the issue discussed by Checktowards 1988 for a full public service', and
tracks for bilingual programmes. The system
land: wider •FN€1 radio coverage, RDS 'and
pledged that, `by then Hitachi will have a
is called Nicam 728 because it relies on the
World Service transmission. 0
range of colour televisions capable of receiv'near-instantaneous companding' techniques
23
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8000A
Integrated
Amplifier
MUSICAL
AFFORDABLE
...LOGICAL
For full data, and details of
your nearest Audiolab dealer,
call or write:
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY LTD
26 Roman Way Industrial Estate
Godmanchester, Huntingdon
Cambs PE18 8LN England
Tel: 0480 52521

The Ra ford Renaissance
range of Valve Amplifiers
leaflet, post the coupon or contact
your Radford dealer today.

For over 25 years, Radford valve
amplifiers have been held in the
highest regard by enthusiasts and
music lovers worldwide. Even today,
many vintage examples are in usea 'glowing' tribute fo the Radford
name.
With Arthur Radford's blessing,
Woodside Electronics have introduced the Renaissance range.

Hand built to the highest
standards these new amps.
incorporate much of today's thinking
Manufactured and distributed under
licence by:

Woodside
Electronics

Kimberley Road, Clevedoni, Avon.
BS21 661.1 Telephone: 0272 877611.
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"The STA 25 generates a generous and
precise soundstage with genuine
audiophile standards of imagery and
dynamics."
Hi Fi Choice, The Collection Il.
"Internal construction is some of the finest
I've seen in any valve amp, regardless of
vintage or country of origin."
Hi Fi News, U.K. May 87.
"Perhaps the strongest point of the
Radford Renaissance is it's bass surprisingly good for a tube power amp."
Stereophile, U.S.A. September 87.

on circuit layout and use the latest
high specification components to
bring performance right up to date.
The Renaissance range includes
the SC 25 valve pre-amp, STA 25
50 watt stereo and M 75 75 watt mono
amplifiers.
For full specifications and colour
USA. & Canadian distribution:

&reel Aubin Marketing
RO. Box 147, 7723 Yonge Street,
Olde Thornhill Village, Ontario,
Canada L3T 3NI.
Telephone: (416) 731-9708.

RADFORD

'ease send full details of the Radford
IRenaissance valve amplifiers with dealer
"list to:1Name: _
Address .

L

Tel'
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remind readers of the many words I have
HE BBC's plans for the future of
written on the very poor frequency responses
broadcasting have now been
of the majority of long and medium wave
announced in the national press, but
tuning sections of all kinds of radios in
there are some fine detail points of
current use around the UK. The future
very great importance that will most certainly
serious use of AM for speech programmes is,
affect HFNIRR readers. Perhaps the most
Ifeel, abig mistake, and we would have been
important of these is that the BBC is to end
far better off having atotally new FM service,
what Ihave always considered the ludicrous
perhaps between 40 and 45MHz, or around
duplication of services on VHF and long or
185MHz, or perhaps my own scheme from
medium wave. By losing its Radio 1 and
1984 could have been considered more
Radio 3 frequencies to national commercial
seriously. Ijust wonder if the poor reception
radio networks, it has had to revamp comof speech on medium wave will discourage
pletely the pattern of broadcasting, and in
people from listening to educational broadmost areas Ifeel this will be to our advantage.
casts. Could the solution be to transmit all the
The present long wave transmissions of
educational programmes on one of the TV
Radio 4will become completely redundant as
networks overnight and in other gaps, and
Radio 4 will be expanded on VHF to cover
encourage the use of video recorders to
the whole of Scotland, Wales and Northern
record the relevant programmes? One need
Ireland. This is asurprisingly early answer to
not always have video information, although
my strong complaints, raised comparatively
a video carrier is required for most video
recently in HFNIRR, and with Broadcasting
recorders and televisions to reproduce the
House early this year. Even more important
sound carrier.
will be the removal of schools, Open UniThe BBC is scheduled to open seven more
versity and other educational programmes
local radio stations in the next two years,
from Radio 4, so that we will not forever have
covering the following county areas: Gloucesto change over to long wave to continue
tershire (October '88), Hereford and Worcs
listening to the normal Radio 4 output.
(November ' 88), Wiltshire (January '89),
All the main networks, Radios 1, 2, 3 and
Warwickshire ( February ' 89), Suffolk
4, will eventually be transmitted on VHF
(September ' 89), Surrey and Berkshire
only, which is excellent news. The long wave
(February '90). These stations are likely to be
frequency will then be used as an 'events
VHF only. It will be fascinating to see if the
network', covering the broadcasting of ParBBC will eventually either drop local radio
liament and political conferences, various
from medium wave, or whether some of their
other news conferences, State occasions and
larger local radio stations, eg, Radio London,
other longer news stories. The Radio 2
will split programmes betweem AM and FM.
medium wave frequency will become asports
The BBC's new policy has already started
and education channel, and will include the
in the Greater London area — for several days
new educational service called ' Open Colbefore 3 October, it was transmitting tests
lege', as well as schools and Open University
referring to Radio 1 on 104.8MHz, from
programmes.
Crystal Palace. The permanent service
Radio 3 will have around one and a half
actually started on 31 October at 6am in
hours each weekday knocked out of it,
stereo all day long, the BBC using the same
probably mid-morning, for 30 weeks or so per
mast, etc as it already uses for Radio London
year. This will be for some schools broadVHF. The two transmitters are of lkW each,
casts, which certainly does concern me, as it
could become the thin end of the wedge. I feeding vertical and horizontal polarisation
antennae. Theoretically, the coverage area
still feel that we would have been far better
should be identical to that of Radio London,
off having a fifth VHF network entirely set
but Ihave a nasty feeling that many VHF
aside for educational broadcasts; and Irefer
listeners will get a significantly lower signal
readers back to my idea of three years ago
strength from 104.8MHz than they are at
that right at the top of Band II there could be
present getting from 10MHz lower down the
anetwork of educational FM channels using
band. The extension of the band up to
much lower deviation with a reduced fre108MHz will be causing amajor problem to
quency response, and therefore closer chanlarge numbers of listeners who have direcnel spacing. The article was called 'Tomortional antennas with more than three elerow's FM, the Future of Band II, HFNIRR
ments, since the majority of VHF beam
June 1984, page 33.
antennas were designed and installed in the
David Hatch, BBC Radio's managing
days when the band stopped at 98MHz. The
director, has made the point that push-button
band is now twice as wide, and by 104.8MHz
radio must be given major publicity in the
the antenna gain is likely to be very many dB
early '90s, with the proliferation of VHF
down as compared with the bottom end of the
radio stations. This will be alot easier if use is
band. If you are in the south-east of England,
made of the new BBC radio data system on as
try comparing the signal strengths of Radio
many radios as possible, which is to be
London on 94.9MHz with Radio 1 on
introduced in the Summer of 1988. This will
104.8MHz, and you may see what 1mean.
allow you to press abutton prescribed for a
You may very well have to purchase one of
particular network, and the receiver will then
the new, wider band antennas, which will
hunt for the strongest carrier transmitting the
mean one more visit from your aerial erection
required network. This will make VHF car
company. My Icom discone antenna picks up
radio far more practical, and could easily be
104.8 at almost the same strength as Radio
introduced into VHF tranny portables.
London, and one of the beams actually gets a
So the BBC are going to put alot of speech
stronger signal from 104.8, which is curious.
and information programmes onto AM, and
While we are on the subject of antennae,
push areduced amount of pops from Radio 1
readers may be interested to know that Ilost
AM onto VHF. Hopefully, speech is not
the lot in October's storm, and the cost of
regarded as aural wallpaper, since it is normally very important to hear it properly. 1 reinstallation in my case will be around £ 000
or so. I hope that not too many HFNIRR
must again insist that there are serious
readers have sustained damage to their
problems in the use of long and medium wave
antennae, let alone their houses. I was
for the transmission of speech programmes
where intelligibility is of major importance. I impressed that the BBC managed to keep

ANGUS McKENZIE
going on sound radio in the south-east by
switching over almost instantly to enormous
diesel generators at Broadcasting House,
which were in use for many hours. Inoted
that TV was off the air for quite some time,
however, showing that it is often more useful
to turn to sound radio in an emergency!

Leningrad Philharmonic
Mariss Jansons was the conductor of a very
remarkable concert relayed on 6 October
from the Royal Festival Hall. He conducted
the Leningrad Philharmonic, regarded as one
of the greatest modern orchestras. Jansons
has already become well-known in the UK
partly due to his outstanding Chandos recordings of the Tchaikovsky Symphonies, which
have been acclaimed internationally. This
concert of Russian music included Rachmaninov's 3rd Symphony, Prokofiev's 1st Piano
Concerto, with Dmitri Alexeev as soloist,
and Stravinsky's 1919 Firebird Suite. The
Leningrad orchestra first became really
famous in the West from aseries of Deutsche
Grammophon LPs in which the great Russian
conductor Mravinsky was at the helm, and
despite their age, these LPs are still recommended by many music critics. Mariss Jansons was assistant to Mravinsky at the beginning of the '70s, whilst his father, Arvid, was
joint conductor with Mravinsky. Ihave no
doubt that this concert was one of the finest
ever, for not only was the orchestral performance technically superb, and musically very
deeply felt, but the sound was outstanding
too. The BBC balancer managed to reproduce the clarity of this massive ensemble
whilst allowing us to feel that we were
actually there in the hall. How very well
disciplined were the strings, and how remarkably the woodwind and brass played with
them and followed the beat so accurately.

A fond farewell
And now a ' thank you' to all the loyal readers
Ihave had since Istarted this column nearly
twenty years ago, for I have made the
personal decision to put down my pen and
bow out. Ihave enjoyed writing the column,
and have made so many friends. Ihope to
write the occasional article about radio as I
see it developing, but in the language of
amateur radio — 73, and going QRT!411
[We very much hope that Angus will in the
future be persuaded to restart his column,
after afew months off! Iam happy to say that
he has agreed to continue as one of HFNI
RR's Technical Advisers — Ed]
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FROM THE INVENTORS
OF COMPACT DISC, THE
PHILIPS CD 473. A NEW
BRILLIANCE IN DESIGN.

BRILLIANCE

ith
duced

compact

new

levels

reproduction. >

disc,

of

Now

Philips

fidelity
with

the

intro-

to

sound

CD

473,

they combine technological flair with the
designer's art. > It offers a specification so
complete, no other player matches it at the
price. > The brilliance of its sound comes
as no surprise. >

Philips' own

16 bit 4x

oversampling where each piece of digital
information is checked four times, sees to
that.

>

wealth

Less
of

expected,

features

perhaps,

designed

is

the

into

the

machine. > Philips' unique Favourite Track
Selection system, for example, is included.
> So you can edit a disc to play only the
tracks you like, in the order you like, as
often as you like. > Full remote control is
specified with key pad and,

unusually, a

volume control. > A beautiful shape where
form follows function is also part of the
deal, with controls placed logically for easy
operation. > It is a shape, moreover, that
fits in totally with Philips' new range of hi-fi
separates, allowing you to build yourself a
perfectly matched system. > Other niceties
abound. > A volume control on the headphone socket. I> An uncannily quiet loading
tray. > And a price that takes some believing
- £ 250. >

The

most

brilliant

touch

of

all, perhaps? >

TAKE

A

CLOSER

LOOK

CASSETTE - DECK - KX200
amaha cassette decks have always enjoyed areputation for excellent performance, fine sound quality
and advanced technology. The KX-200 is another
brilliant example of Yamaha HiFi ' know-how' at work.
The KX-200 re-defines the meaning of ' value-for-money',
combining as it does professional recording and playback
quality with stylish ergonomics at a
price you'll find hard to beat That's
why the HiFi Choice panel wasted
no time in giving the KX-200 its
'best buy' status. The KX-200 boasts all the superior
characteristics of the Yamaha cassette deck technology:2-motor transport and full logic control for smooth tape
operatioreDolby B & Ccapability for maximum quality and
minimum noise levels; Easy-to-read peak level meters
for precise performance monitoring; Automatic tape
1988
AWARDS

YAMAHA
_

e
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selection that takes the bind out of bias, the effort out of
equalisation. All this plus Armchair Control
capability with the optional Remote
Control Unit And the Yamaha KX-200
is ' RS' compatible which means you
can employ its considerable talents
in afully Integrated Remote Control
System that gives total fingertip command of aYamaha HiFi system - from the comfort
of your listening position.
KX-200 - there's no cassette deck to touch it, because its
music - naturally. For your nearest Yamaha HiFi dealer,
contact us at the address below.
=
Y
!
AM—AHA

78877-= -19-87

YAMAHA HIFI
A Hundred Years of Musical Experience

Yamaha Electronics ( UK) Limited, Yamaha House, 200 Rickmansworth Road,
Watford, Herts WDI 7IS. Tel. Watford ( 0923) 33166.

MUSIC - NATURALLY'
'Dolby is atrademark of Dolby Laboratory Licensing corporation.

ACCESSORIES CLUB

TH

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ACCESSORIES CLUB

Steve Harris introduces half-a-dozen audiophile
LPs which, for achange, make musical sense

ARECORD
YEAR

Use this form to order any of the current
HFN/RR accessories
Please indicate quantity required. All prices include post it packing.

HFNIRR HFN 003 Test CD £ 11.95
O Goldring Stylus Cleaner £ 14.95
ID Mission Isoplat £ 19.50
'Tweek £ 15.95
III Michell Banana plugs £9.50 per set of 4
• Audiophile Records
Cantate Domino £6 95 C] Saint-Saëns £6.95 D Close-ups £6.95 CI Jazz at the
Pawnshop (2LPs) £ 13.95 D Diifos (45rpm) £ 12.95

•
•
0
El

HFNIRR Spikes £ 10 per set ( inc drill) Wood D Metal
HFNIRR Flux Dumper £22
Nagaoka record sleeves ( pack of 50) £6.95
High Performance Loudspeakers (
hardback) £ 14.95
HFNIRR Black Head M-C Transformer £49.95
HFN DC1 Loudspeaker Kit (Complete) £ 129.95
HFN DCI Kit ( Minus Cabinet) £49.95
O Bassett Subwoofer Drive Unit £ 117.50
El Bassett Subwoofer Electronics ( boards only) £39.95
0 Bassett Subwoofer Electronics (assembled) £ 139.95
• Allsop Cleaning Accessories
0 Carbonoptic LP brush £5
0 Cassette head cleaner £5
0 CD cleaner £ 19.50
0 Special offer of all three £25.75
El CD Damping Foils ( pack of 10) £5.45
• RATA Torlyte stand £90 (state turntable) _
111 Supercut Records £7.10 each ( or £6.50 each if ordering four or
more) Please indicate titles:

Little Feat: Feats don't fail me now D Randy Newman: Little Criminals D Santana:
Borboletta O Weather Report: Mysterious Traveller 0 Jackson Browne: Running on
empty 0 Eagles: Desperado O Earl Klugh: Living inside your love 0 Paul McCartney
& Wings: Band on the run 3Delius: Orchestral works CI Elgar: Symphony No.2

M

OST SO-CALLED 'audiophile records' prove to be a
disappointment when the musical content fails to match
the sonics, which is why we have been so selective in
offering discs to readers through The Accessories Club.
But now we are seeing something of anew wave of special records,
produced by enthusiastic companies who are well aware that arecord
can only be as good as the music on it, and it seemed agood idea to
make some of these available.
First on the list comes adisc which is not anewly recorded sonic
spectacular, but aremastering of an analogue classic. (This is treading
on even more dangerous ground!). Painstakingly recut from RCA's
19150 three-track master tape, the Chicago Symphony's Scheherezade,
conducted by Fritz Reiner, is arguably the most attractive release so
far from Chesky Records of New York (Chesky RC4). As presented
here, the recording faithfully reveals the wide, rather shallow stage of
the Chicago's Orchestra Hall, while instruments have an arresting
purity and immediacy. As to the performance: ' In the top five' was as
far as the Music Editor would go, though Reiner addicts may dispute
this.
Recorded more recently, but still in 'pure analogue' are the
products of the West Coast label Reference Recordings. Both the
titles we have chosen feature Marni Nixon, who 'ghosted' the singing
voices of Deborah Kerr in The King And Iand Natalie Wood in West
Side Story. She has the lively, responsive and tasteful piano
accompaniment of Lincoln Mayorga in Marni Nixon Sings Gershwin,
including ' Let's Call The Whole Thing Off', 'The Man ILove' and
more than adozen others ( RR- 19); and she is heard in Copland's
settings of Eight Poems Of Emily Dickenson on RR22, where Keith
Clark conducts the Pacific Symphony Orchestra in the Appalachian
Spring Suite.
Finally, some of the almost legendary RCA direct cuts (described
by ¡fan Payne in 'Classical Wax', HFNIRR, June '86) are now
availnble. The three chosen here are the 45rpm Beethoven
`Appasionata' played by Ikuyo Kamiya ( RDCE-4); ' Romance de
Amor', together with two pieces by Sor and ' Nocturnal', Op. 70, by
Britten, from guitarist Kazuhito Yamashita (RDCE-8); and Vintage
Tenor in which tenor saxophonist Lew Tabackin, with perhaps the
finest Japanese big band, Toshiyuki Miyama's New Herd, pays warm
tribute to the great stylists Ben Webster, Sonny Rollins, Don Byas,
Chuck Berry and Lester Young. There's something for everybody
here!
Prices, which offer aslight saving on the nominal retails ones and
include post and packing, are £ 11.95 for the Chesky, £13.50 each for
the Reference Recordings, and £7.50 each for the RCAs. Use the
order form opposite. 0
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HFN/RR interlinks
HMC phonotophono £29.95
HMC tonearm cable ( phono) £38.50
KEF Soundbase Speaker Stand (pair) £29.95
Inca Tech mains plug & socket set UK only
Flutterbuster £79.95 ( state turntable)
• Decca tonearm £49
▪ Authenticity Mini-vac £8.95
• Michell Tenderfeet (set of 3) small £5.45 D Large £8.45 O
ID Cobra FM Aerial £34.95
HFNIRR CD Carrydisc £ 10.95
HFNIRR Toolkit £32.50
D Record Interface Mat £28.50
▪ HFNIRR Headcase £79.95
• HFNIRR News-Stand El Top & bottom shelves only £ 125
3middle shelves £22.50 D Complete £ 139.95
Onkyo Unifier £99.95
D Sicomin CD Damper £27.50
D 'Self-adhesive rings for Sicomin damper ( pack of 20) £ 1.75
D Audioquest vacuum tube dampers ( pack of 4) £ 11.95
II More audiophile records:
O Scheherezade ( RC4) £ 11.95 D Marni Nixon sings Gershwin ( RR- 19) £ 13.50
0 Appalachian Spring ( RR-22) £ 13.50 0 Appasionata ( RCDE-4, 45rpm) £7.50
0 Romance de Amor ( RCDE-8) £7.50 0 Vintage Tenor ( RCDE-Il) £7.50
0 all six titles £57.50

NAME

(
caps please)

ADDRESS

0 Ienclose POIChequelM0*
O Iwish to pay by AccessIVisalDinerslAmex*

*Please delete
as necessary.

My card number is

Expiry date

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIl

Signature

Please send your orders to HFNIRR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford,
MK40 1YH.
Cheques should be made payable to HFNIRR Accessories Club.
Delivery subject to availability.
Accessories Club hotline /I0234 741152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Photo copies of this form are acceptable. E&OE
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THE WAY
WE STAND
AFFECTS OUR
PERFORMANCE
Supporting any speaker cabinet in the correct position, at the right
height, on afirm foundation, will enhance its capabilities for accurate sound.
Rigidmounting improves dynamic contrasts and impact, stereo
width and depth, whilst also affecting and reducing the colouration. This is
why Celestion have always considered stand design to be an important part
of the overall speaker design.
With the launch of the new SL 700 and DL Series Two range, which
faithfully reflect our design philosophy—"to produce loudspeakers of
unparalleled accuracy and peiformance"— we've purpose designed stands
which ensure maximum performance from each loudspeaker system.
Incorporating some ofthe stand features from our award winning SL
range, we've added one or two innovative extras; streamlining both designs
and making them neater and safer for your home.
The a stand has been developed as asingle pillar unit (one central
aperture making damping with sand easier), which has arear recessed
centre channel with rigid PVC extrusion neatly concealing the speaker cable.
The centre columns of both the DL Series Two and SL 700 stands are made of
rigid extruded aluminium.
In addition, to ensure complete rigidity, the bottom plates of both
stands feature aset of four concealed spiked steel feet, which penetrate
normal carpeting and rest on the floor beneath (v. ithout damage).
But in the SL 700 stand the design goes one step further This stand is
an integral part of the loudspeaker system and therefore is included in the
price. Precisely mass loaded, it ensures that this outstanding new speaker is
set at the optimum listening height.
Our engineers have not only coupled the centre column of the stand
to platforms specially braced for rigidity, but have also ingeniously devised
the ultimate coupling unit between speaker and stand. It's athree point
system, comprised of three metal pads which are attached to the underside
of the speaker and fit neatly onto three corresponding points located on the
stand top plate.
And the effect of these new speaker stands?
Yet more performance from Celestion
speakers which outperform every other speaker in
their class.
Celestion. Because sound principles don't
change.
For more information on the Celestion range of hi-fi
speakers please contact
Celestion International Ltd.
Ipswich IP3 8Je England. Tel: 0473 723131
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Introducing
SUMO:
affordable high- end,
from California.

established internationally, and have received widespread

critical acclaim; for example:
"compelling musicality ... startling transparency"
(HiFi Heretic on the SUMO Polaris)
"A true superamp" ( High Fidelity on the SUMO Andromeda)
"a sensational buy" (HiFi Heretic on SUMO's The Nine Plus)

D Real high-end sound.
How SUMO get the best out ofyour loudspeakers.
SUMO components are designed for enthusiasts, by enthuSumo amplifiers are designed without current limiting or
siasts, to offer clear, transparent, open, yet warm and natural
invasive protection circuitry, and will drive the most difficult,
sound; a `valve- like' sweetness and musicality, yet with solid
reactive loads. Choosing SUMO means both that you will
state reliability and control. Sound worthy of the finest comget better results from your current speakers, and that any
plementary high- end components.
future choice of speaker will not be restricted by amplifier
Affordable prices.
limitations.
SUMO components' high- end sound quality is directly
comparable with cost- no- object equipment costing many
thousands of pounds. You can spend much, much more without musically significant gains in sound. ( You could also spend

less by opting for budget- price products, but the result will be
clearly audible compromise).
.
damn good!' The Absolute Sound.
Although new to the UK, SUMO components are well

POLARIS, by SUMO. 'Valve- like' sound with solid state control.

SUMO SPECIFICS
ATHENA preamplifier:.£695.
All discrete, Class A circuitry. Up to 20v

4ohms. No current limiting. +/ — 40 amp
peak capability per channel. IA kW

output gives effortless headroom. Inputs
for MM/MC,CD,Tape(2),Tuner,Video.

transformer.
THE NINE PLUS Class A power

Line Level 'direct' facility.
POLARIS power amplifier: . 1:695,

amplifier: £ 1195.
2 x 65w into 8 ohms, 2 x 120w into
4 ohms. Unique, patented topology,

2 x loow into 8 ohms, 2 x I75w into
4 ohms. MOSFET output stage with

ATHENA, by SUMO. A high- end preamplifier at an affordable price.

allows Class A operation without either

active bias correction for transcen-

compromise or the usual cost penalty.

ductance error. No current limiting.
ANDROMEDA power amplifier..£995.

No current limiting.
Prices quoted are

2 x200w into 8 ohms, 2 x37,5w into

incl. VAT

suggested

retail

Acoustic Gold

SUMO: AFFORDABLE HIGH- END, FROM CALIFORNIA. FOR MORE INFORMATION AND THE NAME OF YOUR NEAREST DEALER, WRITEOR PHONE:
ACOUSTIC GOLD LTD, I, ORSTON LODGE, OLD FARM ROAD, HAMPTON Twi2 3RQ. TEL: 01-941 67 37 (24HRS)

STARTING POINT
Choosing asystem with abudget of around £ 1500:
Martin Colloms examines CD and vinyl disc options

costing £200, as demonstrated in Part 2
(November). The merits of a good vinyl
front-end will still make themselves felt significantly in the final sound. If the top budget
limit is allowed, then £1750 could bring in a
more generous allowance of £ 150 for the
stands and cable, plus an opportunity to
invest in more costly and/or more sophisticated speakers.

I

N CONTRAST with the confident titling
of previous reports in this series, aserious
question arises with this fourth episode.
Is CD the correct choice for the primary
music source at a £1500 price level? After
some consideration, it became apparent that
if we are working towards the balanced
performance established by previous 'Starting Points', there is no -valid CD player in the
relevant category, ie, around £450. In Part 3
(December) it was noted that the performance of the best of the new £250-£300 CD
players was so good that consideration of
higher priced machines up to the £600-700
level was pointless. Greater expenditure
would ultimately result in some improvement, but at the risk of unbalancing the
'system' concept.
Accordingly, at this stage it would seem
appropriate to return to an LP-based system,
using CD as asecondary music source. Given
that we are pursuing audio quality as a
priority, with musical satisfaction as amajor
component, it is logical to take up the Linn
viewpoint concerning precedence of the
music source, and opt for asubstantially good
front-end. The new budget is then sufficient,
given that few amplifier choices are available
at £400-500. In fact, as with the CD player,
we are likely to be driven down to a £300
model on value grounds, until rather greater
sums become available.

LP-based system
We can look at lower priced alternatives
later, but let us jump in at the deep end here
and propose three front-rank turntables,
namely, the Linn LP12, Pink Triangle PTTOO, and Roksan Xerxes, all at the £500
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

JANUARY 1988

CD alternatives

LinnSondek LP12 turntable, seen here with lttok arm

level. Yes, Irealise that these do not include
arm and cartridge, but they represent such a
great step-up in quality from the level below
that they justify the additional cost, despite
the danger that this might unbalance the
system budget. If we allow £100 for the arm
and £60-100 for the cartridge, the player unit
will total about £650-700, leaving us with
£800-900 to play with. Taking £300 or so as an
obvious target price for a top performing
integrated amplifier, this means that around
£100 can be allocated to stands and cables and
£400-500 for arespectable pair of speakers.
If it were considered important to come in
at the lower end of a system price range
spanning £1500, ±£250, a £1250 budget could
still be realised with an analogue system via
economies on the choice of amplifier and
speaker; for example, by selecting the Cambridge Audio P40 amplifier, and speakers

Before going into the analogue system in
more detail, let us look at the CD alternative.
For a £1500 total, one could use up to £700
for CD, amplifier and stands-plus-cable
(£300, £300, £ 100), leaving agenerous £800
for the speakers. Alternatively, within the
allowed budget span, between £500 and
£1000 could be allocated to the speakers. In
such asystem the CD contribution would be
straightforward and uncomplicated, one
possible approach being to make the most of
available sources, together with achoice of
speakers which are unusual in terms of size
and/or bass extension, loudness, etc.
If good stereo focus, clean dynamics and
high sound levels are valued, then the KEF
R104 II (£800) is an obvious choice, used on
vestigial spiked frames which offer asaving
over the cost of accessory speaker stands.
Alternatively, if your taste runs to fine focus,
depth and good stereo perspectives, but with
more modest sound levels coupled with a
need for asmall speaker size, then consider
the Celestion SL600 at £700 plus good stands.
A wide range of alternatives are also possible
covering the size and price range up to the
R104, such as the Spendor SP1 (£640),
Harbeth HL4 (£475) and B&W Matrix 1E
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A BREATH OF FRESH SOUND

Heybrook brings abreath of fresh sound
to your listening environment with abrilliant
realism that's almost beyond belief.
Savour aural excellence from an award winning
range of audio products; contact your Heybrook
dealer listed opposite, or send the coupon today.

HEYBROOK
6

NEU LOUDSPEAKER OF - THE YEAR 1984. 1985, 1986 - WHAT HI-FI BEST GUY 1983, 1984, t985 - HI-FI CHOICE.
HB2 RECOMMENDED 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 7984 - HI-FI CHOICE. " THEY POSSESS THAT EFFORTLESSSOUND QUALITY WHICH
WAS ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO BELIEVE". PRACTICAL HI-FI 1980. "..A aeAR RECOMMENDATION". HI-FI NEWS 1981
H83 "
EXCITING AND VERY DRAMATIC .. WITH AN EFFORTLESSNESS AND EASE RHYTHMS ARE WELL DEFINED AND CRISP. . A
WARMTH AND RICHNESS OF TONAL COLOUR _ HIGHLY INFORMATIVE ... EXCELLENT LEVELS OF INSTRUMENTAL SEPARATION .. AND
DYNAMICS". PRACTICAL HI-FI 1983. "HIGH SOUND LEVELS WITHOUT ANY NOTICEABLE COMPRESSION— CONVINCING REALISM.
ANALYTICAL SOUND REMINISCENT OF STUDIO MONITORS". HI-FI FOR PLEASURE 1984.
TT2 RECOMMENDED 1983, 1984, 1985 - HI-FI CHOICE. 'IN TERMS OF PERFORMANCE THE 172 CAN BE WELCOMED TO THE SELECT
BAND OF HIGH QUALITY UNITS". GRAMAPHONE 1984. ". EXCELLENT WELL MADE, ABOVE AVERAGE PERFORMANCE". HI-FI .
ANSWERS 1983. " THE TT2 IS ASUPERIOR PRODUCT". HI-FI NEWS 1984.
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C21,32 "... ONE OF THE VERY BEST COMBINATIONS AVAILABLE UNDER £ 1000". NEW HI-FI SOUND 1986. ".. BETTER THAN ANY
EQUIVALENTLY PRICED AMPLIFIER I
HAVE HEARD". HI Fi ANSWERS 1986.

Heybrook HiFi Ltd, Estover Close, Estover Industrial Estate, Plymouth PL6 7PL Telephone (0752) 780311
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STARTING POINT
made, vinyl replay can provide more interest,
more involvement and a more convincing
musical experience. While I cannot easily
prove it, with good LPs Ihear amore natural
tonal quality, better string sound, more ambience, aclearer sense of depth and recorded
acoustic, and a sound quality closer to that
associated with costly amplification, and by
contrast farther from budget electronics.
While a number of good quality, middlerank turntables are marketed, it is necessary
to go beyond these to the ' Linn group' to
establish clearly the above superiority to CD.
I am not prepared to separate the three
admirable chosen contenders on a merit
basis; each has certain individual characteristics which might sway a purchase decision,
while all meet the required standard. In the
case of the Linn LP12, Iwould select the LV
Plus arm, and note a 'strong' sound with a
firm performance in all three areas of bass,
mid, and treble associated with a moderate
level of coloration and a fine sense of drive

Lunt's inexpensive ann option, the LVX
(£600).
Yet another CD system option is available.
If you like the Meridian M30 active compact
loudspeaker, and also fancy the luxurious 207
CD player from the same company (see
review p59) this combined package could be
put together within the budget limits. Remote
volume control is offered by the player,
which now also comes with an LP disc input
option. As it also includes apreamplifier, you
could add agood but modestly priced power
amplifier such as the Cambridge Audio A75
(£275) or Musical Fidelity P140 (£300) for use
with alternative passive speakers, and, complete the arrangement with speakers in the
n50-450 range, these latter having been well
covered in Part 2and (more particularly) Part
3 in this series.

The vinyl source
Assuming that one can conceive spending
£700 on an analogue LP disc source, why and
how can this be a better choice than good
current CD players in the n00-700 price
range? It is certainly not better on the usual
and well-documented grounds of wow and
flutter, pitch, acoustic and vibrational feedback, frequency response accuracy, channel
separation and channel balance. We can also
add good signal-to-noise ratio, low distortion,
long playing time, absence of clicks and ticks,
etc, in favour of CD. Iwill not conceal the
fact that CD is convenient, attractive and
essentially trouble-free, with particular
appeal to the ' non-enthusiast'. However, for
those pursuing the maximum musical quality,
the compromises involved in the use of CD
must be appreciated. Exactly why vinyl is
subjectively superior is adifficult question to
answer at present. Certainly there is no quick
technical explanation, as in this respect CD
has things all its own way. But when the
necessary mental allowances have been

Roksan Xerxes turntable
and rhythm.
For both the PT-TOO and the Roksan
Xerxes, Iwould fit the Rega RB300 tonearm, a highly neutral, refined design.
Although it lacks an easily operated height
adjustment, its consistent character complements the evenness and neutrality of both the
Xerxes and the PT-T00. The LP12 has areas
of good transparency, but the 'TOO majors
in this area, with easy, unforced, natural
stereo perspectives, and particularly with low
coloration. The Roksan offers a more
immediate and stronger sound, clearly more
neutral than the Linn, and with astable level
of quality held over the whole frequency
range. The PT can still deliver good sounds
on difficult surfaces, and has a notably soft
suspension; in contrast, the Linn is stiffer and
benefits from some care in siting, particularly
with respect to bouncy floors. The Roksan
also has arelatively stiff suspension, making
for easy arm cueing but perhaps rendering
the sound more critical of the turntable
support.
The two arms mentioned will take anumber of moving- magnet and moving-coil cartridges, with a K9 m-m seen as an obvious
choice for the Linn. The lower mass of the
Rega arm suggests using a promising newcomer from Audio Technica, the ATF3 m-c,
or its brother the ATF5. Both these models
are high-value examples at £60-100, but
another £30-70 will buy you still further
refinement in the form of an Ortofon MC20
Super (£ 165) or a Milltek (£ 198). The latter
(reviewed in this issue, by Paul Miller, on
p85) is ahigh-output m-cfor use on the m-m
input settings, which deliver a better sound
quality than the m-c terminals on many
mid-priced amplifiers.
Having established the analogue player at
around £700, anumber of good amplifiers are
available at the £300 level. The shortlist
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WEN [AM
WITH SUCH
TiMPTATION..

Audiophiles around the world have been tempted by the
incomparable quality ofLuxman hi-fi for decades. Now,
with the arrival of the F-105 Remote Control Centre, the
attraction is even greater! Designed to give total control of
Luxman audio/video systems, the F-105 comes complete
with asingle-handed remote control unit for easy operation.
In addition, the F-105 is an audio/video surround sound
amplifier giving you the pleasure of time-delay surround,
Dolby surround, matrix surround and simulated stereo to
create your ideal luxurious ambience.
A complete range ofLuxman hi-fi is available, all featuring
renowned Luxman quality, totally compatible and all
remotely controllable via the F-105. They include the
selection shown Ure:
LV-102 Stereo Amplifier fully equipped to serve as the centre
ola complete audio and video entertainment system;

..YOU HE OME SELF-CONTROL

T-102 (L) Tuner offering unmatched performance in tuning
accuracy and sound quality, plus 20-station preset and
auto-seek tuning;
D-90 CD Player featuring excellent performance and
sophisticated 16-bit DIA converter ensuring superior
precision and fidelity;
K-105 Cassette Deck providing the convenience of
bi-directional auto-reverse record and play at its best,
incorporating Luxman's high precision rotary head to
ensure the same superior performance in both tape
transport directions.
For those who would prefer aremote control unit without
surround-sound facilities, choose the U-100. It gives you all
of the other superior features of the more-sophisticated
F-105, but at alower cost.
To find out for yourself what Luxman hi-fi has to offer the
discerning audiophile, see your nearest Luxman dealer. But
take care you might find it difficult to restrain yourself.

LUX MAN
H.W. International, 3/5 Eden Grove,
London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-607 2717.

lUIMAN DEALERS

STARTING POINT

AVON

Radford Hi-Fi, 12 St James Street West,
Bath (and branches). Tel: 0225 446245
BUCKS
D. L. Chittenden, 56 The Broadway, Chesham.
Tel: 0494 784441
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
University Audio, 1/2 Peas Hill, Cambridge.
Tel: 0223 354237
DEVON
Richlow Electronics, 264 Torquay Road,
Paignton. Tel: 0803 523734
DORSET
HATV, 131 Barrack Road, Christchurch.
Tel: 0202 473901
ESSEX
Brentwood Music Centre, 2Ingrave Road,
Brentwood. Tel: 0277 221210
First tle Foremost, 49 North Station Road,
Colchester. Tel: 0206 564026
Hi-Lights, 271 London Road, Romford.
Tel: 0708 767890
GWENT
Barsafields, 7Cross Street, Abergavenny.
Tel: 0873 3321
HER'TS
Darby & Co., St. Peter's Street, St. Albans.
Tel: 0727 50961
KENT
R. E. Cranfield, 34 The Burgate, Canterbury.
Tel: 0227 65130
Sevenoaks Hi Fi, III London Road, Sevenoaks.
Tel: 0732 459555/6
and branches at Guildford, Tun. Wells, Beckenham,
Chatham, Brighton, London SEIS.
LONDON
Analog Audio, 849 High Road, London N12.
Tel: 01-445 1443
Ask Electronics, 248 Tottenham Court Road,
London WI. Tel: 01-637 0590
Hi-Fi Sounds, 193 Kilburn High Road,
London NW6. Tel: 01-372 6731
Hi-Way Hi-Fi, 313 Edgware Road,
London W2. Tel: 01-402 2441
Hi-Way Hi-Fi, 242 Tottenham Court Road,
London Wl. Tel: 01-636 5974
Kensington Hi -Fi, 288 Kensington High
Street, London WI4. Tel: 01-602 7066
Kamla Electronics, 251 Tottenham Court
Road, London Wl. Tel: 01-323 2747
Nicholls Hi-H, 430 Lee High Road,
London SE12. Tel: 01-852 5780
Sound Sense, 350 Edgware Road,
London W2. Tel: 01-402 2100
Telesonic, 92 Tottenham Court Road,
London Wl. Tel: 01-636 8177
Ultimate Hi-Fi, 109 Old Church Road,
London E4. Tel: 01-524 5063
MERSEYSIDE
P & A Audio, 98 Liverpool Road, Crosby.
Tel: 051-924 7287
MIDDLESEX
Musical Images, 45 High Street, Hounslow.
Tel: 01-570 7512
SHROPSHIRE
Shropshire Hi-Fi, St Michaels Street, Shrewsbury.
Tel: 0743 232317
SURREY
Reigate Hi-H, 69 High Street, Reigate. Tel: 07372 23326
Unilet, 35 High Street, New Malden. Tel: 01-942 9567
SUSSEX
Alternative Sounds, 24 The Hornet, Chichester.
Tel: 0243 784710
Laser Sound & Vision, 72 Terminus Road,
Eastbourne. Tel: 0323 640911
TYNE ik WEAR
Red Radio Hi-Fi Centre, 11 Olive Street,
Sunderland. Tel: 091-567 2087
WEST MIDLANDS
Richer Sounds 2, 12 Smallbrook Queensway,
Birmingham. Tel: 021-643 6664
YORKSHIRE
Realistic Sound Centre, 5/7 County Arcade,
Leeds. 1. Tel: 0532 458252
SCOTLAND
Telemech, 23 Marischall Street, Aberdeen.
Tel: 0224 574248
Hi-N Corner, 52 Gordon Street, Glasgow
Tel: 041-248 2840
James Kerr, 98/110 Woodlands Road, Glasgow
Tel: 041-332 0988
NORTHERN IRELAND
Radio Rentals, 97 Royal Avenue, Belfast.
Tel: 0232 244043
SOUTHERN IRELAND
Finn's Camera-Computer Store, Arundel
Shopping Centre, Waterford. Tel: 051-77701

B&W Matrix 1E loudspeakers

remains the same as last month, with the new
Musical Fidelity B200 heading the group,
very closely followed by the Mission Cyrus 2.
Audiolab's 8000A also sets a high standard,
including good facilities and unusual tone
controls which do not materially affect sound
quality. All three can deliver substantial
power outputs of 50-100W per channel, and
the Cyrus and Audiolab are respectably
load-tolerant. The B200 is ultimately the
most powerful, but prefers normal 8-ohm
loads or, if alower impedance is involved, the
4-ohm ' resistive' variety, found, for example,
in the KEF impedance compensated series.
With an allowance for stand and cable, we
have £200-350 to spend on the speakers, but
see last month's Part 3for more information.
At the luxury end of the spectrum, and with a
mild budget excess, I would consider the
Rogers LS7t (£360) as the optimum choice,
used bi-wired, white a number of good
alternatives can be substituted. Note that
while aclean treble range remains important,
the frequently richer tonal balance of the LP
source as compared with the CD allows for
the use of more ' forward' loudspeakers without involving too great acompromise of the
overall frequency balance. At the economy
end, the Rogers LS6 provides a substantial
performance for the money (£230 in this
case). This is a smooth and well balanced
model.
Ilike the look of the new QED three-point
stands, though Ihave yet to try them. Good
results are to be had from the Heybrook
equivalents, though the heavier Foundation
and similar stands suit the smaller sized
speakers particularly well. Regarding speaker
cable, one good-value example is the Vecteur
9040, appropriate for shorter runs, while its
four-core insulated construction suggests easy
bi-wiring where this is appropriate. The van
den Hul two-core equivalent at asimilar price
has obtained agood review recently; indeed,
van den Hul presently appears to offer the
best value in interconnects, though for this
system such cable would only be needed for
an accessory CD player. MDM cable is afine
budget alternative, and is also appropriate for
tuners and cassette units.
Existing recommendations hold for the
optional CD player: Philips 373 or 473;
Marantz 873, and Sony 710, all in the
£250-300 range. As before, tuner recommendations include the Arcam Delta, Sony
STS700ES, and Musical Fidelity Ti.

The high-end CD alternative
Imentioned earlier that a system could be

based on aMeridian 207 CD player, and this
unit's comprehensiveness is certainly a big
attraction. Without remote control or the LP
disc input option, the latest 207 can be
obtained for £950. If it were combined with
either aMusical Fidelity P140 or aCambridge

A75 power amplifier, plus the £90 for the
associated 209 remote control system, the
total reaches £1340. But we are tied to atop
limit of around £ 1750, and if £ 100 is allocated
to stands and cables, this leaves only £310 for
the speakers. However, this brings us so close
to the more substantial speaker systems that
an extra £50 to include the Rogers LS7t
would seem to be eminently worthwhile. If an
analogue turntable were to be added to this
arrangement, its cost would have to be
augmented by another £ 100 for the Meridian
disc input module. But if CD were still
regarded as the main source, then this vinyl
section could usefully comprise a Linn Axis
or a Manticore Mantra, which at £350-400
would include a cartridge.
For those unfamiliar with the Meridian
207, this is a two-box CD player whose
special remote control carries awide range of
facilities. A sophisticated volume control,
source selection, and such subtleties as absolute-phase inversion are all included. As part
of the system outlined above, it provides
remote control for the CD player as well as
for its built-in preamplifiers, making for a
rather sumptious result.
One further provisional CD option would
be to use the Cambridge Audio CD2, which
we prematurely reviewed (
HFNIRR Aug '87)
but which has not yet been examined in final
production form. At £600, it potentially
offers the right sonic standard, but Icannot
confirm this yet. With the CD2 and allowing

Sony CDP710 CD player

£450 for the amplifier and £ 100 for stands and
cable, we are left with £350-600 for the
loudspeakers.

Summary
This perusal of iiarious possibilities raised by
the new price limits shows us that the
questions raised do not have simple answers.
All of the suggested schemes, well installed,
have the potential to give high quality reproduction, yet differ in their musical interpretation. Vinyl will co-exist with CD for a long
time to come, and analogue records remain
rather cheaper than most of the CD equivalents.
At this budget level, the vinyl-based system
has the potential to provide better musical
satisfaction despite all its well-known drawbacks, but it does require careful use and
handling, as well as aresolve not to fault it on
the obvious grounds outlined above.
However, if that last degree of listener
involvement is not so important, then the CD
system should provide a suitable answer,
offering as it does all the advantages of
convenience, longevity and freedom from
spurious effects, with remote control as a
further boon. I cannot make the LP/CD
decision for you, but Iwould certainly not
worry about vinyl becoming obsolete in the
near future. Judging by the high quality of the
best audiophile analogue players, it will
remain with us for many years to come.

Lasky's - selected branches.
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THE
MPLIFICATION.
With sensible partnering hardware
-loudspeakers up to £ 150 are probably
best suited, the PM635 is apeach.99
COMPACT DISC REVIEW June 1987

Following the well-received PM625
it has to sound good and it does.
The amp's attack is on apar with
Mission's Cyrus 1, and that's high
praise indeed.”
HI-FI NEWS March 1987

Ili Ihave seldom been as impressed
with an integrated amplifier as Iwas
from the start with the PM655.
Sonically it does all the right things.”
GRAMOPHONE June 1987

id The PM655 is agem... the amplifier
is in aclass of its own when price and
performance are taken into account.”
WHICH COMPACT DISC August 1986

For information on harman/kardon products, write to:
Harman UK, 5Mill Street, Slough, Berks. SL2 5DD. Tel: 0753 76911.

Ken Kessler enjoys Stereophile's East Coast show, then
visits Danish hi-fi companies Ortofon and Primare

S

TEREOPHILE couldn't have
picked a better location for their
second hi-fi show. Where but New
York City would you find signs in
the hotel — the Omni Park Central near
Carnegie Hall — describing their fire alarms as
'State of the Art'? Where else would you
meet athree- year-old ' Deadhead' who knows
all the words to Garcia and Crew's latest hit?
And where but New York would you find
that one of the bell- hops owns two pairs of
Apogee Duettas?
Stereophile situate their two shows ( East
Coast in the autumn, Left Coast in the
spring) between the CESes, which means that
they can play host to enough new products to
make the shows newsworthy. Ithought that
manufacturers in the USA geared every
launch toward a CES, but this show held
more surprises than lanticipated.
Product launches covered a wide range,
including the US debut of Cliff Stone's '
Valve
Job' tube dampers as well as rumours galore.
I heard a juicy one about a major Dutch
manufacturer, but I'll leave it to Barry Fox to
find out what's really happening in Eindhoven. . .
On an «empirically verifiable level, Krell's
new speaker cable ('The Path') and phono
leads were in evidence, the former being a
mixture of Litz wire and a variety of solidcore cables. More disconcerting was news
that Krell's Dan D'Agostino has taken to
tweaking Fisher- Price's kiddie record player,
though so far he's only done one — for his son,
Harkonen.
Mark Levinson (
the company, not the
individual) also showed a new cable, as well
as the No.26 preamp. This features balanced
output, optional balanced input, and no
phono stage, the latter being an option as per
Yamaha's Centennial preamp. Price should
be under $5000.
Dave Wilson provided the WATT loudspeaker on the new Gibraltar stand, which I
hope to cover in a ` Pot Pourri' as soon as aset
reaches these shores. (The Watts are
reviewed on page 75). The other hot news for
small loudspeaker fans was the launch of
Duntech's little two-way, the PCL-15 ' Little
Duchess'. Selling for under $ 1000 per pair,
it's anicely finished unit designed for operation with the listener seated between one and
four metres away. Considering that its larger
siblings will fill auditoria with ease, the
PCL-15 should appeal to Duntech fans lacking the necessary acreage. If this sounds like
history repeating itself, mirroring the WA'TT
vs. WAMM, be grateful for manufacturers
who realise that not all of us live in massive
dwellings. SOTA's Panorama Minimonitor,
$1295 per pair, was in evidence in shop-ready
form, and they're one of the prettiest I've
seen. High-end without tears, for the house
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The Statement consists of four towers, and as
you'd expect of M- L, they look like adream.
The Apogee room, where Ifirst espied the
Krell cable, gave the public an opportunity to
hear aJason Bloom demo of the Diva, with
the rare and wonderful Basis turntable as the
source. Ithought the sound was exceptional,
but then you'd expect an old Scintilla freak to
say that, wouldn't you?
Also on the turntable front was the
unusual, triangular plinthed Dark Star, fitted
with the JS Technology air-bearing toneann.
This belt-drive deck features multi- layer construction using hardwood alternated with
damping materials, and comes complete with
an integral floor stand for under $ 1000. To
quote the company's literature, 'Springs are

If apicture is worth athousand words . . . this (right) is
Martin Logan's Statement

proud. Other speakers included a smaller
version of Eminent Technology's planar
design. The LFT-IV is aslim three-way panel
rated at 8ohms and requiring a minimum of
75W to make it compatible with awide range
of amplifiers, including tube designs. Price is
£1850 per pair in solid oak or walnut, with
other finishes at extra cost.
Martin-Logan's new models come in at the
top and bottom of the range, with the most
excitement being generated by the Sequel, a
gorgeous hybrid selling for $2000 per pair and
shipping to dealers this month. The Sequel
uses the curvilinear electrostatic panel and a
10in. subwoofer per side, the enclosure
measuring 12 x13.5x 72in. ( DWH). At the
other extreme was a prototype of the forthcoming — after June '88 — Statement, $20k's
worth of electrostatic panels, dynamic subwoofers and ( possibly) servo amplification.

Twinkle, twinkle . . . Arcici Marketing showed the
Dark Star turntable with IS Technology arm

Dumech downsizes with a Little Duchess', the two-way
PCL-15

out'. As the Dark Star is radical enough to
take up as much space as I'm allowed for this
report, write to them for their complete
descriptions % Arcici Marketing, Suite 41,
2067 Broadway, New York, New York
10023, USA. CD was everywhere, but the
only one which was mentioned in casual
conversation by more than one colleague was
the ET650PX from Euphonic Technology. A
heavy reworking of the Philips 650, it looks
set to become the choice for audiophiles in
1988 — and it is achoice that won't break the
bank, either.
One of the most unusual demos was staged
by Electrocompaniet, who featured a fourchannel set-up with the speakers arranged in
front of the listener. The speakers were given
their own ' stage', with the main pair positioned as you would in a normal stereo
installation, and the ' rear' speakers situated
at the sides slightly in front of the listening
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PAINSTAKINGLY CRAFTED.
MINUTELY DETAILED.
AWESOMELY SOPHISTICATED.
(AVID THAT'S JUST THE BROCHURE.)
What we have here is probably the most
spectacular product brochure you have ever
seen. The 1987 Canton Loudspeaker Journal.
Its fifty pages are filled with valuable
information on the principles of audio technology; guidance on how to choose speakers;
and advice on positioning and setting them
up to get the best from them.
It also carries comprehensive details o
the world's finest loudspeaker range.
From compact shelf models to mighty
floor-standing active speakers.
Once you've looked through it, you'll
begin to appreciate the innovative designs and
meticulous construction standards that have
made Cantons so highly regarded among
audiophiles.
And you'll get an inkling why there is a

,

Sound. Homing. Music.
Loudspeaker technology.
Loudspeaker systems. Subwooters.
Car speakers. Positioning, setting
up and connecting loudspeakers: ,
Listening and comparing.
The Canton range.

price to pay for their superior sound quality.
The good news, however, is that you can
receive acopy of the Loudspeaker Journal, by

Please send me afree copy of the 1987
Canton Loudspeaker Journal.

simply sending the coupon on the right to:

Name

Canton Brochure, Ortofon (UK) Limited,

Address

Denmark House, Tavistock Industrial Estate,
Ruscombe, Tvvyford, Berks RG10 9NJ.
At least one of the best things in life is free.

Alrom

AUTUMN IN NEW YORK ..S
position — but firing toward the centre of the
main pair.
The most impressive display of all — forgive
me — was an audio/video demo courtesy of
Fosgate (
decoders), Kyocera (
electronics),
M&K (
speakers) and Barco, who make the
finest projector I've ever seen. First of all, it's
universal for both voltage and broadcast
system. Second, it made me swallow my
words about NTSC. Able to project on to any
flat white surface — bye-bye to space-eating
curved screens — the image from the Barco
was simply fabulous. Iwanted to stick around
for the whole demonstration, not just the Out
Of Africa portion, but Ihad to break off this
pleasurable experience to rush off elsewhere
and do my stint on a question- and-answer

y

panel. On the software front, DMP introduced two new CDs, the Thom Rote/la Band
(CD-460) and Manfredo Fest's Braziliana
(CD-459), the latter being the label's first
foray into ethnic music. Chesky added some
new titles to their marvellous catalogue of
Golden Age reissues, including Reiner with
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra's Spain
(RC-9) and Fiedler conducting the Boston
Pops through Gershwin's An American In
Paris/Rhapsody In Blue (
RC-8). Chesky also
released a new CD, Charles Munch and the
RPO's Bizet: Symphony in CITchaikovsky:
Francesca Da Rimini (
CD-7). Space here
precludes more than avery brief run-through
of the hi-fi celebrities who appeared; showgoers with eagle eyes espied Julian Vereker

(Naim), Saul Marantz ( Lineage), Jim Winey
(Magnepan), Michel Reverchon ( Goldmund), Jacques Riendeau ( Oracle), and at
least 20 other major stars. James Boyk ruined
my life by telling me that Coke from a can
tastes better if you ignore the ring- pull tab
and use an old-fashioned can opener. Bloody
tweak. My own experiences were capped off
by finding within mere yards of the Show the
Mysterious Press Book Shop ( best detective
fiction store I've ever seen), the Carnegie.
Stage, and Wolfs delicatessens, and the
launch of Oreo's Big Stuf — truly a Krell
among cookies. What I'm trying to say,
basically is that even if you don't like hi-fi,
New York is ahelluva great place to spend a
weekend.

...AND COPENHAGEN

OU MUST BE BORED by now
with the flood of reports on the hi-fi
scenes in Japan and the USA. How
about Denmark, then? Without
suggesting for a moment that my 36 hour
sojourn was enough to provide more than a
taste, Ileft realising that this country has alot
more to offer than Carlsberg lager and Victor
Borge. My trip to Copenhagen included visits
to two manufacturers and ahigh-end retailer,
and Ilearned that esoterica is alive and well
in this wonderful land.
Copenhagen, he said Whickerishly, is a
gorgeous city where the rubbish bins sport
plastic bin liners and the taxis tend to be the
sorts of Mercedes run by well-heeled reviewers. Crime is low and the denizens wellbeh'aved. Still, I managed to attract the
attention of the city's only low- life, a drunk
who followed me around proclaiming ' Ihave
better shoes than you!' Considering what
Timberlands now cost, he must have been
one well-heeled dipso.
If activity at KT Radio is anything to go by,
the Danes love their hi-fi. 1counted at least
eight sizeable sales in the half-hour we spent
there, but then the place was wonderfully
conducive for buying hi-fi. There were lots of
tables and chairs around where the sales staff
could make customers feel comfortable, discuss their needs, hand over their dosh. And
KT had something for everybody, from all-in
B&O systems to obscure valve amplifiers.
Hell, the place was overrun with tube gear,including Copland, vintage Lux, and a window full of Audio Research backed by
Apogees: Every nook and cranny held some
delight for the itinerant tweak, including
concrete U-shaped speaker stands, cabinets
full of accessories and turntables galore. The
prices were not as expensive as you've heard
about Denmark: they were worse. How the
Danes can afford the stuff is beyond me.
Which reminds me of a story circulating
among the Danes. Ortofon UK's John Reddington picked up the tab for nine average
drinks, Cokes, abeer or two. It came to £54.
'Bloody 'ell', he said in his Northernmost
accent. ' You can buy the whole of bloody
Blackpool for that lot!' (The exact phrasing
has been censored.)
The next call was the Primare factory, if
you can call it that. Situated on the ground
level of what the British would call a very
stately home, the Primare works seemed
more like an art gallery or the kind of site
Fabergé would have used to hatch his eggs.
HI.F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Doing aturn: KK at the microscope in the Ortofon
cartridge factory, where he very nearly managed to wind
his own moving coils

Wherever you looked were Primare's fabulous amplifiers in various stages of construction. Here and there were different components under soak test, everything neatly
arrayed without so much as a millimetre of
stripped-off cable insulation to mar the view.
And the view is half the effect.
The Primare system is a pair of powerful
monoblock amplifiers and aremote-controllable preamp of cost-no-object status. One
look inside or outside reveals construction as
fine as any experienced in hi-fi, and the sound
is simply glorious. In the Primare listening
room — which looked like aset out of arecent
Merchant/Ivory epic — Iheard the Primares
through Martin- Logan CLS electrostatics.
Now I've heard those speakers adozen times,
but never did they sound as good. It must
have something to do with the set-up as much
as with the electronics, because they were
installed in away I've never seen before, well
into the room and with sound deadening
materials strategically placed throughout.
Anachrophiles will envy me for having espied
a genuine pair of the full-range ESS Heil
loudspeakers, which I was assured could
actually sound very fine.
The big news from Primare was the delivery of the first remote control units, which
handle every function on the preamp, including polarity inversion. The other news is that
these decidedly gorgeous products, styled by
an architect, are now available in white,
making them even more desirable than

before. As Primare now have UK distribution, some British audiophiles who don't
mind spending £8k or £9k can count themselves fortunate. Be warned: Primare is
threatening to release an even bigger power
amp than the existing unit.
Day Two saw me crossing the country to
visit Ortofon, a wonderfully modern, airy
complex buzzing with enough activity to
make you forget that CD even exists. I've
been to countless factories, but cartridge
manufacturers weren't among them, so this
was a new experience. Talk about skilled
fingers.
Ortofon gave me the opportunity to make
an arse of myself, which Idid. 'Go on, wind
the coils for the MC-20 and it's yours.'
Friends know that there's little Iwon't do if it
will help pay off my tax bill, so Ifigured that
wrapping some copper around an armature
was far less compromising than, say, soliciting from street corners. 'Some copper'? I
could barely see it. The woman showed me
how to wind it, how to watch the counter to
guarantee the correct number of turns, don't
use too much force, mind the cantilever, etc.
1managed two of the four coils but snapped it
on the third. Photographs exist showing my
shame, and I now have ten times as much
respect for the microcraftspersons who make
phono cartridges.
Isaid that the factory was ahive of activity,
and Iwas astonished to see cases and cases of
cartridges ready for shipping. Ortofon
spokespersons, while painfully aware of the
decline in interest in analogue front- ends,
seemed not at all pessimistic. If they were,
they wouldn't be introducing the radical and
expensive MC-3000 moving-coil.
This cartridge has been described in these
pages before, but I would like to mention
again its most novel feature, a ceramic,
resonance-free body. Ortofon showed me the
cartridge body sans motor, and — once I'd
been told what's involved — Ifound it to be a
marvel of casting technology. Then again, my
yardstick is 1/43 scale resin Bugatti models,
so what do I know.
While at Ortofon Isaw the company's new
£45,000 test computer which should be on
every reviewer's and manufacturer's shopping list, heard white label copies of Cheskylike LPs from JVC of all people ( I figured
they'd long forsaken vinyl), and had the best
smoked salmon this side of the Stage Deli. I'll
save the comments on shelves full of SPU
cartridges for a later date.111
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When David Hafler set about designing
the XL-280 amplifier,
here's what he had in mind:

Straight wire with gain
True linearity has always been the goal of
audio designers. The perfect amplifier
has been described as "astreight wire with
gain" having no distortion. How close we
come to zero distortion is ameasure of
how accurate the amplifier is, judged by
ear or measurement.

SWDT (straight wire differential
test) Now we have alistening test for
audible accuracy which is extraordinarily sensitive, does not require
instruments, yet satisfies the engineers
demand for logic. It is the straight wire
differential test — the SWDT — a
comparison of an
amplifier's output with
its input. The ideal
amplifier will have no
difference; subtracting
output from input will
give aperfect null.
Anything you hear in
the test will be distortion.
The XL-280 has inaudible
distortion on this definitive test.

own loudspeakers. Every aspect of the
circuit has been refined to yield the lowest
SWDT null. And aperfectionist's touch
has been included — a 'tweaking'
adjustment for each channel which
maximizes the amplifier's linearity with
the chosen loudspeaker. This 'golden ear'
exclusive can make abarely perceptible
improvement — so small it defies
measurement — but the null test's
sensitivity and precision can define it.
The XL-280 is factory set for the
typical speaker. And you can
improve on that, for your own

loudspeaker if you choose.

GRAMOPHONE March we
"The SWDT test is very sensitive indeed
and the null which can be achieved with a
carefully aligned XL-280 is remarkable,
the more so when it is realized that all
that remains audible in this configuration
is the total of all distortions. A null level
of-40dB across the audio band represents
agood amplifier yet the fine-tuned
XL-280 is capable of achieving -60dB,
which equates to 0.1% total (linear
plus non-linear) distortion.. . the
Hafler XL-280 gave atruly
exemplary performance.
The bass was absolutely firm
and seemingly more
extended than Iam used
to hearing, despite the fact
that my preamplifier has a
built-in LF roll-off. The
treble was crystal clear and
wide open sounding, with
no trace of sibilant 'splash'
and the overall stereo sound
stage rock-solid regardless of
the dynamic activity of the
music used . .. there are very
few amplifiers on the market
today at any price which can
give the XL-280 aserious run
for its money"

Excelinearity
The XL-280 has been designed
with the goal of excelinearity —
with the purpose of achieving
the best possible null— the least
audible distortion — using your

r

-Please send me full literature on the Hailer XL-280.
Name
Address

HFN/1

Post to: HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove,
London, N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-607 2717
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THE ART OF DISCORD
Stanley Kelly's historical survey continues with the development of electrical recording

I

N THE FIRST section of the 'Art of
Discord' I expressed doubts as to the
claimed original date for the invention of
the cylinder photograph; this doubt has
been confirmed by Joe Pengelly of Plymouth,
who sent me photostats from Matthew
Josephson's Edison, a Biography and Allen
Koenigsberg's Edison Cylinder Records 18891912. Iquote from the former:
'Much confusion as to the date of this
invention is reflected in all earlier accounts of
it. A reproduction of adrawing by Edison of
an alleged first model of his photograph, with
instructions written in his hand, saying:
"Kruesi, Make this — Edison Aug. 12 '77" has
often been wrongly cited as representing the
date of invention and original model.
However, this sketch is now known to have
been drawn by the inventor some time after
the event, from memory — and without date
or any written instructions. This sketch, with
its wrong date (" Aug. 12, '77") does not
furnish the mechanical information from
which Kruesi could have made the first
working model of the tin-foil phonograph.
The recent discovery of Charles Batchelor's
diary for 1877 and 1878, which has been
deposited by his daughter in the Edison
Laboratory National Monument, establishes
the exact date of the phonograph invention
beyond all doubt as December 6, 1877.'
The advent of radio broadcasting in the
early 1920s made the electrical reproduction
of records commercially viable, but the road
was hard, uphill, and thorny. The electromechanical analogue system pioneered by
Maxfield and Harrison, together with the
exponential horn, enabled the engineers to
design systems with a degree of fidelity far
superior to the domestic radio, and it was not
until the 1930s that the electrical record
reproduction overtook the revamped acoustical machines.
Electrical recording had been postulated
for a long time. Actually, an electromechanical recorder had been designed and
patented in 1903, but without a wide-range
microphone or any means of amplification or
loudspeakers, its potentialities could not be
realised. However, during the first world war,
wireless telephony was increasingly used by
the various armed Forces, and this brought
forward the first usable microphones and
amplifiers; thus the form was set for the
practical realisation and development of electrical recording to anyone who had the
foresight and energy to work on it. But, as
mentioned in an earlier section, it was not
until 1919 that Lionel Guest and HO Merriman made the first practical electrical recording, which set the ball rolling.
In the United Kingdom, the two leading
British record manufacturers, HMV and Columbia, commenced secret experiments without, of course, telling each other what they
were doing on electrical recording; there was
no urgency with the experiments because the
record market was flourishing. In parallel,
Paul Voigt, at Edison Bell, developed his
moving coil recorder and pickup, which was
literally 20 years ahead of its time and,
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shortly afterwards, invented the Tractrix horn
as a means of more accurately loading the
acoustic sound sources. He later developed
the Tractrix curved horn still further,
together with his moving coil loudspeaker,
which resulted in the world famous Voigt
Corner Horn System.
In the United States, the Victor Record
Company was apathetic, but Bell Telephone
Laboratories had begun research into electrical recording in 1919. The team of
engineers was under the general supervision
of JP Maxfield, and as afirst requirement the
phonograph was subjected to a thorough
scientific scrutiny; up to that time, complete
theory connecting the multitude of disjointed
facts was still lacking. Development along
empirical lines had reached its zenith and the
art, for that is what it was, of sound reproduction had virtually come to a standstill. The
Bell Laboratories, having first analysed the
whole of the mechanical recording and reproducing process, developed the well-known
electromechanical analogue system. At this
time, however, the overall quality from the
available loudspeakers, which were little
more than a telephone earpiece and ahorn,
and the available amplifiers, was inferior to
that of the best — designed acoustical gramophones. It was therefore decided to
develop an improved acoustical phonograph
which would be at least as good as the new
electrical recorders envisaged. The system
included the design not only of the soundbox,
but also of an exponential horn which would
effectively load the soundbox and give optimum transfer of energy.

Extended range
Early in 1924, the specifications had been
completed and aprototype constructed of an
electromechanical recording system using
high grade microphone, amplifiers, and a
recording head (which behaved as acorrectly
terminated mechanical transmission line)
together with an acoustic phonograph again
using the electromechanical analogues for
the soundbox and an exponential horn. It was
a remarkable achievement: the frequency
range had been extended by 21
/ octaves and
2
now encompassed approximately 100Hz to
5kHz. These frequencies, never before heard
from phonograph records, added substance
and body to the music and the definition
previously missing, sibilants for instance,
could be heard for the first time. Musicians.
were no longer forced to work directly in
front of the recording horn, but could play in

spacious studios with proper reverberation
characteristics, because the electrical
amplified microphone system did not depend
on the sheer force of sound as had the old
mechanical system. Finally, and of equal
importance, the overall sound level of the
records could be made very much greater and
free from the ' blast' which was occasioned by
the close-up recording in the old mechanical
system.
Despite the obvious advantages of electrical recording, it was not until 1925 that
Victor signed up with Bell for electrical
recording in their studios. In parallel with
their offer of the recording system to Victor,
Bell Laboratories made an arrangement with
the Columbia Phonograph Company of New
York. Unfortunately, Columbia were in a
parlous financial state and had difficulty in
trying to raise the necessary 'up front' money;
but British Columbia, run by Louis Sterling,
heard of the improved recording system and
early in 1926 went over to the United States,
bought out the American Columbia Company and signed the contract with Bell. The
public at large, of course, was completely
unaware of these developments; some trade
circles talked about the electrical recordings,
but at the time it was secret. Between them,
Victor and Columbia agreed to ' keep mum'
about electrical recording for ayear until they
had sufficient repertoire recorded by the new
process to warrant publicising it fully.

The `Victrola'
At about the same time, Victor and RCA
(the Radio Corporation of America) came to
an arrangement for RCA to make electrical
reproducers, known as ` Radiolas'. The
finances involved in those days were staggering! Victor spent $6,000,000 in launching its
new line of ` Victrolas', but the gamble paid
off — within aweek of announcing the system
the Victor Company had received orders for
$20,000,000 worth of instruments. The
General Electric Company jumped in on the
act, and under the name of Brunswick produced the ` Panatrope', which came in various
models, some with and some without radio,
from $350 up! This kind of money is in line
with our £5000 to £ 10,000 systems today.
Thus, although electrical recording had now
made its presence felt very firmly on the
market, and was to grow in volume at an
alarming rate, the acoustic gramophone was
still holding its own. The volume of the
acoustic gramophone was as great and often
greater than that of the battery operated
radio receivers; the electrical pickup was
costly, and it meant modifying the domestic
radio to fit the pickup in. So, until the
radio-gramophones could be mass produced
(and this did not become a realistic process
until the 1930s, when mains operated receivers had become an economic proposition of
the public at large) the acoustic gramophone
held its own.
In March 1931 HMV and Columbia
merged to form EMI, and at the Hayes,
Middlesex, complex, produced not only
records but radios, radiogramophones, and
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RC850

STEREO
CONTROL AMPLIFIER
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RB850

50W STEREO
POWER AMPLIFIER

The connoisseur's choice. Incorporating much of the UK technology of the famous "BX" series
amplifiers: Large well engineered power supplies • High current capability S Selected close
tolerence high quality components S Low noise integrated circuits S Dual mono construction of the
power amplifiers Direct speaker wiring • No degrading protection circuitry S High quality phono
stages S Direct signal paths.
Technical features which combine to give music asense of weight and efforllessness that smaller
amplifiers can only aspire to. The twin box construction offers enormous flexibility in system building
and the ability to run two power amplifiers either in bridged mode (150W per ch.) or to B1-amp
loudspeakers. Higher power requirements can be achieved with Rotel's new RB870BX 100W and
RB890 160W power amplifiers which are also bridgeable to provide 300W or 480W per ch.
respectively.

RT850AL
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The definitive tuner is its class. UK designed to provide very high standards of radio performance and
music quality with the convenience of push button tuning and 16 preset stations. Winner of the "Best
Buy" Award from HiFi Choice and now winner of What Hi-Fi?'s prestigious Award for Best Tuner of 1988,
the RT850L has now been restyled to match Rotel's new appearance design and also now features
LED station indicators. Also available is the more affordable RT830AL Analogue Tuner, offering the
same performance.
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RCD820BX2

DIGITAL STEREO
COMPACT DISC PLAYER

The very latest 16 bit 4times oversampling technology combine with Rotel's own
UK product development expertise to provide aC.D. signal source of fine resolution 7 8,44
definition and musical performance. With full numeric remote control, programming and full feature
display the RCD8208X2 offers fine value. This special "BX" version incorporates additional UK designed
circuitry and separate regulated power supplies effectively removing the digital hash from the audio
circuits resulting in acleaner audio signal with much improved dynamics and definition.
These fine components are but asmall selection from Rotel's award winning range of real HiFi
products which offer very high standards of technical performance and musical enjoyment. All are
based upon Rotel's UK balanced design concept which ensures that within the resources available,
each aspect of the products design has been optimised. To find out why Rotel has now received
What Hi•Fi?'s prestigious awards for 1988 for Best Turntable, Best Radio Tuner, Best Loudspeaker
and Best HiFi System (amplifier • Tuner • C.D. Player • Loudspeakers) call Rotel for details of your
nearest dealer.

UK DESIGN 84 DEVELOPMENT

mcs-rŒL,
25 HEATHFIELD STACEY BUSHES, MILTON KEYNES MK12 6HR. TEL (0908) 317707

THE ART OF DISCORD
later, television. It was their boast that raw
materials came in at one end of the factory
and finished goods poured out at the other.
All research, development and tooling were
performed on site, and it must not be
forgotten that the television system ( including
interlaced scanning) we use today originated
at Hayes.
Outside the Western world, there was no
electricity and, of course, there was no
substitute for it. In point of fact, acoustic
gramophones were made certainly through
the 1950s and in the case of the Goldring
Company of the United Kingdom, they were
still making acoustic soundboxes in the early
1960s.

Fig. 1. Frequency response of typical gramophones: (a)
around 1912; (b) around 1924; (c) from a1928 HMV
machine using an exponential horn.

Fig. 1 shows the response of typical gramophones: (a) c.1912; ( b) c.1924. Both of
these used empirically designed sound- boxes
and horns. (c) is the response of a 1928
machine; it was an HMV unit using a
soundbox designed as band-pass filter with an
exponential horn.
The general form of the empirical soundbox is shown in fig. 2: (N) is the needle
socket; ( P) and ( P1)the pivots on which the
stylus bar rocks; (S) is the upper arm of the
stylus bar; ( 0) is the diaphragm; ( G.G 1)the
rubber gaskets in which the diaphragm is
mounted at its periphery; ( A) is the air
chamber behind the diaphragm ( 0), and (C)
is the outlet communicating with the ` tone
arm' and horn.
The art is to match these components. It
would appear at first sight that the larger the
diaphragm the greater the reproduced
volume: true, if the diaphragm had zero mass
and infinite stiffness! The same argument can
be applied to the stylus arm/needle length
ratio etc, but in this hard and wicked world
the practicalities are: ( a) the diaphragm
stiffness varies as the cube of the thickness,
and is inversely proportional to the square of
the diameter; the mass varies as the thickness

and the square of the diameter, so the
stiffness/mass ratio varies as T'/D'. Thus, if
we double the diameter of the diaphragm we
must have four times the thickness to preserve the same stiffness/mass ratio, and this
means that the total mass would be 16 times
as great. The same argument can be applied
to the stylus bar and other moving components. The sweat and blood and tears
expended in the design of the early soundboxes can well be imagined!
The application of the electromechanical
analogue altered all this. Fig. 3 shows a
section of the HMV No. 5Soundbox made in
accordance with these principles. It was
assumed that the ideal recording characteristic would be constant velocity, ie, the amplitude would be inversely proportional to
frequency. This was practical at high frequencies but not at low. The cut-off frequency, the
point at which the format changes from
constant velocity to constant amplitude was
about 250Hz; it varied not only between
different recording companies, but also
between different boxes, and temperature,
humidity, etc.
The electrical analogue is shown in fig. 4. It
should be noted that masses ( M) and compliances (C) of fig. 3 are equivalent to
inductances (
L) and capacitances (C) of fig.
4. It will be seen that the two transformers are
necessary so as to 'match the impedances' at

Fig. 2. General form of the empirical soundbox. See text
for key to parts.

Fig. 3. Section of the HMV No 5Soundbox, applying
he principles of the electromechanical analogue.

Acoustic Soundboxes

the junctions of the soundbox with the record
and horn. T1 matches the mechanical impedance of the interface of the stylus and
groove (C1 is the compliance between stylus
and record wall) to that of the diaphragm. At
the other end, T. is the 'air chamber transformer' to match the acoustic impedance of the
diaphragm to that of the horn to which the
soundbox is attached.
The ratio of T1 is equal to 1
2/1 i.where l is
the length of stylus tip to bearing C.. and l
iis
length of upper arm of stylus bar to
diaphragm contact. It will be seen that the
upper arm of the stylus bar should have a
defined compliance; it is required to provide
the shunt element in that section of the filter.
C, is the restoring force in the stylus bar
support and together with C5 (
the clamping
stiffness of the diaphragm) defines the low
frequency cut-off of the circuit. The introduction of a 'spider' ( M, C4)between the top of
the stylus bar and diaphragm improves the
analogy by adding another section ( L2 C4)to
the filter. M3 is diaphragm' mass and Cu is the
compliance of the air chamber in front of the
acoustic transformer T,. The overall response
is shown in fig. I (
c).
In April 1923, the first issue of The
Gramophone magazine appeared. In the prologue, the editor, Compton Mackenzie.
offered an apology to the public ' for inflicting
another review' — and promised: 'we shall
have nothing to do with " Wireless" in these
columns'. One of the first technical contributors was Percy Wilson, MA, an excellent
mathematician and a first-rate inventor. In
addition to his development of the Exponential Horn, amongst many innovations he
investigated distortion due to tracking error
and produced the formula for correct overhang for minimum overall tracking error and
a protractor for measuring it (which is still
being produced and sold!): his influence on
the record industry was profound.
The question of record wear was of paramount importance, but the minimum force
(and concomitantly playing weight) was dictated by the acoustic output from the horn. In
1929, in their ' Modern Gramophones and
Electrical Reproducers', Wilson and GW
Webb state: 'Clearly the pressure between
the needle and record affects the amount of
record wear since frictional force is proportional to it. For other reasons, however, it
is not advisable to reduce it below about 4oz
(113g) and in the authors' experience a
pressure of 5-5 1
/oz ( 142-I56g) is preferable.
2
But on no account should the pressure be
increased beyond about 7oz ( 198g).'
The first electrical pickups were designed
as adirect replacement for the soundbox and
had the same playing weight because (a) the
friction of the tone arm bearings was considerable and there was no counterweight,
and ( b) the thermionic valve amplifiers
required an input voltage of about IV and
because of the inefficient mechanical/electrical transduction the moving systems had a
mechanical impedance of the same order as
the soundbox.

Electrical recording

Fig. 4. The electrical analogue: the masses (M) and compliances (C) offig. 3are equivalent to the inductances (L)
and capacitances (C) shown here.
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The advent of electrical recording meant that
not only could the recording characteristic be
specified, but also that frequency test records
could be and were produced. The first commercial music records were constant velocity
from 250Hz to 10kHz and constant amplitude
from 250Hz to 50Hz. This, of course, was an
average; there was no agreed standard.
Fig. 5shows ideal recording characteristics.
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RA820A

INTEGRATED
STEREO AMPLIFIER

Latest in the famous 820 series amplifiers from Rotel, offering dynamic power far in excess of its
conservative 30 watt rating. The RA820A has benefited substantially from Rotel's UK product
development programme with significant improvements to sound quality, useful features and
improved appearance design to match Rotel's new product line. First choice for many on the road to
serious sound reproduction.

RT830AL
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The thinking man's affordable tuner; where its modest looks and operating simplicity belie the
sophisticated circuitry employed to produce an unusually open and musical sound. In its latest guise,
the new appearance design RT830AL takes over from the critically acclaimed RT830L. Also
available is the RT850AL offering digital tuning with 16 preset stations.

DIGITAL STEREO
COMPACT DISC PLAYER
The very latest 16 bit 4times oversampling technology combine with Rotel's own
UK product development expertise to provide aC.D. signal source of fine resolution,
definition and musical performance. With full numeric remote control, programming and full feature
display the RCD820B offers fine value and is easy to use. For the more adventurous the RCD820BX2
provides the music lover and enthusiast alike, with stunning performance whilst remaining eminently
affordable.

RL85Cl/11

LOUDSPEAKERS

These modestly sized loudspeakers offer an unusually
high musical performance for their cost. In its latest form,
the RL850/II benefits from an improved tweeter and
crossover which have further refined its performance.
With black ash finish and complete with black cloth grills
(shown here without grills) they blend into any room
environment. Possibly the most acclaimed loudspeaker
in the UK today. (Recipient of HiFi Choice's Best Buy
Award for the last four years, as part of Rotel's Best
system Award from What HiFi? for the past four years,
and now winner of What Hi-FP's prestigious award for
Best Loudspeaker of the Year for 1988.)

These fine components are but asmall selection from Rotel's award winning range of real Hi•Fi
products which offer very high standards of technical performance and musical enjoyment. All are
based upon Rotel's UK balanced design concept which ensures that within the resources available,
ecch aspect of the products design has been optimised. To find out why Rotel has now received
What Hi•Fi?'s prestigious awards for 1988 tor Best Turntable, Best Radio Tuner, Best Loudspeaker
ard Best HiFi System (amplifier • Tuner • C.D. Player • Loudspeakers) call Rotel for details of your
nearest dealer.

UK DESIGN 8( DEVELOPMENT

IRCI1TEL2,z,
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Fig. 5. Ideal recording characteristic.

It can conveniently be divided into three
sections:
a) Constant amplitude from the lowest
recorded frequencies to the crossover frequency. This has a slope of + 6dB/octave.
b) Constant velocity from the crossover frequency to either the highest recorded frequency or that frequency at which ' preemphasis' begins.
c) High frequency pre-emphasis section
which can have a slope of — 3dB/octave or
+6dB/octave.
If the LF crossover frequency is increased
(say, double) this will allow the same increase
in the maximum level of the constant velocity
section without increasing the maximum
amplitude, but the price is:
a) Twice the recorded velocity.
b) Twice the tracking distortion.
c) At least twice the harmonic distortion
from a given pickup.
d) An additional 6dB of LF gain which can
give problems with hum and rumble.
The original 78rpm records had no HF
pre-emphasis, but in an effort to decrease
'needle hiss' HF pre-emphasis was introduced
in the 1940s.
By 1949 there were still differences — fig. 6
shows the English and European recording
characteristics. Curve (a) was the EMI normal 78rpm recordings; (b) was the Special
Recordings Department of EMI and
extended to 20kHz; (c) Decca FFRR — note
the HF pre-emphasis; and (d) BBC transcriptions.
The Americans had a different set of
curves! See fig. 7: (a) NAB ( lateral 1949); ( b)
RCA; ( c) Columbia 78rpm; and ( d)
Orthoacoustic.
The original recording medium was wax,
having aworking temperature of about 75°F
(24°C). Immediately prior to recording the
surface was shaved to a mirror finish. The
recording stylus was wedge-shaped and either
sapphire or diamond. The results were excellent — the problems started with the processing which followed. The wax was first coated
with silver, which became one electrode in
the copper electroplating process which followed, the final thickness being about
1-5mm. From this 'master' a number of
'mothers' were electrotyped, and from the
'mothers' the ` stampers' were produced; each
stamper could produce thousands of records.
During the early 1930s aluminium discs
coated with a nicrocellulose lacquer made
their debut, pioneered in this country by
Cecil Watts. Each record required six coats of
cellulose ( plasticised with castor oil) which

Fig. 6. British and European recording characteristics.
a) EMI, for normal 78rpm recordings; (b) EMI Special
Recordings Department, extending to 20kHz; (c) Decca
FFRR: (el) BBC transcription.

Fig. 8. Showing the vertical modulation arising from the
imperfect fit of aspherically-radiused stylus tip ( needle")
in the groove cut by the chisel-like recording stylus.

was sprayed on to each side and required
15-30 minutes drying time between each coat,
and the ' mass' production was 30 discs per
shift. They sold a5shillings per 10in disc and
their principal customer was the BBC: In the
middle 1930s, a gelatinous coated glass disc
was introduced in the UK by VG Manufacturing.

New materials

With the development of the petro-chemical
industry new plastic materials were introduced; these improved the stability, but they
had one disadvantage against the wax disc,
named `springbacle; wax is mechanically
'dead' and the sharp-edged cutter produced a
very clean groove with no ' foldback'. The
plastic disc had afair amount of elasticity and
the only way to get aclean groove was to use
a 'faceted' cutter to form aburnishing surface
at point of contact with the record. This was
then improved by providing aheater for the
stylus which partially melted the record surface; this ameliorated the problem but has
never eliminated it.
Another method was to apply an ultrasonic
bias in the vertical direction; this operated at
70kHz and was patented in 1952. It was not
taken up commercially for 30 years, but is
now used on the recording head of the Teldec
Direct Metal Mastering ( DMM) system.
The 78rpm record had a nominal groove
width of 0.0065in/0.008in (0.165/0.2mm)

TABLE I: HARMONICS OF GEOMETRIC REPLAY DISTORTIONS
Recorded Signal
Vertical
Lateral
Lateral

Distortion Description
Tracing
Tracing
Pinch Effect
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Harmonic Order
2f, 3f, 4f, 5f, . . .
3f, 5f, 7f, . . .
2f, 4f, 6f, . . .

Direction of Distortion
vertical
lateral
vertical

Fig. 7. American recording characteristics for 78rpm:
(a) MAB. 1949; (b) RCA; (c) Columbia: (d)
Orthoacoustic.

which resulted in a pitch of 90 grooves per
inch ( 35 grooves/cm). This gave a playing
time of 4-5mins on a 12in ( 300mm) diameter
disc. The steel stylus (or ' needle' as it was
then called) ground itself into achisel shape
in the first few revolutions until the contact
area of the stylus/record interface could
support the downward pressure. In the mid1930s various other materials were
experimented with. The most successful were
the 'Thorn' needles; being substantially more
compliant than steel they reduced record
wear and to the ears of the initiated sounded
softer and less harsh — the reason being that
the steel needle's 10-15dB peak at about
3.5kHz was considerably reduced.
Because the groove is cut with aflat chisel
and reproduced with a sphere, the actual
format traced by the reproducing stylus will
not be the same as the produced by the
recorder. This phenomenon was first analysed by Pierce and Hunt in 1938 and was
named ' tracing distortion'. Fig. 8 shows the
points of contact between the spherical tip
and the groove walls and it will be seen that in
addition to the lateral motion a vertical
motion is also produced. Mathematical analysis shows that in lateral reproduction, the
even harmonics are absent in the horizontal
motion of the stylus but the stylus is given a
vertical motion containing only even harmonics and no fundamental! This problem,
whilst important in the reproduction of
records in which all the information is stored
laterally, assumes major proportions in
serero records where the information is
stored in both planes, hence the development
of ellipsoid and other more esoteric stylus tip
shapes.
Next month: Stanley Kelly continues with a
description of practical recording cutter heads
and domestic gramophone pickups through
the early years of electrical recording.
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ALL YOU NEED IS IN ESSE
JUST OFF THE M25
OVER 15,000 COMPACT DISCS
RECORDS & CASSETTES PLUS
Over 300 Separates & Systems
Extensive Range of 1-0Fi Accessories
Alphason
British Loudspeakers
Cambridge Audio
Citation
Elite Rock
Goodmans
Harman/Kardon
Infinity Loudspeakers
Kenwood
Maranta
Mordaunt-Short
Musical Fidelity
Nakamichi
Philips (CD)
Revolver
Spendor
Thorens
Wharfedale
Avance Loudspeakers
Audio Technica
Foundation
Goldring
Sennheiser
Van den but

Ariston
Castle
Cemac
Denon
Logic
Luxman
Onkyo
Proton
Rotel
Ruark
Sansui
Tannoy
Yamaha
Chord
Decca
Jecklin
Kiseki
Maxell
Miltek
Nagaoka
Ortofon
Target
Tiffany
Vecteur

AR
B&W
Bose
Dual
JBL
NAD
QED
Quad
Teac
Trio
ADC
AKG
Beyer
DNM
Glana
Grado
Hunt
Koss
MDM
Rata
Ross
Shure
TON
etc.

SPECIAL OFFERS
NEW/EX-demonstration stock available to
HiFi News Readers for cash/cheque;
Compact Disc Players
Yamaha CDX2 (midi) £ 169 Trio DP850
Sansui PCY100 (midi) £ 169 Trio DP840
Audio Technica £185 Rotel RCD820 (RC)
ATCD10
Teac PD22 (midi) £189
Rotel RCD820 BX (R/
C)
Philips CD460
£179 Yamaha CD2 (R/C)
Luxman D100 Ft/C) £339 Yamaha CD3 (R/C)
Turntables
Ariston RD20
Ariston RD80

£89 Sansui SR222 Mk5
£239 Sansui PL51 (IJT)
Tonearms

ADC ALTI

£39

£ 169
£179
£219
£279
£229
£229
£109
£109

Audio Technica
AT1010

£89

Pre-Amplifiers

Rotel RC870

FOR
2,5 YEARS
WE'VE BEEN
MIXING
WITH THE
RIGHT
COMPANY

£ 189
Tuners
QED 1231
£79 Harman/Kardon £ 159
TU615
Harman/Kardon £119 Harman/Kardon £ 195
TU910
111915
Cassette Decks
Sansui D35BF £69 Teac V383C
Dual C802
£85 Teac V530dbx
Dual C816
£99 Teac R555 A/rev
HarmanKardon £169 Teac V700 (3head)
CD191C
Harman/Kardon
£185 Nakamichi RX202E
CD292
Harman/Kardon
CD29I
HX Pro
£199 Nakamichi CR5E
Loudspeakers
Maranta LD50
£109 AR98LS
Tannoy DC100
£189 BUJ Matrix IE

£465

£795
£369
£499

Tannoy Jupiter-Special Limited Anniversary
Edition £359
Active Speakers

Wharfedale Diamond

£89

r
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£98
£149
£159
£199

AR Powered Partners £ 189

Offers valid until 31st January 1988 or whilst stocks last.
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Without doubt — we require
the same standards of
service you have come to
expect from us over the
years. But don't just take
our word for it, come in and
experience the confidence
we have in recommending
and demonstrating only the
very best in High Fidelity
Equipment.

BRENTWOOD
2Ingrave Road, Brentwood, Essex
Comer of Brentwood High Street and Ingrave Road (A128)

Tel: (0277) 221210
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The second annual HiFi News/Sony Dealer of the Year Awards once again
recognise dealers who have provided outstanding service to the consumer

C

HOOSING THE BEST hi-fi is not
so difficult — if you choose a good
dealer first. The dealer is, after all
avital link in the hi-fi chain, and his
expertise should help ensure that the consumer ends up with a carefully planned
system that can produce lasting musical satisfaction in the home.
For many years, magazines have been
advising their readers to 'go to agood dealer',
but have seldom been able to offer much
further guidance. There is aworld of difference between an uncommitted hi-fi shop,
which will merely sell you a set of components and leave you to make the best of it,
and the true specialist dealer, who will take
the trouble to understand your needs and
help you assemble a system that actually
brings music to life. The HiFi News/Sony
Dealer Awards were conceived as a unique
way of helping to identify those dealers who
really had proved outstanding in their service
to the public, and to offer some suitable
recognition for their efforts. What makes the
Awards scheme unique is that National
Dealer of the Year and the eight Regional
winners of the Dealer of the Year title have
been chosen on the basis of votes cast by
HiFi News & Record Review readers and
other satisfied customers.
Once again, the awards themselves were
presented during aspecial lunch at The Café
Royal, London. Present were the nominee
dealers from all regions with their guests.
Introducing the proceedings, Sony ( UK)
managing director Nobu Watanabe said:
'When Iintroduced these Awards last year
Isaid that Ihoped it would be the first of
many. Iam delighted that so many people are
here to see the second Awards presented.
This is a unique event and I'm sure that the
winners and nominees from 1986 will bear
witness to the fact that it carries great prestige
in an industry where there are not enough
opportunities to reward excellence.
'Today we are not concerned with products
but with the service provided by hi-fi dealers
throughout the country. There is no doubt
50

THE HI-FI NEWS/SONY DEALERS OF THE YEAR, 1987
SOUTH WEST ENGLAND
& SOUTH WALES
Winner: Audio. Excellence, Cardiff (received
by Tony Revelle).
Nominated: Radford HiFi, Bristol (represented by Garry Smith, and Andy Blestowe);
Bristol Sony Centre, Bristol_

EAST ANGLIA

GREATER LONDON
Winner: AT Labs, Enfield ( received by Tony
Joies).
Nominated: Grahams HiFi, London N1
-(represented by Michael Lewin and Mrs
Lewin); Spalding's Electrical, Croydon (represented by Mr EJ McQueen).

THAMES VALLEY

Winner: Steve Boxshall Audio, Cambridge
(received by Steve Boxshall).
Nominated: The Audio File, Bishop's Stortford ( represented by Beverley Reynolds and
Mr R Francis): Cambridge HiFi, Cambridge
(represented by Nevil Speechley and Mrs
Speechley)

Winner: Aylesbury Hi Fi, Aylesbury
(received by Eric Butler).
Nominated: Reading HiFi, Reading (represented by Ian Padbury); Westwood &
Mason, Oxford (represented by Mr JE
Chrak-Mason and Mrs Chrak-Mason).

YORKSHIRE & NORTH EAST
ENGLAND

SCOTLAND & NORTHERN
IRELAND

Winner: The Sound Organisation, York
(received by Hamish MacDiarmid).
Nominated: Audio Projects, Leeds ( represented by David Rae and Roger Wren);
Image HiFi, Leeds (represented by Mr I
Bunney).

MIDLANDS St NORTH WEST
ENGLAND
Winner: Norman Audio (received by Norman Perriam).
Nominated: Doug Brady Hi Fi, Warrington
(represented by Doug Brady); The Music
Room, Manchester (represented by Paul
Eccles)

Winner: Robert Ritchie HiFi, Montrose
(received by Robert Ritchie).
Nominated: In-Hi, Edinburgh (represented
by Ian Hunsley); Holborn HiFi, Aberdeen
(represented by Brian Peaston).

NATIONAL DEALER
OF THE YEAR
Winner: Cambridge HiFi, Cambridge
(received by Nevil Speechley).
Nominated: Audio Excellence, Cardiff (represented by Tony Revelle and Jill Parish); AT
Labs (represented by Tony Jones and Tina
Nichols).

SOUTHERN ENGLAND

SONY ES DEALER
OF THE YEAR

Winner: Salisbury HiFi ( received by John
Trim).
Nominated: Farnborough HiFi (represented
by Mr M Sanger and Mrs FM Cox-Allison);
Chichester Hi Fi (represented by Robert
Shingler and Mrs Shingler).

Winner: Welbeck Audio, London W1
(received by Paul Bennett).
Nominated: Unilet HiFi, New Malden (represented by Peter Merrick); McMichael
Brothers, Alba ( represented by Mr J
McMichael).
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HI-FI NEWS/SONY DEALER AWARDS

Tony Revelle, Audio Excellence, takes the award for
South West England and South Wales

Tony Jones, last year's National Dealer of the Year,
receiting the Greater London area award for AT Labs

Steve Boxshall of Caretbriage
regional winner

Norman Ferman. of Norman Audio, Preston, with the
Midlands & North kilt England region award

was

the East Anglian

Ha:mesh MacDiarmid of The Sound Organisation,
York. collects the award for Yorkshire & North East

that the dealer is the vital link between
manufacturer and consumer; correct advice
can mean the difference between total consumer satisfaction and grave disappointment,
no matter how good the product.
'It makes me very proud that Sony is
behind this initiative because we are acompany which believes in supporting the independent dealer so that the customer can
receive ahigh level of service, before, during
and after sales. Every one of the nominees
today has achieved such a high standard that
members of the public have taken the trouble
to propose them for an award. That. Ithink,
speaks for itself.
in concluding. Iwould just like to add my
personal congratulations to the dealers who
have been nominated for Awards. There are
only 10 Awards, but really all nominees are
winners.'
Presenting the Awards, and of course
providing the entertainment, was the highspeed TV chameleon Rory Bremner, whose
impersonations ran the gamut from Peter
O'Sullivan to Frank Bruno. Most prestigious
of the Awards is. of course, that for National
Dealer of the Year, which was won for 1987
by Cambridge Hi Fi of Hawthorn Avenue,
Cambridge. and was collected by proprietor
Nevil W Speechley. Also nominated were
Audio Excellence of Cardiff and AT Labs of
Enfield.
Audio Excellence were winners for the
second year running in the South-West England & South Wales Region. with proprietor
Tony Revelle collecting the award.; also
nominated were Radford Hi Fi and the Bristol Sony Centre. For East Anglia. the
Regional Dealer of the Year was Steve
Boxshall of Cambridge. but it was aclose-run
Fil•FI NEWS ez RECORD REVIEW
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John Trim of Salisbury HiFi, Salisbury, receives the
Southern England area award

thing, with The Audio File of Bishop's
Stortford ( represented, of course, by ' Superwoman' Beverley Reynolds), also nominated;
the third nominee was Cambridge HiFi,
regional winner last year, whose massive vote
this year meant that they were 'promoted'
from the regional category to the National
nominations. In Yorkshire & North East
England, the Award went to The Sound
Organisation of York, anominee in 1986, the
award being collected by Hamish MacDiarmid. Nominees this time were Audio Projects
(who had been 1986 Award winners for their
region) and Image HiFi, both of Leeds.
Last year's National Dealer of the Year,
AT Labs, still took the Greater London area
Award on the votes for its Enfield store, with
proprietor Tony Jones perhaps less surprised
than last time as he went up to receive the
plaque! Nominated for the second time was
Grahams HiFi of Pentonville Road, London
NI, while also receiving a nomination this
year was Spaldings Electrical of Croydon.
(Their close geographical proximity to the
HFNIRR offices was not responsible for this!)
For the Midlands & North West England,
the winner was Norman Audio of Preston,
represented by its proprietor Norman Perriam, while heavy voting produced nominations for well-known specialists in the ' high
end', Doug Brady of Warrington, and The
Music Room of Manchester.
The Southern England nominations drew
Bremner to comment on the originality of
their names: they were Chichester Hi Fi of
Chichester. Farnborough Hi Fi of Farnborough ( Hants), and Salisbury Hi Fi of
(guess where). Salisbury. Winner of the
Regional. award was Salisbury Hi Fi, with Mr
JR Trim collecting the plaque. In the Thames

•

Receiving the award for best dealer in the Thames Valley
area, Eric Butler of Aylesbury HiFi

Robert Ritchie of Montrose, voted best dealer in
Scotland & Northern Ireland for the second year

Paul Bennett of Welbeck Audio receiving the Sony ES
Dealer Award from Sony UK's Nobu Watanabe

Valley area, the winner was Aylesbury Hi Fi,
the award being collected by Eric Butler,
while Reading HiFi and Westwood & Mason
of Oxford were nominees.
Last but not least among the regions comes
Scotland & Northern Ireland, in which area,
despite a very strong poll for several other
dealers, the Award winner was again Robert
Ritchie of Montrose, who had taken the title
in 1986. Also nominated with many votes
were In Hi Fi of Edinburgh and Holborn
Hi Fi of Aberdeen.
In addition to these National and Regional
Dealer of the Year awards — which, it should
be stressed, are open to all dealers irrespective of whether or not they are agents for
Sony or indeed for any other brand — the
Awards scheme does embrace aspecial Sony
award for the best Sony ES Dealer. Presented
by Mr Watanabe, this award went to Welbeck Audio of London, with Unilet Products,
New Malden, Surrey. and McMichael
Brothers of Alba as the runner-up nominees.
Finally, we'd like to extend our heartiest
congratulations to all Award winners and
nominees, and to Mr RE Todd, the reader
who won the prize draw and took home a
Sony CDP333ES CD player. We'd like to
thank all readers who took part, and to say
that we hope all will look forward, as we do,
to next year. The HiFi News/Sony Dealer
Awards have clearly become a valuable
addition to the hi-fi calendar, and we hope
that when the time comes in 1988, more
readers than ever will help others by relaying,
through the nomination form, their own
experiences with hi-fi dealers. For our part,
we feel confident that the Awards will play a
significant role in helping to raise standards
throughout the hi-fi trade. •
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...we know you'd like to hear from
Slip aset of DT 320's or 330's over your ears and you'll hear why they are
so popular
At last, headphones that are designed for ears!
Both models are designed with comfort in mind, with specially padded ear
pieces that fit completely over your ears, thus ensuring alevel of comfort not
usually found in headphones of this price.
The DT 330's also have the added advantage of afully adjustable inner
headband.
These open headphones have an exceptionally wide frequency range
coupled with asuperb base response.
So if you're into comfort and sound, don't get awrong number get aset of
Beyer 'phones.

beyerdynamie
EXCELLENCE IN SOUND
For your nearest stockist contact
Beyerdynamic (GB) Ltd, Unit 14,
Chile Industrial Estate, Lewes, East Sussex
BN8 6JL Telephone (0273) 479411

kCORDIST
I

S

0 . YOU WANT TO BE a
recording engineer,' are words
which must strike terror into the
hearts of school careers teachers
and parents. In common with most London
studios, my business gets alot of letters from
people trying to find jobs in the recording
industry. Even my small outfit has three or
four applications each week, mostly handwritten notes with spelling mistakes, accompanied by photocopies of lists of '0' levels/
holiday jobs.
In the old days there used to be asystem of
'apprenticeship', where ajunior would join a
big studio as tea-boy/girl or van-driver, progress to tape-operator, and gradually work up
over aperiod of years to tape-editor, balanceengineer, or whatever, picking up experience
and wisdoms along the way. This old process
has fallen by the wayside with the growth in
number of small independent studios, rather
than the few solid large organisations of years
back. The BBC is the last bastion of comprehensive in-house staff training, and much of
the rest of the recording industry has become
populated with transient part-timers and
freelancers of varying degrees of knowledge
and experience. There are institutions, where
it is possible to get impressive academic
qualifications, but commercial sound recording is aconservative industry where someone
with practical experience is usually alot more
useful than a know-all graduate fresh out of
college.
Reading through unsolicited job applications brings back painful memories of when I
was a student and was rejected by EMI,
Decca, Philips, and many others. At the time
Iwrote all my letters Ihad no understanding
of the workings of the recording industry, and
if Ihad been more aware of how it ticks, Iam
not sure that Ishould have wanted to proceed
along the same course. Having got into the
business most of my working days are not
spent in the pursuit of good sound, but
attending to office duties, paper-work, telexes and the telephone, or else in furnitureremoval of heavy equipment from one
draughty and boomy makeshift control-room
to the next. A training in accountancy, law
and weight-lifting might have been more
appropriate for present-day classical music
recording — not forgetting some karate lessons to cope with the increasing cut-throat
political in-fighting, even (or maybe especially) in the classical business.
To those readers wanting to get into 'the
business', sending dozens and dozens of
letters will be very depressing. Most studios
will not reply at all — small companies would
have to employ an extra part-time member of
staff to attend to sending personal, individual
replies to all their unsolicited mail. Larger
companies will probably send a standard
form letter to cheer you up by promising they
will keep your name 'in their files'. You may
strike it lucky and find one of the few
openings, but it is likely to take alot of time
and patience.
Take some tips from one who has to open
and read your applications:
(i) Before you start looking for ajob, find out
something about the business not just by
reading magazines, but by visiting astudio or
talking to people you have met who work in
recording. By doing this you will have more
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Tony Faulkner offers advice to
would-be recording engineers
of an idea whether or not it is employment
you might enjoy.
(ii) Present your application as concisely and
neatly as possible.
(iii) Include astamp, or better still astamped
addressed envelope.
There is so much high quality home-studio
equipment around now, that it is tempting to
recommend would-be professionals to take
seriously the option of keeping out of the
heat of the ' kitchen' of full-time employed
commercial recording, and to develop their
talents in their own time as committed hobbyists while they earn their livings elsewhere.
This is more difficult in classical recording,
where the best technically excellent performances normally call for working with professional performers. As far as the rest of the
vast world of music recording is concerned,
there are some wonderful tools (inexpensive
nrultitracks, mixers, digital effects, synthesisers, etc) available at prices within reach of the
totally committed amateur. The improved
standard of entries in the recent British
Amateur Tape Recording Contest is testament to the trend towards high-grade home
recording.
We have seen alarge number of changes in
recording over the last few years — the
'Digital Revolution' has alot further to go yet
in the home and in studios. The move to
digitised audio has been led principally by
manufacturers' interest in the consumer market, and it is fascinating to see the influence
an studio practices. The major hi-fi equipment manufacturers seem to visualise eventually an all-digital home audio system,
equipped with a Direct Broadcast Satellite
tuner, a Compact Disc player, an R-DAT
cassette deck, and possibly aCD-V combined
video-audio player. None of these devices
would have conventional analogue audio
outputs and inputs, only digital signals in and
out connected to apreamp/power amp equipped with D/A converters for driving the
loudspeakers with an analogue signal. Once
this all-digital situation is arrived at, then a
lot of copyright worries will be under better
control with anti-copying codes in the digital
signals, and no A/D converters available for
illicit recording on the R-DAT cassette deck
except for special, more expensive models
intended specifically for live recording (such
as the new consumer portables from Sony
and Technics recently shown at the Tokyo
Audio Fair — see HFNIRR December p39).
The trend to digital ' daisy-chaining' is now
being taken up in professional recording,
where Ido not think it will be more than a
couple of years before high-grade A/D and
D/A converters will be placed either within
many mixing consoles themselves, or else in
outboard digital racks. Ever since the first
pcm recorders were released there have been
,arguments over which system sounded best —
Sony 1610, 1630, JVC, Decca, R-DAT,
Soundstream, Dash, Pro-Digi or the humble
F1/701. What was never easy to work out was

whether it was the A/D, the D/A, the digital
signal processing, or the robustness of the
tape medium itself which happened to make
one system sound good, bad or indifferent on
a particular day.
It is closer to the truth to say that the
sound-quality of adigital audio recording has
to do first and foremost with the quality of the
original analogue signal from the microphones of the specific converters ( including
their analogue circuits and filters), rather
than the different formats for loading on and
off different kinds of tape. With the advent of
high-grade outboard A/D and D/A boxes, it
will be much easier to disentangle arguments
about sound quality into the categories where
problems belong. The studio engineer will
have digitised audio on his patch-bay, to
hook directly into an R-DAT, 1630, JVC,
601, Dash, Pro-Digi, AMS, Ferrograph
Series 9, or whatever recording system, to
suit his and his clients' personal preferences
for editing and interchange. The D/A converters will be used for monitoring, etc.
More and more consumer digital equipment comes with phono digital outputs and
inputs to an internationally agreed IEC interconnecting standard, and the professional
high-level balanced AES/EBU equivalent 3pin XLRs are to be found on more and more
pieces of studio equipment. The latest soundprocessor (reverb, effects, eq, etc) from
Lexicon, the 480L, has direct digital inputs
and outputs in addition to its own 18-bit A/D
converters to enable various effects to be
achieved without having to convert existing
digital masters back to analogue.
An enterprising British company, ASC,
has just produced an outboard D/A box for
professional monitoring and other broadcast
applications. About the size of a large car
radio, the D2A has a digital input cannon
socket for professional balanced EBU or
consumer unbalanced IEC connection, buffered EBU balanced digital output, and two
transformerless balanced analogue outputs at
line level (front-panel adjustable, up to
+13.5dBV maximum output).
The converters are Philips 16-bit with 4x
oversampling. The production of asister A/D
box is also intended, using the latest generation of converter chips — there has been no
announcement about when ASC might be
ready to release their A/D, but Ihope that
they will have time to give dbx's promising
new 18-bit resolution 1801/1802/1803 chip-set
a try.
Since my feature on ' Brown Rice' audio
(HFNIRR May ' 87) Ihave been able to look
further into the unlikely ' marriage' of classic
valve electronics and the latest in digital
audio. Valve circuits enjoy a reputation for
plenty of headroom combined with warmth
and softness of sound, while digital audio,
amongst vociferous audiophiles at least, is
renowned for harsher treble quality. A combination might at least on paper seem
appropriate in controlling each other and
achieving apleasurable middle ground without too much ` sog' or ' fizz'. After amonth of
field-trialling some valve microphone
preamps from Esoteric Audio Research in
Huntingdon, Ihave been impressed with the
results and very much look forward to trying
to put together an A/D converter with avalve
analogue front-endle
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STATE OF THE ART
TURNTABLE/ARM DESIGN
ALPHA SON SONATAIHR-100S-MCS COMBINATION:
What do the experts think?
PAUL MILLER HI-FI NEWS-NOV. 87 Just afew seconds after the
stylus has entered the groove of the first record, it was becoming
clear that, subjectively, the Sonata was acut above the rest . . . it
is a remarkable piece of equipment, both technically and
subjectively.
JIMMY HUGHES NEW HI FI SOUND — OCT. 87 You should
certainly audition the Sonata if youre in the market for an
outstanding turntable.
RADFORD HI FI , 52-54 GLOUCESTER ROAD, BRISTOL.
TEL: 0272 428248 To be ranked amongst the very best.
FIVE WAYS HI FI LTD., 12 ISLINGTON ROW, EDGBASTON,
BIRMINGHAM. TEL: 021 455 0667 Congratulations Alphason.
The Sonata is asuperb product which we are pleased to stock and
recommend.
PHONOGRAPH LTD.,60A ERPINGHAM ROAD, PUTNEY,
LONDON. TEL: 01 789 2349 An engineering compliment to one
of the finest tone arms available, the Sonata reproduces the full
potential of the vinyl disc.
STANDENS LTD., 92A HIGH STREET, TONBRIDGE,
TEL: 0732 353540 Hearing is believing.

KENT.

LISTEN HEAR! LTD., IA REGENT STREET, ILKESTON,
DERBYSHIRE. TEL: 0602 304602 The Sonata must rank amongst
the finest sounding record players in the world.
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO, 12 PARK AVE, PALMERS GREEN,
LONDON. TEL:01 886 2650 It is impossible to praise this
product too highly. From out of nowhere this highly professional
British Company have produced with their first turntable a
product which can easily justify its modest asking price when
coin pared to the best of the Worlds turntables. Congratulations!
QUALITY RECORDS, BRENTWOOD MUSIC 8( HI FI CENTRE,
2 INGRAVE ROAD, BRENTWOOD, ESSEX. TEL: 0277 221210
Speed, timing, weight, authority, neutrality, detail, separation,
imagery — all one looks for is there. Simply, the best for your
money.
K J LEISURESOUND, 26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET, LONDON,
TEL: 01 486 8262/3, At last — aBritish turntable with good bass
extension to rival the better American models.

AUDIO T, 190 WEST END LANE, LONDON. TEL: 01 794 7848
Forget that new CD player and truly discover your record
collection. The Sonata joins the front rank of contendors for the
title "finest turntable in the World".
A T LABS, 442-444 CRANBROOK ROAD, GANTS HILL,
ILFORD, ESSEX. TEL: 01 518 0915
A T LABS., 159A CHASESIDE, ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX. TEL: 01
367 3132
SOUND INFORMATION, 13 ST JOHNS HILL, LONDON. TEL:
01-228 7126 Alphason Sonata turntable the perfect compliment
to the HR-100S-MCS.
AYLESBURY HI FI, 98 CAMBRIDGE STREET, AYLESBURY,
TEL: 0296 28790 Absolutely staggering peiformance. What
about the competition? What competition?
UNILET, 35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN, SURREY. TEL: 01 942
9567 Outstanding sound and performance al a veiy realistic
price.
HI FI CORNER 1 HADDINGTON PLACE, EDINBURGH, EH7
4AE. TEL: 031 556 7901 Looks good, sounds wondeiful, feels
lovely, a pity you can't get it in tartan.
ASTON AUDIO, 4 WEST STREET, ALDERLEY EDGE, CHESHIRE
SK9 7EG. TEL: 0625 582704 Aston Audio were so stunned by the
performance they were speechless.
IN HI FI, 63 GEORGE STREET, EDINBURGH EH2 2JG. TEL: 031
225 8854 The Alphason Sonata is outstanding,
NORMAN AUDIO, 5 BUTLER STREET, PRESTON PRI 8BN.
TEL: 0772 53057 Made locally, internationally renowned.
DOUG BRADY HI FI, 18 MONMOUTH STREET, COVENT
GARDEN, LONDON WC2H 9HB. Stockists of the Alphason
Sotuttall1R-100S-MCS
DOUG BRADY HI FI, KINGSWAY STUDIOS, KINGSWAY
NORTH, WARRINGTON, TEL: 0925 828009 Stockists of the
Alphason Sonata'HR-1 00S-MCS

M O'BRIEN HI Fl LTD., 95 HIGH STREET, WIMBLEDON
VILLAGE, LONDON, TEL: 01 946 0331 A turntable to be
reckoned with — there is now an alternative.

VEK AUDIO, 41 ALBION STREET, RUGELEY, STAFFS, WSI 52BY,
TEL: 08894-70461 The Alphason turntable gives a true
rendition of the music being played. Detailed, clear and
relaxing to listen to. Qualities of which are hard to find in
any turntable design, or any CD either.

HAGLEY AUDIO, 35 STOURBRIDGE ROAD, HAGLEY,
W.MIDLANDS. TEL: 0562 882784 Definitive performance —
simply superb.

THE SOUND ORGANISATION, 1 CATHEDRAL STREET,
LONDON SEI 9DE. TEL: 01 403 3088 Another fine product by
Alphason. Stocked at The Sound Orgavisation.

STEREO SHOWCASE, 98 BATH STREET, GLASGOW. TEL: 041
332 5012 A truly remarkable, well engineered product. Married
up to its own tone arm the HR-100S-MCS we are provided with
asuperb combination, that more than justifies the very reasonable
asking price. Has to be heard.

HATV, 131 BARRACK ROAD, CHRISTCHURCH,
NR BOURNEMOUTH, DORSET. TEL: 0202 473901 British at its
best, unrivalled sound.

SOUNDS EXCLUSIVE, 6 MOUNT ROAD, CRANLEIGH,
SURREY. TEL: 0483 276439 A new benchmark — a combination
of fine engineering, exemplary sonic capability and style in
perfèct harmony.

ALPHASON DESIGNS LTD, 190-192 WIGAN ROAD, EUXTON, NR.
CHORLEY, LANCS PR7 6JW, Tel. No. 02572 76626.
USA and CANADIAN DISTRIBUTOR:
MAY AUDIO MARKETING LTD, 646 GUIMOND BLVD.,
LONGUEUIL QUE, CANADA, J4G 1P8. Tel. 514-6515 707.

SUPER

Ben Duncan concludes his series on CD upgrading

M

OST, IF NOT ALL, speedy,
wideband op-amps aren't UGS.
For stability, they need to be
operated at gains above unity,
typically 6 or 10dB. Thus they appear unusable for our CD upgrade, wherein both ICs
approach unity gain. In fact, the restriction is
illusory, a product of standard op-amp specification format and primary school application techniques. Stable operation at gains of
OdB is kids' stuff. The central issue is to avoid
the erosion of phase margin, aproblem that's
already been taken care of in fig. 2(
HFNIRR
November, p45), the components list, and
the layout instructions. Alone, it's enough to
bed-down an HA2525 or LT1028. More
finickity species like HA5147 can be tamed if
we're willing to sacrifice a little VHF loopgain. As in AMP-01's SLPA module', the
trick is to discharge excess gain-bandwidth
product, while retaining the slew limit. This
means avoiding internal compensation
schemes like the plague. Instead, optional
series RC networks R105/C104 achieves stability for IC.101 by dumping excess loop-gain
in the low MHz region. At the same time, it
acts to cancel out common- mode hash; the
nominal values given in November's components list are enough to sweeten the low level
resolution of HA2525 or LT1028.
For fine-tuning's sake, you may want to try
increasing C 104 to 100pF. However, with•the
HA5147 in IC. 101 position, the primary aim
is stability, and wholly different values apply:
R105 equals 62R and C104 equals 470pF. An
identical network can be hung from IC.102's
—ve input, if you want to experiment with
NUGS op-amps in this position. It's not
required for LT1028 and HA2525, and RC
values required for other ICs will certainly
differ. Much depends on the op-amp and
layout. Just in case, fig. 4c (
HFNIRR December, p57), shows arange of values over which
to experiment if you suspect or encounter
VHF oscillation. Usually, this is manifest as a
'dirty' noise or hiss, and/or heavy veiling of
music's HF content.
The circuit in fig. 5, (
HFNIRR December,
p59) can be hooked up to the player's outputs
to confirm the absence (or otherwise!) of DC
offset voltages, and can be left in situ while
playing. As shown, the detection threshold,
when the LED lights, is ± 10mV, with
negligible sensitivity to music's signals,
whether symmetrical or mildly asymmetric.
But if the LED flashes in loud passages, don't
panic, provided it goes out shortly after the
player's paused: the LED is simply registering an extreme asymmetry, a loud 2nd
harmonic off-disc. If required, the DC detect
threshold can be desensitised by raising R„,
eg, doubling RX to 220R gives ± 20mV. The
decision to desensitise hinges on the level of
stray DC needed to create clicks and bhlats
when the equipment is manipulated.
A full player upgrade undoubtedly involves
a digital rebuilds. At the very least, we can
address central shortcomings, in particular
powering the DAC from its own ± 5V and
—15V supply. By taking this from aseparate
transformer ( with 12-0-12V and 0-5V windHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ings), the ideal grounding path is easy to
contrive — a single OV connection from the
digital source on one side, and to the analogue destination, on the other. This time,
Nat. Semi's standard LM317T/337T regulators will suffice, with LAR set at 649R for 5V,
and at 2k0 for — 15V. The 1541 DACs + 5V
supply's current-draw is ± 45mA.
Lying on the periphery of this article's
remit ( Harris lowers the chequered flag) the
SAA7220 Filter, SAA7210 decoder and
UPD-41416C-20 DRAM ( memory) draw
450mA at — 5V. This lot accounts for the bulk
of the current consumed by the player. Better
still, in the majority of Philips machines, all
of these chips are supplied from a common,
dedicated PCB track, so re-routing the power
is easy to implement; we may as well consider
aseparate regulator and isolated 51
/V/12VA
2
winding to supply it all with — 5V, leaving the
microprocessor and servo circuitry to imbibe
their supply juices in peace. Further,
imperfections in the DAC's 220nF decoupling array are by no means inaudible.
Replacing the original class 2ceramic capacitors with MKP or MKS is worthwhile, but
messy to implement, since the non-polar
dielectrics are invariably bulkier, up to double the volume of MKT for a given CV
product. An alternative, smaller and easier to
fit upgrade, is to invoke class 1 ceramic
capacitors with COG dielectric, like AVX's
SR66 `Supacap' series. d
Corrigenda
in fig. 4 ( Dec), 4c and 4d are unlabelled.
Fig.4c shows the range of RC network values,
while fig.4d shows pinouts for the LT1031D
voltage reference.
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B; AMP-01 state-of-the-art
Part 2 (
HFNIRR June ' 84).
B; AMP- 01 state-of-the-art

Regulator and Aux stages: Parts List
Part No
R120*
R121*
R122 0
R123, 125
R124

Description
15OR H. 1
3k31 H.1
221R H. 11
100k 5% CF or MF
10k 5% CF or MF

C112 6
C113*
C114*
C115*
C116 1
C117 1

1000p., 35v rad.
47p,F, 25v rad.
220/./.F, 25v rad.
470nF, 63v, MKT— Dubilier MMP2
470nF, 63v, MKT— Dubilier MMP2
100µ, 50v rad.

D4, 5*
REG 1(+ ve)
REG 2(— ve)
TR3, 5
TR4

1N4002
LT 317AT''
LT 337Ar"
BC 337 (or equiv NPN)
BC 327 (or cquiv PNP)

PSU PCB

PC.1043.APS`'

Recommended Veroboard — Order Code
433.949, available from: Electromail, PO
Box 33, Corby, Northants NN17 9EL. Tel:
(0536) 204555
The op- amp now recommended for IC posi-

preamplifier, Part 1 (HFNIRR May '84).
3. Taylor, E: Distortion in low- noise
amplifiers, Wireless World, Aug & Sept ' 77.
4. Gray & Meyer: Analysis & design of
Analog ICs, Wiley, 1977.
5. Norton, M: Build abetter player, HFNIRR
June '87.
6. Jung, W: Op- Amp meets CD, Audio
Amateur 3/86.
7. Zukav, G: The Dancing Wu- Li Masters,
Rider, 1979.
An Op-Amper's glossary
Mono-fab: IC designer's shorthand for
MONOlithic FABrication.
PSR: Power Supply Rejection, indicating the
filtration qualities of a regulator.
Servo: is strictly a generic term for all
feedback systems, whether mechanical,
biological or planetary. Used to describe a
specific kind of DC feedback, it constitutes an
American `vagueism'. Hence AUTONULL,
a factual rechristening.
TEFZEL: is proprietary insulation, made for
silver-clad wire-wrap.
Veroboard: (Can be pronounced veero or
verro) is atrade mark, after the original UK
inventors and manufacturers. Overseas,
other people's copies are called perf(orated)
board, to avoid infringement.
V, h: Stands for ' thermal voltage'. As an
op- amp parameter, it's derived from a
notional resistance, hidden inside every bipolar transistor.
Z„: An output or source impedance.
Acknowledgements
Thanks to Chris Warwick at WWC Records.
London for supplies of red hot DDD CDs. to Kevin
Dale at Harris Semiconductor UK for uncovering
new superchips, and to Al Wick at Edgetech, for
sponsoring the first upgrade. DIY builders should
welcome *CD truth researchers' Graham Lust. Paul
Reaney and Gordon Copeland.
tions 101 and 102, Harris HA 2525, is
available from the following franchised distributors: Thame Components, Macro-Marketing or Axis Electronics. It's also available
from the DIY suppliers listed below, as part
of a kit.
Parts marked "" are available from Audio
Synthesis, 196 Wollaton Road, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 2PH. Tel: (0602) 224138. A
PCB is planned for early 1988.
Parts marked 11 are available from Audiokits:
Mill Close, Borrowash, Derby DE7 3GU.
Tel: (0332) 674929
Component quantities
* 2off required per ± regulated supply, ie, 8
pcs if each IC has individual regulated
supply.
* 1off required per op-amp, ie, 4 pcs per
stereo output stage
Abbreviations
CF: carbon film; MF: Metal film; H: Holco
0.5% MF; MKT: polyester; MKS: polystyrene; rad: radial
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RETURN TO POWER
Meridian's 200 series now allows the creation of complete systems, with the
launch of the 205 power amplifier, alongside the current 16-bit 207 CD player.
Martin Colloms tests both new models

L

AST YEAR WE KICKED off to an early start with
Meridian's newly-announced 200 series, with afull review of
the 207 Pro CD player (
HFNIRR, Dec '86). That review is still
worth reading to give afull background on the 200 series
system concept, and forms auseful comparison with, and contrast to,
the present assessment. This time, we are able to offer afull test of the
current 16-bit production 207 player, along with acomplete report on
the brand-new 205 monoblock power amplifier.
Although published in good faith, that original HFNIRR review of
the 207 turned out to be premature, as subsequent production delays
severely affected 207 deliveries to the trade. Moreover, amechanical
weakness in the transport loader resulted in ahigh number of
shipment failures as well as several problems in service. Meanwhile,
Philips were making plans to scrap the successful I4- bit D/A converter
used in the 207, as well as in many other models such as the
Cambridge Audio CDI. As aresult, while the production staff were
struggling to meet demand for the 207, the design department was
engaged in redesigning the machine. This work continued alongside
other projects, which included the 205 monoblock power amplifiers,
the 204 tuner, and the 201 preamplifier.
Major changes to the CD player included the necessary
incorporation of the current 16-bit chip for this Philips technology
based an. The transport arm was redesigned to give high reliability
as well as better resistance to shock, while the main circuit board was
prepared for the fitment of amoving-coiltmoving-magnet disc
equaliser module. Costing some £ 100, this optional extra completes
the 207 in its still unusual role as acombined CD player and remotely
controlled preamplifier. Cunning system design has resulted in aunit
which also interfaces with the tuner and amulti- function full
preamplifier as required, and which can in addition form part of a
complex audio installation that involves an entire house or apartment.

MERIDIAN 207 CD PLAYER
When discussing the value vs performance equation for this CD
player, it is hard to ignore the preamplifier section. Potential
purchasers should bear this in mind. The use of aseparate
preamplifier hardly makes sense, and the 207 could be regarded as
constituting the purchase of both anew player and anew preamplifier.
If we assume for the moment that its sound quality makes the preamp
aworthwhile choice in its own right, how should one value the design?
Well, the preamp package includes apowerful remote volume
control, as well as arear-panel headphone socket, plus tape, aux. CD
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and LP input facilities, the latter internally switchable between
moving-magnet and moving-coil. £450-550 would be afair price for
such aunit. Indeed, Meridian's admittedly more versatile 201 preamp
costs £640 with aremote control, while the 209 system control unit
costs £90.
Given the full 207 CD package at £ 1140 including analogue disc and
remote control, the CD section may be valued at £650 or so. These
days this is arespectable sum, given the fine performance delivered by
more recent examples at the £250-300 level. At the time of writing
(Nov 1987) the case for the 207 must therefore rest with its CD sound
quality, and the necessary margin it has to establish when set against
its lesser brethren. Likewise, the preamplifier must also offer a
worthwhile standard in its own right, given that it constitutes an
important part of the product. We also had the opportunity to assess
the new 205 monoblock power amplifier, and some auditioning was
undertaken with these added to the 207. However, the latter has been
accorded separate review coverage.

Technical details
The latest 207 may be regarded as acomplete redesign of the first
model. Among the many changes is the use of the new ÇDM-2
transport. ( Incidentally, all Philips transports employ an arcuate
system which is- more closely related to ' linear motor' designs than
those with arack-and-pinion head; in fact the Philips constitutes an
angular linear motor.) Meridian have now designed and built their
own transport and laser control board, which is said to include
improved servos that deliver ahigher performance than the original
bought-in board. Separate on-board regulators are fitted to isolate
these power-hungry circuits, this isolation being enhanced by the use
of separate transformer windings for the several supplies.
Steel shielding is applied to the laser section to screen the electrical
servo from the digital circuits, and the transport is now mounted on
high vibration absorbing Sorbottiane mountings, judged to be
superior to springs in this instance. A rack-and-pinion system replaces
the belt-drive used on the earlier loading drawer. Meridian also
produce their own keyboard processor, which offers several enhanced
facilities. The 16-bit decoded output is converted to alow- impedance
voltage and undergoes passive de-emphasis, integration, and Bessel
filtering, in this respect resembling the Cambridge Audio CD-2. Two
active stages present in the original signal path have been deleted to
improve sound quality.
The impressive 64-stage, 0.25dB resolution volume control
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attenuator has been retained, comprising alogic-controlled resistor
array with FET switches. On the preamp side, the disc board is
surprisingly simple, with the input based on anew, very low-noise
integrated circuit op-amp ( LT 1028) with the usual series feedback
RIAA equalisation. ' DIL' on-board switching is responsible for the
gain change as well as for the input impedances of 47k-ohm/120pF or
150 ohms/110nF. Included in the equalisation is the IEC rolloff of
—3dB at 20Hz, achieved via asecond IC which operates as an LF
servo acting on the first, asort of virtual inductor.

maintained over the frequency range, though unbalanced results were
measured for channel separation. Significantly, different figures were
obtained for left-on- right and right-on-left; eg, 64dB and 97dB
respectively at lkHz»By 20kHz this difference had gone, with 64dB
noted for both the inter-channel crosstalk results— perfectly
satisfactory, but certainly poorer than average for CD.

Sound quality — CD player section
Scoring ahigh 87% on our subjective score, this 207 was judged to
offer asignificant but not spectacular advance over the previous 14-bit
versions— about 5% in fact. The latest player was exceptionally good
in the treble, where it delivered asound which offered asweet, open
delicacy without recourse to any obvious treble rolloff. Focus was very
well maintained in the treble, unusual in CD systems, while the upper
treble was noticeably free from sibilance, grain or `zzz'. The bass set a
high standard, articulate and punchy and with good extension to the
lowest audible frequencies. The high standard was maintained in the
midrange, with afine clarity and neutral tonality.
Stereo images were reproduced with strong stable focus, good
perspectives, and good depth, the latter not far removed from the very
best references. Stage width was also good, while dynamics and the
related sense of 'pace' were rated well above average. Taken overall,
the standard was distinctly above the best of the budget players,
providing solid justification for its up-market price. CD sound quality
was not assessed as afunction of the variable output; instead, that
information is contained in the following section covering preamplifier
performance.

•
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Lab report — CD player section
After acomprehensive redesign such as this, it proved necessary to
re- test the player completely. Taking frequency response first, this
was rather smoother than for last year's model due to the higher order
filters in the new 16-bit chip set. The amplitude ripple is barely
discernible ( Graph 1), while agentle taper has been applied to the
extreme HF, approaching 0.4dB by 20kHz. The output was 2.07V,
almost exactly to the CD recommendation, with alow source •
impedance of 270 ohms ( fixed output). Channel balance was very well

Graph I. Meridian 207: Frequency response, CD player
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Graph 2. Meridian 207: Spuriae up to 10kHz associated with ¡ kHz tone at — 60dB

Sound quality — preamp
Used via the line inputs, this facility set ahigh standard, ranking as a
high quality preamplifier in its own right. Via the remotely controlled
attenuator the listening test score, on our usual scales, was 88%, a
result which would barely compromise the similar standard set by the
CD player section. The tonal quality was pleasantly neutral. The
treble sounded 'sweet' — low in grain and edge — while the mid was
quite transparent with agood transient performance. The bass set a
similar high standard to that shown by the CD section. Pleasantly
musical, the preamp offered good stereo staging, well focused and
with good overall depth. But amild degree of image narrowing was
detected.
Via the moving-coil input, the sound quality took asmall step
backwards, but was still pretty good. Here the score was closer to
84%, which is still substantial for aquality preamp. The treble was not
to the same standard as the line section, with some moderate 'grain'
and ' hash' combined with aslightly rolled-off effect in the uppermost
register. It was not particularly kind to distortion already present on
older LPs. The mid was pleasantly neutral, if showing some loss of life
and drama. In the bass it sounded amite dry, lacking extreme LF but
with the rest of the bass range firm and well controlled, sounding
articulate and tuneful. Image focus was pretty good, while image
depth rated well above the industry average, if unexceptional when
compared with the top references.
Clearly the preamplifier's strength lies in the line/CD sections, and
while the LP disc input was pretty good and can be quite quiet if the
power boxes are carefully sited, it would not be sensible to make the
analogue disc player section amajor part of one's expenditure. It
would, however, merit am-ccartridge costing up to say £ 150, quite a
compliment in this context.
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Graph 3. Meridian 207: Waveform from ¡ kHz sinewave at — 90dB

As expected from the dual converter design, no time difference was
present between channels. As regards distortion, the full modulation
results for the CD medium are generally excellent, but while those for
the 207 were still good, they were well below the possible 96dB or
more at full modulation midband. The 207 measured — 82.5dB at
IkHz and — 75dB at 20kHz, but down-band spuriae from a20kHz
tone at OdB were minimal. Good HF linearity was also shown by the
two-tone intermodulation results, with — 81dB seen at the — 10dB mod
level. On the spectrum analysis here, no in- band products could be
seen even at the base-band noise floor.
At lower modulation levels the distortion results followed the usual
pattern, — 10dB providing afine — 79dB with distortion worsening at
lower signal levels. At — 60dB modulation the — 40dB measured
distortion ( 1%) was fairly good ( Graph 2), with the harmonic
products mainly even-order (2nd and 4th). Continuing down to
—80dB, the performance then deteriorated, with — I3.5dB measured
distortion (21%), the usual effect with the existing Philips 16-bit chip
series. This result correlated well with three other tests for low-level
linearity, the — 90dB sinewave display, the monotonicity ladder, and
the measured level error at — 90dB, the latter reading — 101dB left and
—121dB right. The sinewave trace (Graph 3) doesn't show much
evidence of the wanted pure- tone signal, while the monotonicity scan
(Graph 4) shows strong compression of the first of the ten intervals.
The second interval is well represented, providing an overall
resolution of around 15.3 bits, which is typical for this Philips system
and is, ironically, not as accurate as the 14-bit conversion system
which preceded it.
Out-of-band filtering was investigated in afull-scale spectrum
analysis of, with aIkHz tone of — 20dB modulation set as a
reference marker. At 44.1kHz, the sampling clock rate, the worst
level was more than satisfactory at — 88dB, while higher frequency
products were well suppressed. The impulse response illustrated a
classic, absolute-phase-correct linear-phase characteristic; note,
however, that the phase may be inverted at the press of abutton.
Interestingly, the electrical signal-to-noise ratios were generally very
good, but differed between channels by nearly 10dB, weighted and
unweighted, with and without pre-emphasis. The de-emphasised
figures backed this trend by measuring slightly poorer on the left channel.
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RETURN TO POWER
the input and output arrangements ( levels, sensitivities, etc) apart
from the line input impedance, which is on the low side at 10k-ohms.
A few tuners and other signal sources may not be too happy with such
avalue, 25-50k-ohms being more normal.
Two further measurements were of interest. One showed the virtual
absence of distortion products at IHF level (0.5mV lkHz) via the m-c
input: typically better than 85dB down. The other concerned the
frequency range up to 100kHz, worth investigating since digital and
other functions are present on the same board and might break
through into the sensitive disc areas. In the event, full isolation has
been successfully achieved over awide range.

Conclusions

Graph 4. Meruizan 207: Monotonicity performance at ten levels
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Graph 5. Meridian 207: Preamp frequency responses on RIAA m-cand CD inputs

By virtue of its enclosed physical construction, the 207 was
considered to be pretty quiet mechanically, and the transport
delivered areasonably quick track access time of 3.5 seconds.
De-emphasis response accuracy was fine, and no problems were
encountered with error-correction, where the usual high standards
were obtained. Lacking asprung suspension, the 207 was not
particularly shock-resistant, but it withstood smaller amplitude
vibrations well. Generally, the test results were fine. Same of the
minor discrepancies related to the compact construction in the
decoder section, and perhaps this could benefit from further
development.

Lab report - preamp
Taking RIAA equalisation first, the m-cinput showed adeliberately
band- limited response, with asignificant rolloff in the defined audio
range of 30Hz-15kHz. The upper limit relative to lkHz held to just
over + 0.2dB at 150H4 but the 30Hz and 15kHz extremes approached
-2.3dB and - 0.8dB respectively. Offering the potential for aslightly
'rich' tonal balance, the trend ( Graph 5, dashed line) shows afalling
response from 150Hz to 10kHz of typically 0.7dB, and by 20kHz this
has reached - 1.3dB. The response is also down by over 4dB at 20Hz,
the latter adecibel more than is suggested by the IEC. Good subsonic
filtering is assured at the expense of some early rolloff in the bass, and
equalisation balance between channels was excellent at better than
0.05dB over the 20Hz-20kHz range. Via auxiliary (dashed-and-dotted
line) the response was uniform except for amild 0.5dB rolloff at
20kHz, falling to - 3dB at 50kHz. At 5Hz the output has barely
moved below the reference level.
This preamplifier proved itself extremely linear via all its inputs. For
example, at the IHF 0.5V level the harmonic distortion results were
excellent at 0.005% (- 86dB), with this performance essentially
independent of frequency. Likewise, the intermodulation results were
very good at - 82dB (0.008%) via auxiliary and - 75dB (0.18%) via
the moving-coil input_ Graph 8shows this fine performance on the
two-tone 19/20kHz input signal at ahealthy 20mV peak-to-peak.
Despite the relative simplicity of the input stage, the signal-to-noise
ratios were also good, measuring an excellent 78.5dB via m-m and a
fine 66dB (CCIR ARM lkHz) on the m-csetting. Via auxiliary, the
noise figure was - 90dB IHF, or - 102dB relative to a2V output.
Input overload margins were adequate via m-c, but one might
consider using higher output m-ccartridges on the m-m setting when
sufficient gain is available. A finite but generous margin overload was
measured on the line input, with some 22dB available above 0.5V.
Stereo separation was good via disc and very good via the line input,
where it reached 84dB mid-band. No problems were encountered with
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The latest version of the 207 must be considered aconspicuous
success. Originally we wanted an LP disc input for the preamp section,
and now it is available at amost reasonable price and optional, into
the bargain. The CD section has been enhanced by improved
operation (and additional features such as indexing) while the
remotely controlled phase-invert remains aunique feature. The new
16-bit electronics have provided asmall but worthwhile gain in sound
quality, particularly in the treble which is now exceptionally good.
Improved mechanical design should result in better reliability, while
styling, finish and ergonomics (via the 209 remote) remain excellent.
As regards the preamplifier section, this can also stand alone as one
of the best made for its £500 price, and may be recommended without
hesitation. It is without doubt the finest remotely controlled
preamplifier currently available at any sensible price. The 64- position
and highly accurate volume attenuator is superb, and worked well
with the matching 205 power amplifier. However, the CD and preamp
performances were sufficiently good to support still higher quality
amplifiers, and of course higher grade multiple-amplifier active
speaker systems.
Much hard work has gone into the conception and design of the
Meridian 200 series, and the 207 can be said to have matured well in
its new 16-bit form. It could readily provide the CD and remotely
controlled heart of aconvenient high quality audio system, and in this
regard it should be noted that 'the 204 FM tuner is now available. It
incorporates aclock-timer section for the 200 system as awhole, and
can also be remotely controlled when used in conjunction with a201
preamp or a207 CD preamp.
TEST RESULTS

MERIDIAN 207 CD PLAYER

CD Player section
Channel balance
Stereo separation ( IJR. R/L)
Channel phase difference
Total harmonic distortion. OdB
-I0dB
-60dB
-80dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz, OdB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz. - 10dB
Frequency response, left channel
Frequency rcsponse, right channel
Signal/noise, 201-1z-20kHz unwtd ( UR)
Signal/noise, CCIR/ARM. I
kHz ref ( LJR)
Output level. OdB
Output impedance
De-emphasis
Track access time
Error-correction capability
Mechanical noise
Spuriae up to 100kHz
Resolution at - 90d13. LJR
Headphone socket

20Hz
0.07dB
64/105dB
0°

Preamplifier section
Total harmonic distortion, aux input
Intermodidation. 19/20kliz. aux input
Intermodula hon. I
9/20kHz. m-cinput
Input overload. m-c ( 11-IF)
Input overload. aux/CD ( IHF)
Stereo separation, aux input
Stereo separation, disc input
Noise level. m- m input ( IHF, CCIR wtd)
Noise level, m-cinput ( II-IF. CCIR wtd)
Noise level. aux/CD input ( Ile. CCIR wtd)
Residual noise, unwtd, v/c at min
Aux input sensitivity/loading
m-minput sensitivity/loading
m-cinput sensitivity loading
Output impedance ( variable level)
Output impedance ( line/tape)
DC offset (IJR)
RIAA error (3(1Hz-15kHz)
Channel balance, disc at I
kHz
Volume balance-tracking

20Hz
-84dB

General
Dimensions ( WHD,cach module)
Typical price inc VAT

-75dB

! kHz
0.07dB
64/97dB
0°

20kHz
0.08dB
64dB
0°

-82.5dB -87dB
-79dB

-40dB
-13.5dB
-79dB
-8IdB
-0.0IdB
Odb
-0.34(113
-0.0IdB
Ik1B
-0.34(1B
100/108dB
99/106dB
2.07 V
270 ohms
correct
3.5 secs
gap:>900µm, dot:>8001.im
low
-88dB
-11dB/-3IdB
yes ( remote volume control)
I
kHz »kHz
- 86dB - 84dB
-82dB
-75dB
23.6dB
I8.4dB
19.IdB
21.9dB
2I.9dB
22.2dB
84dB
84dB
72dB
58dB
60dB
54dB
-78.5dB
-66dB
-90dB
-98dB
53mV/10k-ohms/50pF
0.9mV/47k-ohms/120pF
0.059mV/150 ohms/lOnF
12 ohms
580 ohms (3.7V max)
<10 mV
+0.2dB/-2.3dB
0.1IdB
0.06dB (OdB)0.04dB (- 20dB)(1.4dB (- 60dB)

16x 10x32cm
£950, plus options, remote, etc
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MERIDIAN 205 POWER AMPLIFIER
This brand new monoblock power amplifier forms part of the
Meridian 200 series, but may also be used as apair of stand-alone
units in other systems when interface matching is appropriate. Rated
at 100W per channel at 8ohms, with almost the same power available
into 4ohms, these compact units are built into the standard 200 series
extruded alloy cases. The neat appearance is typical of Boothroyd
Stuart designs, with the front section completed by an appropriately
finned heatsink and a ' light pipe', dual-colour ' on' indicator: red for
'standby' and green for 'operate'. Power input is via adetachable IEC
plug-cable, with audio input fed via aphonosocket. Speaker output is
provided by combination 4mm socket binding- posts, comprising bare
metal parts in gold-plate on brass.
The 205 has no external controls bar areset button on the rear
panel, and is designed to be left semi-permanently in an idling
condition. Full switch-on is automatic, engaged on receipt of any
low-level signal at the input terminal, be it music or otherwise. This
facility is sensitive to signals in aband weighted on 500Hz at levels
above 0.3mV, 70dB below the maximum input level. Switch-on occurs
in amatter of milliseconds, and is electronic, no relays being involved.
If the music ceases for more than nine minutes or so, the amplifier
automatically returns to the idle or standby conditions.

Technical details
A DC coupled amplifier (but with an AC rolloff), the 205's output is
fully complementary bi-polar with a 'Class-AA non-switching' bias
configuration. This means that the output devices are never allowed to
turn off fully, acondition achieved by asmall local servo. This speeds
the devices at higher frequencies and should ensure freedom from
crossover distortion over the entire frequency range. Metal-cased
output devices are employed, healthy Motorola TO3 units with a
50-amp peak current rating. Four of these are used per channel.
High-current 75W rated drivers are fitted, to ensure amassive safe
operating area for the output stage as awhole. This is backed by
comprehensive electronic protection based on symmetric dual-slope
V/I limiters with adelayed peak-programme response. The thermal
protection operates in two stages; at up to 70°C the sensor initiates
standby with input muting, to aid cooling down, but if afault is
present which takes the heatsink to 80° or more, the crowbar
protection (athyristor on the supply) actuates the rear-panel
circuit-breaker. Excessive DC-offset (± 7V peak) also fires the
breaker, requiring a40-second wait to allow conditions to stabilise,
and hopefully the cause of the error voltage to be ascertained.
The input circuit is abalanced type, with IC ± 15V regulation on the
input, leading to symmetrical current mirror sections for each polarity
of the input signal. This symmetry is continued right to the output
stage and is characteristic of Meridian designs. A 300 VA transformer
feeds the main supply, unregulated at 2x 10,000µF, the amplifier
relying on ahigh level of CMRR (common mode rejection ratio) to
balance out supply ripple.

Nevertheless, the treble was considered to be tidy and well focused,
with only amoderate degree of hash and grain, the latter not proving a
distraction. The bass was strong with aquick, light impression, only
slightly muted in the lowest octave. Mid-bass tones were presented
with some force as well as good clarity. Moving on to the main sector,
the mid- range, there was some muddling in the articulation of
complex detail, noticeable by comparison with top references, but in
context not too serious.
Stereo images were presented on adecent scale, with good stage
width and afairly good depth, plus astrong sense of stable, well
localised focus. Dynamics were rated above average, but more is
possible at this price level, if the designer persists. The mild treble
dulling might be associated with the judgement of dynamics. A
healthy power was obtained, the amplifier remaining unstressed when
driven at high levels into the more awkward speaker loads, and the
generous volumes obtained confirmed the power ratings.

Lab results
Due to the monoblock format, little need be said concerning
interaction between channels; channel separation will be solely a
function of the sound sources. Rated at 100W ( 20dBW, 8ohms), the
4-ohm rating is 170W or I9.3dBW, this mild diminution into the lower
impedance promising good regulation from the power supply. On test
the amplifiers actually delivered 21.13dBW, around 130W/8 ohms,
and held afull I9.9dBW level into 4ohms. These mid- frequency
results were only mildly compressed at the 20Hz and 20kHz frequency
extremes, with the 205 thus clearly demonstrating afine power
bandwidth.
Some of the power testing proved awkward, initiating electronic
protection, but with patience the full music-related power potential
was extracted. With ' burst' signals it proved possible to show very
good load tolerance, extending to 380W peak-programme delivery
into a2-ohm load. This was backed by apeak current capacity of
+20.5/-18A, which was sufficient at rated level for avariety of
complex load impedances down to arated 4ohms. A moderate output
source impedance of 0.24 ohms was measured in the mid- band, rising
to ahigher-than-average 0.54 ohms at 20kHz, due to the presence of
the usual output stabilising inductor.
During testing, one area gave rise to some concern, namely
linearity. Described as ' Class-AA non-switching', this amplifier
actually showed several signs of crossover, or switching effects, during
the distortion measurements, the results proving similar for both
channels. It is amatter of record that the designer does not consider
crossover effects as very significant, and in any case this amplifier's
true predecessor, the 105 ( part of the 'chocolate box' series), also
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Sound quality
The 205 gave agood account of itself on the listening tests, proving to
be anotable advance over its 105 predecessor (the MPA series were of
adifferent design, with switching regulator power supplies). In fact
the 205 matched the better contemporary examples now available,
and in so doing beat anumber of established references in this price
sector. Following our present marking system, the 205 scored 74%,
the maximum score possible being of course 100%, only attained by
designs at two to five times the price of the Meridian.
The high treble was judged to be slightly dull, with some loss of
'speed' on transients and less sparkle than the sources truly presented.
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Graph 2. Meridian 205: Intermodulation spuriae ¡ 9/20kHz tones at just below clipping
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Graph I. Meridian 205: Distortion waveform abstracted from ¡ kHz sinewave at 50W
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Graph 3. Meridian 205: Power supply modulation spuriae 35 Hzstone at 6.5W 4ohms
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showed crossover effects without obvious detriment to its sound
quality.
As the output approached rated level, the mid-band harmonic
distortion neared 1% at — 42dB. For example, Graph 1shows the
appearance of the distortion component abstracted from IkHz at
—3dB (50W 8ohms). This is of the ' switching' variety responsible for
harmonics, even and odd, extending over awide frequency range. At
rather lower power levels the non-linearity faded away, and the OdBW
(1 watt) results were pretty good at typically — 70dB (0.03%) at IkHz.
However, this did not quite meet Meridian's claim of typically less
than 0.01%. Furthermore, the accompanying data sheet indicated
better than 0.1% distortion from 20Hz to 20kHz at all powers up to
20dBW, and this we could not verify even with the amplifiers well
run-in.
The two-tone HF intermodulation result was particularly weak
(Graph 2). Set just below clipping, it showed serious wide-band
intermodulation, with the lkHz difference-tone at only — 30dB, or
3%. With so many distortion products the true calculated
intermodulation would be still poorer; but as with harmonic
distortion, areduction in power level brought the IM down to an
excellent — 93dB ( 0.002%) at 1W.
The LF spectrum analysis for supply modulation (Graph 3) provides
more information on the higher power non-linearity, since the main
set of lines constitute the simple harmonic distortion products of the
35Hz input tone. Second and third harmonics are similar at around
—36dB, while the fifth is no better than — 48dB, thus showing that the
non-linearity is not just an HF effect. This test is run at 1
/ rated level
2
into a4-ohm load to stress the power supply, and in this instance the
rectified power-line components are well suppressed by more than
84dB, while the innocuous 50Hz line fundamental just intrudes at
about — 80dB. Note that the 150Hz component seems to have become
intermodulated with 35Hz and 70Hz to produce clusters at various
sum- and-difference frequencies.
The 205 did not provide the expected perfectly flat frequency
response. In Graph 4, the charted response (600 ohms generator
source impedance) shows amild droop above 5kHz, 0.2dB down at
7kHz, — 0.5dB at IlkHz, then drifting gently to — 3dB at 26kHz. This
degree of treble rolloff might- just be audible as aloss of air and
sparkle in the upper reaches of the audible range. Certainly, with
critical comparative listening to CD players, lower levels of error can
be identified quite easily. At low frequencies, the response extended
to 9Hz, — 0.5dB, and the — 3dB point was fine at 3Hz.
The 205 showed alow input impedance of 10k-ohms, in parallel
with 1.4nF; but the latter will only produce — 3dB from the generator
impedance at ahigh 190kHz, and is thus not the cause of the rolled-off
treble. However, apreamp with alow output impedance is
recommended to cope with the 10k. Within asmall tolerance, one volt

was required for full power, with 92mV for the IHF OdBW level.
Good signal-to-noise ratios were also obtained, together with low hum
levels. On our samples DC-offset was higher than usual, measuring
nearly 100mV, and this needs to be reduced by the manufacturers; I
generally recommend values below 35mV. Several tests were applied
to investigate the fault protection systems, which proved effective and
trouble-free except for the need to wait for the protection to reset
after it had been triggered.
Surveying the lab results, the treble rolloff and DC-offset both need
some attention, while the amplifiers failed to meet the distortion
specification in the higher power ranges, where the results were poor
if judged by industry standards.

A second sample
Following the tests, Meridian were contacted and informed of the
results. They noted that the review amplifiers were drawn from the
first production batch of 10, and later models (since confirmed) have
an adjustment to the output servo to bring DC-offset down to typically
30mV. The distortion problem was independently discovered and
traced to an unforeseen interaction between ahealthy mains supply
voltage ( 245V on test for a220-240V rated unit) and the electronic
overload protection. This VI limiter cut- in prematurely, adding diodic
non- linearity to the base drive at the output and producing the odd
results noted on test. The — 2dB 20kHz droop has been noted by
Meridian and is receiving attention.
A second pair of amplifiers was obtained for lab checking, and
showed much improved mid-band distortion to — 62dB at full power
(0.08%), and — 64 and — 51dB from 20Hz and 20kHz respectively. By
OdBW the distortion figures for 20Hz, IkHz and 20kHz were — 71.5,
—83 and — 64.6dB — all eminently satisfactory. The IM had also
improved at higher power levels. Interestingly, the distortion
waveform was still not particularly impressive at 20kHz, 75W 8ohms,
the photo (Graph 5) showing signs of switching crossover effects at the
output. The DC-offset was also much better — down to 3-4mV for the
new sample ( Serial No. J100224).

Conclusions
While the 207 CD player sailed through its tests, the 205 suffered in
being drawn from an early batch which apparently was not adequately
quality-checked at the factory. The results from the second sample
were such as to resolve most of the queries, the depressed treble
response apparently being due to atrivial component detail which has
already been corrected in production.
We are left with aneat monoblock amplifier, 100W per channel and
with agood load tolerance as well as low power consumption. In terms
of its automatic music-sensing and idling, it is something of a ' fit and
forget' design. Its sound quality is certainly competitive, and while it
doesn't set radically new performance standards for the money, it
nonetheless outpaces anumber of respected older and established
models from several major producers. In context it represents good
value, and may be recommended on the assumption of improved
quality control and correction of the falling treble response in
production.e
MERIDIAN 205 POWER AMP

TEST RESULTS
Rated power

Graph 4. Meridian 205: Frequency response

Graph 5. Meridian 205 (second sample): Distortion waveform abstracted from 20Hz
sinewave at 75W
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8ohms
40hms

100W ( 20dBW)
170W ( 19.3dBW)
IkHz
20kHz
21.13dBW
20.44dBW
I9.9dBW
19.16dBW
21.5dBW
20.8dBW
19.6dBW

Measured power
20Hz
Continuous 8ohms
20.6dBW
19.3dBW
Continuous 4ohms
Burst 10ms 8ohms
4ohms
2ohms
Harmonic distortion
Rated power 8ohms
—41dB
—4IdB
—45dB*
—65dB
—69dB
At OdB 8ohms
—65dB
0.54ohm
0.23ohm
0.24ohm
Output impedance
Intermodulation distortion
rated power, — 30dB* OdBW, — 93dB
(19/20kHz 1:1)
Peak current via 1 ohm/2.2µF
+20.5A/- 18A
(2ms pulse)
rel. OdBW
rel. full rated level
Signal-to-noise ratio
84dB
99dB
22Hz — 22kHz
70dB
91dB
'A' wtd
10k-ohm/1.4nF
Input impedance
Input sensitivity
92mV for OdBW
1.06V for clipping
—97mV/-96mV
DC-offset ( UR)
—0.5dB, 9Hz/lIkHz — 3dB, 3Hz/26kHz
Frequency response
Protection
Full electronic, DC and thermal
low
Mechanical noise
Dimensions ( WHD)
16 x 10 x 36cm ( each unit)
Typical price inc VAT
£790 (pair)
•Premature protection effects operative
Note: OcIBW = 2.83V or IW into 80hms
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THESPEEvsou..
STOCK ITEMS POSTED BY RETURN

CALLERS WELCOME

INTERCONNECTS Stereo pair terminated gold plated
RCA phono plugs

Length

QED
INCON

QED
INCON
Screened

DNM
Solid
Core

05m
0.75m
1.0m
15m
2.0m
25m
3.0m
3.5w
Cable M

13.95
14.95
16.50
18.00
19.50
21.00
22.50
1.20

17.95
18.95
19.95
21.95
23.95
25.95
27.95
1.75

22.90
23.90
25.00
27.25
29.50
31.75
34.00
36.25
2.07

23.50
26.50
29.00
34.50
40.00
45.50
51.00
56.50
5.50

24.00
25.00
27.00
33.00
39.00
-

31.00
37.50
44.00
57.00
70.00
83.00
96.00
109.00
13.00

vdH
D102
Mk 2

39.00
49.00
59.00
69.00
79.00
-

53.00
59.50
66.00
79.00
92.00
105.00
118.00
131.00
12.95

NB Leads can be supplied at any chosen length with most terminations subject to quotation

SPEAKER CABLES stereo pairs terminated 4mm plugs

(state if other termination required)

Description

2m

QED

4m

5m

7m

Cable
per metre

16.10
18.50
25.80
26.90
28.90
16.10
24.90
32.90
77.00
59.00
119.00
135.00
55.00

17.90
20.90
29.50
30.90
33.50
17.90
28.40
38.4(1
92.50
70.18)
145.00
162.50
65.00

21.50
25.70
36.90
38.90
42.70
21.50
31.90
43.90
123.50
92.00
197.00
217.50
85.00

0.90
1.20
1.85
2.00
2.30
0.90
1.75
2.75
7.75
5.50
12.95
6.90'
4.99

3m

12.50
QED 79 Strand
14.30
QED 79 Strand ( flat)
13.70
16.10
NAIM NACA 4
18.40
22.10
LINN LK20
18.90
22.90
DNM Solid Core
19.70
24.30
RS Solid Core
12.50
14.30
Supra 2.5mm
17.90
21.40
Supra 4.0mm
21.90
27.40
Supra 10.0mm
46.00
61.50
Van den Elul CS122
37.00
48.00
Van den Nul CS352
67.00
93.00
Van den Hul D300 Mk 2 79.90
107.50
Vecteur 9040
35.00
45.00
engt srequire or stereo app'cation

COMPACT DISC UNITS
CD-P Passive preamp that enables
you to feed your CD signal straight
through the power amp and control
the level or switch to your preamp
for other inputs. Best cornponents
and gold sockets £39.95
CDS CD switch unit enables the
addition of a specially attenuated
CD input to amplifiers that don't
have one. It connects to the tuner
input and provides switching
between -tuner or CD £ 18.95

SPEAKER TRISTANDS
£47.94
TSI2 ( 13 (sigh)
£48.94
TSI7 ( 18" high)
1522 ( 23" Fugh)
£49.94
£38.95
LC19 ( 20" high)
WALLFRAME ( Shelf Size)
WEI ( 34w x 29 dcm) £ 35.95
WE2 ( 44) w X 35 d) £ 37.95
TOIRLVTE CD-T Platform
(CD T size as WEI) £36.00

maxell.
WHAT HI-FI
FEB '
86
J.
said of MRX PRO

"MR X Pro : Dui,' well Ire the very best metal
tape currently on the rn.Irket Its certainly the
best I've heard'
Price one
AUDIO
BIAS
1.05
TX60
Normal
1.45
TX90
Normal
1.39
FX60
Normal
FX90
Normal
1.99
1.29
• EX60
High
1.89
EX90
High
1.79
EMX60
High
High
2.55
EMX90
Metal
2.29
MGX90
Metal
2.99
MRX PRO60
Metal
2.79
MRX PRO90
Metal
3.69
DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE ( DAT)
K2-60
7.60
8290
9.30
. K2-120
11.00

KJ WEST ONE

IlleA

new BLACK
series

Cassette BIAS
Each Ten+
0.94
0.89
UD1 46
Norma
0.99
0.95
UDI 60
Norma
1.32
1.25
UDI 90
Norma
1.95
1.85
UDI 120
Norma
1.46
1.39
XLIS 60' Norma
1.88
1.79
XLIS 90 Norma
1.21
1.15
UDII 60
High
1.32
1.25
UDII 90
High
1.36
1.29
XLII 60
High
1.68
1.60
XLII 90
High
XLIIS 60' High
1.53
1.45
2.09
1.99
XLIIS 90' High
2.26
2.15
MX 60'
Metal
3.15
MX 90*
Metal
3.32
Ten rate applies to mixed quantities
Open reel
Length
Each Ten+
UD35-90
7" X 180Cr
4.47
425
UD35-180
10;" x 3600'
13.63 '12 95
5.25
UD25-120
7
-X 2400'
5.53
5.95
UD18-180
7" X 3600'
6.26
5.45
XL! 35-90
7" X 1800'
5.74
XLI 35-180 10)* X 3600'
16.58 15.75

Sound Approach to Hi Fi

26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET, LONDON W1M 7LH
Telephone: 01-486 8262/8263
Open: Monday- Saturday 10am-6pm Thurs until 7pm
POST AND PACKING: £ 1.50 per order ( over £30 Post Free)
Overseas orders - £5handling charge irrespective of value

EMI

UR(

OVER 1000 ITEMS ON DISPLAY

e: NAGAO KA

PICK-UP ARMS
ALPHASON

DELTEC MONSTER MONSTER VECTEUR
SLINK
INTERINTERLINK 4 LINK CD

REMARKABLE
HAND-BUILT
SOLID
BODY 'STILTON'
SERIES

MOTH
SME

"the MP)) solid body is the best cartridge I
can think of for £45"
1lifi Review

ZETA

Solid Body Series
MPIO SB
MPI 1SB
MPI 1Boron SB
MP1 IGold SB
Standard Series
MPIO
MPI I
MPII Boron
MP11 Gold
MP50
MP5OS

Cartridge
£ 39.95
£ 46.95
£ 62.95
£ 69.%

Stylus
£ 6.95
£ 995
£23.95
£27.95

£ 16.95
£ 21.95
£ 37.95
£ 44 95
E 99 95
£1114 50

1.: 695
£ 091,
£2195
£27 95
£67 30
£7:3 50

JA MIC1211

= GOLD
c=att

l Set of 4Gold Plated
Speaker plug 4mm £9r)

UCII

FAST
EFFICIENT
MAIL
ORDER
ACCESSORY
SERVICE

Set of 4
Speaker clip adaptors£ 6
Also available: amplifier and speaker terminals
(set of 4) Chassis Mounting
£695

TENDERFlEET

Low
Iligh
£1.95 £2.95
Free standing isolation feet that impruvr ,
performance of speakers or other equipmem
- similar properties to speaker spikes and
usable where spikes may be unacceptable
excellent for CD players
Large ( high type)
£2.95 each
Small ( low type)
£ 195 each

r
7
A-D audio-technica'
GOLD PHONO PLUGS
ATV 172 Right angled
(cables up to 8.6mm) each £7.95
ATV 173 (
cables up to 7mm
Regular style - per pair £9.95

Opal
Delta
Xenon
Xenon MCS
HR 100S
HR 100 MCS
(suits Rega fixings)
Series 4
Series 5

£110.00
£165.00
£210.00
£262.00
£359.00
£412.00
£65.00
£675.00
£1138.50
£459.00
with vdH wiring £549.00

Cartridges Stylus
C77
£ 19.90 £9.50
E77
£36.00 £24.50
P77
£46.00 £34.50
C77 may body £29.90 £9.50
E77 may body £47.50 £24.50
P77 may body £ 57 50 £34 50
AUDIO
AT95E £ 14.95 £8.95
TECHNICA AT110E £ 17.95 £ 11.95
AT115E £27.95 £ 1895
AT F3
£69.95
E
AT F5
£99.95
E
AT 007 £249.95
E
XENON
DI.110 thig(s) £59.95
E
DI.160 thigh ) £79.95
E
EMPIRE
MC1000 vdl I £310.00
E
;LANZ
GMCIOEI I £4990 £29.00
GMC1OLX £ 79.90 £49.00
GMC20E £ 12990 £7500
GOLDBUG Full Range
P.O.A.
)01.DRING Epic
£ 17.95 £ 12.50
G1010 £33.95 £24.00
G1020 £49.95 £31.50
G1040 £ 74.95 £57.50
KISEKI
Full Range
Ring for Prices
KOET.J
Full Range
Ring for Prices
I _ INN
Basik £ 17.82 K9
£64.88 £38.9'2
Asaka £249.00
E
Karma £399.00
E
Troika £546.25
E
NAGAOAKASee separate box
ORTOFON VMS 5E
£ 14.00 £ 11.00
VMS 10E £21.00 £ 16.00
VMS 20E £35.00 £24.00
MCIO Super £65.00
E
MC20 Super £ 179.00
E
FF15E Mk 2
£ 12.00
TK495 ( Dual) - £ 19.00
RATA
RP20
£2200 £ 15.75
RP40
£44.00 £30.75
Van den ( lu) MCI() £599.00
E
MCI
£799.00
E
A & R

E indicates an exchange price can be quoted
SUPPIIED POST FREE ( UK only)

MMI
NM 1=1 MM SIM
BIM 111113
I To KJ Leisuresound Ltd., Dept. UN
26 New Cavendish Street, London W1M 7LH
Please send me:
Quantity

I

POST & PACKING (delete if not applicable)

Valse I

1.50

TotaL.1._
Iendose my cheque/Postal Order for £
(including post and packing if applicable) or please debit my Access/Visa
account with the above amount.
Evoiry Date
Signature
Name
Address
Daytime Tel NO

Post Code

AYCARD
TIE ULTIMATE I
SOUNIIMINICE

11

,m

Please send your Speed of Seemed Price List
11•11 ffll TIM
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FRENCH POLISh
Beneath the Lurné Audiomeca's high-gloss finish is some
substantial engineering. Martin Colloms reports

N

OW THAT CD has become an established part of the audio
market and continues to grow strongly in the budget sector,
attention is turning once more to the analogue field, where
anumber of high quality turntables are making aname for
themselves. Recent issues of HFNIRR have seen several such
examples. Here in the UK, the market has been dominated for a
number of years by the Linn LP12 — now well priced by audiophile
standards. Many attempts have been made to produce and sell better
and more costly models, but with the notable exception of Alphason's
new Sonata, these have been stymied by the high performance and
good value offered by the Linn. It turned out that afar higher price
had to be paid to achieve agenuine sound improvement.
Now enter the French products of Pierre Lurné — aturntable line
which has enjoyed success for some years on the continent, but has
only recently become available here. Originally there was a
connection between Lurné and Goldmund, since Lurné engaged in
design and production for this and other manufacturers before
embarking on the marketing of their own designs. Their first tonearms
were designed as early as 1979, with production commencing in 1981,
the range including the sub-contract manufacture of the Goldmund T3
arm which continued for several years. Lurné developed the
Goldmund T5 tonearm, building 500, but when Goldmund withdrew
this model Lurné released it as the SL5 to match their Audiomeca J1
turntable. Lurné designed the Audioanalyse and Vecteur players. It
would thus be fair to say that Pierre Lurné have acquired considerable
experience in the field of high quality turntable design.
A brief introduction to the Audiomeca J1 and the matching SL5 is
in order. The J1 comprises amassive turntable built predominantly
from black acrylic and featuring aclear fabricated acrylic lid. A
three-spring subchassis is incorporated, while the drive is via a
resilient cord from an electronically controlled two-speed motor which
includes fine variable and independent adjustment for both speeds.
The SL5 arm is an elegant parallel tracker, with optically coupled
servo-controlled traverse, and touch-action, micro-switch-actuated
power cueing. It offers aversatile set of alignments, including
azimuth, and viscous damping.
Other tonearms may be fitted to the turntable (£1800) and acrylic
mounting plates are available to take them; for example the SME V,
which we tried as an alternative to the SL5 (£1200). Separately
powered, the SL5 can also have an independent existence, and may be
fitted to several other motor unit designs provided that space is
available for the mounting. The full-depth arm board of the Linn
LP12 might be suitable, but this will require investigation.

Technical details — arm
Parallel tracking tonearms are not the easiest models to design and
their appearance and ergonomics often leave something to be desired.
But the SL5's appearance is excellent, with smooth-acting and
straightforward ergonomics once it has been correctly aligned. The
main beam has adecent effective length of 200mm and is robustly
constructed in atapered aluminium alloy. It comes fitted with a
massive and optimally shaped headshell cartridge-carrier, with an easy
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adjustment for overhang via two sliding surfaces, those latter having
precision ground interfaces firmly clamped by the cartridge fixing
itself. The beam and cartridge are counterbalanced by apartially
decoupled lead-composition weight located very close to the pivot
point, thus minimising inertia and resonance while maximising
stability.
The arm-bearing is an interesting one. Lurné have chosen to avoid
the compromise of agimbal two-axis bearing and instead use a
unipivot. Described as apseudo-unipivot, the arm support is
undoubtedly asingle point, the arm kept stable by alow centre-ofmass. The arm 'hangs by the aid of gravity for small deflections, while
larger rocking deflections are prevented by astabilising collar around
the pivot in the manner of the Stax arm. Barely any free-play is
evident in the lateral rocking plane, while the ultimate mechanical
integrity is said to be assured by the high-mass loading of the arm
acting upon the unipivot point. In engineering circles, debate
continues concerning the merits of rigid bearings versus unipivots, in
particular with regard to the rigidity of the unipivot pin and its fixing
(a crucial area) and to alesser extent regarding the effect of minor
wobbles occurring during tracking, which are prevented by rigid
gimbal bearings.
For lateral traverse, the moving arm section is constructed as a
rectangular sled running on aprecision machined acrylic bar with
knife edges. Three ball-races engage the two parallel edges at an
inclined angle of 45°, rather like arail bogie, with the disposition of
forces due to gravity tending to self-centre the sled while the
three-point pivot system ensures freedom from play. A precise, highly
geared Swiss micro-motor provides the power for traverse via arubber
cord loop, with this low-vibration motor mounted in the arm base and
mechanically decoupled from it. The arm includes electronic rate
adjusters for the traverse motor to minimise possible rumble from this
source. An acrylic sensor arm supports the optical head near avane
attached to the side of the headshell. Small errors of typically 0.25° are
sensed and used to control the arm traverse, typically one groove
width at atime. It is virtually impossible to hear or see the arm move
as this happens.

Technical details — turntable
Having evolved over anumber of years, the J1 comprises a
spring-suspended chassis turntable where the chassis and motor-board
are combined in one massive plate of black acrylic. Its underside is
milled to define areas of maximum strength, differentiated from areas
of lower mass which do not contribute to the support function. Three
springs are used to minimise harmonic modes in the suspension. The
spring centres are spaced from the centre-of-mass, and the
fundamental resonance is set at alow 2.5Hz. The ' U' shaped chassis
has ahigh rotational moment, which helps to hold down the frequency
of the torsional suspension mode that might otherwise present a
problem.
A high degree of isolation from the motor is assured by aunique
construction whereby the motor is separately mounted from both the
chassis and the plinth by means of its own set of three conical feet.
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WOULD YOU CLEAN YOUR
TEETH WITH AFELT PAD?
Of course not. You use abrush. Because only abrush
gets at those small and inaccessible places where dirt collects.
Yet countless people clean their compact discs, video
machines and cassette decks with felt pads- surprisingly the
most popular component part of every cleaner on the market.
Except 'frackmate.
'frackmate cleans with brushes. So even the tiniest
gaps and spaces don't go untouched. And because our brushes
are washable, Trackmate goes on cleaning. Time after time
after time. Small wonder more and more people are saying
11-ackmate are the most effective cleaners you can have at
your fingertips.

CLEANING SYSTEMS FROM ( ROSS
FOR MORE I FoRmATioN WRITE TO:
ROSS CONS': VIER ELECTRONICS PLC, SI LVER ROM), WHITE
INDI ' STRIA I. PARK, LONDON W12 7SG. TELEPHONE:01-740 5252. FACSIMILE:01-740 9808.
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Self-vibration of the motor is controlled by its incorporation into a3kg
lead block of cylindrical form. Drive is taken via asynthetic rubber
cord to the inner drum of the platter, ascheme which can result in a
resonance involving cord compliance and platter mass— controlled in
this model by an idler pulley stationed on the opposite side of the
platter from the motor pulley. By this means, lateral forces on the
platter due to belt tension are also eliminated. The motor is a
high-torque synchronous unit fed from an electronic two-speed
adjustable control unit, the latter built into the plinth and actuated by
soft touch-buttons.
A disc clamp system is included, comprising aconcave platter
surface used in conjunction with alocking centre-clamp having an
acrylic under-surface. The latter improves the mechanical
termination. The LP bears directly on the finely ground top surface of
the acrylic platter — an impedance-matching technique pioneered in
the UK by Pink Triangle some eight years ago. But where the Triangle
platter is asingle component of 1.7kg mass, the Audiomeca uses a
three-ply laminate of acrylic with acentre layer of machined
lead-plate weighing 6.5kg. This results in atotal mass of 8kg, one of
the heaviest platters in the business.
Like the Triangle's, the main bearing is inverted, with the point of
rotation set at the centre-of-gravity of the platter, allowing it to rotate
almost independently without the need for any restraint. By
minimising side contact with bearing housing, one cause of rumble is
held in abeyance. Point-contact is obtained by atungsten-carbide ball
in conjunction with ahardened steel thrust-plate. The spindle is
stainless steel, while the housing sleeve is fitted with aDelrin liner to
reduce noise and friction. An oil-well is incorporated which, if filled,
improves the speed control/damping. Other features include adjustable
three-point cone feet (hard plastic is available as an alternative)
and easy levelling of the main suspension. The whole construction
has been designed to minimise resonances in the audible range.

Testing
During testing, aGoldmund Reference and Studio players fitted with
T3 tonearms were both available, as well as aPink Triangle PT TOO/
SME V. Cartridges included the van den Hul MC One, Koetsu Red
Signature and avan den Hul Grasshopper ( limited edition).
Loudspeakers included bi-wired SL600s and Magneplanar MG 2-5,
with Krell KMA 100 Il and Goldmund Mimesis 3power amps, plus
MF MVT and Cello Audio Suite Premium preamplifiers. Wall frames
and floor stands were also tried, and comparisons made between
recordings issued in both LP and CD formats.

Sound quality
The primary auditioning was undertaken with the player used as
supplied, fitted with the SL5 tonearm. First impressions were of high
quality sound with exemplary sweetness and clarity in the upper-mid
and treble registers. Backed by the fine performance of the motor
section, that impression remained throughout the testing and proved
to be an innate characteristic of the tonearm. This Lurné combination
provided abig sound-stage, spacious and associated with afine
representation of ambience and orchestral weight.
In general terms the sound was restrained, showing relaxed
perspectives and proving well mannered throughout the frequency
range. Good bass extension was apparent, but as the listening
progressed the player revealed aweakness in abroad region lying
between the upper bass and the midrange. This could perhaps be
called the low- mid — je, 150-600Hz. Here the sound suffered from a
thickening, adegree of congestion and an emphasis which detracted
from stereo focus and transparency. Vocal articulation was impaired,
while bass transients and the dynamic quality were adversely affected.
This lower-mid ' flaw' was not particularly serious, and should not rule
out consideration of the player system, but given the fine performance
obtained in other areas it represented something of adisappointment.
Other cartridges were tried without significant change, and in an
effort to track down the problem we fitted an SME V tonearm as an
alternative. This proved to be an interesting exercise, as it illustrated
some of the strengths and weaknesses of both arms. In particular, the
lower-mid phenomenon was clearly attributable to the SL5, the SME
providing aclean dynamic quality in the bass, reaching through to the
upper-mid. It was at this point in the frequency range that the Lurné
arm began to sound superior — more open and transparent as well as
more precisely focused and more revealing of the finer subtleties of
treble detail. Fine as the SME V undoubtedly is, in its admittedly
uneven way the SL5 shows that astill better result is possible.
Given the well established performance of the SME V, it was
possible to characterise the Audiomeca JIitself. There was a
significant resemblance to the Pink Triangle PT TOO, perhaps due to
the common use of an acrylic platter. The JI clearly benefits from its
high-mass platter and delivers awell-founded sound, highly stable in
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pitch and entirely free from audible wow, flutter, or rumble. If
equipped with good suspension systems, turntables built on this scale
can provide asense of power and stability that is lacking in smaller,
lighter designs. The disc support is clearly well damped in terms of
good record termination, and allowed the better recordings to show
considerable stage depth together with very good clarity. Ultimately,
the motor unit was felt to sound slightly `heavy' and 'slow,' this of no
audible significance on classical recordings but detected after
comparative auditioning using fast-driving rock material. Under these
conditions the JI did not reach the very top standard for timing and
articulation in the bass. Put simply, it did not appear fast enough on its
feet.
Summarising the listening tests, it was clear that the Lurné was a
fine disc player, but with some inherent characteristics which suit
classically biased enthusiasts more than someone deeply committed to
rock or acombination of both types of music. Certainly the upper-mid
to treble range was most seductive, and may prove to be the deciding
point in many situations.

Lab report — turntable

Examining the basic parameters first, the motor unit provided fine
results for DIN peak-weighted wow-and- flutter at 0.075%, this over a
`sigma 2' interval. Separate unweighted measurement for flutter gave
an excellent 0.075%, with amoderate 0.15% for pure wow — very
good for asubchassis design. With the fine speed adjustor set at zero,
the absolute speed was measured at 1% fast, amodest error but more
than expected at this price. [ Such errors can be misleading in
comparative demonstrations — Ed] Speed drift was considered to be
quite low, + 0.1% in the first hour, while the drive exhibited very good
torque, losing only 0.1% of speed under the test loading and
recovering quickly to rated speed without overshoot. Clearly the
secondary idler pulley did its job well in damping the usual resonance
developed between the platter's moment-of-inertia and the drive-cord
compliance. The strong torque was also shown by afast start-up of
two seconds, achieved despite the exceptionally heavy platter.
It would be fair to say that stylus-drag variations are not going to
affect the speed stability of this model, judging by these fine results.
Concerning motor and bearing rumble, the J1 also did well on test,
delivering DIN B-weighted figures in the 75-76dB range, with — 78dB
for L+R summed. Via spectrum analysis ( Graph 1) the total rumble
(upper trace) and the electrical component (lower trace) may be
shown. Barely any motor harmonics break through the broad- band
noise- floor, mechanical isolation to the motor proving to be quite
excellent. The lower trace shows the electrical contribution at levels
well below the average rumble, and reveals that the motor is not run
on 50Hz but is displaced to 45Hz, presumably to avoid slow beating
effects with the mains frequency.
Separate analyses were made of acoustic breakthrough and
vibration isolation, namely Graphs 2and 3. To aid clarity, the static
electrical content has been subtracted from Graph 3 — hence the
suck-outs at 50/150/250Hz. At the lowest frequencies the small rise is
due merely to the arm/cartridge subsonic resonance, while the
remaining spectra show no vibrational modes or specific frequency
breakthrough effects, an excellent performance in this respect.
Moreover, when equipped with the Lurné arm the foot-fall shock
resistance was also found to be very good, this being partly afunction
of the parallel tracking mechanism and its excellent dynamic
behaviour.
A clue to the less-than-perfect bass performance may well lie in the
disc impulse response, which encompasses vibrations in the record
and platter, including the platter bearing support. The impulse test
(Graph 4) illustrates excellent damping of the initial impulse over a
wide frequency range ( this is amagnified presentation) and reveals
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Audiocraft
Audiocraft is situated just inside the M25 only five
minutes away from Heathrow Airport. We are open 7
days aweek. Appointments for Sundays must be
made Mon — Sat.
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Audio Trade Centre
Trade centre means, simply put, that we sell all our
ex dem and part exchange equipment for what it
costs us to buy in the trade. These are real bargains.
We can't list what we have — it changes so readily. So
give us acall for the latest list.
The Audiocraft Trade Centre has over £ 24,000 of
ex-demonstration and part exchange equipment for
sale. All this equipment is in superb condition as
well as being extremely good value.
Marylebone to Denham Station is only twenty
minutes. We are also only one and ahalf miles from
Uxbridge tube station. Anybody visiting us can be
picked up from these stations.
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As the only specialists in Essex appointed by Absolute
Sounds, you'll find it well worth avisit to see and hear this truly
outstanding equipment. In stock now, you'll find • Apogee
•Kinergetics • Krell and Sonus Faber - including cables
and interconnects.

LOOK AT THE SERVICE
Professional, helpful, unbiased advice is only part of our
service, for true peace of mind we back it with after-sales
service which we believe is second to none.
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Graph 3 1.urné I : Vibration isolation (minus electrical components)

Graph 4. Lurné JI: Impulse response

virtually no shorter wavelength ripples, but an LF mode is present at
moderate amplitude. This lies at approximately 50Hz, identified as a
platter rocking mode and likely to be associated with the subjective
commentary for the bass region.

Lab report - SL5 arm

The lab tests for the SL5 tonearm were also passed at ahigh standard.
Friction readings were moderate at 40mg or less in both planes,
inclusive of internal stiction and leadout wire torque. The fluid
damping was effective, and when filled it could reduce asubsonic
cartridge resonance from 13dB to 6dB; however, 9-10dB is afair
working result for a50-60% fill. No data were required for bias
compensation due to the parallel tracking design; conventional bias
forces are not generated in these types since no offset angle is present
between the groove tangent and the stylus-to-pivot line.
Geometrically, the SL5 was considered excellent, allowing for amost
accurate alignment in all planes. It also proved easy to use due to the
well thought-out adjustable friction device fitted to the sled.
The effective mass is moderate at approximately 10g including
mounting hardware, suiting it to awide range of cartridge masses and
compliances: 5-10g and 8-15cu. No lateral drift was shown by the
cueing, which operated with sensible ascent and descent rates.
Measured for resonances, the arm was considered rather better
than average, with exceptional control shown above 7kHz. On Graph
5, some activity is visible in the 1.7-6kHz range, while significant
modes were also felt to reside at 150 and 500Hz, these latter hinted ut
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but not adequately expressed in the graph. These were explored in
some detail over anarrower frequency range, and while their source
could not be ascertained with certainty, their effect was considered to
be related to the lower midrange sound described for the SL5 arm.
Rigid bearing arms tend to show aclear response up to their first
torsional mode, this being located in the 1to 2kHz range for the better
arms. The SL5 avoided aserious resonance in this range because a
unipivot cannot provide rigidity in the torsional mode.

Conclusion

3
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Graph 5. Lurné SL5: Arm resonances measured at headshell
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A straightforward conclusion is not possible for the Audiomeca
J1/SL5 turntable/arm combination. Indisputably they worked well
together and their appearance and finish are wholly complementary.
Indeed, Imust confess to admiring the design and engineering of this
product, and hoped for acomparable performance in the subjective
area. As it stands, the performance level was high, but the
attainment was not uniformly balanced over the frequency band,
with its strength lying in the upper range at the expense of the lower.
In context it is hard to give arecommendation based on value, given
the good performance available from the best of today's £5004600
British motor units. Ibelieve the Lurné turntable to be competitive
in its price area, but this may not count for much. In terms of the lab
performance, the fine results tallied with the evident build quality,
but truly excellent turntables are based on something more than just
good engineering performance. The constituent parts must work
harmoniously together to produce acoherent and balanced whole.
The substitution of an SME `V' proved that better bass and low
midrange were possible from this player. Even so, the full potential
of the SME was not realised in the bass, though the J1 evidently
provided agood foundation for this arm in the mid and treble —
certainly Ihave never heard it sound so well there. Nevertheless,
having experienced the superb upper range of the SL5, Ifound that
the SME V was vaguely disappointing. Ultimately the JI/SL5 was
felt to have performed well on classical and less well on rock
oriented programme. It is sufficiently good to justify serious interest
and apersonal audition if you are shopping for amodel in this price
range — and you may find that you cannot live without that delightful
top end.*
TEST RESULTS

PIERRE LURNÉ AUDIOMECA JI/SL5

TURNTABLE
Type
Platter
Speed options
Wow & flutter ( DIN pk wtd)
(unwtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz)
Absolute speed error
Speed drift ( 1hr/load var)
Start-up time
Rumble ( DIN B-wtd UR)
Dimensions ( whd)

suspended sub-chassis, electronic belt-drive
acrylic/lead 3-ply laminate, 8kg
33 1
/
3/45rpm
0.075%
0.15/0.075%
+1%
±0.1%
2secs
-76/75dB (- 78dB L+R)
49.7x 21.8 x45.2cm

ARM
Effective mass (at stylus)
Type
Adjustments
Friction (lever°
Cue drift
Cue rate (ascent/descent)
Damping
Typical price inc VAT
Distributed by

10g
parallel tracking, unipivot
overhang/height/lat angle/azimuth
both 40mg
negligible
2secs/3secs
silicone fluid well
J1 turntable f1890, SL5 arm f1750
Automation Sciences Co, 38 Onslow
Gardens, London, N10. Tel 01-444 4995
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Across the world the SME Series Vprecision
pick-up arm is.now the standard by which
other arms are judged.
Holder of Japan's coveted HiFi Component
of the Year Award its performance is not an
accident, its reputation not amarket whim,
but the predictable outcome of innovative
design allied with more than aquarter of a
century of high quality manufacturing
experience.
Ownership of aSeries Voffers the serious
audiophile or professional user deep and
lasting satisfaction. Its development and
many special features are described in a
four-page colour brochure which we shall
be happy to send you on request.

Among SME dealers specialising
in Series Vare:
Absolute Sound & Video
Acoustic Arts
Audiocraft
Audioscene
Audio Excellence
Audio T
Beechwood Audio
Doug Brady HiFi
The Cornflake Shop
Graham's Hi Fi
Hampshire Audio
Harrow Audio
HiFi Care
Hi Fi Corner
Hi Fi Experience
Horns of Oxford
Image Hi Fi
James Kerr & Co.
KJ Leisuresound
Li ntone Audio
Midland Hi Fi Studio
The Music Room
Phonograph
The Pinewood Music Company
Radford Hi Fi
Reading Hi Fi Centre
Sound Organisation
Sounds Expensive
Spalding Electrical
Stafford
Studio
Studio 99
Subjective Audio
Telesonic
Unilet Products
Wilmslow Audio
Zeus Audio

The best pick-up arm in the world

SME Limited
Steyning, Sussex BN4 3GY
Telephone: (0903) 814321
Telex: 877808

To complement the preamp range: apower amp from DNM.
Appraisal by Christopher Breunig

W

HY IS THE DNM GEM amplifier an expensive product
when its power output is only 30W/channel? Why, when
you look inside the cases, do you see so few components
for the money? What is so special about the sound of this
power amplifier? The answers to these questions are, in essence, to be
found in Alvin Gold's ' Designer Series' interview, August '87
pp39-4I. Certainly, the trend has been for amplifiers, especially those
sourced in the States, to offer huge outputs; although designs such as
the Electrocompaniet (highly regarded in its day: see MC's review
.HFNIRR June '81) showed that `purity, clarity, and sweetness' could
be achieved with reasonably efficient speaker systems, without
resorting to bridging modes.
Having attained anew standard of performance with his Series 3
preamplifier, Denis Morecroft knew that users were unable to partner
this with any existing power amp that had the philosophies of star
earthing so rigorously applied, or which took into account capacitor
field effects and design in the way that he had recognized as important
(working in partnership with the Swiss company Karlev -Audio AG).
The first published review of the GEM appeared in June '87, in
HiFi Answers, and amonth or so later Iwas already using one of
those early samples. After The HiFi Show, where the current version
was demonstrated, revised mother-boards were scheduled for
production, plastic cased reservoir capacitors were incorporated, and
the feedback system, planned all along, was made available as an
option to those using DNM speaker cable. Ihave been able to hear
the improvements that each of these separate changes has brought.
The GEM is seemingly finalised ( bringing with it a23% price increase
for the New Year), and its power supply unit now corresponds with
export versions, having thermal trip protection and reduced fuse
ratings to allow the amplifier to remain switched on all the time, to the
benefit of sound quality. Incidentally, the split-foil capacitors need a
running-in period of several weeks, wherein the sound quality
gradually improves still further.
The DNM GEM is atwo- box design, the 2x fused power supply
comprising ablack plastic housing for two toroidal transformers:
output and pre-output stages independently served. An 85cm
umbilical links to the power amp, which has the same black acrylic
sleeve case as the Series 3preamp/psu (to minimise electromagnetic
field effects), and acontinuous facing of finned heatsink in black
anodised aluminium. Aluminium oxide spacer blocks give thermal
coupling to the heat sink, but displace the output devices physically —
which reduces the reverse- field effects of the metal sink. Internally,
two vertical pcbs, with only asmall number of components, are
symmetrically ranged about two pairs of modestly sized reservoir
capacitors. The latest mother-board is asophisticated double-sided.
through-hole plated redesign, showing refinements over the original
layout. As supplied to the dealer, the GEM has shorting- links to
accommodate conventional speaker wiring. Hopefully, the purchaser
will adopt the three-core DNM cable, using the appropriate minimum
lengths ( 3m advised), and take advantage of the feedback core
connection. The rear panel has various socket points for 2mm or 4mm
banana plugs, with capability for single, bi- or triwiring: the
mother-board is also fitted with gold socket connectors to take
purpose-made crossover pcbs to special order (see photograph).
The impression is one of considerable, and considered, simplicity:
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the resolute star patterns, and the general topology mean that the
DNM design is inherently stable, and customary networks and
additional components required to achieve stability are thus obviated
(cg, there are no series resistors in the outputs here).
In discussion with AG, Denis Morecroft made clear his belief that
many aspects of amplifier design are as yet unmeasurable, but
nevertheless have to be taken into account. (Typically, he takes a
pragmatic view of the various claims, creating excited reaction at the
present, advanced by Peter Belt, relating to energy fields in the
listening environment and consequent receptivity.) It would have
been easy to produce something which appeared to offer more, but
which in purist terms would have equated to less. For example, it was
perfectly possible to uprate the power output considerably, but only at
the expense of resolution. Similarly, where it seemed tempting to
compromise on the starring — even with just one shared path — a
worsening of the sound always resulted.
In theory the GEM should interface with other makes of preamp,
but it is felt its qualities would then be obscured. For me, having this
amp in my own system has removed the final barrier to enjoyment of
Compact Disc — though Istill harbour strong reservations about CD
vis-à-vis pre-digital LP recordings, the resolution of the GEM gives
them some transparency. ' Resolution' is the key characteristic of the
GEM; in the same way that afine lens terraces perspectives so that
there is both fine detail and good depth in the image, the GEM allows
the listener to hear into the music: allows one to follow quiet strands
set in anoisy context, focusing the accuracy or otherwise of tuning and
performance ensemble. Especially nowadays, records offer avery
wide range of acoustics and balances (think of the different ways
Nimbus, Philips, or Chandos choose to represent full orchestra,
chamber groups, or solo piano); the GEM differentiates these
sharply, yet preserves those qualities of timbre, dynamics etc, which
allow us to relate the reproduced sound to the live experience.
Ihave to say that, impressed though Iwas by the early model, the
current version would make that seem diffuse, even puny. The plastic
capacitors and refined pcb, in particular, bring increased realism to
sound-staging and ' presence'; the 3-wire system provides the icing on
the cake. One of the problems often encountered (and invariably
blamed on the recording!) is that as the music gets louder, the image
seems to shift forward, in ablowsy or glary way. When the DNM is
used with the centre reference core of the cable connected to the
positive terminal of the speaker, the image remains very stable, and
increased dynamics then give atrue to life sensation of great power in
the music. That is, after all, the whole essence of composing with a
range of expression from pp -if.
Prototypes are already being auditioned for abigger DNM amp
which will be amonoblock design with an ingenious cross-monitoring
circuit; later in 1988 there will be arefiement to the Series 3, which
will have improved pcb contact quality and apre-loading facility to
match line levels with pu. Meanwhile, the little GEM can be
recommended as the obvious step for those who place midband
resolution as ahigh priority, and where the speaker load will not be
outrageous. The GEM is extremely well suited to the original Quad
Electrostatic.
In the Spring, Martin Colloms will give an in-depth technical
evaluation of DNM electronics.
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Kingfisher House
2-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford, Hants SO5 2FU
Tel: Southampton (0703) 252827 & 265232
We stock selected items for:
Aloi, Audiolab,
A&R,
Audio Technica, B&W, Bowers,
Celestion, Cliff Stone, Creek,
Cyrus, Denon, Dual, Gale, Glanz,
Grado, Gyrodek, Heybrook,
Hunt, Jordan, KEF, Koetsu, Linn
lsobarik, Linn Sondek, Marantz,
Mark Levinson, Maxell, Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor
Audio, Musical Fidelity,
Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon,
Perreaux, QED, Quad, RATA,
Revolver, Revox, Rogers, Rotel,
Sennheiser, Snell, Stanton, Systemdek, Supex, Wharfedale,
Yamaha, and others. Active systems on demonstration.
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DAVID'S DAVIDS
Wilson Audio release atiny speaker with agiant price tag;
Ken Kessler tries it for size

D

ICHOTOMIES PRESENTED by the Wilson Audio Tiny
Tot to this reviewer were limited to one aspect of the
speaker's being: the price. While one side of me has been
tetchy and feverish, just itching to get hold of apair, the
other side has been filled with dread. Could Ihandle the onslaught of
hate-mail which is bound to follow the review of 'yet another £6k
product'?
Ordinarily, products with such lofty price tags at least suggest their
worth. Most speakers with atariff identical to that of awell-equipped
Peugeot 205 tend to stand as tall as the designer, or boast technology
so far out into the cosmos that the manufacturer needn't make any
excuses. The WATT, on the other hand, is atwo-way box occupying
not much more space than aCelestion SL-6/600. A quick calculation
prices apair at £47.62 per pound, which makes the WATT an even
greater luxury than Kobe beef. That's all I'm going to say about the
seemingly ludicrous price tag.
The WATT is, first and foremost, the most narrowly-defined hi-fi
product I've ever used. As described by Dave Wilson, its originator,
in December's ' Designer Series', the WA'TT's purpose is to serve as
an on-site monitor during Wilson's recording sessions for his own
record label. He did not intend it to be adomestic hi-fi product, and its
appearance in these pages and in high-end emporia around the globe
is the result of popular demand. Those who heard the WATT asked
Wilson to make pairs for domestic use. He obliged, and found himself
with amonster on his hands. The WATT, which he never expected to
sell in meaningful numbers, is now possessed by hundreds of
audiophiles, and has taken over the company, so to speak. Isay this
only to impress upon the sceptical, anti-high end reader that the
WATT is very much areal product, now having sold in numbers
sufficient to lift it above classification as aglorified one-off.
Without wishing to rehash too much of Wilson's own description of
the WATT, I'll repeat that it is asmall enclosure designed to deliver as
much of the performance of the gigantic WAMM system as possible
without too many sacrifices. The obvious loss is in the lower octaves,
but this is misleading; anyone expecting alightweight sound is going to
be pleasantly disappointed.
The 11 1
/6x 13 5/sx 16 1
2
/in ( WHD) enclosure, atruncated pyramid of
2
sorts, is acasting made from aceramic/methacrylate mix. Wilson took
the opposite approach to enclosure design as used by Celestion with
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the SL600/700, his response to the problem of cabinet resonances
being of the crack-a-nut-with-a-sledgehammer school. He won't
reveal the resonant frequency, but the total absence of cabinet
colorations attests to the WATT's structural integrity. In addition to
the use of such dead materials, Wilson also treated the WATTs to lead
ingots situated at key points within the structure, sited the crossover in
its own mini-cabinet, added arear cross-brace (which also serves as a
handle for hefting the 63Ib unit), and put the speaker together with
the kind of care that reeks of cost-no-object manufacture.
The WATT is available in just about any finish you can name, the
review pair arriving in gloss black which Ilater found out is high-gloss
automotive paint. One look and you'll see why these are shipped in
proper wooden crates. The care and feeding of the WATT's exterior is
the same as required for your Maserati or De Tomaso. Wilson even
supplies the 'right' cloth for the job.
Remove the featherweight foam grille and you find two drivers. The
tweeter is alin inverted dome sourced from Focal, the woofer a6.5in
paper cone courtesy of SEAS. Both of these are subjected to
fine-tuning and are not simply off-the-peg drivers. These are mounted
via rigid Allen bolts to abaffle treated with dense foam rubber
cladding, suitably sculpted to avoid dispersion problems.
At the back, the WATT is fitted with five-way binding posts spaced
for paired bananas. Also visible is the port, which has been attended
to with Wilson's usual eye for detail. The WATT comes supplied with
two machined port tubes, one for amplifiers with low damping factors
between 20 and 80 (such as valve amps), the other suiting amplifiers
with higher damping factors. Examining these pipes reveals only
minute dimensional differences, but changing the high d.f. port for the
low d.f. port when using tubes produced an improvement akin to
uprating one's speaker stands.
Amplifier matching is critical primarily in that the WATT is
designed to be as revealing of the source material and source
components as possible. As fas as its electronic requirements are
concerned, the speaker is quite sensitive (91dB/1W/1m) and the
nominal 4ohm impedance will, on the face of it, only frighten
OTL-type tube amplifiers. The danger comes from adip down to
lohm at 2kHz, providing aload at this frequency that only the Krells
and very few other amps can really deal with; while Iresisted trying
the WATT with the Klimo OTL amps, Imanaged beautifully with the
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"An excellent, low-cost player . . .
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well enough built to last . . ."
Compact Disc Review, July
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DAVID'S DAVIDS
200W Beard monoblocks and even enjoyed afew sessions with the
Radford STA-25 Mk.IV. Considering the outlay required, Idoubt
that any potential WATT owner would use less than something from
the Krell/Audio Research/Rowland/Mark Levinson bracket, but it's
nice to know that an amplifier costing less than atenth of the WATT's
price will deliver most of the goods.
Iused the WATT exclusively for three weeks, putting in over 100
hours of listening with avariety of components and enough records
and CDs to constitute an entire library. Iused the Alphason Sonata
turntable with HR- 100S MCS arm, Audio-Technica AT-007 m-c
cartridge, Merrill-modified AR Legend turntable, Mission arm,
Belt-modified Grado cartridge, Moscode Superlt phono amp, Croft
Micro preamp, Mod Squad Line Drive passive preamp, Beard
monoblock valve amps, Lux, Yamaha and Sony CD players, and a
mix of cables from Monster, Audio-Technica, Sony ES, and Live
Wire.
As for stands, well, that leads to astage of set-up which takes us to
Wilson's 25-page owner's manual, abooklet which Ithink he should
retail on its own for £5. A model of instructions, the booklet gives you
graphs and frequency curves to reveal what the performance will be as
defined by speaker stand height, distance from walls, amount of
toe-in, type of wall surfaces— you name it. As the manual also
includes amap of the ideal set-up, Iwent straight for that now that I'm
installed in a7x9m room designed for the purpose of assessing sound
equipment.
To this end, Isituated the speakers on Partington Dreadnoughts,
which happened to be exactly the right height relative to the sofa for
positioning my ears at what Wilson defines as the speaker's centre.
Toe-in was set according to the manual, and the speakers were placed
two metres from the walls. Even without such care, the WATTs were
delightful; do it right, though, and you'll see why I'm tempted to say
they defy reason.
Before launching into adescription of the performance, I'd better
add that all of the serious listening involved the use of the 2pi panel, a
baffle extension which is fitted to the lower edge of the front of the
speaker. As this is part of the UK purchase price, and because it
improves the performance in the lower registers by flattening a2dB
dip from 80-300Hz, not fitting it would be sheer self-abnegation.
Imentioned earlier that this is one of the most narrowly-defined
speakers going, and that also refers to the fact that it's ahot-seat
design rivalled only by the STAX ELS-F81. When toed-in correctly,
the listener gets everything the speaker will deliver at the apex of the
triangle. Off-axis, the speaker is still nothing short of remarkable, but
you only get m/ioths when you emulate the drawings in the owner's
manual. Sure, you can use these for background music, or for
entertaining abunch of fellow music-lovers, but the WATT is
designed for near-field listening, and it's about as selfish apleasure as I
can name in afamily organ. [ Yawn — Prod Ed]
First, I'd like to clarify matters about the lower registers. As a
yardstick, Iemployed ( for asecond opinion) the ears of afriend who
runs adisco. His exposure to deep, overabundant bass is akin to a
publican's exposure to drunks, so Iexpected him to ask, 'Where's the
woofer?' His response was the opposite, with continued murmurings
of 'Now that's what Icall bass' and 'Perfect, perfect'. Neither he nor I
would deny that the bowel-churning rumblings available from
speakers like KEF 107s, the Apogees, Isobariks, et al, were absent,
but in the end it didn't matter. The WATT acts like afilter in that it
only deals with the bass within its province, and it doesn't go to pieces
when fed signals beyond its capabilities. Idon't want to cop out with
the usual defence of small designs which goes something like, ' What's
on disc below 70Hz anyway?' because that's simply absurd. What I
will say is that it took arare recording to make the truncated low end
obvious, but it's not all that often Ifind myself listening to steam
trains.
Idon't want to sound like I'm soft-pedalling on this point, but as the
listening continued, Igenuinely did not feel that much was missing.
The benefits of flat-to-DC response are unparalleled weight and
energy, but Ifound it hard to imagine anyone finding great
dissatisfaction with the way the WATT handled material from
Jackson's Bad through to the percussion break near the end of Side 2
of Abbey Road. This isn't quite so puzzling when you look to the rest
of the spectrum as portrayed by the WATT, which is so even,
uncoloured, and in perfect proportion that one minor subtractive flaw
becomes meaningless in context.
If you accept, as Wilson defines it, that the WATT is primarily a
window into the sound for analytical purposes ( remembering, too,
that Wilson was ahi-fi reviewer in addition to making his own
recordings), then you can only marvel at the absolute transparency of
the design. Everything is laid bare for all to hear, and it reinforces my
belief as mentioned earlier that amplifier choice is determined more
by the amplifier's sound quality than by horsepower or
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indestructibility. This is adetail freak's glimpse of heaven, with
recovery of minutiae that's positively staggering. When playing
material that's as familiar as your favourite pair of slippers, the
WATT's freedom from smearing (blurring, smudging, call it what you
will) enables you to hear nuances previously rendered only by STAX
headphones or other kilo-buck transducers in the Apogee/Magnepan/
Martin- Logan arena. Whether or not you consider this agood thing is
down to personal preferences, but Itell you that — as areviewer — I
couldn't look for abetter assistant when it comes to unravelling subtle
differences between components, including the differences between
wires.
As arule, the unparalleled delivery of detail suggests the
inducement of fatigue, the old Hieronymus Bosch info overload.
Because the WATT is so neutral throughout its operating range and
no part of the sound has adisproportionate amount of emphasis, the
result is sound no more fatiguing than the recording itself. This does
not mean asituation where naff recordings suddenly sound as awful as
they may be; rather, we find truly outstanding recordings portrayed in
all their glory.
You're probably thinking, ' Who but areviewer listens in such a
manner?', but this aspect of the WATT's worth cannot be
undervalued. It is, after all, the reason the speaker exists. Because of
this unsullied delivery, allied to acarefully selected driver
complement regarding dispersion patterns and acabinet conceived to
prevent any resonances from screwing up the delivery, the WATT
also offers something Iknow to be aWilson priority. It produces a
stereo image so precise, so accurate, and so free of restriction that it
must be regarded as among the very best ' imagers' available today. It
wasn't just the use of my own recordings which convinced me of this,
but also ahandful of studio recordings which opened up abit more,
enabling the listener to hear into the recording. Because this came
from aforward-firing design rather than adipole (which could add its
own sensation of depth), Ican only surmise that the WATT allows the
listener to hear more of the recording. This neatly fends off the
criticism heard every time areviewer praises the depth of adipole,
whose detractors always scream ' It's artificial!' unless someone out
there is suggesting that the WATT's rear-firing port is pumping out
loads of ambience-enhancing information.
The lack of additives means that everything is crystal-clear, with
vocals (another pet topic of Wilson's, allowing for his use of his wife's
singing as atest medium) appearing so life-like that it borders on the
disconcerting. Any traces of sibilance or raspiness invariably proved
to be caused by something else in the chain. Lovers of string sounds,
brass-without-blurt, woodwinds, non-electric keyboards — you're all in
for atreat. 1spent one evening prior to amajor listening session
seated five feet from ababy grand in aLondon restaurant and used the
opportunity the next morning to play anumber of solo piano works.
With the exception of some truly low-end resonances, the WATT
reproduced the feel of ababy grand with aprowess I've only heard
bettered by large systems like the Scintilla, one of the leviathan-sized
Duntechs, and Magnepan's Tympani IV. For abox the size of asmall
microwave oven to emulate those designs, it really must be special.
1have no doubt in saying that the WATT is one of the four or five
finest systems I've heard, but that doesn't give it an across-the-board
recommendation. It only applies for listeners who can deal with its
restrictive, hot-seat nature, feed it from asystem that's above
reproach, and situate it in aroom without having to compromise the
placement because of domestic considerations. Given that these
criteria can be met, you'll find yourself listening to the finest
headphones on the planet.
MANUFACTURER'S
SPECIFICATIONS
Enclosure type
Nominal impedance
Woofer diameter
Tweeter diameter
Frequency response
Sensitivity, for 1W/1m
Minimum amp power
Standard finishes

Dimensions ( WHD)

Weight
Typical price inc VAT
Distributed by

WILSON WATT SPEAKERS
Ported QB3
4ohms
61
/in
2
lin.
+3dB, 58Hz to 18kHz
91dBA
30 watts
Painted lacquer (white or black)
Lacquer with decorative wood side
panels (rosewood, oak, walnut,
zebrawood)
28 x 34.6 x 41.9cm (painted or
granite); 30.1 x 34.6 x 41.9cm (wood
panelled)
54.5kg per pair
f5995 per pair
Absolute Sounds Ltd,
318 Worple Road, London SW20.
Tel: 01-947 5047
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The TDL Reference Standard Transmission Line
speakers head aregeneration of loudspeakers
Jeveloped by John Wright; innovator of the
:ransmission-line speaker.
The quality of the bass is open, extended and
incoloured in away known to be unique to
.he transmission-line; but with their much greater
)ower handling can reproduce the full dynamic range
)f recent digital recordings with asense of ease,
•are in other speakers.
This represents aradical improvement in the
;tateof-art; the entire concept being one of
)erformance at aprice, rather than to aprice
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transmission line speakers
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SEPARATES BUT EQUAL
Rotel's latest pre/power combinations match the sound of many more
expensive items. Paul Miller tries the RC-870BX, RB-870BX and RB-890BX

R

ISING WITH CONFIDENCE from the ashes of earlier
mediocrity, Rotel must rank as one of the success stories of
the mid- 1980s. It all began with the RA820 integrated
amplifier and abasic circuit design culled from Stan Curtis,
who was then aconsultant to Rotel. Over the intervening years,
Rotel's development engineer Tony Mills has been constantly refining
and updating the 'original 820 circuit'. In what is probably its final
form, this topology has been extrapolated further to produce several
new amplifiers.
The RC-870/RB-870 pre- and power amplifiers have now been
superseded by their ` 13X' equivalents, with the addition of abeefier
power amp, the £375 RB-890.
Rotel have actually reduced the price of the BX preamp by £20,
pitching the RC-870BX at an affordable £225. The RB-870BX power
amp costs just £5more than the original model at £250. All the
amplifiers have been restyled with deep, extruded matt black fascias
capped off at the sides with smooth plastic cheeks. As aresult they are
easier on the eye and considerably safer to handle, now that the very
sharp edges have been removed. The two power amplifiers obviously
look very similar; however, the RB-890 is somewhat deeper than the
'870BX and only carries front- mounted LED's for ' power' and
'protection' — forgoing the 'bridged mono' indicator fitted to the latter.
A dual-concentric volume control dominates the facia of the
preamp, but tone controls, filters and twiddly bits are naturally
avoided! Two rotaryaction selectors are
provided for the two
AV/aux inputs (which
include rear- mounted
phonos for video
connection), CD,
tuner and phono. The
adjacent selector
covers afull tapedubbing and
monitoring service.
Both m-m and m-c
options are available
via aswitch at the
rear, while purists will
be delighted by the
CD-direct input, along
with its own
attenuator. A
standard headphone socket completes the line-up of facilities, which
though sparse should be more than sufficient for serious use.

variable output impedance — interconnect properties will prove
critical.
The video input has its own buffer stage and the Sanyo LA4170
headphone amplifier is disconnected from the main amp via an
encapsulated relay to prevent in-line interference. Similarly, the
output is grounded via arelay until the preamp has stabilised after
switch-on. Overall, the quality of construction was very good.

Lab report
Technically, this preamp proved trouble-free. Disc equalisation was
very accurate and showed fine uniformity between the two gain
settings, with only amild attenuation of ldB on the m-cinput at 20Hz.
Furthermore, the overload margins were set sufficiently high to
accommodate any potential peaks ( 120mV max at 30cm/sec). A good
channel balance was observed on all inputs while the worsened noise
figures on the m-cstage were not judged too serious. Finally, with a
low-ish output impedance of 330 ohms and some 21dB headroom over
the nominal 1V line out, this preamp should prove widely compatible.

Sound quality

Inserting the new Rotel preamp in asystem consisting of PT TOOSME V/Koetsu Red and Deltec DPA100S/Magneplanar MGIIc, there
was acertain loss in transparency, as most instruments appeared very
slightly larger and de-focused in absolute terms. Some such deterioration
might be expected of
course; however, a
similar reduction in
openness was realised
when the RC-870BX
was teamed up with
the remarkably
transparent RB870BX power amp.
Bass appeared
weighty, if not as
sharp or honed as is
possible.
Nevertheless, most
performances offered
adecent sense of
proportion, with no
one instrument
dominating. Tiden
Bara Gar (
Opus 7917)
sounded excellent in this respect, its exuberant, spacious acoustic
hardly compromised by the Rotel combination — the vocals were clear
with no hint of treble grain or incipient hardness, while the bongos
punctured the backdrop of guitars with frightening speed. Employing
ROTEL RC-870BX
the CD-direct facility with one of the new Philips CD373 machines,
Essentially built as adual-mono design on asingle chassis, the
there was aslight loss in sparkle, as the spritely treble of this player
RC-870BX preamplifier employs acarefully screened toroidal mains
was mildly subdued. A subtle, often warm, and relaxing balance
transformer with two secondary windings. These feed separate
pervaded for much of the time, possibly due to aloss in extreme treble
rectifiers which supply four TOWA 4700µ1 reservoir electrolytics and
caused by the high (and variable) output impedance.
the associated JRC regulators. Four IA fuses provide protection.
Returning to the active CD line input restored much of the bite and
Two levels of gain are accommodated at the phono input which also
incisive clarity that provides the ' edge' to metal stringed guitars and
switches the load impedance ( 180ohms/47k-ohm). A low noise
cymbals alike. Overall however, this preamp was quite unusual in
Signetics 5534AN bipolar op-amp functions as the input buffer while a
having asubjectively superior disc stage; more often than not the
further 5534AN is incorporated in the shunt-feedback network that
comparable simplicity of line inputs give less trouble.
constitutes the RIAA equalisation. Low noise 1% tolerance metal
film resistors ( Mullard MRS25) are used throughout, alongside 1%
ROTEL RB-870BX/RB-890
extended- foil polystyrene capacitors. Terminating the equalisation
Due to their inherent similarity, Ihave decided to describe these two
stage are high-quality Dubilier 10µF electrolytics, which are parallelamps together rather than view them separately. Both use hefty,
coupled to various metal-banded polystyrene caps to reduce sonically
screened toroidal mains transformers and dual-channel rectification
degrading inductive effects.
(bolted to the base of the amp for heatsinking), although the '870BX
A low-coloration metallized film (Siemens) layer capacitor is
employs 4x10,004F 63V TOWA cans and the '890 uses 4x15,000µF
incorporated at the input of both channels to the line stage with Suflex
80V electrolytics to maintain the higher working voltage. Protection is
polystyrenes determining the passive input pole. Slightly lower quality
afforded by 5A fuses in each DC rail of both stereo channels, in
Signetics 5534N op-amps are used in the line stage, though 1%
addition to diodic resistance against loudspeaker back-emf.
tolerance passive components are still in evidence, including the
The circuitry is essentially that of the original RB-870. All resistors
Dubilier polystyrenes at the output. Encased 50k ALPS
are now close-tolerance Mullard MRS25s (instead of Japanese
potentiometers are used for both the main volume and CD-direct
carbon- film types) while the input capacitors are the excellent Siemens
facility although the latter remains unbuffered and so presents a
79
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41 VICTORIA ROAD, CAMBRIDGE (0223) 68305

Doug Bund
At Brady's we try to bring everyone pleasure.
The surprise bit is just how good real hi-fi can
be in your own home — not just in our
comfortable demonstration rooms. Of course if
you don't want to tell your wife or involve her in
the decision making that is up to you; but we
are happy to see you both. If you're single we'll
be pleased to help you reach adecision if you
want — without nagging. (That's sexist Roger.
Sorry Douglas)
We do offer flexible credit terms, home trial,
exchange of goods, 2-year guarantee; but
above all we take agenuine interest in our
client's needs. Afruitful long-term relationship
is our goal that can only be achieved by good
service — before and after sales!
We are enthusiasts but we won't talk technical
jargon at you. Our best advertisement is a
happy customer. Come and visit us at
Liverpool, Warrington or our new store in
Covent Garden.

BRADY'S — YOU CAN'T BEAT THE MUSICAL EXPERIENCE!
Doug Brady Ff'iFi
18, Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden
THE ULTIMATE IN
London WC2H 9HB
SOUND ADVICE
(01) 379 4010

`it I

W.A. Brady & Son
SONY
401, Smithdown Road,
111 .
11
Liverpool L15 3JJ
(051) 733 6859
Closed All Day Wednesday
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Doug Brady HiFi
Kingsway Studios
Kingsway North
Warrington ( 0925) 828 009
Closed All Day Thursday

We stock AR • MR • Absolute Sounds • Audiolab
•Beard • BKW • Celestion • Creek • DNM • Denon
•Dual* EAR • Foundation . Gale • Glanz •
Goldring • Heybrook • Cet • Koetsu • Krell* Linn
•Marantz • Mission • Mordaunt-Short • NAD •
Naim • Ortof on • Philips • OED • Ouad • Revolver
•Rogers • Hotel* SME • Spendor • Technics •
Tannoy • Tirerons • Wharfedale • among others
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SEPARATES BUT EQUAL
layer types as used in the preamp. The input forms adifferential
amplifier that is fed from aconstant current source and the output
from this (collector) is fed to the main voltage gain stage. Capacitive
compensation is included prior to the base of the voltage amp, to
attenuate ultrasonic signals, and thereby reduce the 'speed' of the
early stages. Here aDubilier electrolytic on the negative line is
coupled to ground via apolystyrene cap.
Subsequently, the output from the voltage amp is fed to the base of
the drivers ( 1A) which are stabilised by asmall compensation
transistor bolted to the same internal heatsinks as the drivers and
output devices. Four pairs of Sanyo 2SD1047 (npn)/2SB817 (pnp)
output transistors are employed in the RB-890, while only three pairs
of these paralleled 12A devices are used in the RB-870BX. No choke
is present at the output; such is the stability of the design that only a
simple RC network is included. A moderate, approximately 30dB,
resistive feedback loop extends from beyond the Zobel to the
differential input.
In bridged mode, the output of one channel is fed back into the
inverted input of the other channel, via acoupling capacitor and two
metal film attenuators. This replaces the original method of running
both channels together and phase-inverting one channel through a
5532N op-amp. Theoretically, a6dB power increase is possible by the
summation of the supply voltage, so long as sufficient current is
available to maintain this voltage across the load.

Lab report
Rotel's RB-870BX proved quite tolerant of difficult loads, showing
increases of + 2.2dB and + 1.4dB into lower impedances; the RB-890
managed slightly less, with a + 2.1dB increase into 4ohms and + ldB
increase into 2ohms. When bridged, the RB-870BX fell short of the
theoretical + 6dB increase, but still afforded asubstantial + 5.1dB into
-30dB
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- -80dB
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8ohms. The '890's supply relaxed somewhat, although amaximum of
729W should be sufficient for most applications! The rail fuse would
also tend to blow on the '890 if connected to the 2ohm load (or 4ohm
load when bridged) for more than afew seconds.
Figures of 72dB and 75dB for separation were acceptable but could
have been higher, perhaps, considering the dual-mono constuction.
Distortion was low throughout.

Sound quality
After adequate time to warm up, it was clear that the RB-890 power
amplifier placed some emphasis on the articulation, precision and
general eloquence of the midband. Its presentation of higher or lower
frequencies was not quite as pin-point, consequently most wellrecorded vocals leapt from the soundstage with unexpected vigour.
Alison Moyet, for example, was projected with arealistic presence
that belied the very reasonable cost of this amplifier; her breathing, lip
movements and physical motion PI were all faithfully revealed.
This innate precision extended to midband instruments with
entirely different harmonic textures - the characteristic wooden rasp
of the consort of viols from Amon Ra's In Nomine sounded
wonderfully rich and reverberant, constantly ' blooming' yet quite
under control. Nevertheless, this lack of smearing was undoubtedly
aided by the lean quality possessed of this amp - it never sounded
overtly cold or hard but it did fail to dig out the deepest bass notes.
Tonal integration did suffer as aresult of this prominence, and the
perception of stereo depth or recorded ambience was also curtailed,
perhaps allied to the restriction of the lowest frequencies. Tomas
Ornberg's Blue Five remained wonderfully buoyant, sparkling and
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alive throughout '
Rocky Mountain Blues' but the uncanny far depth
imaging available from this recording was still muted.
Strangely, the smaller and cheaper RB-870BX displayed greater
competence in this area; it was obviously less explicit in the midband
but benefited from asmoother, better balanced sound overall. A
freedom from audible discontinuities more than redressed any lack of
finite resolution, eg, the sheer fluidity and instrumental poise
encountered throughout '
Let's Sow Wild Oats', from Tomas
Ornberg's Blue Five, was unexpectedly superior to the rendition
enjoyed through the RB-890. Sax, clarinet and banjo were revealed
with acrystal clarity that certainly did not detract from the warmth or
comfort of the recording.
This same all-encompassing fluidity was maintained during EJ
Moeran's Fantasy Quartet (
Altarus) where the rich timbral rustle of
the strings was strongly counterpointed by the accompanying oboe.
Tonal colours were reflected vividly with an increase in the recreation
of believable space when compared with the costlier RB-890. In
overall terms, the RB-870BX was somehow less 'obvious' than the
RB-890; by imposing less character on the sound it was therefore
more transparent, and ultimately preferable in the musical sense.

Conclusion
Rotel's new top-of-the-range power amplifier is apowerful, sensibly
constructed unit that offers alevel of performance fully in accordance
with its very reasonable retail price. Nevertheless, its cheaper brother,
the RB-870BX, also provides afavourable Watt/Pound-Sterling ratio
coupled with asuperior subjective performance. It is an exceedingly
well-balanced and transparent amplifier that will undoubtedly form
the heart of many very good systems; it is confidently recommended.
The RC-870BX preamp may not stand out in such sharp relief, but
it offers fine value for money and represents agood example of what
can be achieved with a ' no-frills' topology. The RC/RB-870BX
combination will probably be of greater interest however, and having
been fully conversant with the original Rotel '870 combo', Ican say
with some confidence that this new couple represents asignificant step
forward. It offers more than ataste of the high life, without recourse
to asecond mortgage.
TEST RESULTS

ROTEL RC-870BX/RB-870BX, RB-890BX

PREAMPLIFIER (RC-8706X):

aux/CD

Stereo separation
100Hz):
85dB
lkHz):
89dB
20kHz):
73dB
Channel Balance ( I
kHz)
0.05dB
Noise ( unwtd):
-100dB
Total harmonic distortion:
0.0076%
SMPTE IM distortion,
2nd order:
0.0054%
3rd order:
0.0012%
Input sensitivity/(1 V rms):
156.6mV/24kohm
Disc overload (500Hz):
(1kHz):
Disc eq accuracy
(50-15kHz):
+0.15dB/-0.21dB
Output ( max)/impedance:
II.65V/330ohms
Typical price including VAT
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Power output,
Continuous, 8ohms:
Continuous, 4ohms:
Continuous, 2ohms:
Bridged, 8ohms:
Bridged, 4ohms:
Distortion (TM D)
at OdB.W ( = 1W)
at 2/
3 power
Stereo Separation
(i/3 power, IkHz:
Anharmonic Distortion:
Noise ( unwtd):
SMPTE IM distortion
(OdBW), 2nd Order:
3rd Order:
SMPTE IM distortion
(
2
/
3 power), 2nd Order:
3rd Order:
Input Sensitivity
(for rated output):
Output Impedance/
Damping Factor:
Output Impedance/
Damping Factor:
DC offset, left/right:
Phase:
Typical price inc VAT

RB-870BX

206W
283W
403W
527W

125W
1+ 2.18dBi
+ 1.38dB
+ 5.08dB
+ 4.08dB

m-m/m-c
70dB/68dB
76dB/80dB
62dB/60dB
0.02dB/OdB
-82dB/-68dB
0.0085%81.023%
0.019%/0.041%
0.012%/0.0113%
2.54mV/0.26mV
127.2mV/22.83mV
174.3mV/38.96mV

£225
RB-8908X
207W
335W (+ 2.09dB)
416W (+ 0.95dB) - fuse
623W (+ 4.79dB)
792W (+ 3.74dB) - fuse

IkHz 10kHz

IkHz 10kHz

0.0038% 0.031%
0.0041% 0.032%

0.0087% 0.0346%
0.028% 0.0325%

75dB
-100dB
-I08dB
0.0056%

72dB
0.0051%

0.0001%

0.0013%

0.0072%
0.0005%

0.0071%
0.0032%

I.184V/25kohms

1.5295V/22kohms

1.184V/25kohms

1 . 529V/22kohms

0.044ohms/I81
-1.07mV/+9.22mV
positive
£325

0.044Iohms/181.5
-21.3mV/- I8.44mV
positive
£375
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158 Ombersley Rd., Worcester, WR3 7HA
Tel: WORCESTER (0905) 58046
Demonstrations by appointment
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NEW YEAR SALE

SATURDAY 9.30-5.30

Massive reductions on agood
selection of second-hand
equipment and awide range of
new and ex- demonstration stock.
JUST A FEW EXAMPLES OF
THE BARGAINS ON OFFER
NEW
PRICE
Int. Amp. ( 35 w/c)
E 199
C06/p10 Pre/Power
(150 w/c)
f 590
A & RCambridge C200 Pre- amp
f 339
Audio Innovations 800 Valve Power
amp ( 25 w/c)
E 695
Audio Research
D70 Valve Power
amp (65 w/c) £2190
DNM
2A Twin Pre- amp
f 820
Krell
PAM 5Pre-amp £1589
Magnum
MP250 Pre-amp
f 495
MF250 Power amp
(150 w/c) £ 495
Meridian
101 BPre-amp £ 250
101 Pre- amp
f 200
Musical Fidelity
8200 mt. Amp
(100 w/c)
E 299
Synthesis mt.
Amp ( 75 w/c)
E 400
N.V.A.
AP30 mt. Amp
E 240
NAD
2200 Power amp
(100 w/c)
f 390
Naim
NAO 32 Pre-amp
f 395
OED
A230S Int. Amp
(30 w/c)
£ 120
230 Amp & Tuner
(White- 30 w/c)
E 240
Yamaha
A320 mt. Amp
(30 w/c)
£ 100
A420 Int. Amp
150 w/c)
£ 150
CASSETTE•DECKS
Nakamichi
13X125
E 395
13X300
E 645
f 995
CR5
CR7
£1500
Dragon £1750
MR1
£ 995
MR2
£1200
Yamaha
KX1200
f 500
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
Acoustic Res.
CD04
E 290
Denon
DCD1100 with ric
E 280
Marantz
CD45
f 200
CD65 with r/c
350
Mission
PCM 4000
E 400
PCM 7000
f 600
Nakamichi
OMS 3with r/c
E 995
OMS 4with r/c £1200
Yamaha
CDX3
£ 200
SPEAKERS
A & RCambridge Arcam 2
E 250
Accoustic Res.
AR 44BX
E 350
B & W
DM2000
E 599
DM220
E 229
DM110
£ 160
Matrix 1E
E 595
Matrix 2E
£ 795
Matrix 3E
£1145
Celestion
SL600
f 699
SL65
£ 350
Gale
GS402
f 600
Heybrook
HB2R
E 269
KEF
Reference 102
E 300
Reference 103/3
E 565
Reference 107 £1699
Linn
Kan
272
Magneplanar
MG3
£2750
Martin Logan
CLS (Walnut)
f3385
Meridian
M30 (Active)
E 725
M20 (Active) £1295
Mordaunt Short
MS300
f 309
Principle Design
PD300
f 384
Rogers
Studio 1
E 450
S.D. Acoustics
OIS 2
695
Sonus
Faber Electa
£1198
AMPLIFIERS
Acoustic Res.

STARTS
MONDAY
28111 DEC.
10.00 a.m.

SALE
PRICE
£ 119

KJ

WEST ONE

A i

_

E 499
E 199
E 395
£1590
E 499
E 995
f 299
£ 299
E 99'
f 79*

SME V ARM
ROXAN XERXES

*DELIVERY AND EXPERT INSTALLATION
*PART EXCHANGE AVAILABLE
*INTEREST FREE CREDIT — DETAILS ON
REQUEST

E 249

AGENCIES INCLUDE:-

E 199*
f 149*

A & R CAMBRIDGE

f 299
f 189*

DENON

E 99

JPW

E 79

KEF

REGA

11.

A Sound
Approach
to Hi -Fi
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RATA
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At PLAYBACK we believe

cl,

experience counts. And

we believe no-one has
more experience selling

an .,,
CD

R-DAT machines than us.
Our Best Seller: Aiwa XD 001 R-DAT
R

Now available

UKTfoorder
£
rtite fus
9
urne.

From PLAYBACK,

0

of course

Playback Group of Companies

Telephone 01-486 8262/3
pen: Monday- Saturday 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Thurs.untll 7 p.m.

LINN

NAKAMICHI

E 249
f 219
E 169
E 299
E 359
E 495
E 599
E 869
E 169

CREEK

HEYBROOK

MORDAUNT SHORT

ROKSAN
SUPEX

E 339
f 549
E 699
£1199
£1100
E 569
£ 349
425

E 199
E 269
E 359
E 139*
E sr
E 499
E 679
E 979
E 599
E 299
E 399
E 219
E 259
E 465
£1099
E 219'
£2250
£2385
E 599
£1099
E 199
E 219
E 329
E 399
E 969

CELESTION

GOODMANS
KOETSU

NAIM AUDIO

E 119

26 NEW CAVENDISH ST. LONDON W116 7LH

E21

EPOS

MONITOR AUDIO

£ 199

All offers subject to being unsold prior to the start of
the Sale items listed are en- demonstration unless marked
by asterisk' after Sale Price. New prices indicated are for
guidance only and do not indicate that the goods were
being sold at this price 28 days prior to the sale
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15 Percy St.,
London W1P 9FD
Tel: 01-631 0939 - 01-637 8392
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BEYER ESSENTIALS
Beyer's DT48 headphone design is 50 years old; has Ken Kessler
found hi-fi's longest-serving piece of equipment?

W

HEN IREAD the missive
accompanying the Beyer DT48
headphones, Icouldn't believe
my luck. The Anachrophile, in
semi- retirement these past months, could
dust off his quill! Beyer's Stephanie Scrope —
in aletter dated after April 1st — told me that
the DT48 has been in production since 1937.
Surely ahalf century is the longest production
run yet in hi-fi? Itrust that HFNIRR's readers
long of memory will correct me, but Ithink
that I've finally found something pre-dating
the Ortofon SPU and Denon 103 cartridges.
Hell, this pre-dates the VW Beetle, which
still rolls off the assembly lines in South
America. . .
A 50th Anniversary is more than enough to
justify an ' Anachrophile'. What inspired me
even more is the recent reappearance of a
Beyer product in my system, the DT990 I
reviewed in April '87. How would Grandpa
fare against this descendant brimming with
the latest in modern technology? Could this venerable headphone
survive comparison against aproduct of the digital age, one
incorporating materials not even imagined during Elvis Presley's third
year? Idon't have apair of the originals, which may not even
resemble these in anything other than model number, to hand, but I'd
be surprised if they've changed all that much. 1mean, these things
weigh over 14oz and grip the skull with atenacity which suggests
immunity to multiple G-forces, let alone aturn of the head. Primitive?
These things are positively, well . . . anachronistic. On the other
hand, the current Beetle may look like its predecessors, but
under-the-skin changes run to the thousands.
Thumbing through my library, Ilearned that the DT48 was
originally designed as an audiometry standard for laboratory use, and
I'm sure that indestructibility was as much apart of adesign brief back
then as it is now for any product likely to be used by people who didn't
pay for the stuff in the first place. Additionally, the DT48s would have
to be consistent and dependable for validity in lab conditions, and in
possession of fine isolating properties. Curiously, there is some sound
leakage into, as well as out of, the DT48, so isolation isn't as
near-absolute as with other sealed-back designs, but it's still enough to
make you forget the cat until it scratches your leg. Beyer describes the
'Ambient Noise Isolation' as I2dB, for what it's worth.
Using aheadphone designed to test human hearing is no crazier
than adapting other pro apparatus to hi-fi ends, or vice versa. Products
which have made the latter transition include Yamaha NSIOs, various
B&W loudspeakers, myriad domestic cassette decks, and numerous
OTT power amplifiers, while the pro-to-hi-fi transition is no better
illustrated than by the use of JBL studio monitors in the homes of
committed Japanese audiophiles. After all, sound reproducers should
perform identical tasks in either environment with only cost,
aesthetics, and ultimate indestructibility differing in importance. The
DT48s, therefore, should be as at home in hi-fi systems as they are in
labs and studios.
Although these moving-coil headphones sport such comfortinducing touches as awell-padded headband and soft ear cushions, the
rest of the design is industrial enough to suggest suitability for military
use. The driver, consisting of aheat-formed aluminium membrane
and hand-wound voice coil, is mounted in ashell machined from a
block of solid aluminium; thank goodness Beyer didn't opt for steel.
To ensure the mechanism's security, the magnet assembly is locked to
the cup via amachine-cut thread. Iwould imagine that you could strap
these to ajackhammer for aweek and not dislodge anything. The
back cover is also achunk of machined aluminium, which Beyer claim
is made to such fine tolerances that aperfect hermetic seal is formed.
Hence, any sound leakage in either direction will be through gaps
between skull and cushion; forget the concept of open- back for the
time being.
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The enclosures are fitted to stainless steel
U-shaped yokes which are fitted to the
headband with nuts and bolts; no snap- fit
plastic pivots here. The lower portions of the
headband fix to the major section via nuts
and bolts in slots allowing afair amount of
travel. If you have askull the height of an LP,
or your ears are down below your chin, the
DT48s will do the trick. Such is the
construction that you can lock the capsules
and headband into your favourite position,
thus rendering them useless for anyone else
not equipped with aspanner. The DT48s
terminate in avariety of leads; the test pair
sported 3m of non-detachable cable fitted
with aViin. stereo jack plug.
While the DT48s inflict no permanent
damage, Imust state that donning apair is
not something for those with alow threshold
of pain. Ihaven't used headphones this tight
since Iditched my Superexes 20 years ago.
Pain, though, is the price you pay for
'hermetic' sealing, which in return provides you with what may be the
deepest, tightest bass you'll ever obtain from apair of cans. The effect
is quite staggering; when's the last time you used headphones which
gave the bass weight and body?
Ordinarily, Icondition myself to expect less of headphones than I
would of speakers when it comes to portraying the lower registers. I
use adifferent set of standards for ' phones because the rules change. I
mean — you don't really expect me to rate these for threedimensionality and soundstaging, do you? Anyway, Ilook at
headphones as providing aminiature version of the full-scale results of
loudspeakers, and reduce my expectations accordingly. The DT48 is
the first headphone I've used which can direct-inject the hammerforce of the bass drum on Papa Do Run Run's ' Surfin' USA'.
So far, so good . . . for bass freaks at any rate. What starts in those
lower registers and stays all the way until the uppermost trebles is
speed, attack, solidity, and precision so, so Teutonic that you expect
to hear avoice at the end of the performance saying ` Vorsprung durch
Technik'. Analytical? Clinical? Try surgical.
This is simply dandy if you happen to be alab technician listening
for flea farts or astudio boffin trying to hear the bleedthrough of the
air conditioner on to the master tape. For the music lover, it becomes
arelentless flood of detail and information that will delight listeners
who think of music as alot of bits rather than acohesive whole.
What the DT48s lack is warmth, or atmosphere. Open-back
'phones let the music breathe; closed 'phones— including the DT48 —
turn your head into asmall theatre, and the congestion manifests itself
as acuppy sound which you simply cannot ameliorate. It makes
recordings in large venues sound like they occurred in cellars, and
recordings full of echo become soundtracks for The Twilight Zone.
That, on the other hand, doesn't stop the DT48 from being an
analytical tool of the highest order, which Isuppose is this
headphone's raison d'être. With the various impedance options and
cable terminations, the indestructibility, and the overall no-nonsense
feel, Ican imagine technicians drooling over the DT48. In
construction alone it's worth the £ 190 tariff, and apair hanging next to
your Goldmund Reference will add that final touch of credibility.
Could just be that there's something wrong with the size of my skull.
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION

BEYER DT48 HEADPHONES

16Hz-10kHz
8, 25, or 200 ohms
80mV (8ohms)
150mV (25 ohms)
112dB at 400Hz for lmW
Output
400g
Weight
£190
Price
Distributed by Beyrr Dynamic (GB) Ltd, Unit 14, Cliffe Industrial Estate, Lewes,
Sussex fiN8 15J L. Tel -(0273)479411.
Frequency response
Impedance
Input sensitivity
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That's the main beauty: The SDls are so
panel like that those who find box colorations
noxious will lump for ¡oy. KEN KESSLER — HI-FI
NEWS, Ocr '86.
Here is one of the few really successful
home grown loudspeakers that can stand
against some of the better imported speakers
without coming off second-best. Jimmy
HUGHES, HI-FI ANSWERS, THE HIT L
IST.

SD ACOUSTICS
UNIT 1 (RIO) 39/43 HIGH ST,
NEW MALDEN
SURREY
KT3 4BY
TEL: 01 949 1623

In my view the SD1 could be said to set the
sort of standards for the 80's that the
Isobariks set for the 70's. It clearly offers
something extra over the majority of its
competitors. J
IMMY HUGHES, HI-FI ANSWER ,.
Nov '85.

The first name
in cartridges
is now
the last word
in accessories.
The people who consistently set the pace in cartridge
design are now showing the way in audio and video accessories.
With acomprehensive range of 15 new products, from record and
cassette cleaners to acoustic shock absorbers.
They're all in our full colour accessories brochure. Which will
be in the post as soon as we receive your coupon.
Please send me acopy of the Ortolan accessories brochure.

ITL
L

Hi-Fi Products
MA- 120

INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIER

An integrated
amplifier combining high
sound quality with good clean
presentation.
On demonstration at the following dealers .

Name
Address

ortofon

accuracy in sound
Orbite Denmark House favisIock Industrial Estate Ruscomte. Twyiord Berks RGIO 9NJ
84
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ANALOG AUDIO, Finchley, London. 01 445 3267
FARNBOROUGH HI-F1, Farnborough, Hants. 0252 520146
FREETIME AUDIO, Portsmouth, Hants. 0705 752869
HASTINGS HI-FI, Hastings, E. Sussex. 0424 442975
PJ EQUIPMENT, Guildford, Surrey. 0483 504801
SALISBURY HI-FI, Salisbury, Wiltshire. 0722 22169
SUSSEX AUDIO, Burgess Hill, Sussex. 04446 42336
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of Portsmouth,
158 New Road,
Portsmouth,
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HOROUGHLY MODERN
MILLTEK
With fashionable cantilever materials, Milltek's Aurora and Olympia moving-coils
offer ahigh-output approach to high-end performance. Paul Miller reports

K

ISEKI, like Koetsu, is aname synonymous with high-quality
and, naturally, high-cost cartridges. So much so that when
Kiseki introduced aseries of lower cost, higher-output
moving-coils, they also changed the bran.dname! Rechristened as Milltek, both the £ 198 Aurora and £298 Olympia models
are imported by Presence Audio, alongside their more famous
low-output stablemates.
Both cartridges benefit from asolid aluminium body; however, the
overall body mass is not inordinate at about 7.8g. A flanged area at
the top of the cartridge is machined flat to ensure good headshell
contact, while pre-threaded mounting holes do away with the need for
locking nuts. Furthermore, the abrupt squareness of the body is a
boon for accurate and rapid alignment. Visually, these two cartridges
may only be distinguished by colour; the Aurora is anodised a
grey/green while the Olympia is an attractive red.
Multiple windings are
employed internally, with beefy
samarium-cobalt magnets to
maintain the high-ish output
voltage. The outermost magnet
yoke extends beyond the base of
the cartridge, although the more
sensitive rubber damper and
pole-piece are protected by a
black plastic covering. Milltek
have also appreciated the
variations in wave propagation
along cantilevers of different
materials and construction. As a
result, the Aurora is fitted with a
5mm boron cantilever which
combines ahigh Young's
Modulus with alow unit-mass;
these two factors remain
constant for any one material,
and affect the inverse
relationship between the
propagation velocity and the
signal wavelength. Despite the
higher density of semi-precious
minerals like the corundums, the Olympia's sapphire cantilever will be
preferable to boron in terms of uniform propagation velocity.

MILLTEK AURORA
Milltek's Aurora displayed agently downtilted balance with a + 2dB
upsurge at 16kHz due to tip mass resonance (excess glue on
mounting). Channel balance was acceptable, as were most of the
distortion results; alkHz distortion plot (5cm/sec, mid-disc) showed a
dominant 2nd harmonic while the residual harmonics were still fairly
extended. The high second-order SMPTE intermodulation distortion
measured in the tests here was primarily due to lateral tracing errors.
MILLTEK
AURORA

A high coil resistance of 251ohms reflects the number of turns used
on the armature, not only improving on the output voltage (2.65mV,
5cm/sec rms) but ensuring the compatibility of high loading
impedances if used with am-m disc input. The cartridge still showed a
low compliance of 11.3cu, so the lighter middleweight arms should be
avoided, especially in view of the weak mechanical damping at
resonance. With peak music program attaining + 18dB (90µm), the
tracking margins were inadequate at adownforce of 2g, only rising to
78µm (300Hz) at 2.3g. The stone was nicely polished but mounting
and grinding errors produced aVTA of 27 degrees, amounting to
3.7% vertical distortion — this affecting the lateral stereo imagery.

Sound quality
Firmly bolted to the headshell of an SME V mounted on aPT TOO,
this cartridge offered more than aflavour of the costlier Olympia, but
with alivelier, 'jolly' overall
balance. The very lowest
frequencies were not as
pronounced, but its control in
this area was still very good;
rhythms were accurately
painted, eg, without any
unnecessary bloom. Vocal
reproduction was withheld
rather than forcibly projected,
maintaining the laid-back and
relaxing presentation noted with
both Millteks. The Aurora did
not convey the full feeling of
ambient space to the degree of
the Olympia, but leading edges
of notes seemed more accurate.
This cartridge breathed ' life'
into most recordings in a
different way. There was a
buoyant sparkle to the sound,
reflected in the punchy delivery
of Simply Red's ' Let Me Have It
All'; the percussion was clear
and airy, neatly counterpointing
the rumbling bass line and strong, centrally-located vocal image. A
similar control was exercised over Stanley Turrentine's 'Jubilee Shout'
and especially the swinging 'You Said It' where the contrast between
sax, trumpet and guitar was appreciated. There was some evidence of
groove insecurity during the more tortuous passages — such as trumpet
solos — but for 99% of the time this cartridge simply provided a
detailed and thoroughly likeable rendition of vinyl records.

MILLTEK OLYMPIA
This derivative displayed apoorer frequency balance, rising gently till
+1.1dB at 130Hz and then falling steadily until it reached — 2dB (ref.
MUM<
OLYMPIA
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Short reviews cover Goodmans' Maxim II loudspeaker, Musical Fidelity's revised A370
power amplifier and MVT preamp, and ahigh-quality personal stereo from Aiwa
GOODMANS MAXIM II LOUDSPEAKER
It was arelief to receive apair of speakers for review that you could
carry under one arm, and which did not require afork lift truck! The
current Maxim fits in with such models as the KEF CIO, Mordaunt
Short MS- 10 and Wharfedale Diamond in the sub-£ 100 category. At
so low aprice they can serve as excellent replacements for the
'cardboard box' speakers supplied with music centres and rack
systems, forming afirst step on the path to real high fidelity.
The Goodmans Maxims are self effacing, offering the possibility of
domestic harmony and hi-fi at the same time. The pair Iwas supplied
with came in black vinyl ( again? Surely the hi-fi industry must soon
exhaust the supplies of black dyes), with black grilles. The effect was
bland but discreet, with an unobtrusive badge and no 'designer'
stripes. Iwas also pleased to find there were no nasty visual surprises
beneath that might discourage use without the grilles.
Given their size, the Maxims are most likely to be used wall-

and the whole device is well made and finished. It seems pretty well
damped, with its large magnet and relatively stiff pvc surround
promising well controlled bass. The tweeter is astandard massproduced 25mm Audax unit mounted on an injection moulded face
plate, which is not flush mounted in the Maxim. Both drivers rely on
tolerancing for air tightness, as no further attempt is made to seal
around the frames of the drivers.
The crossover is afive-element network employing three Alcap
electrolytic capacitors, an Expotus resistor and aferrite core inductor,
all hard wired together on aplasticised board mounted to the floor of
the cabinet. Price constraints have clearly affected the choice of
internal wiring, as very ordinary figure-of-eight lighting flex is used.
The terminals, however, are high quality 4mm socket binding posts,
with entry holes for fairly large diameter cables. They also have the
/in. Monster-type knobs for really tight cable fixing using asocket
2
1
head driver. Mounted on arecessed plastic moulding they are set at an
angle to help conceal the use of banana plugs.
All in all the Maxims are pretty well made. Iwonder how much
more expensive it would have been to provide some sealing on the
drive units and terminal panel, as Ihave always found this can
improve the performance even of reflex designs. There is one
immediate upgrade, available to any prospective owner, and that is
the removal of the grille, which is afairly thick unrebated chipboard
frame covered in black cloth. This will improve the dispersion
characteristic of the tweeter, by avoiding reflections of hf energy and
from the edges of the frame, which then interferes with the forward
radiated energy.

Sound quality

mounted on shelves. Iauditioned them in this way but also some
distance from the rear and side walls on open frame stands. They tuck
away neatly into astandard set of bookshelves, and are sufficiently
solid to be screwed to some form of wall fixing; recessed terminals
allow one to connect them neatly, too. The factor most likely to
discourage stand mounting is the cost of the stands themselves — unless
one accepts that it can be justifiable to spend approximately as much
again as one has already paid for the speakers. ( Ihave to agree with
KK on this point: Ihave experienced very satisfying improvements in
sound quality when upgrading stands, and have been amazed by what
is possible here.) As far as amplifiers are concerned, the Maxims will
produce quite reasonable levels with aunit rated at 20-25W/channel
into 8ohms, but obviously improve with increasing reserves of power.
They also seem to present astaightforward load, and so should work
well with awide range of designs.

Technical description
At 260 x 170 x 200mm ( hwd) the Maxims really are tiny. The cabinet
is in 14mm chipboard finished on all surfaces with black vinyl veneer—
apart from the rear edges and rear panel, which are spray-painted
black. The wood effect pattern is pretty crude when examined closely,
but is effective at normal distance. Cabinet construction is clearly of
the wrap around type, but was pretty solid despite arather shoddy
final corner joint. The front baffle is in 14mm MDF, which is rebated
to accept the woofer. Curiously, the inside surface of the rear panel is
'veneered', as if it had been mounted inside out, but it is correctly
recessed to give improved rigidity as well as some depth to allow
connecting plugs to be hidden. Internal damping is minimal,
consisting of acouple of loose pieces of BAF wadding pressed against
the side panels. To try to get some bass extension from such asmall
volume Goodmans have opted for reflex loading, using amoulded
plastic port, rear mounted behind the tweeter, of 30mm diameter and
60mm length.
The woofer is a110mm diameter flared paper cone unit mounted on
apressed alloy 150mm frame; the magnet is large for the size of unit,
86

Having scaled the heights of the Mordaunt Short 442s recently, Ihad
to make some adjustments to my expectations before connecting the
Maxims for assessment. Iused both analogue and CD, as usual, the
latter particularly justified now with the arrival of some excellent
budget players. Experiments were also made with room positioning
and the use of the grilles.
Two things struck me on first hearing: the balance, and the lack of
bass extension. They were apleasant surprise in terms of balance,
sounded even overall, with no obvious hills or vales in frequency
response, and avoiding the sorts of exaggerations and attempts to
create false impressions so frequently found in small boxes. They
translated the shifts in balance between different recordings with
commendable consistency. Mounted on open stands they could
become alittle forward in the upper mid, and light in the bass, but still
gave voices agood, even quality reminiscent of the small BBC
monitors ( LS3/5As, Spender SA- 1s).
In describing the bass of the Maxim as lacking extension Iam
making an absolute judgement. They are, in fact, really quite
convincing at low frequencies, and perform well for their size. Moving
them close to the wall helps considerably, and produces surprising
scale on large orchestral works — though they lack any real power on
electric bass guitar — without becoming boomy or loose. Indeed, the
mid-bass is dynamic and articulate, with quite good tonal
differentiation, and flowing in reproduction of double- bass playing.
Getting them closer to the wall also helps to warm up the mid,
reducing the upper- mid forwardness found on open stands, and
resulting in anicely balanced result with proper 'chest' to male voices.
Overall the mid was good, with only some slight sense of congestion,
which prevented the full range of mid tonal qualities to be expressed
(although this is judging it against the BBC references). There were
no obvious colorations: which is aconsiderable achievement for so
cheap abass/mid unit. There was the occasional touch of nasality, but
not to an intrusive extent.
The treble was pretty good, too, and up to the standard of the
competition in terms of detail and coloration. It was, however, rather
dull; and one soon began to wish for alittle more air and sparkle.
Below this the results were good, with cymbals sounding full and
sonorous, and no obvious sibilance or brittleness on female voice.
This was not the case when Ireplaced the grilles, however, for this
removed yet more ' air', and produced amild spitty effect on voice.
They also affected the depth to an even greater degree, reducing it by
up to aquarter, and removing some of the focus. Removing the grilles
again restored the depth and focus in the treble and upper mid,
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producing aquite good soundstage throughout the spectrum. Indeed,
the Maxims fared well on stereo performance, setting orchestral
stages well, although these did deteriorate if they were moved closer
to the rear wall — which was disappointing when it tended to improve
the bass power and balance.
Dynamics were good, too, apart from the slight 'stuffiness' in the
mid; and Ifound them lively and involving to listen to. They could
play loud, given alarger amplifier, without too much distress, except
on choral works, where they clearly began to break up — albeit at
levels likely to produce neighbour fatigue! Played softly they were
very beguiling and pleasant, and Ifelt they were firmly in the 'hi-fi'
class.

Conclusion

Goodmans have produced afine speaker at avery modest price, and
one pleasant to listen to, even over an extended period. The
colorations that could be readily identified were mild, and probably
most noticeable on such demanding programme as solo piano or
massed voices. Stereo performance was convincing, and dynamics up
to standard. The balance was really very good once the distance from
the rear wall had been optimised, albeit with some loss of focus and
depth as the treble remained dull. In the context of the systems they
are likely to be used with, this may not be too much of aproblem, as it
would help to reduce the potentially fatiguing effects of aggressivesounding budget CD players, or moving- magnet cartridges with rising
responses.
The Maxims are also eminently tweakable, offering even better
performance potential with higher-grade internal wiring, and proper
sealing of the drive units and terminal panel. One could also
experiment with more internal wadding — although Ifound the bass
well tuned and even. Can they be recommended? The answer is pretty
obviously ' yes'.
Paul Crook

latter is still superior so far as absolute 'belt' into more difficult
impedances is concerned. However, superior stereo and output level
is now offered by the '370 into loads of 6-16 ohms, and such astandard
implies that the present state-of-the-art reference score on which my
percentage rankings are based will have to be revised. This will in fact
be done for future reviews.

MUSICAL FIDELITY MVT II PREAIVIP
Last year's MVT was itself aradically improved model which set a
most competitive standard for its price range, and as such constituted
good value. But important revisions have now been made, taking the
MVT astep up to alevel rather beyond that which was required to
maintain its market position (old MVTs can be upgraded, consult your
dealer). Technically, the output stage has also benefited from the
new, faster amplifier module and (as in the A370) Holco resistors
have been used. Polypropylene capacitors are employed for important
supply decouplings, while abrand new board layout has resulted in
deletion of the old ribbon connector on the line- input array.
The sound quality is much improved. Like the A370, we are looking
at substantial lifts, of some 15% in subjective scoring — the kind of
difference which traditionally involves two or more years of product
evaluation, and which may cost two or three times the price at the
existing technology level. It would be no exaggeration to place the
latest MVT only alittle behind the standard of the first production
Audio Research SP11, which has since been improved. The MVT
performance was consistently high on both moving-coil and movingmagnet inputs, with a90-93% rating. Compared with the previous
MVT, the new version sounds purer and sweeter in the treble, has

MUSICAL FIDELITY A370 POWER AMP
A little over ayear ago Ireported on two top-line MF products, the
A370 power amp (Sept '86) and the MVT preamp (May '86). Recently
these have both undergone important revisions which have materially
affected the sound quality, necessitating anew assessment. First, the
A370 II.
This 200W/channel double-mono power amplifier did very well in
the original review. But it has been the subject of subsequent
correspondence concerning the output operating mode, with present
information pointing to an error in the manufacturer's specification
and description, paralleled by asimilar error in the review. The
consultant designer's firm insistence that it was ahigh-power Class ' A'
device of 185W/channel (load impedance unstated) was apparently
accepted in good faith by Musical Fidelity and was also accepted by
the reviewer. However, the designer had relied on afaulty
measurement of the standing AC input power at 700W, which in
theory could encompass the stated specification.
The A370's actual output power is not in dispute, and the
specification was handsomely exceeded on test (and still is). Rather,
the question concerns the definition of Class A. The present view is
that the standing-current through the output stage should be sufficient
to encompass the AC peak required to deliver the rated power into
the rated load. Thus a180W 8ohm delivery in Class A requires 6.71A
peak — or 3.353A peak per polarity of the output totem. The present
A370 has astanding-current of 1.25A per polarity, which will support
aClass A rating of 25W, nearly 9dB below the original claim. This
lower ' A' rating is still much greater than the 0.5-3W of most Class
A/B amplifier designs from Audio Research. In fact, the A370 has a
very healthy voltage capability derived from a125V peak- to-peak
output potential, and into anon-standard, 24 ohm load atrue Class A
power of 75W is available. Musical Fidelity have now dropped the
higher power Class A data from their specifications, and acorrect
interpretation of the Class A mode has affected the specification of
the other A series products, the Al and the A100 integrated
amplifiers.
The latest A370 has been improved by virtue of anew high-speed
input amplifier (plus constant-current supplies for the early stages)
and by the adoption of Holco resistors. The difference is unmistakable
and provides strong support for our recent listening tests on resistor
sound quality. The new '370 shows an all-round improvement in
definition over bass, mid and treble ranges, the latter noticeably purer
and better focused. Stereo depth and clarity are now very good, with
the amplifier proving capable of amassive, stable sound-stage, well
focused and of great power. The subjective score achieved was almost
embarrassingly high, since it runs surprisingly close to that achieved
by top-flight references such as the very fine Krell KMA100 II, and in
my opinion it matches the current Krell KSA100 H — although the
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Musical Fidelity MVT (revised): frequency responses

firmer and more articulate bass, and amore neutral, more detailed
midrange. Image focus is improved throughout the frequency range,
while it set more than decent standards for depth and transparency; in
fact excellent for asolid-state design in this sector.
A set of response curves was run to confirm the characteristics. The
graph shows the very flat line-input, while the disc input responses
show excellent equalisation balance. The moving-magnet runs
+0.3dB to 0.5dB from 30Hz to 15kHz, with m-c + 0.2/-0.5dB. Both
show aslight bass lift in the lowest octave, with amild shelf cut at
higher frequencies, the latter being characteristic of anumber of MF
equalisers 1have tested. Below 10Hz the response rolls off quickly, je,
—10dB at 5Hz.
At £1199, the latest MVT could be regarded as something of a
bargain since it provides serious competition for the best examples in
the £2000 to £5000 range. It is currently the best British preamp Ihave
tested to date. At £2199 the A370 forms afitting match; both the
MVT and the A370 are now of undisputable audiophile quality and
will allow the well-heeled enthusiast to buy British without any
qualms.
Martin Colloms
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AIWA HS-PX101 PERSONAL HI-FI
To quote Aiwa's press release, the HS-PX101 personal cassette player
is a ' no- compromise' unit. ' thought to be the most technically superior
personal stereo on the market'. In other words, we are at last offered a
personal hi-li which will add to the audiophile's choice of two or three
of Sony's ' Pro' Walkman models.
The specification is indeed impressive. This sensibly sized player —
150 x75 x25mm including the clip-on, 2x AAA cell or rechargeable
battery pack — offers auto- reverse, metal tape setting, Dolby- B and -C
noise reduction, track seek/skip facility, soft-touch controls and
'remote operation' by duplicating the primary controls on asmall pod
fitted to the headphone cable. The latter would have been more useful
if it were aseparate pod with aphono socket, enabling the user to
employ other makes of headphone. It's not that the standard phones
aren't good — they're fine by ' freebie' standards — but this player is

worthy of specialist ' phones from the likes of Sennheiser, Beyer, and
Audio-Technica. As the HS-PX101 retails for £ 149.95 and is aimed at
the discerning listener, I'd expect that anumber of owners will want to
'tweak' the performance by fitting better headsets.
There's one other facility which Ifind useless, but Aiwa fitted it so it
must be mentioned. The ' DSL EX controller' is atwo-slider tone
contouring system des
,
1to compensate for weaknesses inherent in
prerecorded tapes. At no poi IIt did Ifind its effects preferable to
straight- through listening, so the individual listener should decide
whether or not it improves the performance. As the DSL circuit can
be switched out, A/B comparisons can be made, and you'll know
instantly whether or not it's worth the bother.
DSL aside, the HS-PX101 proved an absolute delight over the
months Iused it ( mainly on British Rail). With avariety of
headphones including those supplied by Aiwa, the sound was rich and
detailed, the two Dolby noise reduction settings doing afine job on
both prerecorded and ' home-made' tapes. Treble was exceptionally
sweet and extended, suffering neither the horrible sizzle I've
encountered with some players nor the severe roll-off Iassociate with
most Dolby-equipped personals. Best of all was the stability and
freedom from wow. As an experiment, 1fed the Aiwa through ahi-fi
system and found its performance to be the equal of a £ 149 domestic
cassette deck of high repute.
There is adown-side of course: the Aiwa eats batteries. Although
you only have to pop in apair of AAAs, you'll only get about 2-3
hours use even if you keep your mitts off the rewind and fast- forward
controls. As this can get expensive (as well as inconvenient if you want
to use this on, say, aflight to the Orient), I'd suggest the purchase of
one or two spare rechargeables. The mains adaptor/recharger will cost
£14.95, with each rechargeable battery costing £6. These offer similar
playing times to alkalines, but will cost less in the long run.
As it stands, the Aiwa is one of the very best personal cassette
players I've used. It's afine-sounding, lightweight, ergonomically
perfect treasure, but I'd love to see areal 'audiophile' version which
dispenses with the DSL feature and the headphones. Alas, companies
like Aiwa must look to selling such products in the tens of thousands,
and the schlep on the street wants things like silly sliders. As hi-fi types
are vastly outnumbered by gadget junkies, Aiwa made the right
decision.
Ken Kessler

THOROUGHLY MODERN MILLTEK
kHz) at 13kHz. The low frequency resonance rise was also severe
I
when compared with the cheaper Aurora. With astandard Ilg arm,
the lift of + I
8dB at 10.8Hz would suggest that external damping be
applied. Fortunately though. this particular model enjoyed some
+1.7dB increase in output over the Aurora.
The tracking margins were equally lax — also indicated by the 3.5%
high frequency distortion ( 15cm/sec peak). All other distortion
parameters were either comparable with, or showed small
improvements over the Aurora.

Sound quality
After a20 hour run-in period, the Olympia afforded aconsistent, but
not entirely neutral tonal balance. There was abeguiling richness
about the upper bass and midrange that encouraged an unusual form
of transparency — an informative see-through perspective that had all
the trade- marks of the most popular high-end m-es. It appeared to
track well enough to cope with the startling impact of the synth and
drums from Sting's ' Englishman In New York' and the powerful bass
guitar that marks the intro to ' History Will Teach Us Nothing'.
Compared with the Kisekis. the Olympia was undoubtedly more
earthy and laid-back than the Purplehearts. but shared much of the
fulsome bass of the rare Agate Ruby.
A fine sense of ambient detail stemmed from this deep bass
extension, successfully recreating the sensation of space from even the
largest venues — even to the extent of apparently squeezing the huge
organ from Vierne's Symphony 2 ( Opus 3: 8204) into the confines of
the listening room. This rumbling potency was capped off with a
particularly smooth and untiring treble. Reticent at times, there
always remained awealth of subtle high frequency detail, precisely
focused and easy to locate. There were times when an extra degree of
bite or incisiveness would have been welcome, but the Olympia's
relaxing and thoroughly informative manner generally carried it
through with flying colours.

Conclusion
Having had some experience of the original Milltek Aurora, eighteen
months ago, it is clear to me that careful refinements have been
exercised over this model. At the same price of £ 198 it now offers
excellent value for money — and it can certainly be said that Kiseki
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would suffer no embarrassment in attaching their own name to this
particular cartridge. Moving up the scale, for an extra £ 100 the
Olympia provides asomewhat more tailored balance that
undoubtedly has many subjective 'niceties' to its credit: it is not
technically neutral but it still sounds musically convincing. Certainly,
both cartridges would seem to go along way in combining the sonic
virtues of the better moving-coils with the convenience of ahigh
output. Neither cartridge offers the best of both worlds however, but
both achieve adegree of success that is quite sufficient to justify afull
recommendation.
TEST RESULTS;

MILLTEK AURORA

Type:
high-output moving-coil
7.8g
Body mass:
boron rod
Cantilever:
swept elliptical
Stylus type:
11.3cu
Compliance:
Tracking force range:
1.9-2.3g
Test tracking weight:
2.Ig
Tracking ability, UR:
63pm/65pm
LF resonance ( 11g arm):
015dB at 1lliz
Output at IkHz,
5cm/sec, UR:
2.65mV/2.71mV
Channel separation.
UR. 100Hz:
29.7dB/28.4dB
33.1dB/32.5dB
3kHz:
10kHz:
26.4dB/27.5dB
0.5dB
Channel balance:
Coil resistance:
251ohms
Frequency response.
20Hz
±2dB:
Total harmonic distortion
1.15%
(300Hz):
Total harmonic distortion
1.835%
(IkHz):
HF distortion.
2.84%
(10.8kHz pulsed):
Midband IM distortion.
(1kHz + I.5kHz):
1.378%
IM distortion
(SMPTE): 2nd order:
9.61%
3rd order:
0.95%
Vertical tracking angle:
27°
Loading requirements:
100ohms-47kohms
Typical Retail price:
£198

MILLTEK OLYMPIA
high-output moving-coil
7.8g
sapphire rod
nude, line-contact
11.8cu
1.9-2.3g
2.1g
65p/61pm
+18dB at 10.8Hz
3.21mV/3.32mV
29.6dB/31.2dB
36.2dB/35.5dB
31.0dB/30.4dB
0.6dB
247ohms
20Hz-20kHz
1.29%
1.13%
3.49%
1.28%
9.48%
0.78%
26°
I00-47kohms
£298
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'conducting akin to genius...
the CBSO here emerge as an
orchestra of world class
... in aspiritual class of its
own, aMahlerian testament'
Michael Kennedy in Gramophone

KATH YN STOTT
Leeds prize-winning pianist from across the Pennines talks to Peter Herring

C

OMING ON to the platform to
make her Proms debut in the John
Ireland Concerto, Kathryn Stott
hardly dared look up at the vastness
of the Albert Hall. The nerves soon
disappeared, however, as the friendliness of
the Proms audience became apparent: 'They
are unique. The communication you have
with them is almost tangible.'
That 1982 concert was to prove significant
in other ways. The broadcast was heard by
the composer, George Lloyd, agreat
advocate of Ireland's music, who was
convinced the style of the young Lancashireborn pianist would suit his own Fourth
Concerto. It was in that work that Kathryn
Stott made her first recording, for Conifer
(since followed up with two well-received
recitals of Fauré and Debussy).
When Imet up with her prior to an
appearance during this year's season, the
Proms no longer held any terrors. She was to
perform an even rarer British work: Walton's
Sinfonia Concertante.
,
'It's not in the concerto style at all. The
piano is very much integrated with the
orchestra, with alot of doubling between
them — which is going to be interesting!'
She had heard arecording of the work but
had never seen it in aconcert programme
before. Her ideas about performing it were
less definite than usual, but at least there had
been time to study the score properly. It was
more than could be said for the works
featured in ahectic round of concerts which
had followed afifth prize at the Leeds Piano
Competition in 1978.
Then just nineteen, Kathryn Stott undertook over 150 concerts in atwo-year spell,
'Everything had to be learned at afrantic
pace, she recalls. ' Finally, Ihad to take a
six-month break in order to start learning at a
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reasonable speed again. Isimply didn't have
the back-up to follow the Leeds prize.'
Was there pressure from agents and
promoters?
'It was more that Isaid yes to everything
that came along. In retrospect, it wasn't a
good idea, although with more repertoire at
the outset Imight have coped.'
The Leeds success was the culmination of
twelve years' study, eight of them spent at the
Yehudi Menuhin School in Surrey, where she
came to admire and love the expressive,
'singing' style of playing of her two principal
tutors, Vlado Perlemuter and the late Louis
Kentner. Perlemuter's Nimbus recording of
Ravel's Gaspard de la Nuit— loved and hated
in roughly equal measure by the critics —
remains agreat favourite.
'I have never heard anything that comes
near the sound he gets in "Ondine".
Perlemuter has an incredible tone, alovely
warm sound. When Iheard him at the
Wigmore Hall, he was magical. There were
memory slips, and some things technically
were abit splashy, but they didn't matter at
all.
'The older pianists like Perlemuter do have
something special. They dare to wear their
hearts on their sleeves.
She agrees, though, that good technique is
essential — 'You won't get anywhere without
it' — but was unimpressed by certain French
teachers at the Menuhin school who
concentrated on finger technique to the
virtual exclusion of all else,
'There were great lists ofexercises„ but
nothing else to go with the technique. Iwas
brought up with opera as well as the piano —
my father was agreat opera lover — so I've
always tried to play how Iwould sing. That's
abasic for me: if you can't sing it, it won't
work.

'I think it's important to get away from the
idea of the piano as apercussive instrument.'
At the end of her course at the Menuhin
School, Kathryn Stott was moving towards a
career in chamber music. It was Kendall
Taylor, her teacher during her four years at
the Royal College of Music, who urged the
soloist role.
'He WaS another who always emphasized
the musical aspects, as opposed to the
technical,' she recalls.
Given this background, it comes as no
surprise that her repertoire is biased towards
the 'romantics', with Rachmaninov at the
head of the list. As her recordings
demonstrate, there is also an empathy with
French piano music, especially Debussy,
Ravel and Fauré: ' If anything,' she confesses,
'I'm moving back — towards Liszt and
Chopin.'
Contemporary music for the instruments
holds few, if any, attractions: ' Ican't stand
what Icall plink-plonk" music. For me,
there's got to be amelody in there
somewhere. Ilike watching modern music
being played, but emotionally it leaves me
cold.'
Much British music of this century, though,
was both interesting and pleasurable to
perform.. Her piano trio had just tackled the
second of Frank Bridge's works for that
combination and, after failing to make 'head
or tail of it' at first, ' it all came together'.
'It's the most incredible piece. I'd like to
look at his Piano Sonata now.'
Given her success with the Concerto, what
about John Ireland's marvellous solo piano
output?
'I've played the Sonatina, but Ineed to sit
down and study it properly. It's acase of
finding a "way in", if you see what Imean.'
Did she prefer to explore the musical
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KATHRYN STOTT
`by-ways' rather than the standard
repertoire?
'I try to do both. I'm working my way
through the 'standard' works. The ' named'
Beethoven sonatas, the Chopin sonatas and
the Liszt Sonata I've learned. Gaspard de la
Nuit is on my list for this year. I've played
Mozart Concertos, but it's rare to be asked to
do so.'
Among the major concertos, three of the
Beethoven five had been tackled, principally
the ' Emperor', which she had played at the
Leeds finals. The Rachmaninov Second and
Prokofiev Third were other favourites, and
she admits, smiling, ' funnily enough the
Grieg. It's been so overplayed, but when
came to do it, 1thought " this is really alovely
work!". The BBC Symphony who were
accompanying agreed with me — they'd
tended to dismiss it, too.
'One work I'd love to do is the Franck
Symphonic Variations, but Ican't persuade
anyone to put it on.'
Was concerto work more satisfying than
other repertoire? ' Ican't say Iprefer one to
the other. It's agreat feeling when aconcerto
goes well, when the conductor's in tune with
what you want. Nothing can beat that. But I
do like chamber music, although it's difficult
to combine both. Chamber music is agreat
discipline: you have to consider the other
players all the time, and listen to everything
that's going on. You have to think about the
acoustic you're playing in, too.
`The danger with chamber music is
becoming pigeon- holed. 1even gave up duo
work for atime to concentrate on the solo
repertoire. Iget alot of satisfaction from
learning different repertoire.'
Did she listen to ' non-piano' music?
'Actually, Idon't listen to much piano
music, unless it's for aspecific reason. Idon't
always enjoy the sound from piano recordings
—too often Ifind it tinny and harsh. But 1do
like orchestral music. Ihave great spates of
listening to records — it's aspell of
Rachmaninov's Second Symphony at the
moment!'
Among the piano recordings Kathryn Stott

does enjoy listening to is more Rachmaninov
—Van Cliburn's performance of the Paganini
Rhapsody: ' It sounds like abig concerto
should and never gets harsh. Great sound and
great technique.'
Other pianists she admires, along with her
great influences Perlemuter and Kentner, are
Daniel Barenboim (' especially his
Beethoven') and Murray Perahia. As to
venues, she enjoys playing in the Royal
Festival Hall — 'anicer atmosphere than the
Queen Elizabeth Hall' — and the Wigmore
once it had lost its disagreeable associations
with nerve-wracking auditions!
'The Albert Hall was lovely, of course, and
Ithought the hall of Winchester College was
super when Idid asolo recital there.'
She adds that the piano itself plays amajor
role: 'There are very few pianos where you
can get exactly what you want out of them.
There's always something not quite right. I
don't think alot of the pianos in London
halls, for instance, have been of adequate
standard, although Ihaven't played on some
for anumber of years.
'I've always liked the one in the Wigmore
Hall simply because you could forget it and
just play, whereas at one time you couldn't
get adecent sound out of the piano at the
Queen Elizabeth Hall. It sounded as though
it had been hammered for nights on end, and
the bloom had gone off it. You had to start
altering things to get round the sound, which
is diflicult when you've prepared something
in acertain way.
'Of course, others might disagree: piano
sound is very personal!'
So did she have afavourite among pianos?
'The Steinway, Isuppose, though I
wouldn't say it was the ultimate piano. Some
are alot better than others, but when you get
agood one, it's damn good.'
Given her strong views on the instrument
and its sound. Iwondered how involved she
had become in the technical side of her
Conifer sessions.
'Oh, not at all. Ileave it to the experts— as
long as they get the sound Iwant.' She was
pleased with the sound the Conifer engineers

had captured, especially that on the Fauré
recital recorded in Walthamstow Assembly
Hall — despite the conditions.
'It was difficult to get an atmosphere. We
couldn't have the heaters on because they
were noisy, so the place was freezing. On top
of that, the fluorescent lamps were interfering
somehow, and Ihad to play with anaked
light bulb suspended above the piano!'
For her recently-released Debussy recital,
Conifer had opted for aCambridge venue,
while the new Rachmaninov issue was taped
in the assembly hall of aNorth London
school. Containing the Corelli Variations, a
selection from the Op.23 preludes and some
Kreisler arrangements, this was released in
December ( CDCF 159).
Looking to the future, Kathryn Stott is
keen to record more of the standard
repertoire. If there was one British orchestra
she would like to work with, it was Simon
Rattle's vastly-improved CBSO, although her
main aim was to do more work overseas,
especially in Europe. Good recordings were
vital in this respect: 'They're your visiting
card abroad.'.
In concert, solo recitals dominate the
coming months, although aseries of chamber
concerts on the Continent with long-standing
friend, cellist Yo Yo Ma, was obviously going
to be ahighlight of the year's schedule.
Since she had traversed the Pennines some
twenty years ago to live in Yorkshire, near
the pleasant market town of Skipton, Iasked
if it had been any problem in pursuing a
playing career so far from the capital.
'People have this funny idea that you're
playing in London every week,' came the
reply, ' whereas Skipton is really very central
in terms of Britain as awhole. It might be
different if Ididn't have contacts in London,
and the friends Imade at the Royal College,
but Imuch prefer living there. Itend to get
uptight when I'm in London — wanting to
know who's doing what and where.
'There seem to be more hours in the day up
here and, anyway, it's nice to have some
friends and neighbours who are not into
music!'

BOOKS
JAZZ WEST COAST
,

by Robert Gordon. 2-l2pp
17 h& w photographs. many
reproduction s of record
labels. annotated
discography. Index. Price
(12.95. Hardcovers,
Published by Ouariet Books
T7- 19Goode Street. London
W1P 1FD.

This is auseful history
of jazz on the Pacific coast of the United
States in the 1950s, acrucial decade in which
adistinctive 'West Coast' style emerged. It is
welcome, in fact overdue, because the music
with which Gordon deals received fierce
criticism early on and has since been
neglected. That was aresult of
misunderstanding, not least of the fact that
jazz on the West Coast was always more
diverse than is even now assumed. California
was, after all, the scene of Mingus' first
activities, was where the Clifford Brown/Max
Roach band got started, and was, above all,
where Omette Coleman first came to
attention.
Besides all this, and not forgetting Charlie
Parker's time on the coast. Gordon has
plenty to say about Art Pepper, Shorty
Rogers, Gerry Mulligan, Shelly Manne. His
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bypassing of Jimmy Giuffre is puzzling, but
he most valuably reminds us of many jazzmen
wn
.•never got the credit they deserve, such as
Frank Morgan and Herb Geller. It is relevant
to note also that abook on West Coast jazz
has just been published in France. Perhaps
the tide that has for so long flowed against
this music is turning.
Max Harrison
THE LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKBOOK
by Vance Dickason. Third edition. 75pp. Large soft-cover
stapled tormat Illustrated. UK price: £ 14 plus I:1 p&p. from
Fill. Ilectronics. Tabor Ilouse. Norwich Road. Mulbarion.
Norfolk NR1-1 MT. Published In The Marshall Jones Co.
Franeetown. New Hampshire. USA,

First published ten years ago as an offshoot of
Audio Amateur and Speaker Builder
magazine activities, this excellent survey of
•loudspeaker design criteria has been brought
up to date and is probably still the most
widely based non-discursive compilation on
the subject. Despite the seemingly academic
approach signified by numbered and subnumbered subject headings, some use of
moderate maths, and comprehensive lists of
references at the end of each of the eight
chapters, Vance Dickason adopts the
personal, chatty style of an engineer who is
also an audio enthusiast addressing fellowenthusiasts. This includes the occasional mild
dig at manufacturers, but Dickason's general

tenor is one of informed common-sense,
based on avery extensive study of the world's
audio literature.
There are sections on the theory and
practice of IB, reflex, flapping-baffle and
transmission-line LF loadings, cabinet
construction, mid and HF drivers, crossover
design, and speaker testing. But the would-be
home builder should be warned that this is
not really aDIY book. It describes what is
needed in principle for the successful
construction of cabinet loudspeakers, ( no
horns, alas), but Iwould say that despite a
great deal of very practical advice scattered
through the text, only the most advanced
hobbyist could use it to generate his own
fresh designs with full confidence.
Regarding topicality, one source reference
comes from as recently as December 1986,
but B&W's ' matrix' system for achieving
cabinet rigidity wasn't publicised early
enough to get amention, which is apity.
However, it's afine reference source for all
sorts of designer oriented speaker data, and I
see that some of the advertisers who occupy
twenty separate pages at the end have taken
the project seriously by offering unusually
detailed drive-unit specifications. John Crabbe
93
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Contact one of the following dealers, to hear the new LS7t and Studio la. Find out, for
yourself why Graham Mayor said " The LS7t is aspeaker to aspire to!"
BRISTOL
Radford Hi Fi, 52/3 Gloucester Road
CAMBRIDGE
Steve Boxshall Audio, 41 Victoria Road
CHANDLERS FORD
Hampshire Audio, 8/12 Hursley Road
CHELMSFORD
Rayleigh Hi Fi, 216 Moulsham Street ( on the Parkway
CROYDON
Spaldings, 352/4 Lower Addiscombe Road
EDINBURGH
Hi Fi Corner, 1, Haddington Place
In Hi Fi, 63 George Street
GLASGOW
The Music Room, 221 St. Vincent Street
HUDDERSFIELD
Huddersfield Hi Fi, 4Cross Church Street
LEEDS
Audio Projects, 45 Headingly Lane
LEICESTER
Alpha Electronics, 1Guildhall Lane
LIVERPOOL
W.A. Brady, 401 Smithdown Road
LONDON VV1
Telesconic, 92 Tottenham Court Road
LONDON W1
K.J. Leisuresound, 26 New Cavendish Street
LONDON W2
Thomas Heinitz, 35 Moscow Road
LONDON W5
Ealing TV & Hi Fi, 4The Paddocks, Popes Lane
LONDON WC2
Covent Garden Records, 84 Charing Cross Road
LONDON N7
Bartletts Hi Fi, 175 Holloway Road
LONDON SW19
M.O'Brien Hi Fi, 95 High Street, Wimbledon Village
NEW MALDEN
Unilet Hi Fi, 35 High Street
MANCHESTER
The Music Room, 50 Bridge Street
RAYLEIGH
Rayleigh Hi Fi, 44a High Street
READING
Reading Hi Fi Centre, 6Harris Arcade, Friar Street
REIGATE
Reigate Hi Fi, 69 High Street
ROTHERHAM
Moorgate Acoustics, 2Westgate
SEVENOAKS
Sevenoaks Hi Fi, 111 London Road
SHEFFIELD
The Audio Centre, 284 Glossop Road
SOLIHULL
Alternative Audio, 95 Hobs Moat Road
WARRINGTON
Doug Brady Hi Fi, Kingsway Studios, Kingsway
WATFORD
Acoustic Arts, 101 St. Albans Road
SWISSTONE ELECTRONICS LIMITED, 310 COMMONSIDE EAST, MITCHAM, SURREY CR4 1HX
Telephone: 01 640 2172
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A
There's now afurther
refinement to our successful musical formula where ' E' is
pure musical enjoyment and ' MC' are our unique
dual moving microcoils, set at 45° to the
left and right in the same configuration
as the original record cutter head.
The AT- F3 and AT- F5 are rapidly setting
new standards in affordable analog
listening with aspecification that's ideally
matched to the demands of modern
audiophile turntables and tonearms.
In addition, both models feature the latest
advance in electrical systems .
OCC internal
wiring ( Ohno Continuous Casting) which greatly
enhances signal transfer.
Recent press comments on the F3 have included
'to go one better in all respects you would be looking to spend agreat deal more'
(HI-Fl ANSWERS) . . . 'the AT-F3 remained perfectly in control, separating and presenting the
music's individual strands in apersuasive and believable way' (('1,,FI/V HI-Fl SOUND) . . . and on
our F5.. '
there was atransparency of texture and champagne like quality on transients,
strings, brass and percussion' (GRAMOPHONE) 'digs out detail better than many cartridges
at twice the price' (HI-FI REVIEW), . . 'the way the AT handles stereo is sure to become one of
it's recognised hallmarks, It's brilliant,' (HI-FI ANSWERS).
Please contact us for afull information pack and call in soon for apersonal audition at your
specialist hi-fi store or local BADA dealer.
AT-F304.0CC
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The only complete transducer family
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Technic. House, Lockwood Close. LEEDS LS11 SOU. Tek 052 771441
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CLASSICAL
CPE BACH
Sonatas & Rondos ( Rémy)
JS BACH
Goldberg Variations ( Gilbert )
Keyboard works ( Schiff)
Toccatas BWV 910-16 ( Gould)
Cantatas BWV 106/131 ( Rifkin)
Cantatas BWV 43-46 (
Ilarnoncourti
Leonhard')
Cantatas BWV 47-50 ( Ilarnoncourt)
Cantatas BWV 170-74 ( Ilarnoncourt

97
97
97
97
97
99
99
99

99
99
99
99
(01
1(11
101
101
97
101
101
1)11

101
103

Leonhardt)
BAX
Piano music ( Parkin)
BEETHOVEN
Ss mphonies 4 & 5 ( Morris)
Symphony 9( Toscanini)
mphony 9 ( Norrington)
String Quartet Op. 131 ( Vermeer Q))
BERIO
Laborintus 11 ( Berio)
BERLIOZ
Fantastic Symphony ( Williams)
Childhood of Christ ( Davis)
BERNSTEIN
Prelude. Fugue & Riffs ( Rattle)
BIZET
Symphony in C/L'Arlésienne ( Beecham:
Symphony in C ( Marriner)
BOCCHERINI
Cello Concerto in B- flat ( du Pre/
Barenboim)
BRAHMS
Symphonies 1-4. etc ( Solti)
Piano Quartet Op.26 ( Richter/Borodin

0t)
103 Piano Trios ( Beaux Arts)
103 Viola/Piano Sonat ;IN Op. 12(1(1
Vignoles)
103 Piano works ( Bishop Kovacevicb
CHOPIN
103 Piano Concerto 2 ( Ortiz/Foster
103 Piano Sonatas 2 & 3 ( Fowl:e)
1115 Piano Sonata 2. etc ( Ashkenaiy)
DVORAK
1(15 Symphony 8. etc ( Davis)
ELGAR
105 Bavarian Highlands ( 1Ialsey)
EOULDS
105 Quartetto Intimo. etc ( Endellion Qt)
GERSHWIN
97 Rhapsody in Blue ( Donohoe:It:101e)
HAN DEL
105 Messiah choruses ( Solti)
105 Fireworks Music. etc ( Aureum)
105 Organ Concertos ( 1lurford/Rifkin)
HAYDN
105 Symphonies 82 & 83 ( Davis)
107 Symphonies 93 & 99 ( Solti)
1(17 Symphonies 103 & 104 ( I larnoncourt)
101 Cello Concerto in D ( du Pre/Barbirolli)
1(17 String Quartets Opp.64:5/54:2 ( Gabrieli
O))
107 String Quartets Opp. 17/51(5455/77
(Tatrai (:) t)
107 Seven Last Words ( Gaillard)
107 The Seasons ( 1larnoncourt)
HOIST
105 Dirge & Ilymencal. etc ( Halsey)
MESSIAEN
109 Turingalila Symphony. etc ( Rattle)
109 L'Ascension. etc ( Thiry)
109 La Nativite. etc ( Thiry)
109 Livre du Saint Sacrement ( Bate)
MILHAUD
97 Creation du Monde ( Rattle)
MOZART
109 Symphonies - Vol.4 iSehriider'

flogwood)
109 Symphoncs - Vol.5 ( Schriider/
Hogwood)
109 Horn Concertos 1-4. etc ( Clevenger)
Ill Serenade K36I ( Marrincr)
Ill Serenata Notturna. etc ( Ilarnoncourt )
Ill Coronation Mass. etc ( Harnoncourt)
Ill Don Giovanni ( Giulini)
I. MOZART
III Trumpet Concerto ( humeri
Harnoncourt)
PROKOFIEV
101 Classical Symphony ( Marriner)
RACHMANINOV
Il l Symphonies 1-3. etc ( Ashkenazy)
ROSSINI
Ill Barber of Seville ( Gui)
SCHUBERT
111 Piano works ( Berkowitz)
113 Schiine Müllcrin ( Bar/Parsons)
SCHUMANN
103 Piano Concerto ( Ortiz/Foster)
11/3 Marchcnbilder ( Intai/Vignoles)
SHOSTAKOVICH
113 Symphony 13 ( Kainu)
SIBELIUS
113 Symphonies 1 & 6 ( Berglund)
113 Symphony 2 ( Bernstein)
JSTRAUSS
113 Die Fledermaus ( Karajan)
R S'I'RAUSS
115 Salome ( Karajan
115 Alpine Symphony. etc (
Jarvi)
STRAVINSKY
97 Ebony Concerto ( Rattle)
101 Pulcinella Suite ( Marriner)
VILLA-LOBOS
115 Bachianas Brasileiras. etc ( Hendricks/
Bátiz)
WAGNER
115 Lohengrin ( Solti)
WALTON
117 Piano Ouariet, etc ( McCahe/Eng St Co)
WHITEMAN
97 Jazz song arrangements ( Rattle)

COLLECTIONS
97 THE JAZZ ALBUM ( 5composers)
117 ASM SERENADES ( 3composers)
117 HERMANN BAUMAN - HORN ( 5
composers)
117 LIEBESLIEDER ( Prey: various
composers)
117 SWEET ANI) LOW ( glees & partsongs)
117 PREWAR HEIFETZ ( 5composers)
119 ALICIA DE LARROCHA (
BachBusoni/Mozart)
119 PERI.MAN RECITAL ( 3composers)
119 LA COMPAGNA ( lute music)
119 ASV 1QUICKSILVA' ( 10 CDs. many
composers)

121 MID-PRICED CBS ' MAESTRO' (
8
C'Ds, many composers)

SEASONAL
119 CHRISTMAS NIGHT (carols/Rutter)
119 NEW YEAR'S DAY (X)NCERT
(Karajan)

ROCK/POP/JAZZ

ABC
131 Alphabet City
BF:ATLES
131 The Decca Sessions
CD
BEE GEES
123 ESP
BENUF:S
123 Rise Up Africa
CD
BLACK DYKE MILLS BAND
(23 150 Years
CD
JOANNE BRACKEEN
123 Fifi Goes To Ileaven
CABARET VOLTAIRE
131 The Golden Moments Of Cabaret
Voltaire
CI)
JORGE CABRERO
123 Charanga
CARAVAN
131 The Best Of
CINCINNATI POPS/ERICH KUNZEI.
123 Pomp And Pizazz
CD
CI.ANNAD
131 Sirius
CD
ALMA COGAN
125 A Celebration
COMMUNARDS
125 Red
NATAI.IE COLE
125 Everlasting
COUNT FIVE
131 Psychotic Reaction
MARILYN CRISPEI.L
125 Quartet Improvisations - Paris 1986
DR FEELGOOD
131 Be Seeing You
BRYAN FERRY
125 Bete Noire
CD
FREDDIE & THE DREAMERS
131 Best Of
HUE AND CRY
125 Seduced And Abandoned
CI)
!WRVS
(23 Bala
CI)
BB KING
131 Introducing
DEMBO KONTE & MALAMINI
JOBARTEH
123 Baa Toto
CD
PAUL MCCARTNEY
125 All The Best
125 McCartney Il
CD
PAUL MCCARTNEY & WINGS
CD
125 Red Rose Speedway

Rifkin's Bach Cantatas
Brahms Trios from the Beaux Arts
Olaf Bar's Scheme Müllerin
Sibelius from Helsinki/Berglund
Solti's VPO Lohengrin_
Tito Puente — music direct from the sou
African master musicians — Dembo Konte
Cincinnati Pops — no ordinary fanfare sampler
Bryan Ferry's Bête Noire as sexy as you can get
A debut LP from Hue & Cry

_97
103
113
_113
115
_123
123
123
_ _ 125
125

REVIEWS are based on the Compact Disc, unless indicated • (
LP). The catalogue number is followed by total
playing time, and equivalent LP/MC (Musicassette) numbers. = monophonic recording. e indicates date of first UK
release, eg, on LP — now CD, or LP reissue. ROCK/POP/JAZZ REVIEWS are based on the LP, unless shown: CD.
Equivalent MC number is given in brackets. (NB. Musicassettes are not reviewed in HFNIRR.) RATINGS Recording and
Performance arc separately graded as asummary of each review. In Rock/Pop/Jazz the numerical rating also reflects musical
content. An additional star — A* or I* — denotes outstanding quality. 0 Hi-Fi News & Record Review
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MIKE SAMMES SINGERS
125 Just For You
125
131
127
131
(27
127

LIZA MINELLI
Carnegie I
tall Concert
MR MISTER
Go On ...
MEREDITH MONK .>
Do You Be
NRBQ
Through The Eyes Of A Quartet
LUCIANO PAVAROTTI
Volare
Gala Concert

EDITH PIAF
127 Heart And Soul
ASTOR PIAZZOI.I.A •
127 Live In Wien Vol.1
PRETTY THINGS
131 SF Sorrow
TITO PUENTE
123 Salsa
RAMONES
131 Leave Home
RUSH
127 ltold Your Fire
SAM & DAVE
131 20Greatest Hits
SAVOY BROWN
131 The Best Of
GEORGE SHEARING
127 More Grand Piano
PETER SKEI.I.ERN
127 Astaire
SMITHS
127 Strangeways. Ilerc We Conte
STEELY DAN
131 The Very Best Of
STING
129 . . . Nothing Like The Sun
DAVID SYLVIAN
131 Secret Of The Bee- Ilive
THIS WAY UP
131 Feclin Good Ahoul It
TREES
131 On The Shore
131 The Garden Of Jane
UB40
131 The Best Of Vol.1
UNDERTONES
131 The Undertones
VARIOUS
131 British Psychedelic Trip Vol.3
131 Dirty Dancing ( OST)
129 ECM Spectrum Vol.1
131 La Bamba
129 Sing Out!
131 The Ilit Factory
131 Tracks Of My Tears
VIEW FROM THE 11111
131 In Time
JOHN WAITE
131 Rover's Return
BENNIE WALLACE
129 The Art Of The Saxophone
JODY WATLEY
131 Jody Watley
WAX
129 American English
JOHN WETTON
131 King's Road 1972-1980
BARRY WHITE
129 The Right Night & Barry White
WORKING WEEK
129 Surrender
YES
129 Big Generator
WINGS
125 Venus And Mars
PS Wild life

CD
CD
CD

CI)
CI)
CD

CD
CD

CD
CD

CD
CD
CD

CD
CD

CD
CD

CD
CD
CD

CD
CD

CD

CD
CD

Recording: Performance
A

D
H

I
2
3
4
II

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
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Long copy dates do not allow us to
show just how low these prices will
be! See your local Top Tap dealer
or send for price list to:
Top Tape, 1 Crystal Centre, Elmgrove Road,
HARROW, Middx. HA1 4RJ
Tel: 01-861 0601

DEALER NETWORK
RAMSGASIE F.J. Ropen, 10 Grange Road

LONDON

ALDERLEY EDGE ( 1.heshael Mt« Arab 4West SI

EASTBOURNE Jett des 111-F1 4Albert Parade Green SI

ANDOVER Andover Amato 105 Koh Skeet

EDGWARE JUS Radio 49 Barn -e'd Road. Waffing Ave

EC2 Nu Sound 84 228 Bishopsgale

ST. ALBANS The Mule Department 130 London Road

ASHFORD 14,9 RhoWore 40 ingh Street

EDINBURGH Audio Aide 43 South Clerk Street

NW6 Audio T 190 West End Lane

SALISBURY Sutton. 3 Endless Street

AYLESBURY Aylesbury HUF198 Cambodge Sheet

ENFIELD At Labe 1594 Chase Sde

SW11 Off Records 58 Battersea Rise Clue» Junction

SHEFFIELD 7Sheffield Sound Centre 232 Abbeydale Rd

BARNSLEY Barnsley hil-F1 Centre 40 Sheffield Road

ESHER balm 8 Ihe Parade Cleygete

»15 F-otofeet Putney BR Station 161 Putney High Street

SHREWSBURY Awn HI-FI 12 Barker Street

BARNSTAPLE Queen. HI-FI 2Market Sue!,

EXETER Guillford HI-FI 28 Cowak Street

WI KJ Wee One 26 Ne. Cayendsh Street liarylebone

SLOUGH Audio 8 Visuel Syeterne 5Old Crown Windsor Rd

BATH Paul Green HI-FI Harpers Fuernsffing London Rd

FAREHAM Electronequip 59 West Street

WI Playback 15 Percy Street Tottenham Cowl Road

SOUTHAMPTON HI-FI Centre 37 Bedlord Place

BEDFORD Tarkstrick Video 23 tarrstock Street

GLASGOW Stereo Showcase 98 Bath Street

W6 Fotoewitt Harnmersmah Mel Stahel Beadon Road

BELFAST 7Knight. Records 33 BolanK Merle

GLOUCESTER Audio Excellence 58 Bristol Road

W11 FotoewItt yothin Notting HMI

BOLTON Clowlone 235 Blackburn Road

GREAT YARMOUTH Merlins HI-FI 2 Broad Row

LONDONDERRY Chooney Video 51 Clooney IN, Wirlenade

BOURNEMOUTH Selena 10 Ger. Place

GUILDFORD PJ Equipment 3Bridge Sheet

LUTON Audio 8 Virtual Systems 123 Park Square

SWINDON Abeolute Sound 11 Video 60 Fleet Street

BRADFORD Effie*. I0I000n.0 House Rawson Square

HARROW Harrow Audio 27 Spernglreld Road

MANCHESTER 2arrant:mein-El 62 King Street

TUNBRIDGE WELLS Tonbridge HI-FI 16 High Street

BRIGHTON Jeffries HI-F1 69 tondon Road

HUDDERSFIELD Empire Electro 11 John Wrlharn SI

MANCHESTER 14 Sludoos 162 WtImslow Road

BRISTOL 7Radford HI-F1 52 Gloucesle , Road

HULL Superfl 4Dock Street

NEW MALDEN Surmy Gaoler.. 31 High Street

UXBRIDGE Uxbridge Audio 278 Ffigh Street

BRISTOL OAbsotute Sound A Video 65 Park St Paton

ILFORD At Labe 442 Cranbrooli load Gent. Hill

NEWPORT Newport DI. Vision 57 In-Shops ffingsway Centre

WAKEFIELD Empire Electro 94 Kirkgate

BURY ST. EDMUNDS 011.r ThOOaJI.00 ISI W I'. Iloe SI JOlno Sr

IPSWICH Eadern Audio 41 Branded Road

NORW/CH Martina HI-FI 85 Ber Street

WALLINGION &may Cunene 53 labodcote Road

CAMBRIDGE Cambridge HI-FI 1Hawlhoen Way Chesterton

KILMARNOCK Laser Audio 9 West George Stree,

NOTTINGHAM Nottingham HI-FI 120 Altrelon Road

WATFORD Radlolux 108 The Pawle ( The Pond) High SI

CARDIFF Audio Excellence 134 Cevrys Road Cathay.

KINGS LYNN MartMe111-FI 5High Street

OXFORD Abeolute Sound 19 Old High SI lemdInglOn

WEYMOUTH Derma Electronics Centre 29 Walpole SI

CHELTENHAM Absolute Sound

LEAMINGTON SPA Hl F1 Experience, 49 Park Street

OXFORD Absolute Sound 256 Banbury Rd Surnmertown

WOLVERNAMPTON Wood. Audio View' 39 Veleta SI

CHESTER Toppers 16 Merma SO Imar 01 W H 500 1
81

LEEDS Superft 34 Oueen Vrctdoa Sued

PETERBOROUGH Stilton Audio 489 Lincoln Road

WORCESTER Johnstone Sound 43 Friar Street

DERBY Spot on Sound 9 the SPOI

LEICESTER Anand Internallenel 134 Mellon Road

PONTEFRACT AGJ Shell Gone, KnotAngley Road

YEOVIL Yeovil Audio 1Glovers Walk

DORKING Dalaaound 23 South Sued

LINCOLN Superb 2/la High Sueet

POOLE Movement Audio 588 AShley Rd Parlœtone

LIVERPOOL IAbout Sound 116 Bold Slree1

PORTSMOUTH C.T.Y. 156 EasIney Road Milton Souffisea

E&OE

&
yea» 42 Arbon St

Prices cooed al Irme 01 gang 10 preSS

caw *nee

SOUTHPORT HI-FI Syetems 140 Poulton Road
STOKE-on- TRENT Newcastle Hl-FIS Cheapside HOW/
SWANSEA Audio Excellence 9 Hgh Street

UCKFIELD Downiande Audio 79 High Street
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AHome of their Own

• • •

An elegant concept in hi-fi storage by Martin Leighfield

We thought it was about time your sophisticated hi-fi equipment had aresidence to match.
So we set to work, combining traditional
skills with modern techniques, added a
generous measure of innovative design and
this magnificent piece was just one of the
results.
A complete and modular hi-fi storage
system.
Each unit can be used singly or in
connected units of two or three, with the
appropriate top and base. You can even
choose from aselection of tasteful finishes.
We anticipated your preference for a
sturdy construction with attention to detail
and ease of access to every item.
So we incorporated robust fittings and
hinges, smooth and strong drawer runners,
3-unit system
finished in Cherry.
adjustable shelving and aunique device in each
Puma pending. °Martin Leighfiekl
drawer to keep CD's and cassettes upright.
In short, you're ensured alifetime's, troublefree operation.
We're sure you would like to know more, so please write, or
CAEINET MAKER
telephone for all the information you'll need to give those hi-fi items a
'The Howe', Howe Road, Watlington, Oxon OX9 5EX
Home of their Own.

Martin Leighfield
Tel: (
049 161) 2697/2296
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CLASSICAL
THE JAZZ ALBUM
MILHAUD: La Creation du Monde/GERSHVVIN: Rhapsody in Blue/STRAVINSKY:
Ebony Concerto/BERNSTEIN: Prelude,
Fugue and Riffs/Paul Whiteman arrangements: After You've Gone D Nobody's
Sweetheart El Sweet Sue O Dardanella
Makin' Whoopee! D My Blue Heaven U San
Peter Donohoe (pno)/London SinflRattle
EMI CDC 747 9912 (
72m 45s) digital ( LP:
EL747 991-1, MC: EL747 991-4)
I've been re- living some marvellous, fun
times at South Bank Summer Music seasons,
and at the Proms. I've been contemplating
yet again the astonishing versatility of these
players and this conductor. What better
tribute to their work together? A 73- minute
journey through 30 golden years of jazz and
its influences from ' the Roaring Twenties'
and Milhaud's aptly titled Creation du
Monde, the first so-called 'serious' work to be
inspired and coloured by the idiom, to the
'written out' jam session of Leonard Bernstein's Prelude, Fugue, and Riffs, from the
late 1940s.
Rattle and his 'band' have worked hard,
and to tremendous effect here, on style,
colour and atmosphere. True, they've
brought in one or two 'heavy duty' jazz
specialists like Henry Lowther and Wayne
Marshall ( trumpet and piano respectively in

CPE BACH: Sonatas & Rondos ' For Connoisseurs & Amateurs', Wq.56 — Rondo in C O in
D El in a 1:1 Sonata in G CI in F U in A
Ludger Rémy (f-pno)
MD&G L 3153 (
52m 04s)
This record features an early pianoforte by
Andreas Stein ( the maker so admired by
Mozart) dating from 1788 — about ten years
after the ' Gentlemen's and Players" pieces.
But, to me, the tone of the instrument sounds
ill: hard-hammered and abrupt in tonal decay
for an instrument of its pedigree. This could
be partly the result of poor management,
either of the recording, or of the playing
attack. It could, on the other hand, signify
that the instrument itself has been poorly
maintained and/or restored. Attentive microphone placing could have eased matters, in
any event.
Ludger Rémy's approach to speed,
volume, and articulation are, in general
respects, quite well suited to the sensitivities
of Sebastian Bach's second son, whose music
has a spontaneous quality that is not easily
maintained. The programme is attractive
(although there is much as yet unrecorded of
equally high quality), and the artist's own
commentary is quite stimulating, though
poorly translated into English. [
B/C:21
Stephen Daw
JS BACH: The Goldberg Variations
Kenneth Gilbert (hpd)
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901240 (
66m 47s)
(LP: HMC 1240, MC: HMC 401240)
Singled out in vinyl as ' Record of the Month'
for October, the CD transfer gives the
Bqdard harpsichord an even more bejewelled
sound. There is, too, more of a feeling of
space around Gilbert and an increased awareness of resonance — which Iam still considering. But undoubtedly a marvellously judged
interpretation. (
A*/A:
Roger Bowen
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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the Whiteman arrangements — and dazzling
they are, too). But evert so. Listen to the
Whiteman arrangement of McPhail &
Michels' San (
scintillating stuff, not least one
tongue-twisting riff from the trio of trumpets); the second chorus of After You've
Gone (
which really swings); the arrival of the
tune in Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue (
the
partamento, the graininess of tone giving it a
real 'sepia' quality). If you roughed-up the
recording a little, added some hiss, a few
clicks, you could fool a lot of people into
thinking that they were listening to authentic

period stock. Idon't think I'm exaggerating
when Isay that. One small reservation: I'm
not entirely convinced by the close-harmonising of Harvey & The Wallbangers — the
delivery doesn't quite ring true for me (something is missing, for instance, in Jeremy
Taylor's high tenor vocal for After You've
Gone: suavity, slickness, call it what you
will).
Otherwise, pretty well everything is spoton. The Milhaud really works for once,
thanks to John Harle's persuasive, smokily
nostalgic sax playing, and afew minor miracles from Rattle in balancing those impssibly
complex textures. Donohoe is coolly efficient
in Rhapsody, though Litton (in his splendid
RPO version) still has it for me on points of
style and wit; and Michael Collins, clarinet
(smooth and pungent by turns throughout
Rhapsody) delivers a terrifically energetic
Prelude, Fugue, and Riffs, the only performance I've ever heard to come within hailing
distance of the Goodman/Bernstein recording (still supreme).
In keeping with the tight, immediate character of the big-band sound, EMI's recording
team have thrown us right into the thick of
the proceedings, and the results are suitably
life-size plus. Michael Collins might, Ithink,
have been given alittle more assistance in the
frenetic closing stages of the Bernstein, but
that's another minor detail. [A:11
Edward Seckerson

JS BACH: Chromatic Fantasy & Fugue in d,
BWV829 CI Partita 5 in G, BWV829
Toccata in d, BWV912 El English Suite 4in F,
BWV809
Andras Schiff (pno)
Hungaroton HCD 11690-2 (
61m 18s)

strangely haunting. As always, Gould sends
me straight back to the music itself, and
stimulates rediscovery of its infinite wonder
and unlimited possibilities. [
A/B:1*/4]
Jeremy Siepmann

I like Schiff's playing here tremendously,
from the nimble quicksilver of the Fantasia
and the rapid sections of the Toccata to the
elegant dances. The playing has a kind of
detachment that many pianists adopt for
Bach, but it is not totally uninvolving, and it
gives the whole an air of dignified athleticism.
Sometimes he seems, to me, to rflay a little
too fast; he's never too slow (as many pianists
are). This is mostly, though, how piano Bach
should be. It is also well recorded, although
the image is too narrow and slightly too
clouded for an A rating. [
It: 1*/1]
Stephen Daw

JS BACH: Cantata BWV106 ` Gottes Zeit ist
der allerbeste Zeit' O Cantata BWV131 `Aus
der Tiefen'
Ann Monoyios (sop)/Steven Rickards (c-ten)/
Edmund Brownless (zen)/Jan Opalach (bass)/
Bach Ens/Rifkin
OiseauLyre 417 323-1 • digital ( CD: 417
323-2, MC: 417 323-4)

:
JS BACH: Toccatas, BWV 910-16
Glenn Gould (pno)
CBS M2 42161 • (
2LPs) (2MCs: M2T 42161)
The usual Gould mix. Wildly perverse eccentricity — asecco touch which is drier than dry,
exaggerated staccatissimi, unique arpeggiation and ornamentation — combined with
penetrating insight, incomparable contrapuntal clarity, brilliant and eloquent phrasing and
articulation, in which the odd cantabile legato
acquires a sometimes extraordinary poignancy and beauty. This is Gould at his most
inward, unconcerned with such irrelevancies
as the record-buying listener, communing
with himself and Bach, taking nothing for
granted and often revealing depths of feeling
and feats of mind seldom even suggested by
more conventional players, however gifted.
The playing is alternately weird, compelling,
infuriating and profoundly moving (sometimes, indeed, it's all these things at once)
and ultimately. to one listener, at least,

Even those of us who are sceptical concerning
Joshua Rifkin's theory that Bach's vocal
music should all be sung with one voice to a
part (
ie, no traditional choral ripieno) would
be hard-pressed to dispute his choice to use
solo voices throughout, these two splendid
very early works. The first was almost certainly composed with adomestic family performance in mind; the second was also
probably designed for a performance where
no skilled choir was available.
Everything here is delightfully well-organised and direct in address. Iam rather sorry
that a counter-tenor has once again been
selected for the alto parts ( there is no
evidence that this timbre was favoured by
Bach, and boy altos seem to me to be
infinitely more suitable), but Steven Rickards
and his colleagues all sing well — very well, in
fact, since all sounds so natural. The
instrumental ensemble work is also well
balanced and blended, though perhaps the
organist holds his notes a little too eagerly;
possibly we hear afraction too little bass- line
tone.
Much of the credit for this goes to the
recording engineers and editors. In intimate
pieces of this kind, I can hardly see how
things could have been better managed.
[A*:1*/11
Stephen Daw
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CLASSICAL
JS BACH: Complete Cantatas Vol.12 — 'Gott
fahret ad', BWV43 D ' Sie werden euch',
BWV44 D ' Es ist dir gesagt', BWV45*
`Schauet doch', BWV46*
Soloists/Vienna Boys' Ch & Ch Viennensisl
VCM Harnoncourtl* Soloists1Knabenchor
HannoverlLeonhardt-ConsortlLeonhardt
Teldec 8.35283 (2CDs, 74m 18s)
1975

e

It is a little irritating that Teldec haven't
chosen to concentrate the earlier volumes of
two LPs as they transfer them to CD; nearly
all of this Volume could have been fitted onto
one CD, and all of Volume 13 onto one
more. However, what we do find is that the
Cantata series sounds better now than it does
on our old — worn? — LPs. It's a pity the
smaller format prevents the enclosure of the
scores, although the documentation is still
there — very useful, too. The recordings
themselves were always pretty good, though
not specially clear in these early volumes;
they have not been ' touched up' in any ovious
way, which is a good thing. So much is so
right; somehow the odd faults and quirks in
the performances have ceased to irritate me,
and they don't stand in the way of the music.
[B:1*/1/2]
Stephen Daw
JS BACH: Complete Cantatas Vo1.13 — Cantata 47 `Wer sich selbst erhóhet' D Cantata 48
`Ich elender Mensch' ID Cantata 49 ' kb gehe
und suche' 0 Cantata 50 'Nun ist das Heil und
die Kraft'
Soloists/Vienna Boys' Ch & Ch Viennensisl
VCM1Hamoncourt
Teldec 8.35284 (67m 41s) e 1975
The digital remastering of this volume from
the Teldec complete series brings with it the
advantages of silent backgrounds, but some
of the disadvantages of the earlier recordings
—the occasional shrill note in the boy soprano
part, the slight lack of distinctness in the fast
tempi favoured by Harnoncourt for string
ensemble accompaniments, and so forth.
However, the grace, the eloquence and the
beauty of the ensembles as ageneral rule is
notable and admirable. [B:1*/1/21
Stephen Daw
JS BACH: Complete Cantatas Vol.40 — ` Vergnügte Ruh', BWV170* 0 'Gott wie dein
Namen, so ist auch dein Ruhm', BWV171 D
'Erschallet, ihr Lieder' BWV172* 0
'Erhühtes Fleisch und Blut', BWV173 D 'kb
liebe den Hiichsten', BVVV174
SoloistsInIzer KnabenchorIVCMINikolaus
Harnoncourtl* Soloistsl Knabenchor Hannover & Collegium Vocale/Leonhardt-Consort/Leonhardt
Teldec 8.35659 (2CDs, 90m 38s) e 1975
The music here could hardly be richer, even
in this exemplary repertoire: 'Vergnügte
Ruh' was much praised by Tovey and Whittaker (among others), but they warned that it
was among the hardest to perform. BWV172
is a splendid early Weimar cantata, often
compared to examples from the organ works;
BWV174 contains Bach's wonderful windaugmented, 'outdoor' version of what we
know far better as the first movement of the
third Brandenburg Concerto; Cantatas 171
and 173 are also full of delightful music.
The high standards set by both Harnoncourt and Leonhardt with their increasingly
independent ensembles are well illustrated.
Leonhardt returns to play the solo organ
movements of 'Vergnügte Ruh' after some
twenty years (he had recorded it with Harnoncourt, Melkus and Alfred Deller, among
others, in the mid-'50s) with the same authorHI-FI NEWS ,J RECORD REVIEW
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ity and with an ensemble that is much more
sure of itself: the result is excellent, as it is in
his highly expressive account of 'Erschallef
ihr Lieder' — a work in which the very
resources of music are called upon to sing of
God's glory. Harnoncourt, on the other
hand, gives one of the performances of his life
in the Brandenburg-based Sinfonia to ' Ich •
liebe den Hüchsten' — a marvellous experience. The series continues to improve technically with the art of recording. A real treat.
[A*:11
Stephen Daw
BAX: Piano Music — Vol.!
Eric Parkin (pno)
Chandos CHAN 8496 (56m 15s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1206, MC: ABTD 1206)
The Chandosled Bax revival surges on: with
a good number of the orchestral works now
on CD, attention turns to the composer's
similarly prolific contribution to the piano
repertoire, beginning with devoted and
perceptive accounts from Eric Parkin of the
first two piano sonatas — each a substantial
work in one movement — and three shorter,
though no less typical, pieces.
The First Sonata was composed during a
visit to the Ukraine in 1910, and later revised
in 1917 and 1921, a substantial and remarkable coda being added, its glorious and
celebratory tintinabulations providing aglowing climax to the work. Whilst Bax's piano
writing in general is tightly controlled at the
stuctural level, in this sonata, as in the
second, it has for the most part an improvisatory feel that gives the impression of a
composer giving unrestricted vent to his ideas
as he sits at the keyboard.
Any performer must have the dauntingly
contradictory aim of recreating that feeling of
freedom whilst retaining a firm hold on the
overall formal shape. Parkin manages all that
with ease, and displays a keen awareness of
Bax's idiom. The Büsendorfer used is a
full-blooded instrument, rich in tone without
being muddy, and it is only the watery
acoustic of the Rosslyn Hill Chapel in Hampstead that dissipates the solidity of its treble.
This effect is quite appropriate in the coda to
the First Sonata, in Winter Waters, and in the
opening to the Second Sonata ( 1920), but
elsewhere it is a neutral rather than a
beneficial feature. On CD the sound is more
demure, less brilliant than on vinyl, but is
more tightly controlled and precise, and the
CD insert has the bonus of agenial photo of
the performer. In either format this is an
exciting addition to the catalogue. [A:11
Doug Hammond

comitant stasis are avoided with no loss of
expressive detail, and major points of structure are connected without that loss of
momentum so common to ' mature' performances hailed for their commanding vision of
the whole. These are carefully considered
readings which allow Beethoven to speak for
himself without the aid of too many 'interpretative' insights (such as disfigure the work
of too many big-time media maestros). Yet it
would be wide of the mark to suggest that
Morris is one of those anonymous 'musicological' conductors. Both of the present readings have very considerable dramatic force, a
sometimes infectious (if somewhat forbidding) vitality, and moments of genuine
tenderness. Some may feel that the orchestral
textures (and the recorded sound) are alittle
on the heavy side, but then textural (polyphonic) translucency was never Beethoven's most
conspicuous virtue. All in all, a very warm
welcome to an impressive release. [A:11
Jeremy Sidpaiann
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 9, `Choral'
FarrellIMerriman1PeercelScottlRobt Shaw Chi
NBC SO/Toscanini
RCA RD 85936 (64m 47s) (8
Recorded March-April 1952
In (i) Toscanini has the listener in his grasp
from the first tutti, and he sweeps through the
movement overwhelmingly. Though the performance is not immune from criticism (Toscanini lets the brass blare out in a vulgar,
bandstandish way in the Presto, the ensemble
in jeopardy in the runaway urgency of pace),
the blazing conviction of this Carnegie Hall
Ninth — he never performed the work subsequently — is scarcely dimmed here. For all
that RCA's remastering may seem to give the
sound acuriously dry and dim quality, which
veils the impact of full orchestra, this is true
to the odd balancing and general character of
the analogue originals; and much congestion
has been miraculously cleared away, for the
first time.
The importance of this classic recording
is that it not only gives us ameasure by which
to relate present-day interpreters of Beethoven, as disparate as Norrington or Tate, but
stands as one of the great testaments. A
personal statement indeed. [H:H ( 1/1*)]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 9, ' Choral'
KennylWalkerlPowerlSalomaalSchütz Chi
Lond Classical PI/Norrington
EMI EL7 49221 1 • digital (CD: CDC 749
2212, MC: EL7 49221 4)

BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 4 & 5
LSO/ Morris
IMP PCD 869 (67m 43s) digital

Now that we have it on records (and having
missed last February's much discussed concert performance) Iwould say the Norrington
Beethoven Ninth was not so much ` revelaWyn Morris is described in the sleeve-note as
tory' as controversial at certain key points.
'one of the most enigmatic musicians of our
The first two movements take us one stage
time' ( a pretty enigmatic claim in itself). If
further than Tilson Thomas's similarly-scaled
what is meant by this is that aconductor of his
CBS version with the ECO: the period
stature should be far better known, then Ican
instruments, though, altering the weight and
only agree. Not having heard him before, I colouring — often unpredictably. The timpani
put on this disc with some curiosity and no
parts (prominent, and coming from the
expectations. Unless my critical faculties are
extreme right of the stage) underline the
napping (heaven forbid!) these are very
drama of Norrington's thrusting approach,
distinguished performances indeed. Seldom
but in the trio of the scherzo — curving string
have Iheard a more persuasive case for the
phrases and felicitous oboe voice memorable
upgrading of the Fourth Symphony (too often
here — we might almost be listening to
skipped through as though it were acousin of
Fure,vângler's famous Ninth. In the Alla
Mendelssohn's Italian Symphony); nor have I Marcia of (iv) Norrington is even slower than
always been so held by performances of the
the great German interpreter, making no
famous Fifth. These are both spacious, big.pause after Nor Gott', but developing
boned interpretations in which excessive subimpressive power after the tenor's entry.
division (the curse of our age) and its conThen he prettifies the fugato, denying the
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CLASSICAL
music its gaunt and stalking qualities at a
mannered speed.
The finale mostly works well, with the
sharp attack of the London Schütz Choir
belying its modest numbers (50). Elsewhere
described as 'tremulous', the bass solo entry
bewilders: was Patteri Salomaa there encouraged to decorate the vocal line with trilleffects, as if to 'demonstrate against' the
customary casting of mega-star singers on
record?
The slow movement is taken at the metronome markings, and this is the movement I
most look forward to re-hearing; at first
encounter one feels that in abandoning the
conventional 'late Beethoven Adagio' manner, Norrington comes even closer to the
strangeness of the final quartet movements. It
is as if the music, composed when Beethoven
could no longer hear, was wrested from
memories of pianistic and violinistic fragments, then forged into astrange and unique
language of expression.
On the LP, the slow movement is complete
on Side 2. The sound is warmly attractive,
and simply balanced. Not convinced by the
tempo for the Alla Marcia, or by the string
recitatives (very quick), where the baby is
surely thrown out with the bathwater, Irate
this [A:1*/1/3], the star for its (inevitable?)
pervasive freshness.
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: String Quartet in cIt, Op.131
Vermeer Qt
Teldec 8.43677 ( 39m 09s) digital ( LP:
6.43677, MC: 4.43677)
Ifound this performance quite overwhelming. To some it may well seem excessively
emotional, perhaps even a little ' heart on
sleeve'; to me it was intensely involving from
the very opening bars — one of those transcendent performances which remove all barriers
between the listener and the composer. In
breadth and clarity of phrase, in range and
beauty of tone, in its polyphonic awareness
and its large-scale dramatic pacing, this ranks
with the best performances I've heard — of
this or any other work. In terms of its tonal
palette alone, it could stand as an object
lesson in the judicious and eloquent exploitation of string quartet texture, but its virtues
are so many and so great that one hesitates to
list them in any order. Quite apart from its
purely sensual beauty (superbly captured by
the recording team), this is musical conversation in its highest state, responsive, supple yet
disciplined, and continuously developing.
Intonation, articulation, and textural
balance, are exemplary throughout, and the
sudden changes of mood are managed with a
naturalness which is almost disconcerting.
The astonishing range of tone and volume
(now intimate, now broadly rhetorical, with
never ahint of stridency) is wholly appropriate to this monumental metaphysical essay,
and one is left (as one should be) with the
firm conviction that the work leaves nothing
to be said. Nevertheless, at amere thirty-nine
minutes this disc, in crassly quantitative
terms, can hardly be described as abargain.
In all other respects, however, it's a goldmine. [A:11
Jeremy Siepmann
Me:J:4*e,,
41.
etr,eit -'à.,
446,BERIO: Laborintus II
Musique Vivante/Berio
Harmonía Mundi HMA 190764 (33m 02s) e
1971.
Short measure, perhaps, but Berio's Laborintus II, the `theatical speech on Dante' composed in 1965, and based on a collage of
quotations from Dante, Pound, Eliot and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Sanguineti, is a work of great importance,
and so this reissue, on Harmonia Mundi's
'Musique d'Abord' label, of arecording that
first appeared on black disc back in 1971, is
welcome. The acoustic, particularly that surrounding the speaker, is alittle dry, the level
of the recording generally low (and consequently the tape-hiss a mite intrusive).
Nevertheless the performance, directed by
Luciano Berio himself, is stamped with all the
authority one might expect. A pity one
cannot see the performers too, though
heaven knows there is enough in this rich
mixture of style and purely musical gesture,
representing Dante's Inferno as a mirror of
1960s' ( and, even more, 1980s') capitalism,
to keep one transfixed. [
B:11 Stephen Pettitt
BERLIOZ: Symphonie Fantastique
LSO/ Williams
IMP PCD 870 (57m 51s) digital
This is the twenty-first Fantastic to appear on
CD, and the second in succession to employ a
British orchestra under a transatlantic conductor (vide Bátiz/RPO). Richard Williams
(USA) parallels the Mexican in offering
exceptionally slow tempi, but where Bátiz
achieved unprecedented longevity in 'Country Scene' (hi), Williams does so in ' Reveries
and Passions' (i). The American also takes
longer than anyone else for the symphony as
awhole, yet by cunning use of rubato across
long spans he avoids any suggestion of the
tedium which hovers over Batiz, and offers a
blend of beauty, mystery and excitement that
makes one forget the passing of time.
Throughout, there is a liveliness of phrasing
and pointing-up of instrumental detail to
which the LSO players seem to respond as if
they really enjoyed themselves, while Williams's handling of dynamic extremes is
nicely judged. My only doubt over the latter
arose at a couple of somewhat overwrought
climaxes in (i), at bars 113/127.
The recording, produced by John Boyden
and engineered by Bob Auger, includes a
repeat in ' March to the Scaffold' as well as in
(i), but eschews the optional cornets in the
'Ball' and uses conventionally pitched bells in
the 'Witches Sabbath'. The sonic picture is of
an orchestra placed moderately back on a
wide sound-stage, set within a spacious
acoustic. The venue is All Saints, Tooting,
which can tend to reverberant muddle, but
the balance achieved here seems admirably
natural without becoming clouded. A very
welcome issue. [
A:1*/1]
John Crabbe
BERLIOZ: L'Enfance du Christ
BakerlAllenITappylBastin1RouleaulLangridgelHerincx1Alldis Ch/LSO/Davis
Philips 416 942-2 (2CDs, 96m 13s) e 1977
The Childhood of Christ is a very uneconomical lone occupant of two CDs. It could just
about have been coupled with the Te Deum,
following the example of the Requiem and
Funeral & Triumphal Symphony. Nevertheless, this is an excellent performance of
Berlioz's ' sacred trilogy', and with Sir Colin
in command and Dame Janet heading a
distinguished vocal cast, it is very unlikely to
be overtaken. Sonics are very much the same
as on the LPs (review Oct '77, p152), where I
noted sensible perspectives but aslight tonal
overbrightness, with momentary stress at a
few choral climaxes. But don't take the
negative points too much to heart. Indeed,
some might even feel that the finale of
Herod's scene with the Soothsayers is demonstration-worthy. Track divisions are helpful
and plentiful. [A/B:1/11
John Crabbe

BIZET: Symphony in C 0 L'Arlésienne Suites
1 & 2
French Nat Radio OrchIRPOIBeecham
EMI CDC 747 7942 (65m 10s) OD 1969, '59
A joy from start to finish. It would be difficult
to conceive of amore richly satisfying account
of the Symphony, and the Suites are hardly
less pleasing. Buoyant rhythms, immaculate
contrapuntal clarity, acaressing sense of line,
a wide dynamic range fully and aptly
exploited, what more could one want? Nor in
the kaleidoscopic tonal palette employed is
there ever a hint of sound for sound's sake.
Every colour, every gesture arises straight
from the demands of the music. Rhythmic
integrity and momentum are perfectly judged
at every level, structural cohesion is exemplary and achieved with no sacrifice of melodic suppleness. True, the recorded sound
shows its age, but in the face of such musical
delights (and insights) who's to complain?
Not me, that's for sure. A winner all the way.
[B:11
Jeremy Siepmann
BIZET: Symphony in C/PROKOFIEV: Symphony 1 'ClassicaP/STRAVINSKY: Pukinella
Suite
ASMIMarriner
Decca 417 734-2 (68m 55s) (LP: 417 734-1,
MC: 417 734-4)
1973, '68

e

If you're anticipating over an hour of bottled
sunshine, prepare for a few shocks. Marriner's woodwind break the leash in the Classical
Symphony: winking and half-leering, they
remind us obliquely of the enfant terrible
holding himself in check — and when you're
about to scold for coarse behaviour, the leers
change to innocent smiles. Watch out for this
Pulcinella, too: he shrills, grunts and bites at
Pergolesi (or whoever) when he can. The
difference between the Academy on spritely
duty and on top form shows in the outer
movements of the Bizet: it's in the finale that
Marriner adoringly lavishes an exposition
repeat, and awell-earned one at that. Sound
is resonant but immediate in the symphonies,
very close and aptly caustic for Stravinsky.
[A/B:1*/1]
David Nice
%,A1AU
BOCCHERINI: Cello Concerto in Bb /
HAYDN: Cello Concerto in D*
Jacqueline du Pré (vIc)IECOIBarenboiml
*LSO1Barbirolli
EMI CDC 747 8402 (52m 51s) e 1967, '69
These are such warm, generous performances
that stylistic reservations seem inappropriate.
The Boccherini — in the infamous old Grützmacher rewriting — is very free, romantic, and
irresistible, the Haydn if anything even
richer. Apart from a slight hardening of
orchestral tone in some tuttis the recordings
come up full of atmosphere and presence.
The booklet cover [this is an American
import] unfortunately conveys the impression
that du Pré, Barenboim and the ECO alone
were involved. [A/B:1/2]
Peter Branscombe
BRAHMS: Symphonies 1-4 0 Tragic Overture 0 Academic Festival Overture
CSO/So/ti
Decca 421 074-2 (4CDs, 200m 08s) ID 1978-9
The strength and purposeful drive of these
readings from Solti were much admired when
this set first appeared on LP in 1979, although
his choice of predominantly slowish tempi,
sometimes contrary to Brahms's markings,
was questioned. His attention to details of
dynamics and phrasing, coupled with the
101
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SQUIRES GATE CD Library appeals to me because the staff are well
organised efficient people who really care about the individual member's
tastes.
G. Sheldon, Mickleover, Derby.
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Beaux Arts Trio (ph

CLASSICAL
integrity of his approach, goes a long way
towards nullifying such criticisms for me. But
Iam less than happy with the unanimity of
intonation and vibrato from the Chicago
Orchestra's first violins when they are playing
more than acouple of ledger-lines above the
treble stave; and my personal preference
would have been for a more woodwinddominated overall balance. Nevertheless,
Symphonies 1and 2are especially persuasive
here and, interpretatively, the whole set
makes good sense. Digital remastering
(ADD) has done nothing to improve the
sound which, typically, is well spaced and
clear but too brightly lit and artificial in feel,
tending towards atiring, edgy harshness in 4,
glare in the loudest sections of 2, and alack of
ffbody in 3. In 1, the contribution of the firsts
has the feel of being turned on and off,
suggesting poorly integrated miking.
Although aqualified recommendation might
be in order here, Iwould prefer aselection of
individual issues of the works as afirst choice.
1B/C:1*/1/21
Doug Hammond
BRAHMS: Piano Quartet in A, Op.26
Sviatoslav Richter (pno)IBorodin Quartet
Philips 420 158-2 (47m 10s) digital (
LP: 420
158-1, MC: 420 158-4)
The style of both performance and recording
here bring to this issue the feel of a classic
production of yesteryear. The tight, fast
vibrato of members of the Borodin Quartet,
coupled with such a clearsighted, engrossed
approach to the music, brings to mind other
fine performances of Brahms involving Richter; the close miking and the tightly enclosed,
dry acoustic have the savour of some 1950's
mono recordings (though here, of course, the
stereo image is presented with the utmost
solidity and precision). Some of the earlier
'Music Minus One' recordings had this
tightly-controlled immediacy, and certainly
•
here you might think yourself on stage with
the performers. This proximity lends some
harshness to the loudest sections and renders
slight slips and pedal fudgings in the piano
part unnaturally obvious, but it does make
the performers seem exceptionally real.
The humanity of this performance, its
verve, and understanding, all so well appreciated by the generally quiet audience are,
then, very well captured by the engineers,
and although the running time may seem a
little skimpy by recent standards, I would
consider this disc a prime recommendation.
[A:I*1
Doug Hammond
BRAHMS: Piano Trios
Beaux Arts Trio
Philips 416 838-2 (
2CDs, 157m 30s) digital
(2LPs: 416 838-1, 2MCs: 416 838-4)
Vigorous and committed as the Israel Piano
Trio are in their CD set of the numbered
Brahms Piano Trios, they cannot match the
combination of control and warmth that the
Beaux Arts display here in those works, and
the less-well authenticated Trio in A. The
1968 set of these works from the Pressler/
Daniel Guilet/Greenhouse Beaux Arts had
great merits, but control often stood in the
way of involvement there. The Pressler/
Isidore Cohen/Greenhouse line-up displays
at each moment a greater awareness of the
music's inner emotional life and the subtleties
of Brahms's idiom. The set opens with the
longest movement of these Trios, the Allegro
con brio of Op.8, yet with such gloriously
lyrical playing from the strings and beautiful
Brahmsian weighting of the chords and harmonic figures in the piano part, the moveHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ment seems, subjectively, short. The recording is particularly good for the Trio, giving a
very tangible sense of presence and, as in the
other works, placing the performers in aclose
group at medium distance, yet maintaining
individuality quite clearly. For the beginning
of Op.101 the sound seems a touch less
immediate and a little more edgy, but this
effect is not obvious in the remainder of the
set. Even though there are moments in these
performances when one might quibble over
minor details of interpretation, each point
made is entirely consistent with the Trio's
overall view of the works, and is made a
necessary element of the performance's effectiveness. Ihave no hesitation in recommending this issue. [
A*/A:1 411]
Doug Hammond
BRAHMS: Sonatas for viola and piano,
Op.120: 1 & 2/SCHUMANN: Márchenbilder,
Op.113
Nobuko (vla)IRoger Vignole.s (pno)
Chandos CHAN 8550 (
60m 09s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1256, MC: ABTD 1256)
It is apity that such communicative performances as these have such a hostile recording
to contend with, for they speak of the essence
of this music in such an unpretentious way
that it is almost like hearing these works
anew. The heady passion of the Allegro
appassionato movements in both the Brahms
Sonatas struggles to take flight in the oppressive and washy reverberance of this,
apparently empty, recording venue. Some
moments of subtle lightening of tone are
almost submerged too — as in the beautifully
floated and soaring line of the Andante in the
F-minor Sonata, and the serene opening of
the E-flat. Where the lovely dark sound of the
viola in low registration for the first movement of the F-minor should be dramatically
stunning, it tends to sound congested. Yet
Imai shows such anatural and fresh response
here, with Vignoles supporting her in similarly unexaggerated but attentive manner,
that these performances should not go
unheard as aresult of recording inadequacies.
The Schumann Miirchenbilder are equally
well characterised; the dashing third Picture
is as convincing as the lyrical fourth, this
lesser work emerging as emotionally satisfying as the weightier Brahms. It is only to be
hoped that further performances by this
partnership will find their way onto disc in a
more apposite context. 1C:11 Barbara Jahn
BRAHMS: Rhapsodies Op.79: 1 & 2 0 16
Waltzes, Op.39 0 6 Piano Pieces, Op.118
Stephen Bishop Kovacevich (pno)
Philips 420 750-2 (
53m 15s) digital C) 1981
This collection of spirited performances from
Stephen Bishop Kovacavich is fine for occasional listening, but the generalised approach
to interpretation, with the demands of the
score too often being ignored in the overall
flow, keeps it out of the big league. The
Waltzes, especially, suffer from rest- blindness and the obliteration of articulation and
phrasing details by pedal — the effect is

pleasant enough, but it is not really what
Brahms asks for. The piano used is adequate,
but has atendency towards harshness of tone
when hard driven — as in the 1st Rhapsody —
and, again, Bishop Kovacevich is not particularly careful to avoid saturating textures with
the pedal. There is an obvious huskiness
added when the soft pedal is employed — too
often for my taste — but the attendant delicacy
is then very effective, contrasting well with
the vigour and drive of the more dramatic
passages.
The sound on CD is good, though not
spectacular, with the acoustic meshing the
mid-range above forte and the bass seeming a
touch uninvolved. The few obvious slips that
have not been edited out lend a pleasing
degree of humanity to the proceedings and
display an approach to recording that many
other artists might beneficially adopt. [
A/B:2/
3]
Doug Hammond
CHOPIN: Piano Concerto 2/SCHUMANN:
Piano Concerto
Cristina Ortiz (pno)IRPOIFoster
CD PRO 8007 (
59m 53s) ( LP: RPO 8007,
MC: ZC RPO 8007)
Ifound Ortiz's Schumann lacking in fantasy
on LP [ Dec p137], and for that you'd do best
to turn to Schiff or Lupu. Yet an added lustre
to the treble on CD lends bright-eyed point to
her directness: the first-movement cadenza
becomes more compelling as aresult; though
reservations remain over listlessness in ( iii).
The Chopin is finer than Iremember: wellturned fioriture positively glisten now. So I'll
admit that sound misled me somewhat over
performance and improve the ratings on both
counts. [
A/B:1/3]
David Nice
CHOPIN: Piano Sonatas 2 & 3
Philip Fowke (pno)
EMI EMX 2121 • digital (MC: TC-EMX
2121)
Here are two performances to set you thinking. Philip Fowke highlights time and again
some of the important interpretative issues at
the heart of these works, and although I
would not say that he always satisfactorily
resolves them — Ican't think of apianist who
does — his view is certainly worth having. A
prime issue in Sonata 3 lies with the central
section of the slow movement: sextuplet
quavers are, by received tradition, usually
accented in pairs here, whilst preceding
notation suggests accentuation in triplets, the
mode that Fowke convincingly adopts. In
Sonata 2, interpretation of the Finale —
swirling triplet octaves throughout — is often
inhibited by apresumed need for an impressionistic insight: Fowke cleans up the texture
to allow the movement's structure to dominate, and thereby provides asatisfying summation of the previous movements rather than
the more usual cryptic throwaway.
There is much else to admire in these
readings and points on which to take issue —
the lack of afully-developed richness of tone,
and the use of a limited tonal palette, the
underplaying of dynamic contrasts, and the
skipping of the exposition repeat in the first
movement of the 3rd Sonata, for example —
but for setting the mind thinking along new
lines about these remarkable works Philip
Fowke must be thanked. The recording is
adequate to the task of retaining the clarity of
texture that Fowke sustains, and it presents
the image of the instrument solidly and
without fuss; but the image is also cool, in
that there is no great sense of presence or
immediacy. Considered in total, then, this is
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CLASSICAL
not the most luxuriant coupling of these
works available, but one which substantially
widens the perspective on this music available
from disc. [B:1*/1/2]
Doug Hammond

,

CHOPIN: Sonata 2 0 Nocturnes Op.15:1&2
El Barcarolle in F D Scherzo 2 El Ballade 1
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)
Decca 417 729-2 (
59m 20s) 0 1965, '68, ' 72
Compilation albums often prove to be
curate's eggs, and such is the case here. The
major work, the Second Piano Sonata,
receives an adequate account from Ashkenazy, with moments of great beauty in the
slower, quieter sections. Before a live audience at Essex University he just misses the
point of the whirlwind Finale, but compensates with a poised, elegant Trio to the
Funeral March. In the Barcarolle and Nocturnes, with their preponderance of softer
passages, he again achieves fine control of a
delicate yet bright tone quality, but here, as
elsewhere on this disc, as the volume and
pace hot up, his tone becomes characteristically harsh and uncontrolled. A generally fine
account of the First Ballade is tamely concluded in the cataclysmic converging-octaves
passage, as there is lack of body behind the
volume. Considering their age and variety of
venue, recordings are well integrated and,
despite some restraint in giving afull sense of
presence, agreeable enough for repeated
listening. [
B:2/3]
Doug Hammond
DVORAK: Symphony 8 0 Czech Suite
Concertgebouw1DavislECOIMackerras
Philips 420 298-16 ( MC: 420 298-4) @ 1979,
'72
Davis's Eighth has always been among the
top choices, outright recommendation being
qualified by the fact that it originally
appeared without coupling and the sound was
not in the absolute top class. Digital
remastering has cleared up most of the
technical problems, though the sound still
tends to be bass heavy. Mackerras's ECO
recording of the attractively 'folksy' Czech
Suite is better balanced though not as compelling. It is aserviceable version though, and
equally improved in quality by the digital
processing. With the reduction from full to
mid-price the record must now be considered
extremely good value from all points of view.
[A/B:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
ELGAR: From the Bavarian Highlands/
HOLST: Dirge & Hymeneal 0 2 Motets El 5
Partsongs, Op.12
CBSO Ch/Richard Markham (pno)IHalsey
Conifer CDCF 142 (
53m 07s) digital ( LP:
CFC 142, MC: MCFC 142)
The version for chorus and piano of Elgar's
six Scenes From the Bavarian Highlands is
probably not as well known as that with
orchestral accompaniment, but it is equally
effective and well worth an airing on disc.
Here the CBSO Chorus maintain, for the
most, alively sense of the music's spirit, and
are well supported by the pianist Richard
Markham; but the complexities of 6, 'The
Marksmen', with its flavour of Delius, produce some instances of scrappy ensemble and
articulation, with overemphasis of sibilants
holding up the flow. The exultation of this
number needs a longer gap to be dispelled
than is provided here before it makes way for
the 'death's hour' of HoIst's Dirge and
Hymeneal. The composer withdrew this piece
because it had ideas in common with 'Saturn',
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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from The Planets, and this is its first recording. Its performance captures mood beautifully and proves the work's worth. Thickly
scored chords in the Two Motets excite some
moments of tentative intonation, but the
lighter textures of the first four of Op.12 are
capably handled, with, as elsewhere, just a
few instances when sopranos or tenors find
scaling the heights alittle daunting. The last
of these partsongs, 'Come to Me', asetting of
words by Christina Rossetti, is asmall masterpiece, and is lovingly handled here, with
only aspot of uncertainty and chordal misbalance taming the conclusion. The recording
throughout sets the chorus at agood distance,
and provides awide but appropriate spread.
Some detail is inevitably lost, but the overall
effect is pleasing and without strain. [
B:1/2]
Doug Hammond
FOULDS: Quartetto Intimo, Op.89 0 Lento
Quieto, Op.97 D Aquarelles, Op.32
Endellion Qt
Pearl SHE CD 9564 (
53m 37s) digital 0 1982
Peter Turner was much impressed by music,
performance, and recording when this coupling first appeared on vinyl ( May '82, p75)
and tcan but echo his enthusiasm on hearing
this CD version. Some residual hiss is noticeable, but the recordings are generally clean
and full-bodied; the performances are technically adept and get right to the heart of the
music, a feature especially impressive, considering the neglect it had suffered and the
fact that this was the Endellion's first commercial recording. The music itself is brimful
of fine and interesting ideas all worked out
with unerring craftsmanship. The quartertone sections are especially well handled by
composer and performers alike, and show
John Foulds to have been highly original for
his time ( 1880-1939), in the way he successfully mixed new ideas with atypically English
lyricism.
More importantly, much of this music is
very moving, reaching both the intellect and
the emotions. Highly recommended. [
A:11
Doug Hammond
HANDEL: Messiah: Great Choruses
Chicago SO & ChlSold
Decca 421 059-2 (
54m 10s) digital @ 1985
Nineteen tracks of choruses (with some introductory recitatives, and abrief linking duet)
from Solti's generally acclaimed Messiah will
delight many, but vex those who, having
bought the 'Arias and Choruses' selection
(Jan '87, p99), find that duplication and
numerous missing numbers in this second
selection prevent their completing the oratorio — which is abargain set on just two CDs.
On offer here are remarkably clean-textured
and lively accounts of the choruses, at times
almost too sprightly, but with plenty of
weight for the grandest numbers. Balance is
very good, orchestral spread and detail alike
coming through clearly in an admirably vivid
and spacious recording. IA:1]
Peter Branscombe
.,§se
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HANDEL: Music for the Royal Fireworks D
Concerto in F
Collegium Aureum
EMI EMX 2122 • ( MC: TC-EMX 2122) 0
1971
This was one of Collegium Aureum's most
successful ventures, and it's nice to see it
reappear through the EMI/DHM link. The
claim that the Aureum players all used

original instruments may have been true, but
the techniques with which these were played
varied from the extremely sophisticated to
the rough, and the essentially modern.
However, they had a huge enthusiasm wellsuited to the grand, ceremonial kind of music
featured here. The original performances
won't have sounded like this in detail — but
nor will they have sounded like other more
allegedly ' authentic' recordings that we've
heard since.
By today's standards, the recording is
imprecise in direction, blurred in focus even
on solo instruments; but the effect is very
rhythmic and the contrasts attractive. A
pleasant surprise at mid- price. [
B:2/1]
Stephen Daw
HANDEL: Organ Concertos Op.7 El Concertos 15-17
Peter Hurford (org)IConcertgebouw Ens/
Rifkin
Decca 417 562-1 • (
2LPs) digital ( 2CDs: 417
562-2, 2MCs: 417 562-4)
'Forthright' is the word for the latest in a
distinguished line of recordings of Handel's
Organ Concertos; the Concertgebouw
ensemble play with much the same kind of
eloquent maculinity that the full orchestra
gives to its Mozart. In this it is helped by a
clear recording in a fairly resonant setting,
which does nothing to disguise the fact that
this chamber orchestra is quite large.
Another interesting aspect of the set is the
inclusion of extracts from the solo organ
music of Stanley and other contemporaries,
to provide music for the sections left to the
player to extemporise, in early performances.
Peter Hurford plays with his habitual alert
musicianship. It sounds to me quite a large
instrument, the full diapason tone of which he
resorts to, at times. This will surprise those
who expect the solo part to sound like a
penny-whistle/cuckoo-clock etc, but since
there were plenty of organs with this kind of
resource — even some in the theatres which
served as concert-halls in Handel's time —
maybe this is a not a fault at all. One thing
that does stand out is Hurford's ability to
think logically in terms of the organ, and to
play it really well. Much the same might be
said of Joshua Rifkin's approach to conducting.
Altogether, then, a refreshing new
approach. Ihaven't seen the documentation
yet, but it should be pretty good, by the
standards normally associated with all of
these performers. [
A*: 1]
Stephen Daw
HAYDN: Symphonies 82 & 83
ConcertgebouwIDavis
Philips 420 688-2 (
51m 31s) digital ( LP: 420
688-1, MC: 420 688-4)
With the Karajan/BPO recordings now in a
3CD box, it is good to have two new versions
from the six delightful ' Paris' Symphonies (86
and 87 appeared on LP from Davis/Concertgebouw in 1977, ' 80 — on CD Philips offer
these two works with ASM/Marriner).
My only real reservation comes with the
Allegretto of 82, The Bear, where I feel
blandness creeps in. Karajan is over aminute
faster than Davis, but gives the music anervy
quality that does not suit; Irather like the
elegance and charm of the ASM here, though
both Barenboim and Bernstein before him hit
on the most persuasive tempo for so formal a
piece of writing. In the Andante of 83, The
Hen, Davis is again slower than Karajan ( by
nearly one minute); but Ifind the quicker
speed, and suave string phrasing of the
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CLASSICAL
Berliners, make concentration harder, rather
than entirely unforced ( as with Davis).
Iam sure most listeners will find Sir Colin's
characterization of the two minuets more
agreeable than Karajan's very deliberate
pacing, and the trio of this Concertgebouw
Bear had me smiling. Both finales, too, are
satisfying — especially that of 82, with its
springy drone background and spirited
exclamatory tuttis.
Whilst my allegiance to the old Bernstein/
CBS set is unshaken, Ienjoyed and recommend these January ' 86 tapings. With Philips
engineers working in the Concertgebouw, it
is perhaps something of an impertinence to
criticize the sound, but the resonance does
seem to me to cloud some of the crispness of
Davis's readings: the timps, especially, have a
woolliness that dulls the sforzandi accents in
the faster movements. But one adjusts to
this. [
A/B:1/21
Christopher Breunig
HAYDN: Symphonies 93 & 99
LPOISolti
Decca 417 620-2 (
52m 48s) digital ( LP: 417
620-1, MC: 417 620-4)
There is real distinction here. Solti's set of the
'London' symphonies now wants only 97 and
98, and this penultimate pairing makes one
eager for the completion of the series. There
is no lack of weight or, of course, of urgency,
yet these are bright, sunny performances,
strong in contrasts and full of character, and
the spacious yet precise recording helps
present them in the most favourable light.
Balance is keen, so that every detail has an
appropriate prominence, whether it be the
contrast between the chamber-like opening
to 93 (ii) and the later tuttis, or the aweinspiring timpani taps near the end of the
same movement. This symphony indeed is
outstandingly successful, with sparkle and
poise in the outer movements, and a nice
pompous thrust to the minuet (the trio
delightfully rebarbative). Symphony 99 is also
crisp, vivacious and graceful, though 1noted
rustling before the opening chord, and the
large-scale slow movement has some freedom
of pulse. A very enjoyable and impressive
issue. [A:1]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Symphonies 103 & 104
Concertgebouw/Harnoncourt
Teldec 8.43752 (
58m 13s) digital ( LP:
6.43752, MC: 4.43752)
A remarkable coupling of Haydn's last two
symphonies — remarkable for some listeners
doubtless owing to its eccentricities, for
others owing to its exciting musical qualities
and dramatic intensity. The disc opens with a
shock: no brief crescldecresc drum- roll, nor
even an if decresc, but aprolonged tattoo ( 14
seconds of it!). Hereafter the ' Drum-roll'
unfolds more normally; it is a big, strong
reading, with fierce outbursts, powerful
impulsion, yet also more relaxed and freer
lyrical passages. The minuet is on the fast side
for clear articulation, the trio slower. It is the
comparable movement in the ' London' that
startles — ahectic one- in-a-bar, followed by a
trio that seems reluctant to start, and remains
slow, yet affectionate.
The boldness of Haydn's symphonic invention and orchestration is brought out in both
works — Beethoven is already here in spirit.
The Concertgebouw responds vividly to liarnoncoures direction, and the recording,
though not without some sniffs and other
incidental noise, is bright, resonant and
spacious. Apart from the detail that falls
victim to sheer speed, the part-writing
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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emerges with unusual clarity, though traditional tonal beauty is eschewed. Fascinating
alternative readings rather than safe middleof-the-road recommendations. IA:1/2]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: String Quartets Op. 64:5 ' Lark' &
Op. 54:2
Gabrieli Qt
Chandos CHAN 8531 (
39m 17s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1241, MC: ABTD 1241)
These beautifully rounded, very finely
recorded performances were made at the
Maltings Snape, in February 1986. The warm
yet sensitive acoustic confers a glow to the
string tone without causing any loss in definition — the four voices stand out or blend in, an
entirely natural way. The ' Lark' is sweettoned and poised, with well-chosen tempi and
precise teamwork. The C major Quartet from
Opus 54, chiefly remarkable for its Adagio —
presto — adagio finale, has other surprises as
well (as Jeremy Siepmann points out in an
informative note); the Gabrieli Quartet bring
them out deftly, without exaggeration: the
slow movement delightfully improvisational
in approach, the minuet full of character, if
on the slow side for Allegro, the finale
showing an unusually wide (but convincing)
contrast between the two speeds. What we
have here is lovely — but athird quartet could
easily have been accommodated. [A:11
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN QUARTETS ON HUNGAROTON
6 String Quartets Op.17
Tátrai Qt
Hungaroton HCD 11382-83-2 (
2CDs, 13m
44s) C) 1970
6 String Quartets Op.50
Tátrai
Hungaroton HCD 11934-35-2 (
2CDs, 127m
45s)
6 String Quartets Opp.54 & 55
Tátrai Qt
Hungaroton HCD 12506-07-2 (
2CDs, 126m
58s)
1985

e

2 String Quartets Op.77
Tátrai Qt
Hungaroton HCD 11776-2 (
50m 45s)
Here are a further twenty Haydn quartets
from the Tátrais in what is beginning to look,
delightfully, like acomplete recorded oeuvre
on CD. Though the Op.17 set first appeared
in Spring 1970, Icannot be sure, given the
absence of recording dates, whether or not
Opp.50/77 are brand-new issues, or merely
first releases here. In fact the technical
standard is very pleasing throughout the
series, with high quality analogue sound, a
live 'feel' to the performances, and satisfactory balance. Most of these works are daminated by the first violin, so inevitably it is
towards the left-hand channel that the ear is
drawn — the viola and cello are, however, not
eclipsed, indeed the cellist shines when
Haydn gives him the opportunity.
It is impossible, in areview, to do justice to
the breadth of Haydn's vision in these quartets, or to the depths to which he leads us in a
series of marvellous slow movements. The
variety in the opening movements is staggering, and the minuets, too, cover a wide
expressive range. As for the finales, it is not
just in the Adagio-Presto-Adagio of 54:2 and
the fugue of 5C):4 that Haydn has us on the
edges of our seats with his experimental
daring and wit. To all these facets the Tátrai

Quartet do full — or nearly full — justice.
Inevitably, there are movements among the
eighty here considered that find them alittle
below their best, but the standard of insight
and technical achievement is very high
indeed. The leader's tone can turn sour at
times, but his liveliness and musicality give
delight, and the teamwork is excellent. The
high spirits and daring that were to be found
in the team's more youthful days have
perhaps given way to a slightly more sober
approach, yet the choice of tempi can seldom
be faulted, the phrasing is sensitive, the
dynamic range quite wide. Above all, the
players understand Haydn, respond deftly
and with great unanimity to his demands —
and earn our unstinted gratitude and admiration for placing before us some of the great
treasures of a28 year span of Haydn's career.
The recording supervisors, too, have done a
splendid job — Op.77 being outstandingly
successful, with warm, resonant tone and
excellent clarity. And gone are the days when
Hungaroton sleevenotes were a source of
merriment: those of László Somfai in particular are exemplary, and well translated. The
rating overall cannot be anything less than
[A:1]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: The Seven Last Words
Yannick Le Gaillard (pno)
Chant du Monde LDC 278 842 (
48m 38s) (LP:
LDC 78 842, MC: LDC 478 842)
We have, in the past, enjoyed versions of The
Seven Last Words of our Saviour on the Cross
in the original orchestral version, as arranged
by Haydn for string quartet, and as an
oratorio transcribed by Joseph Friebert and
later revised by Haydn. Now Yannick le
Gaillard has recorded it in one of the numerous contemporary versions for piano; that of
Haydn's pupil Pleyel is here selected, though
it was Artaria's version that the composer
himself approved. The wonderful series of
seven slow movements comes over perhaps
surprisingly successfully on the piano. This is
in part due to the good recording quality,
with firm central image and trouble-free LP
surfaces, in part to the crisp, expressive
Broadwood of 1818 on which it is played —
and mainly to the ardent advocacy of the
pianist. Le Gaillard phrases with sensitivity,
paces the movements well (there is no lingering, but equally no sense of haste), and
throughout nearly 50m of music never fails to
hold the listener's attention. The concluding
Earthquake is startlingly powerful thanks to
strong impulsion and nimble fingerwork. This
disc has far more than mere curiosity value.
[A:1]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Die Jahreszeiten
BlasiI
Protschkal HolllArnold Schónberg Chi
VS01 Harnoncourt
Teldec 8.35741 (
2CDs, 145m 04s) digital
(2LPs: 6.35741, 2MCs: 4.35741)
Teldec have wasted no time in issuing this live
recording made at the Konzerthaus Vienna,
in January 1987. As a glance at the LP and
CD catalogues shows, The Seasons is, by
comparison with The Creation, inexplicably
neglected — the only current CD rival is
Marriner's joyful and superbly detailed studio recording. Harnoncourt is no less lively
and forceful, though less strident and emphatic than in his recent coupling of Symphonies
103 and 104. One has very much the feeling of
being present at a live performance (though
the Viennese here mercifully restrain their
winter coughs!) — minor infelicities are a
small price to pay for the ebb and flow of a
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We should open this month by
greeting our many readers,
friends and customers throughout
the world with our best wishes for
the Holiday Season and our
renewed thanks for your
friendship and support. We hope
that your music will provide hours
of pleasure over the festivities.
Our crusade for finer quality of
sound will continue to innovate
throughout our ninth year, and it
may not be out of place to remind
people that it was The Music
Room who pioneered many of
today's accepted practices such
as the very idea of the High-end in
Britain, subjective sound quality
in addition to specs, separate
dem-rooms off the main showroom, two year guarantees and
no staff- incentives from manufacturers. We enshrined these principles when we participated in
founding BADA at the meetings
called some years ago at Huntingdon by the then young Mission
Electronics Group.
To restate our principles, we not
only concentrate on quality sound
engineering in HiFi as opposed to
gimmicks and fashion, but we like
to recommend British products
which often give excellent value
for money and advanced design.
Today this is even more true than
in 1979. To asurprising extent, we
have played arole in feeding back
opinions and ideas to designers in
many companies, and we see this
as a major function of a creative
dealer. We also believe in offering
a very wide range of alternatives
to facilitate comparison of similar
models impartially.
We prefer to win customers
rather than sales, because even
commercially this makes longterm sense. For example we will
not automatically agree your
needs (Yes Sir, you really need to
replace your old speakers) and for
several years held back on CD
players while they had sonic problems and were over- priced. Normally, this policy works well and
leads to mutual confidence.

The Music Room
50 Bridge Street
Manchester M3 3BN
061-835 1366
(Now Open Six Days)

d

Professionalism means product
knowledge and an interest in your
personal needs, not the ability to
persuade you to buy today. And
we like to communicate our findings by monthly Newsletter,
which is read and trusted through
many countries. Last year we
introduced the annual Festival of
SounceVision and its magazine,
in partnership with Russ Andrews
Hi Fi and In Hi Fi both of Edinburgh. And we began to directimport Meitner amplifiers, so that
customers could buy High- End
products at the same prices as
their American cousins.
This year we would like to continue to move forward. We propose two areas. Often people ask
us if/how we are qualified HiFi
Consultants, and of course there
is no formal training or qualification. We have therefore
approached the University of
Strathclyde with a view to establishing just that, with a long-term
objective being the recognition of
Hi- Fidelity or Audio Engineering
as a profession. Hobbyists and
amateurs could benefit from
extra- mural classes, and professionals could qualify before entering the trade by full-time training.
Secondly, we seek this year to
appoint a number of part-time
consultants or checkers who will
offer a service to customers to
visit their homes to check, optimise and tweak Systems. This is
aimed to solve the serious problem of so many Systems performing below par.
VALVE AMPLIFIERS
As announced last month, the
SP- 11 Mark Il has arrived and its
sonic performance simply reveals
the previously hidden detail,
accuracy, scale and drama on
records, old and new. We know
that £5,150 is ahuge price tag, but
urge anyone who can extend himself to dare to audition it in his
System. We will shortly have our
Mk. Iupdated to a II and it will be
for sale at £4,000 inc. vat. We also
have a D-250, recently updated
and re-valved: an awsome ampli -

The Music Room
221 St. Vincent Street
Glasgow G2 5QY
041-248 7221
(Open Six days)
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fier which makes loudspeakers
turn into soundstages, and vinyl
turn into live music: special onceoff price of £3,995!
We recommend the amazing
new SP-9, of course, at £ 1,695
with easy terms to our customers.
But do not neglect the ConradJohnson PV- 5pre- amp, which the
current issue of Stereophile
actually prefers. So if you agree,
you can save over £400 on an
ex-dem sample at only £ 1250.
Current ex-dem and second-hand
bargains include an SP-8 (£ 1,150),
a Premier Four (£ 2,650), a
Threshold S/150 (£995) and Tannoy SR-840 Mos-FET (£ 1,200). A
regular bargain is the Croft Micro
Pre-amp at the amazing price of
£150!
The best solid-state designs are
now musical, and less trouble in
their longevity. The MEITNER PA6Pre-AMP at £ 1,695 is an alternative approach to state-of-the art
performance which has attracted
aconsiderable following in America. The MEITNER Power-Amp at
only £970 and the monoblocks
(£1,895 per pair) are astonishing
designs, beautifully made, and
one of the very few truly capable
of doing justice to anything that
Apogee Acoustics care to present!
An affordable driving force for
these amazing loudspeakers is
indeed a desirable product.
LOUDSPEAKER
BARGAINS
Most interesting this month are a
pair of ProAc EBS at £ 1,000 per
pair and a pair of Accoustat-X at
only £450! The ProAcs are very
expensive and highly praised
overseas, so if we British overlook
one of our best exports then
another work of art will be lost to
our shores. We are selling many
of our Infinity demonstrators
complete with the odd scratch or
dent, but with very tempting discounts such as RS lb (£3,995, were
£7,495); RSIlb (£ 2,300, were
£3,800), RS4b (£690, were £890)
and RS6b (£450 were £660). All
represent excellent opportunities
as Infinity offer the sonic advan-

DESIGNER & LIFESTYLE
HI-FI, TV & VIDEO:
Stereo Showcase
98 Bath Street
Glasgow G2 2EN
Tel. 041-332 5012
(Now Open Six days)

tages of panel systems from elegant cabinets.
NEW PRODUCTS
New to us is Cambridge Audio,
whose amplifiers and CD Players
are sought after throughout the
world. The CD- 2is technically and
sonically amazing, and demand
will far outstrip supply for the
foreseeable future. We still love
the Nakamichi OMS 4E at £ 1200,
but we are proud to announce the
affordable OMS1E at only £399.
Don't expect the same sound
quality, but it is as much a Nakamichi product as any, so again we
expect much demand at this time
of year and have stocked accordingly. Phone or visit us for our
experience on CD Players.
Audio-Technica are about to
launch their flagship Moving-Coil
cartridge, the OC9 at a bargain
price of £399. We received our
privileged sample and were
strongly requested not to sell it. A
few days later, acustomer heard it
on a Roksan Xerxes/Mission
Mechanic and negotiated it out of
our shop with a rather expensive
complete system and a Gold
AmEx (cash would have sufficed!)
AT have also introduced cables of
astonishing sonic quality which
supersede everything else to date.
Speaker cable costs £ 11.95 per
metre and Stereo Pairs of 1metre
phono to phono cost £49.95 and
even look worth the money.
However, for ultimate perfection,
we have obtained from Audio
Technica the Japanese ultimate
version of phono — phono interconnects which use continuous
casting through to the plug itself.
The cost is £89 per set, but the
resulting sound quality makes
you delighted with the investment.
We have many accessories for
your pleasure and small gifts,
including some magazines for
sale — TAS, Stereophile, various
Hi -Fi Choice special issues.
Finally, our team in Manchester
thank readers of Hi Fi News for
their nomination for the Sony/HiFi News Dealer Award. Happy
Listening!

IN CAR HI-FI &
AUTO- ELECTRONICS:
Mobile Fidelity
98 Bath Street
Glasgow G2 2EN
Tel. 041-332 5775
(Closed Tuesdays)

CLASSICAL
dramatic yet tender reading; pauses between
numbers are, however, sometimes protracted).
Orchestral detail is vividly colourful
(whether one thinks of the piccolo in the
'Ploughman' aria, the oboe in Hanne's sequence in 'Summer', or the deliciously abrasive
horns in the hunting chorus). Of the solo
singers, Angela Mana Blasi is an affecting
Hanne, pure-toned and lively; Josef Protschka takes a little while to settle, in Lukas's
music, but is keen, reliable — and in the
recitative and aria from ' Winter' is both
perceptive and brilliant. Robert HoII affects a
not inappropriate bluffness as Simon, singing
more strongly than delicately. The choir is
very good, alert and well balanced; only in
the middle section of the great 'Wine chorus'
at the end of ' Autumn' did I note some
hesitancy. Nikolaus Harnoncourt and the
VSO relish the challenge of this marvellous
score, which is here projected with heartwarming enthusiasm and resilient musicianship.
The pleasantly resonant acoustic nicely sets
off a realistic concert-hall layout of performers; the listener imagines himself sitting
well forward but not too close; balance is
natural, though one would probably hear less
detail at a concert. Ifind this performance
allround more successful than Harnoncourt's
Creation (
May '87, p95). The booklet has the
text in three languages, the German not
always agreeing with what is sung; the introductory note is useful, though it contains
clumsmesses and factual errors. [A:1/2]
Peter Branscombe

Olivier Messiaen & Jennifer Bate (photo: Televideo)

MESSIAEN: Turangalila Symphony D Quartet For The End Of Time*
Peter Donohoe (pno)ITristan Murai! (ondes
M)ICBSOIRattler Saschko Gawriloff (vin)I
Hans Deinzer (clt)ISiegfried Palm (vlc)IAloys
Kontarsky (pno)
EMI CDS 747 4638 (2CDs, 130m 11s) digital
(2LPs: EX27 0468 3, 2MCs: EX27 0468 5)
*(F) 1979
Two CD Turangalila Symphonies within the
year. Esa-Pekka Salonen's CBS recording
was made in EMI's Abbey Road Studio 1. In
contrast, EMI's home-produced recording
with Rattle comes from the Warwick University Arts Centre. Neither however seems
to capture the richness and absolute dynamic
impact of the 1978 Previn EMI taping, itself
undoubtedly now destined never to appear
on CD. Tristan Murail again tackles the
ondes Martenot part which for so long has
remained the preserve of Jeanne Loriod.
Rattle's performance is more sympathetic
and flowing than in the CBS recording —
especially so in the 'Joie du sang des etoiles'.
His reading immediately strikes home as
being more coherent and more closely
observed than Salonen's. Careful attention to
the minutiae of balance and detail reveal
more of a surprising inner landscape — notably in 'Chant d'amour II'. However, Rattle
misses some of the brisk excitement and
syncopated dance essential to Previn's reading; yet he is metrical in the Finale where de
Roux under Messaien ( French Decca)
adopted a looser, fluid rhythm. If Paul
Crossley's contribution to Salonen's recording was stunning, Donohoe pulls off the
impossible in surpassing even that fine performance with blistering precision and power,
with his brittle percussive playing in `Turangalila II'.
So, a more coherent and satisfactory performance than the somewhat episodic
Salonen. The CBSO brass is splendid. The
recording takes astep closer to the orchestra
HiFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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but, vividly clean, it lacks a little height.
The remastered SQ-quadraphonic recording ( German Harmonia Mundi origins) of
Messiaen's oddly balanced Quartet — it was
composed in a POW camp for the only
players available there — is absorbing, with
Palm and Kontarsky particularly strong.
Barenboim's DG performance was more
persuasive, but there is no better Turangalila
filler. Turangalila [
A*/A:1], Quartet [ A/B:21.
David Prakel
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MESSIAEN: L'Ascension 0 Les corps glorieux
Louis Thiry (org)
Calliope CAL 9926 (69m 20s) C) 1972
MESSIAEN: La Nativité p Le Banquet
Céleste 0 Apparition de l'Eglise Eternelle
Louis Thiry (org)
Calliope CAL 9928 (73m 03s) C) 1972
Although fifteen years old, these recordings
still offer an immediately attractive and
relevant view of some of the best of Messiaen's earlier organ music. Louis Thiry, for
the most part, provides an accurate translation of the scores and makes good use of the
bright, crisply-speaking stops of the splendid
Metzler organ in Geneva's Cathédrale SaintPierre. Some of the slower pieces, such as Le
Banquet Céleste, are taken a touch too fast
and suffer some pulling about of tempo, but
in general Thiry captures the spirit of the
music admirably, and the well-balanced
organ, capable of power without bombast and
set in awell-controlled environment, is neatly
captured by the recording. The disc coupling
Les Corps Glorieux and L'Ascension has a
slightly more open, easy sound than that of
La Nativité etc, but both are highly reaDmmended. [A:1/21 [A/B:1*/1/2]
Doug Hammond
MESSIAEN: Livre du Saint Sacrement
Jennifer Bate (org)
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP (CD) 9067-8 (2CDs,
129m 07s) digital

still providing some surprising gestures — such
as the onward push of exceptionally dense
chordal structures in movement 10, ' La
Résurrection du Christ'.
Jennifer Bates was asked by Messiaen to
give the British première of the work in
Westminster Cathedral, in October 1986, and
her performance then as here displayed a
great understanding of the composer's intentions coupled with the superb technical facility to realise them. The organ of SaintTrinité
should be the ideal instrument for this realisation, but although the quality and variety of
timbres it provides are totally suitable, some
of the extraneous noises it produces [ notably
hiss] may be distracting to listeners. The
venue has a vast acoustic which the organ
easily fills, giving both asense of great space
and repletion. Some traffic noise must be
expected as the price to be paid for an
authentic setting — it is not unduly disturbing.
The recording displays afew anomalies but is
generally true to the spirit of the venture. A
must for all interested in Messiaen. ( A/B: 1* )
Doug Hammond
MOZART: Horn Concertos 1-4 D Rondo
K371 0 Fragment K494a
Dale Clevenger (hrn)I Franz Liszt CO
CBS CD 42324 (66m 15s) digital ( LP: 42324,
MC: 40-42324)
This is my first encounter with Dale Clevenger. His performance here justifies the high
regard in which his recordings of Britten's
Serenade and Schumann's Konzertstuck are
held. He has aforthright style, afull tone and
excellent control of the instrument. It is not
quite clear why he should have elected to play
the natural horn in K412, unless to give
further evidence of his prowess. For this
venture CBS have collaborated with Hungaroton and the admirable Franz Liszt orchestra
who, this time without conductor, supply
nicely pointed and sensitively scaled support,
very brightly recorded. However, there have
been several good, not to say excellent,
recordings of these concertos lately, from
Baumann and Jonathan Williams, as well as
the reissued Tuckwell performances. All
these put this latest version amid some very
tough competition indeed, and Iwould not
care to make achoice. But if forced, Ithink
Williams and Tuckwell would win. [ A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: The Symphonies — Vol.4 (Salzburg
1773-75)
AA M I
Schroede r- Hogwood
Oiseau-Lyre 417 841-2 (3CDs, 170m 58s) C)
1980

Unicorn-Kanchana have quite a coup here
For this further volume in Jennifer Bate's
cycle of recordings of Messiaen's organ music
the composer requested that she forsake the
organ of Beauvais Cathedral for his ' own'
instrument at l'Eglise de la SainteTrinité in
Paris, the one for which most of his organ
music is conceived. The result, for all the
peculiarities of the venue, is a remarkable
achievement. Livre du Saint Sacrement lasts
for nearly two hours and ten minutes, is in
eighteen movements, and has at its heart an
exploration of Christ's Mysteries. Messiaen
completed the work in 1984 and, as in his
endearing opera of the preceding year, Sain
François d'Assise, integrated into the densities of his post- 1950's style strong elements,
and even seeming quotations, of his earlier
musical language. The work, then, has a
secure feeling of familiarity about it, whilst

This instalment of the transfer of the
Schroeder-Hogwood series of the Mozart
symphonies to CD covers the four symphonies K183, and K200-202, two derived from
the Serenades K203 and K204, and the
Overture to La finta giardiniera with an
added finale. Observing all repeats means the
length of these works is extended well beyond
the usual — the first movement of the early
G-minor, for instance, lasts 10m 44s — hence
the comparatively few works included. Some
lack of sharpness and clarity of detail in the
analogue onginals have been put right in the
process, and one may now more fully
appreciate the qualities of these epoch-making performances. [A:I]
Kenneth Dommett
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MOZART: The Symphonies — Vol.5
AAMISchreider & Hogwood
OiseauLyre 421 104-2 (3CDs, 185m 50s) ®
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Then hear some equipment that will outplay most of the well-known makes.

141
!),WAylattis
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•AUDIO INNOVATIONS. all-valve integrated amp. 'Series 300' from £299. 'Series
500' - IINT) from £649. 'Series 800' - ( PreMI from £899. 'Series 1000' - IM/810GX)
from £ 1295. '
Series Triodes' ( Pre/P from £
995.
7o say I'm impressed with the performance of Series 300 is an understatement".
John Bamford - 11I-Fi Answers' March '87.

WINNER

SALE OF EX DEMONSTRATION
AND PART EXCHANGE ITEMS

•SNELL LOUDSPEAKERS. Superb range of speakers that would outplay most, if
not all, other speakers.

S/H Second Hand ...*= Ex Demonstration.
AMPS
NVAAP30
AR A06
MARANTZ PM45
A&R MOE plus
A&R ARCAM ALPHA
MARANTZ PM26
MUSICAL FIDELITY AI
MUSICAL FIDELITY PRE AMP 1
YAMAHA CR620
QED A240CD
HARMON KARDON PM635
NAD 3130
MYST TMA3
ROTEL RM20 BX2
MUSICAL FIDELITY A100
MUSICAL FIDELITY 8200
BEARD P100,P505

Normal
£270
£269
£200
£229
£149
£129
£249
S/H
S/H
£149
£150
£159
£288
£149
£439
£299
S/H

Sale
£250"
£229*
£175*
£215
£115*
£105*
£219*
£99
£100
£129
£135
£139
£249
£129
£399
£279
£995

TUNERS
QED T231
MYST TMR
ONKYO 14130
HARMON KARDON 111905
NAD 7020E
LUX T2L

£119
£237
£129
£189
£199
£109

£89
£219
£115
£130
£179
£89

CD PLAYERS
REVOX 8226
TEAC PD230
MARANTZ CD54
NAD 5220
TRIO DP1000
ARCAM DELTA 70
MARANTZ CD273SE
ROTEL RCD820

£740
£229
S/H
£229
£299
£499
£239
£249

£669
£189
£130
£199
£249
£479
£225
£219

CASSETTE DECKS
TEAC X330 (open reel)
REVOX 8215
TEAC 8383
YAMAHA 1£340
NAKANIICHI BX300
NAKAMICHI BX125

Normal
£625
£1430
£129
£159
£645
£395

Sale
£489
£1285
£115
£139
£599
£365

SPEAKERS
CELESTION SL65
RUARK SABRE
RUARK BRIADSWORD
QUAD ESL63
T & A DELTA
ROGERS LS6
ROYD AUDIO
WHARFF_DALE DIAMOND II
MERIDIAN M3 101B (Active)
N1ARANTZ LD20
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BLQ2
HEYBROOK HB1
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MORDAUNT SHORT PAGEANT
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TURNTABLES
QED R232
NAD 5120
MANTRA /N18
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ALPHASON SONATA/HR100 MCS
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SYSTEMDEK 2X/MOTH ARM
ELITE ROCK/Rega RB 300
AR EB101
LOGIC Cl
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"Hear the Type K's for their remarkable openess, lack of cabinate colouration,
excellent dynamics and absences of serious vices
You know you're listening to
real musicians performing". U. Kettle - New HI Fi Sound )
'Everything from solo piano, group jazz, folk and chamber music, rock and full
orchestral pieces are handled in abelievable and enjoyable way'. -Alan Bateman
- ' HI-FI Answers"87.
•MARANTZ ( SP. OFFER CD75 £299- BRAND NEW1
Hear the superb AUDIOPHILE CD Players and the rest of the range
•PINK TRIANGLE AND THE ROCK TURNTABLES ALWAYS ON DEM.
•REVOX
'Excellently made gear offering very good sound quality and probably the
ultimate in system programme ability. " Il. Seabury - What Hi Fil
So bring your own equipment, if you wish, and by listening to music you will hear
the difference.
Second band equipment available
Ring for further details and we would prefer demonstrations to be by appointment.
Other fine equipment from Audionote. Beyer. BLO, Decca. Goldring, Helius, IBL, Iecklin
Float, IPW, Marantz. Nakamichi, Ortofon. Pink Triangle, Revox, Rotel, Senheisser,
Sugden, Systemdek. The Rock. Torlyte Platforms. Valdi. Voyd etc. etc.
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GIVE YOUR
EARS A TREAT
We allow you to choose the system
that pleases YOU in sound quality
and facilities by offering
demonstration room facility, a
choice of selected quality
components to suit most budgets,
and an honest unpressurised
approach to selling.

We believe the following agencies offer excellent
value and invite you to audition them for yourself.

STOCKISTS OF:
A & R Cambridge, Crimson-Elektrik, Elite,
Townshend, Marantz, Rotel, 'Thorens, JPW,
Celestion, Manticore, Mantra, Revolver,
Philips (CD), Infinity, Kuzma, Ortofon,
Audio-Technica, Target, ITL Products,
Van den Hul, QED, Thorens, Ruark

1/1S.A

* Part exchange

available

* Home demo

available

The Village
(first floor)
53-54
The Tricorn,
Portsmouth
Telephone ( 0705)
752869
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CLASSICAL
Apart from the symphonies traditionally
numbered 32-36, this welcome CD box contains K213c, 248b and 320, all of them
arranged by Mozart from other works as
symphonies. The performances are lively,
stylish, occasionally a little faster than one
might wish in slow movements; repeats are all
observed. Once or twice Ifelt that expressive
emphasis on a chord was exaggerated. The
analogue recordings are very bright, at times
almost explosive in impact on these digitally
remastered CDs; with the forward placement
and resonant acoustic, one feels very much
involved in the performances. Detail is clear
and precise, and the scale of the works is well
judged, from the sparkle of the two overturelike pieces to the majesty of the ' Linz', its
sonorities and broad design superbly realized. Mercifully there is no such thing as a
definitive Mozart performance, but we can
hardly hope for more vital and commanding
'authentic interpretations than these of the
symphonies of 1775-83. [A:1]
Peter Branscombe
MOZART: Serenade K361
ASMIMarriner
Philips 412 726-2 (48m 44s) digital (LP: 412
726-1; MC: 412 726-4)
Performances of the ' Gran Partita' can be
said to be of two varieties, the chamber, and
the orchestral. On record the first is represented by the London and Vienna Wind
Soloists, or the Members of the BPO; while
Harnoncourt and the ECO-Barenboim represent the second. The difference is hard to
define, but the 'chamber' versions seem more
flexible than most of the 'orchestral' ones,
which give the impression of being highly
drilled and generally less relaxed. This ASM
version falls somewhere in between — as does
the Schneider-COE recording on ASV.
Both are admirably done, the latter having
atouch more sparkle, though this is offset by
the superior polish of the ASM, especially in
the slower movements. Sir Neville seems to
have curbed some of his earlier dash when it
comes to Mozart, and his tempi are more
judiciously chosen. His performance has
poise and breadth, and the kind of warmth
and richness Mozart may well have envisaged
but almost certainly never heard realised.
The Philips recording has more bloom than
ASV's. Altogether a magnificent achievement to be set alongside the COE version as
the best ( musically and technically) available
at the moment. LA: 1/1*]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Serenata notturna Ill Bassoon
Concerto 0 Notturno K286/L MOZART:
Trumpet Concerto
Milan Turkovic (bsn)IFriedemann Immer
(tpt)I Concentus musicuslHarnoncourt
Teldec 8.43673 ( 64m 08s) digital ( LP:
6.43673, MC: 4.43673)
My comments on Harnoncourt's record of
Mozart's Coronation Mass and Vespers apply
with even greater force to this collection of
orchestral music. The peremptory clatter of
the timpani (played correctly with wooden
sticks) at the outset of the Serenata, the
frayed edges of over-resonant lower strings,
especially the ungainly double-bass solo in
the Serenata notturna, and the waspish buzzing from exposed violins amplified by
recording that brings all into uncomfortable
closeup, make for a very curate's-eggish
effect. The two serenades are subjected to
some very odd fluctuations of tempo. The
echo effects of the four groups that are the
only raison d'etre of the Notturno come off
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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well enough, though one does not, surprisingly, get the feeling of overlap that AAM
achieved in their altogether more acceptable
Lyre (which, incidenrecording for Oiseautally, also includes an attractive version of the
Serenata).
On the plus side, the two concertos do
sound more acceptable, and one certainly
gets a greater impression of antiquity from
this performance of the Bassoon concerto
than from Turkovic's previous recording with
the Salzburg Mozarteum. There has to be
admiration too for Immer's superbly controlled clarino playing in Leopold's concerto.
This is a real tour de force for the valveless
trumpet, which lifts the music out of the
museum environment that threatens the rest
of the programme. [A/B:1/31
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Don Giovanni
WiichterlSutherlandlAlvalSchwarzkopflTaddeilCappuccillilSciuttilPhilhIGiulini
EMI CDS 747 2608 (3CDs, 162m) 40 1961
What kind of hell, I wonder, would the
ministering angels find for Giulini's Don?
One very different, surely, from the brutally
brisk, pelvic-thrusting inferno of this Champagne Aria and party-music; an eternity's
subjection, perhaps, to Anna-Elvira-Ottavio
trios, here sublimely detached from circumstances, and unworldly enough to reduce a
Satan to dust. Then again, Wachter's master
of vocal disguise is as adept at guying
sincerity to Elvira in Act 2 as he is in the
honeyed wooing of Zerlina. Our resistance
falters too; but in the presence of radiant
youth and innocence, such as this Donna
Anna and Ottavio so uniquely present, we're
convinced once more that eternal perdition
can be the only verdict. To label Sutherland's
debut role on record as lacking in personality,
apart from the injustice it does to the sheer
sweetness and purity of the tone (and it was
our loss that she never recorded Pamina, or
even Fiordiligi), is to miss the point; the
casting is perfect to suggest, as Giulini's
strings surely underline, agentle loving soul
not easily vengeful but, being wrought, perplexed in the extreme. Schwarzkopf sElvira,
hitherto all r- rolling theatrics, seems to temper her restlessness with a more ethereal
strain after meeting the two lovers.
,Weaknesses are slight by comparison. Taddéi may lack Leporello's baseness, but gives
us old-school buffo fireworks to atone. Sciutti's Zerlina would never carry beyond the
front stalls, and the tone is thin even with
helpful miking; there we have to be content
with the delights of the Philharmonia, which
elsewhere repay repeated listening. The
recording, sometimes adding asperity to vocal
display, more than ever before uncovers
orchestral colours which enrich the characterisations without insisting. A treasure-house!
[B:11
David Nice
MOZART: Coronation Mass K317 III Vespers
K339
Joan Rodgersl Elisabeth von Magnus/Josef
Protschkal Laszlo PolgarlArnold Schoenberg
ChIChoralskola der Wiener Hofburgkapellel
Concentus MusicuslHarnoncourt
Teldec 8.43535 ( 56m 38s) digital ( LP:
6.43535, MC: 4.43535)
Concentus Musicus was one of the first
groups to aim at the authentic in its use of old
instruments and its adoption of period manner of performance. The more one hears of
this sort of thing the more equivocal one's
reactions tend to become. Harnoncourt here,

and in his other Mozart record released this
month, seems rather aggressive about it all,
and his positive and at times almost ruthless
approach deprives the music of much of its
charm. The recording tends to emphasise
these characteristics. It is very clear and very
bright: almost harsh in the way it underlines
the resonant bass strings and the brazenness
of the trombones doubling the solo voices of
the Mass. The four soloists, especially Joan
Rodgers, modify the harshness with some
very attractive singing — the ` Laudate Dominum' of the Vespers is quite sensuous in the
circumstances — and the choral forces are
nicely disposed across the sound-stage providing an attractive antiphony. One no longer
relishes sentimentality, but exciting though
this approach is initially, its relentlessness
ultimately works against unreserved acceptance. [A:2]
Kenneth Dommett
RACHMANINOV: Symphonies l-3
'Youth' Symphony
ConcertgebouwlAskenazy
Decca 421 065-2 (3CDs, 149m 12s) digital ®
1982-3
In the manner of the old autumn Decca
boxed LP sets, these three Symphonies have
been brought together at mid-price. ( For the
LP/MC collector they are available with The
Bells, the Symphonic Dances, and Isle of the
Dead, on 417 433-1, —4.) The youthful single
movement work ( 1891), with its reminders of
Tchaikovsky 4, is perhaps not really relevant
in this context, but nice to have anyway.
Recordings were first reviewed July '82 p62,
July '83 p87, January '84 p110; ES and I
mostly enthusing with ' stars' for both performance/engineering — though ES's reservation that the finale of No.1 doesn't catch fire
must be echoed. Icertainly agree that Ashkenazy's Third shows up the self-aware gestures
of Maazel's BPO version — I've been playing
the Concertgebouw 3(ii) again and again! —
and `passion and dynamism of the echtRussian performance without the attendant
brashness' neatly summarises the principal
characteristics here. Pre-judging, I would
have said the Previn/LSO cycle was the one to
get. Now I'm not so sure. [ A/A*:1*/2]
Christopher Breunig
ROSSINI: II barbiere di Siviglia
de los AngeleslAlvalBruscantinilWallacel
Glyndebourne ChIRPOIGui
Classics for Pleasure CFPD 4704 • (2LPs)
(2MCs: TC-CFPD 4704) C) 1963
`Until the Gui arrives, of course. . .' Thus I
concluded my welcome for the Callas/Galliera CDs ( EMI) in the September issue, and
my only regret about this wonderful bargain
release — buy up the cassettes for your
friends' Christmas stockings! — is that its
appearance on CFP almost certainly precludes transfer to silver. But make no mistake, this is in my view the wittiest, the most
stylish, the most theatrical Barber ever
recorded, largely thanks to Gui's unrivalled
Rossinian spirits — no chance, Isuppose, of
his Comte Ory on CFP? — but also to de los
Angeles's smiling, sensuous but never too
knowing Rosina, to Bruscantini's genial,
ebullient Figaro, to Alva's matchless Almaviva. It is the cast of one's dreams, the opera
bargain of the year. Read no further: go out
and buy it now! [B:11
Hugh Canning
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CLASSICAL
Paul Berkowitz (pno)
Meridian CDE 84102 (45m 56s) digital
This issue confirms the high promise of Paul
Berkowitz's account of the A major Sonata
(Sept, p105) and leaves me looking forward
keenly to the B-flat work to complete and
crown his set of the last three sonatas.
Berkowitz has a firm, unostentatious technique, amarked sense of structure, the ability
to touch the heart with his deft pointing of a
phrase, and abundant brilliance for the more
extravert passages. The listener has a confident sense that Berkowitz knows where he
(and Schubert) is going, so loving attention to
wayside detail never endangers the progress
of the work as a whole. There is lovely
phrasing, never exaggerated, and the piano
sounds fresh-toned and full throughout its
range. The shorter pieces that conclude the
recital are well chosen and neatly characterized, with poetry and pointfulness. Apart
from amoment or two of rustling during the
exposition repeat in the Sonata's first movement the recording is pleasingly lifelike,
direct and airy. [A:1]
Peter Branscombe

ment. Sample his brilliant handling of ' Der
Jager' — and Geoffrey Parsons is at his finest
here, atrue partner rather than accompanist
— the tempo swift, the rhythm lightly sprung
and not a word gabbled, a tone gruffly
emitted.
And then you turn to the consecutive and
contradictory songs Die liebe Farbe' and
Die bóse Farbe' to hear Bar's command of
mood at its most perceptive. Icould go on
and on. But it has become clear that Olaf Bar
belongs to a select group of singers in this
repertoire, consistently pleasing to the ear,
satisfying to the intellect. Iknow of no more
beautiful reading of this cycle, and the
recording captures the freshness of voice and
the complementary musicianship of Parsons
almost to perfection. [A:11
Hugh Canning
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 13 'BMA Yar'
Nikita Storojev (bass)ICBSO & Chl Kamu
Chandos CHAN 8540 (66m 35s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1248, MC: ABTD 1248)

This is very much Kamu's performance —
gravely, uncompromisingly broad (climax
after martial climax labouring under a
seemingly enormous burden of grief), and
SCHUBERT: Die Schone »Merin
possessed of a grim obsessive irony. Would
Olaf Bar (bar)/Geoffrey Parsons (pno)
that that irony were duly matched in StoroEMI CDC 747 9472 (65m 13s) digital (LP:
jev's reading of the all-crucial bass part. This
EL27 0544 1, MC: EL27 0544 4)
is amarvellous voice — rich, dark, beautifully
focused — but his verbal characterization, his
The signing of Olaf Bar was one of EMI's
sense of word-colour is a little on the bland
more inspired decisions of recent years, as his
side, with even the savage ironies of (ii)
debut of Schumann song-cycles triumphantly
somewhat passing him by. Kamu compenconfirmed last year. Now the young Dresden
sates with such pungent detailing as the acrid
baritone — still not yet 30 — adds to his
clarinet, which audaciously doubles the voice
burgeoning reputation with his first Schubert
just after the start, to say nothing of some
disc (by far the more demanding assignment),
uncommonly trenchant brass lines. I think
made in his home town by ateam from EMI's
again of the brow-beating martellato climax of
co-producers, VEB Deutsche Schallplatten.
(i) and, in (iii), the searing climax of outrage
Once again, Bar's individuality, his light,
at the words To short-change them is sinful'.
evenly produced stream of tone, his flawless
But perhaps the single most impressive
diction and instinctive, unexaggerated poetic
aspect of Kamu's reading is its overwhelming
sensibility combine to produce one of the
sense of weariness and disillusionment. There
most distiinguished recorded performances of
is only dubious consolation, for instance, in
this favourite and much recorded cycle. What
the return on muted first-desk strings (most
Ifind so refreshing about his lieder singing is
sensitively played), of the wistful little waltz
its clear-cut refusal to emulate models: nowhich opens and closes the final movement.
one can accuse Bar of counterfeiting Schreier
After that, it only remains for the celeste,
or Fischer-Dieskau (both of whom Iknow he
that loneliest of Shostakovich voices, to
admires). Indeed, the singer he recalled most
attempt a resolution with one last chilling
clearly in this music was Ian Partridge, whose
reminder of the music underlining the chorSchline Müllerin on CFP has always been one
us's despondent first words. The CBSO
of my favourites. Like the English tenor, Bar
Chorus, I must say, are fine — as fine as
has the spring- fresh tone and youthful ardour
Western voices can be in this music — while
of manner, but the German baritone is even
Chandos, taking to Birmingham University's
more imaginative in his treatment of Müller's
Great Hall like aduck to water, provide here
texts. He achieves a true marriage of word
and tone which is the essence of the lieder- all the breadth of vision and depth of sonority
(in the heavy bass lines especially) that this
singer's art.
great piece demands. Overall though, there's
It enables him to express the wide range of
no question that the Haitink/Decca, with bass
poetic experience the singer must undergo
Marius Rintzler, a much more penetrating
through this cycle: how engagingly he introsinger, still has it. [
A:1/2] Edward Seckerson
duces himself in ` Das Wandern', the expression bright and optimistic, the rhythmic lift
promising a vigorous journey through
Schubert's romantic landscape. There is a SIBELIUS: Symphonies 1 & 6
Helsinki POI Berglund
basic honesty about his handling of the
EMI CDC 749 0522 (65m 25s) digital ( LP:
simpler songs in the earlier part of the cycle,
EL749 052-1, MC: EL749 052-4)
Der Neugierige', 'Morgengruss' and Des
Müllers Blumen', an underlying impetuosity
If you think you've really heard these symwhich lends asense of unease to his outward
phonies, listen again. Berglund will surprise
calmness of demeanour in 'Wohin? Halt!' and
you: inner-voices startle and challenge once
especially ' Ungeduld', where the diction is
more, rhythms are discovered, tremendous
crystal-clear, the passion controlled even at
the great outbursts of ' Mein ist dein Herz und
harmonic tensions set-up and sustained, with
soil es ewig bleiben!'.
Berglund's ability to ' hear' and project Sibelius's all-important bass lines paying rich
But as always with this singer, it is the
dividends in this respect — and Im thinking
maturity and variety of his poetic responses
which arrest the ear. Each song is given its
especially now of the First Symphony (just
exact emotional weight, is subtly differentilisten to the lower string activity throughout
the first movement development). Then there
ated as the poet's mood changes from
is his acute ear for instrumental colour (the
despondency to elation, to bitter disillusionHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Helsinki woodwinds are real personalities —
they've spirit, spine, akeen rhythmic 'edge',
and Berglund gives them free rein) and the
drama of imaginatively shaded dynamics. In
this, his First is more sheerly atmospheric
than any other recording Iknow, including
Rattle's ( you'll note the hint of theatricality
from bar-one, in the clarinet and timpani
solos, to say nothing of the violins' arresting
shaft of B-natural, so vividly breaking the
initial gloom here).
Iexpect Berglund's account of the pellucid
and succinct Sixth Symphony (not my most
favourite Sibelius) to have its detractors.
There is abigness of texture and tempo about
it that will not be to everyone's taste: ( iii) and
(iv), for instance, are very deliberately paced.
This may be the ultimate in Sibelian refinement and compression, Berglund seems to be
saying, but Irefuse to handle it like Dresden
china. It is very individual, and it is again very
revealing ( I've so many notes — but listen to
what the bassoons do for the harmony in
movt.ii), maybe that's why Ienjoyed it so
much more than I normally do.
The sound of both symphonies is very
satisfying: warm and beautifully balanced
with the woodwinds full and forthright, more
of a presence than we could reasonably
expect in the concert hall. In sum, then, a
must. How different, this Berglund, from the
Berglund of yester-year. (A:11
Edward Seckerson
SIBELIUS: Symphony 2
VPOIBernstein
DG 419 772-2 (51m 29s) digital ( LP: 419
772-1, MC: 419 772-4)
What can Itell you? Just take a look at the
timings. This once-proud symphony becomes
Bernstein's own private little melodrama — a
box of cheap, theatrical gestures, overwrought and self- regarding. Barely aphrase
goes by that isn't pulled at, used, imposed
upon, distorted. Dynamic and tempo contrasts are crudely underlined, jacked-up to
the point of parody. Where Sibelius demands
impetus, Bernstein lingers. And so on.
The intensity of this music does not lie in
any surface emotion, but rather in a deeprooted elemental strength implicit in the
colour and cast of the sound-world. It's hard
to believe that a musician of Bernstein's
calibre could so completely miss the point of
the starkly ominous pizzicato introduction to
(ii), for instance — that he actually imposes
rubato on it. But worse is to come. The
spacing of the momentous brass declamations
— ie, the yawning Sibelian silences — are
grotesquely exaggerated; far from heightening the tension, Bernstein negates it. The
movement becomes interminable. Suffice it
to say the finale is seen out in an untempered
welter of roaring brass, the big tune ignobly
robbed of its splendour, so shamelessly does
Bernstein soup it up. But why go on? The
recording, like the performance, is larger
than life on detail — garish basses, contrabassoon, timpani — the tuttis sound congested
and overbearing. Avoid. W:4]
Edward Seckerson
J STRAUSS: Die Fiedermaus
Soloists/Vienna St Op ChIVPOIKarafan
Decca 421 046-2 (2CDs, 142m 48s)
1960

®

This ' Gala' performance of Strauss's perennially favoured operetta is not to be confused
with Karajan's earlier ( 1955) Columbia version which boasted Schwarzkopf, Streich and
Gedda. This Vienna performance, made during the period of Karajan's contract with
113

Happy NewYear!
Our best wishes for aMerry Christmas and aProsperous New Year to all our
customers.
Exciting things are happening here at the moment as the industries
'traditional' busy season gets into full swing. We find ourselves even more
rushed than usual.
Some of you will already know, but it is worth repeating. We are now U.K.
distributors for LFD disc pre amplifiers and Air valve, and Mosfet power
amplifiers. Two high end products of the very highest sound quality and
craftsmanship. Prospective customers must realise that they will be
purchasing individually constructed, hand crafted units of superb quality
and finish. These are not 'off the shelf' units.
Built in the U.K. Air 2:11 valve power amps have had an enthusiastic cult
following internationally for many years. We hope to bring this remarkable
unit to the attention of many more discerning Audiophiles throughout the
country. Units are priced at f4.500.

YOU TOO CAN OWN AN

AMPLIFIER
WITH FAR BETTER SOUND QUALITY
THAN THOSE YOU CAN'T AFFORD
YES — BUILD IT YOURSELF WITH

.WEIMOIXOTS Pmeabn ComponsMa
From dozens of designs published in leading hifi and electronics magazines, these Audiokits kits have been specially
designed to take advantage of the very best ( sonically)
components currently made.
Practical electronics 30+30 improved
£ 380
Everyday electronics Apex preamp
£411
Everyday electronics Apex power amp
£ 310
Electronics today international virtuoso preamp £269
P.S. Watch out in ETI for the Virtuoso power amp and read
how one of the world's greatest power amps has been
designed.
P&P on all kits UK £6, overseas by quotation.
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WARNING: These kits contain many expensive rare components which are
manufactured to Audiokits specifications, and long delays in delivery may be
experienced if stocks are exhausted due to sudden demand. Customers wishing to
complete their amplifier quickly are advised to phone Audiokits before ordering

If you have the ability and determination to complete these superb
amplifiers, you deserve the sonic rewards they provide.
For details of all Audiokits' amplifer kits, audiophile components
(including the latest D or M slit foil electrolytics and lo inductance
plastif film capacitors), please send 9->'4' SAE ( overseas - 3 IRCs) to
The LFD disc pre amplifier is the latest NO COMPROMISE design from Dr.
Malcolm Hawksford and two brilliant young engineers from Essex
Richard Sews and Paul Mills. This unit is for those who take their record
collection seriously. Needless to say the pre amplifier equals the best in the
world. It is truly 'state of the art'. Units are available from ourselves at f31397
and we are in the process of establishing aselect UK dealer network for both
products. Interested dealers should contact us for details.

AUDIOKITS, 6 MILL CLOSE, BORROWASH, DERBY DE7 3GU
Tel: 0332-674929

ADVICE, SERVICE, MUSIC

As Iwrite we are taking delivery of the new YBA pre,'power amplifiers. Initial
impressions have left us with feelings of admiration for the designer. Sound
quality is excellent and we will bring you more news of these products when
we have lived with them for afew weeks.

for

OVER 50 YEARS

Anyone considering upgrading to the Krell:Audio Research level must owe
it to themselves to audition all of the above units before making any
purchase.
Speaking of auditions we are pleased to announce the completion of our
new demonstration facilities. To celebrate we are holding aseries of musical
evenings by invitation to give interested customers and their spouses the
chance to experience, in a relaxed atmosphere and without obligation, a
taste of what the high end is really all about. Audiophiles in the Newark,
Nottingham and Lincoln areas should watch the local press for details.

„," Jeffries Hifi

Wherever you may live, those with large amounts of cash burning holes in
their pockets, or merely curious should ring or write for details of musical
evenings or any of the fine products we stock.
These include Y.B.A., Albarry, Kiseki, Vecteur, Stad, Audiostatic, Beard,
Decca, Odyssey, Air, Jecklin, Glanz, Pawel, Nuance, Omega Point, Audio
Note, Audio Innovations, LFD, Grython, Milltek, Phono Amplifier,
Plentitude, Quicksilver, Souther, Snell, SAE, Voyd.
Kind regards, Allan Abbott and Brian Voce.
NATIONWIDE HOME DEMONSTRATION SERVICE.

Abbott
Audio
THE FARM HOUSE, HOLLY MOUNT, KNEESALL,
NEWARK, NOTTS. NG22 OAD.
TEL (0623) 862268

Agents
for:-

REF

A & R CAMBRIDGE
AIWA
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIOLAB
CELFSTION
CREEK
DENON
DECCA
ELITE
EPOS
EXPOSURE
REYBROOK
JPW

LINN
MARANTZ
MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO
MORDAUNT SHORT
NAIM
QUAD
REGA
ROTEL
SNELL
SYSTEMDEK
TANNOY
WHARFEDALE

4ALBERT PARADE - GREEN STREET EASTBOURNE - (0323) 31336
69 LONDON ROAD - BRIGHTON (0273) 609431
now with 3separate demonstration rooms at each shop
CLOSED MONDAYS. LATE NIGHT WEDS - 8p.m.
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Decca, and produced by the incomparable
John Culshaw, has — some would claim — a
more cohesive cast. Kmentt's irascibly foolish
Eisenstein, Gueden's sparkling Rosalinde,
Kiith's agile and sprightly Adele, Resnik's
richly convincing Orlovsky, with Berry,
Wâchter and Kunz as FaIke, Frank and
Frosch respectively, are avery distinguished
group. In addition, astarry troupe of Decca
artists entertain us during the 'Act 2 gala —
Tebaldi, Corena, del Monaco, Berganza,
Sutherland, Bjdrling, Leontyne Price,
Simionato and Bastianini in duet, and finally
Welitsch, follow one another in short order.
This, effective though the individual contributions are, is not wholly successful, and
whiffs a little of a specious playing to the
gallery. It seems incongruous in the context
of 19th-century Viennese operetta to be
regaled with arias from ' Porgy and Bess' and
'Annie get your gun', however beautifully or
wittily done. Nor do the Lehar excerpts sit
too comfortably, though they are at least in
EMI] manages this rather
style. Domingo [
better and with more awareness of the kind of
music that might have been included among
these party pieces. That said, everything is
done with great panache, and it is fascinating
to hear Karajan bringing his, and the VPO's,
magisterial gifts to bear on Irving Berlin!
Indeed the whole operetta is performed with
pace, polish and wit. Frosch's vulgarities are
kept well within bounds and are better for it;
the choruses have great verve and Culshaw's
production is full of incident. It shows no sign
of age, and in its CD format is spacious and
rich in detail. [ A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

ugreeeettareu,A»t*rerkeemeee
R STRAUSS: Salome
Behrens1BaltsaIBiihmlvan DamlOchmanl
VPO/Karajan
EMI CDS 749 3582 (
2CDs, 105m I6s) C) 1978
There are enough notes in Salome to fill at
least four CDs, which is one reason for
adding the EMI set to the Decca, if you
already have it. Another is that Karajan and
Behrens give us a perspective on the opera
quite different from the lurid shudders and
bared fangs of Solti and Nilsson: here,
luminous tones and deft figures loom in the
silky haze of the Palestinian night. The focus
can be razor sharp when Karajan wants it to
be: the orchestral chaos and bickering attendant upon Herod's entrance breaks in as
something of ashock. On the recording, and
at Covent Garden ayear later, Behrens was
that complete phenomenon: dramatic intelligence governing a voice pure and light
enough to suggest the fragile adolescent of
the opening scene, possessing besides, when
needed, the strength of an lsolde. Her top
notes in this ' Liebestod' may not ring out as
thrillingly as Nilsson's, but her descent into
the abyss — provoked as much by the sheer
grimness of van Dam's man of God as by her
monstrous guardian and mother — is more
pitiful and terrible: especially when, beside
the bass-clarinet depths of her desire, she is
still able to ask for the head with childlike
innocence. Karl- Walter 13f5hm's Herod waxes
vivid and accurate in lunacy ( listen to the
rapport with violas and basses at ' Ich in Blut
getreten') and regal-sensuous in the long
phrases of his lust. How many could sit still
between the request and its accomplishment,
where sparks fly from orchestra and singers
alike? Remastering has sharpened the knife
of the VPO brass and the baleful comments
of the darker instruments, though the recording still veers between glorious clarity and the
muddy sounds of timpani-dominated climaxes. [A*/B:1*[
David Nice
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R STRAUSS: An Alpine Symphony D Four
Songs — Freundliche Vision D Meinem Kinde
0 Das Bachlein D Morgen!
Felicity Lott (sop)ISNOIJiirvi
Chandos CHAN 8557 (
60m 36s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1263, MC: ABTD 1263)
Chandos continue to show us how it's done.
The sheer depth of field here is tremendous.
As the Ascent begins, twelve off-stage hunting horns seem to summon from way beyond
the confines of Caird Hall tuttis, Dundee:
even the mightiest tuttis breathe. In fact,
Jârvi has just about everything going for him
but the Berlin Phil or Concertgebouw strings.
And yes, I'd be deceiving you if Iwere to
pretend thar I didn't miss them in those
swooping glissandi at The Summit, valiant
though the SNO fiddles are. Otherwise, this
couldn't be better. Jârvi's reading has sweep,
atmosphere. atruly open-air grandeur — and
drama. I'll wager there isn't amore convincing Storm on record, the ' special effects'
(wind- and thunder- machines) beautifully
integrated into the surrounding texture with
torrential strings and high woodwinds howling ferociously through the ice canyons. The
tripleforte when it comes is shattering. And
this is where Ipay tribute to the SNO brass —
the trombones weighing in with their fat
bottom register as we take the last step or two
to the Summit (
caught with admirable
immediacy by the Chandos miking), the
triumphant horns in unison as we arrive
there, the thrilling high-stopped trumpets of
On the Glacier, and the collective onslaught
of the entire section in the wake of the Vision
(hold on to breakables at the organ entry).
Chandos have obviously stockpiled a
goodly collection of Strauss songs to serve as
tasty fillers throughout this Jârvi series. And
tasty they are with the beguiling Miss Lott in
attendance. Here we've the most famous of
all. Morgen!, the rarely- heard Das Bachlein
with its dubious overtones in the words ' mein
Fuhrer' ( originally dedicated to Goebbels!),
Meinem Kinde in its exquisite 10 solo strings
instrumentanon, and best of all, a lovely
account of Freundliche Vision where Lott's
melting ascent to the G on the word ' Frieden'
(peace) encapsulates exactly what it is that
makes this such a perfect Strauss voice.
[A*:1]
Edward Seckerson
'
VILLA-LOBOS: Bachianas Brasileiras 1-9 CI
Guitar Concerto*
Barbara Hendricks (sop)1RPOIAlfonso
Moreno (gir)IRPOI*Mexico City PO/Bátiz
EMI CDS 747 9018 (
3CDs, 184m 27s) digital
If the centenary of the birth of Villa-Lobos
has done no more, it has inspired the issue of
a complete recorded set of his Bachianas
Brasileiras, with the Guitar Concerto thrown

in for good measure. The recording of this
last work dates from 1984, and represents
what is probably the best version available,
with Moreno and Bátiz sounding well engrossed in the music, and the Mexican orchestra
finding the idiom to their taste. Not all the
details are perfectly executed, but the overall
effect and the vivid recording are both
rewarding. These recordings of Bachianas
Brasileiras 1, 5, and 7have already appeared
on disc early in 1987 [ CDC 747 4332], but
integrated into the complete cycle they illustrate how daunting an undertaking this issue
must have been. The range of these works,
taking in the wonderfully conceived and
realised duet for flute and bassoon that is
No.6 ( 1938), the works for cellos — No.1 and,
with soprano, the famous No.5 — through to
those for full orchestra, like No.7, demands a
very flexible approach to both performance
and recording.
To a large extent, but with some limitations, these demands have been met here.
Bátiz has the heart and head for this music:
where it works best, as in Nos.2, 4, and 7, his
drive and sense of style make the music
bubble with life. The RPO is not always so
committed and there are moments when
scampering strings or woodwinds sound
under- rehearsed, or bland, even in No.7. In
No.1, intonation and balance are problematic, though the urgency of expression cannot
be doubted, and may even be felt to be
overdone, by some. No.6 is beautifully done
until the very end, where the exceptional
technical demands on the two performers
prove just a little too draining.
The smaller-scale works are recorded with
clarity, but where the forces are larger the
sound easily becomes saturated above forte,
and although Bátiz and the orchestra retain a
firm control over the balance of Villa-Lobos's
typically loaded, multi- layered textures, the
recording smudges rather than elucidates
these. Church venues are so difficult and
unpredictable for recording large ensembles
that I would have thought a good studio
set-up would have offered the best solution
here. Nevertheless, there is much to enjoy,
and despite my reservations 1must warmly
welcome this compilation, whilst regretting
the necessity for such a split rating.
[A/B/C:1*/1/2/3]
Doug Hammond
WAGNER: Lohengrin
DomingolNorman1RandovalNimsgernISotinl
Fischer-DieskaulVPOISolti
Decca 421 053-2 (
4CDs, 222m 46s) digital
(4LPs: 421 053-1, 4MCs: 421 053-4)
The quest has reached its end, if quests of this
kind can ever be deemed complete; and how
far we've come since that ruthless, vivid
Rheingold and Tristan to the time-becomespace and heavenly lengths of this Lohengrin.
Our comfortable assumptions can still be
shattered by the contrast of Solti's Parsifal,
ritual thrillingly rescued from petrification,
with the dedication and love he now brings to
every detail in the score of a much earlier
work. It's rarely laboured: VPO strings and
horns bring amarvellously human warmth to
the concentrated unfolding of the Prelude,
and even one passage taken slowly against
Wagner's advice — Elsa's rapt duet with a
dissimulating Ortrud — could be justified by
the added radiance it gains ( at the same
Langsam) in the Minster scene. Here the
ethereal qualities of the orchestral and choral
contribution, although anything but static,
paint visions of stained-glass coloured sunlight on Gothic pillars; which is to make the
barbarity of Ortrud's and Friedrich's
interventions shocking in extreme contrast.
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ST1
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ST2
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And there I capitulated completely — as
one always does in agreat Wagner performance, whatever the flaws of its component
elements. For that same Second Act has
previously emphasized the quirks of casting
Jessye Norman as Elsa — an infallibly musical
and broad-phrasing performance, but so
mature in the steadiness of line, certainly not
the radiant ingenue the woodwind asked for —
and setting her beside Eva Randova: a
compelling Ortud on stage, but quite without
the steel in the voice to make her pagan
invocations alarming. This Elsa definitely has
the darker tonal resources of the two; but
then again, she's so touching in expansive
bridal-chamber billing and cooing, so devastated by the crisis, that one almost forgets
about that. Concerning Domingo's caring
knight, Ihave few reservations: none about
the language, which Idon't know so well as to
criticise ( how many do?), only one about the
sheer power of the voice ( Lohengrin's iron
resolve tires him, but so did Otello's), and
one about the way he expresses his love, and
later his regret, entirely through tone-colour.
Virile chivalry comes almost brutally, in any
case, from Fischer-Dieskau's scrupulous
Heerrufer, Sotin's King, and the astonishing
precision of the choruses — worthy of
Bayreuth at its best — which compel our
attention through the usually tub- thumping
pageantry of the outer acts. Nimsgern's Telramund, anguished but not quite in torment,
is much the same as he was for Karajan; but
that's the only comparison I'm prepared to
make. For this Lohengrin, though it sounds
richer than any of its predecessors ( the Decca
engineers have done Solti proud in making
every strand of woodwind or brass tell, and
work miracles in the ensembles) resembles no
other. [
A*:1*/21
David Nice
WALTON: Piano Quartet
String Quartet
John McCabe (pno)/English String Qt
Meridian CDE 84139 (58m 25s) digital
Sadly, Walton's chamber music output was
extremely slender. Apart from the Violin
Sonata, two pieces for violin and piano, some
children's piano duets and the guitar
Bagatelles, these two large-scale pieces are
about the sum total. Yet they deserve to be
much better known than they are; for both,
while exhibiting more or less the same linguistic characteristics as the orchestral works —
the same taut, springing rhythms, the same
harmonic tartness — reveal a subtlety and
eloquence sometimes missing from Walton's
grander music.
The Piano Quartet, composed in 1919
when Walton was just seventeen, was his
earliest large-scale work, and quickly
received due acclaim for its formal command,
its fluency and its freshness of ideas; though
the composer did need to revise it later on in
order to iron out one or two technical
infelicities. The String Quartet was completed much later, in 1947 (Walton rejected
an essay in the genre written in 1923 as being
'undigested Bartok and Schoenberg'), and
the piece's leaner lines and tauter structure
do show a more highly developed, more
fastidious personality at work. That,
however, does not prevent it from including a
lavishly eloquent slow movement. [ It was
later expanded for strings, at Marriner's
suggestion, and recorded by the ASM for
Argo.] The English String Quartet and, in the
Piano Quartet, John McCabe, bring to both
works a compellingly fresh style, while the
recorded sound has just the right degree of
mellowness to it. A firm recommendation
with an ' A' for the music too. [A:1]
Stephen Pettitt
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ASM SERENADES
TCHAIKOVSKY: Serenade for Strings/
DVORAK: Serenade for Strings/SIBELIUS:
Valse Triste
ASMIMarriner
Decca 417 736-2 62m 52s) (LP: 417 736-1,
MC: 417 736-4)
1969, '70, '80
It would be interesting to have aTchaikovsky
Serenade from the Vienna Phil some time —
those emphatic markings do demand asumptuous string department; but Marrinees
Academy version remains the most spirited of
the small-ensemble performances. The clicking-heeled agility of the Russian dance might
well be beyond abigger band, and there's no
lack of ardent song at the climax of the
Elegie. Only the waltz needs more smiling
idiosyncrasy. That's all too absent from the
Dvorak, taken from Bohemia's woods and
fields and landed in a too-respectable salon;
it's no less polished, but rather curt. In the
concert-hall, you might well hear the waltz of
either work as encore. Here the bonus is the
grimmer 3/4 of Sibelius's Valse Triste, bloodcurdling at the height of the struggle. Sound is
reliably clean in each case. [ B:1/3] David Nice
HERMANN BAUMANN
BEETHOVEN: Horn Sonata/CZERNY:
Andante & Polacca/ROSSINI: Prelude,
Theme & Variations/KRUFFT: Horn Sonata
in E/R STRAUSS: Andante
Hermann Baumann (hrn)I Leonard Hokanson (pno)
Philips 416 816-2 (
58m 31s) ( LP: 416 816-1,
MC: 416 816-4)
This collection contains two novelties, Nikolaus von Krufft's Sonata and Strauss's
Andante, a posthumous chip from the master's workshop which was actually composed
in celebration of his parents' silver wedding.
Czerny's virtuoso piece is also something of a
rarity, though one other recording is listed.
Baumann's ability to draw out the essences
from these largely Romantic pieces goes
almost without saying. Krufft's Sonata is
pleasant enough and exploits the horn effectively but is pretty shallow stuff. Krufft is not
listed in the New Grove, but his dates are
given as 1779-1818. He was apparently a
Viennese civil servant whose harmonic ideas
seem to presage those of Schubert rather than
echo those of his other great contemporaries.
The date of the sonata ( his only one,
apparently) is uncertain, but seems to postdate Beethoven's, since Baumann claims it to
be the only example of its kind in the
Romantic period. The sound is natural,
nicely distanced and well balanced. [A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
LIEBESLIEDER — Various Composers
Hermann Prey (bar)/ Leonard Hokanson
(pno)
Denon 33C0 1254 (
65m) digital
Love-songs? Schubert's Trout can hardly be
so called, but most of these 25 items by 9
composers answer the description and add up
to an excellent recital by today's unsurpassed
interpreter of German song. Isay 'recital'
rather than ' collection' because, while
obviously available individually, these songs
are agreeably sequenced. The end is superbly
moving: Strauss's famous Zueignung with its
refrain of ' Habe dank' ( Accept my thanks)
and with that top G-sharp which is evidently
Prey's legitimate dazzler like Joan Suther-

land's top E-flat.
A safe, rather conventional selection of
songs will reassure the novice collector and
may disappoint others. Here are Beethoven's
Adelaide, Schumann's Widmung, Mendelssohn's Auf Flügeln des Gesanges and similarly
favourite Brahms and Wolf. It is hardly
surprising that Prey prefers to sing Grieg as
liebe dich' rather than the Danish original, a little odder that he substitutes a
German translation for Victor Hugo's and
Liszt's 'Oh, quand je dors'. Musical line and
verbal sense are beautifuliy managed
throughout, and undue sentimentality
avoided — though IwOuld urge more liveliness
in Brahms's Sonniag. Leonard Hokanson
provides admirable accompaniment with
slightly tubby, unbrilliant piano tone — a
function jointly of Beesendorfer and the
recording, perhaps. [A/B:1]
Arthur Jacobs
SWEET AND LOW — Glees and partsongs
Pro Cantione Antigua
Conifer CDCF 145 (
50m 09s)
Well, nobody could complain about the span
of the music offered on this disc. It ranges
from ' Breathe soft, ye winds', by one William
Paxton, who died in 1781, all the way to
Frank Bridge ( represented by the rather
grotesque, if camp, melodrama of 'The Goslings' and by 'Two Snails') and Elgar (' As
torrents in summer'). Along the path, Pro
Cantione Antigua, who throughout sound as
though they are thoroughly enjoying themselves, and lack only the last measure of
finesse in ensemble and intonation, take in
Victorian classics like Joseph Barnby's ' Sweet
and Low', Sullivan's 'The Long Day Closes'
and William Horsley's exquisite 'Come, gentle zephyr', together with three fine examples
by Pearsall ( including the beautiful 'Waters
of Elle' and 'There is a paradise on earth').
The atmosphere of the performances seems
just about right, neither too po-faced nor too
saccharine, and although fifty minutes of such
slight sweetmeats is perhaps rather a lot to
digest in one go, for dipping into this disc is
delightful. [A : 2]
Stephen Pettitt
PREWAR HEIFETZ
SAINT-SAENS: Introduction and Rondo
Capriccioso D Havanaise/SARASATE:
Zigeunerweisen/TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin
ConcertoNIEUXTEMPS: Violin Concerto 4/
WIENIAWSKI: Violin* Concerto 4 Jascha
Heifetz (vIn)ILSOIBarbirolli
EMI EX74 9375 1 • (
2LPs) /21)
What does one say? Here are assorted staples
of the virtuoso violin repertoire played by a
master acknowledged by the majority of his
colleagues as the greatest spellbinder of them
all. True, the recordings are half a century
old, but the transfer has been well done.
Surface noise is minimal, though the comparative deadness of the orchestral sound takes
a little getting used to. As to the performances, they are everything one expects of
Heifetz, played with a breathtaking assurance, an astonishing, sometimes biting clarity
of articulation and phrase, and garnished
with avibrancy and intensity of sound which
sometimes sounds atrifle incongruous in view
of the shallow nature of much of the music.
It's reassuring, however, to be reminded that
even Heifetz had his occasional difficulties
with intonation. But one grasps at critical
straws in the face of such sovereign mastery.
The tone hasn't an ounce of fat on it, vibrato
is controlled and apportioned with a combination of technique and judgement so
perfectly suited to the music at hand that one
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is scarcely ever aware of it, phrases are
arched over large spans with such aristocratic
aplomb that one almost forgets the difficulty
entailed in scaling rhythmic contrasts so that
they cohere at the highest level without
sacrifice of foreground detail. That said, 1
must confess that with only the partial exception of the Tchaikovsky, all the music on
offer here, though served so well, leaves me
utterly unmoved. Barbirolli and the LSO
accompany sympathetically throughout, but
though they're given equal billing on the
record jacket, it's Heifetz who steals the show
from start to finish. [
H:H] Jeremy-Siepmann
ALICIA DE LARROCHA
BACH-BUSONI: Chaconne in D/HANDEL:
Suite 5 in E, 'Harmonious Blacksmith'/
MOZART: Fantasy in c, K475
Sonata in c,
K457
Alicia de Garrocha (pno)
Decca 417 372-2 (
57m 15s) digital
Here is a beautifully played, thoughtfully
prepared and finely recorded recital. There is
nothing unconsidered here, yet equally
nothing that sounds less than spontaneous.
Technique is properly at the service of
musical insights, the pianist's approach to
each composer governed by historical awareness and appreciation of the problems of
balancing stylistic criteria against the qualities
of a modern concert grand. The Handel is
properly taut, sober yet sparkling. The
Mozart masterpieces are nicely integrated,
passion controlled but not suppressed, with
the Adagio (not taken very slowly) providing
just the right touch of relaxation at the heart
of the Sonata. Busoni's transcription of the
Chaconne from Bach's Second Partita for
Solo Violin emerges inexorably, grandly,
with firm lines and brilliant pianism, the one
keeping the other in check. The dynamic
range and the emotional range are broad, and
for all the cascades of decoration, there is
nothing merely superficial. Throughout, the
piano is impressively captured, once or twice
at, or close to, the limits of its expressivity,
yet never harsh and jangling — formidably
lifelike. A fine issue. EA:11 Peter Branscombe

PERLMAN RECITAL
CHAUSSON: Poème/RAVEL: Tzigane/
SAINT-SAENS: Introduction and Rondo capriccioso 0 Havanaise
ltzhak Perlman (vIn)lOrch de Parisl Martinon
EMI CDC 747 7252 (
45m 40s) C) 1974
At times like this I'm reassured that virtuosity
deserves a seat among the immortal virtues
after all. Perlman uses technical command
only as astarting point to treat every trill, run
and flourish with a sense of fun in the
Saint-Saens pieces, teasing our expectation of
straight-faced display or our eagerness for the
main 'events' of the Rondo episodes. The
revels of Tzigane present no threat to him,
either: ferocity spent in the recitation, the
dance becomes a thing of devilish lightness
with every change of pace superbly judged.
Martinon's colourful Paris players are left to
swim against the lulling tide of the Salle
Wagram, while the soloist remains rather
confined in the spotlight; but the combination
is forceful enough — only in the joint magic of
the Poème does an even match become a
necessity. The Sarasate Carmen Fantasy (
originally coupled with Paganini's Violin Concerto 1) ought to have found its way into this
company, especially since Isee that Perlman
has re-recorded all these works for DG with
exactly that addition. [
B/C: 1*/1] David Nice
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CHRISTMAS NIGHT — Carols of the Nativity
The Cambridge Singers/City of Gond Sinfl
Rutter
Collegium COLCD 106 (
63m 46s) digital ( LP:
COL 106, MC: COLC 106)
This is aselection of twenty-two Carols that
span more than six centuries: many are well
known, three have been recently composed
by John Rutter himself (who has also
arranged many of the others). The excellent
mixed-voice Cambridge Singers are as puretoned as the conventional cathedral choirs in
this fare — in fact, Ruth Holton, in her solo in
'There is a flower', could very easily be
mistaken for a boy treble. All the soloists
must be commended for their faultless
intonation, as must the choir for its unerring
attention to every request for dynamic variety. All performances, whether acappella or
accompanied by the City of London Sinfonia,
are heartfelt and moving in their commitment. The recording, made by the BBC
Transcription Unit in the resonant venue of
the Great Hall of University College School,
London, is well-blended and closely miked,
resulting in awarm and rather heavy sound.
Perhaps a church would have been more
suitable in the circumstances, and more in
keeping with the nature of this issue?
[A/B:11
Barbara Jahn
NEW YEAR'S DAY CONCERT
Die Fledermaus — Overture D Sphürenklange
17 Annen-Polka O Delirien 17 Vergnügungszug 0 Pizzicato-Polka 13 Beliebte AnnenPolka El Unter Donner und Blitz 17 Frühlingsstimmen* D Ohne Sorgen D An der schünen
blauen Donau EJ RadetzkyMarch
*Kathleen Battle (sop)IVPOIKarajan
DG 419 616-2 (
69m 02s) digital (
LP: 419
616-1, MC: 419 616-4)
Live recording 1987
It was dismaying to watch the last televised
Neujahrskonzert, with Karajan rigidly supported, seemingly doing so little with the
orchestra. But, divorced from those visual
images, the music sounds no less fresh, or
controlled, than in previous live recordings
with other conductors. And the energy of the
quick polkas ' Pleasure Train' or 'Without
Cares' hardly betrays any impairment.
Perhaps the Pizzicato Polka is heavier than
usual — but that seems a deliberate choice
here. And ' Blue Danube', which comes
before the Radetzky encore (almost submerged by handclapping), is just as cunningly
moulded: not so caressing as Boskovsky's, in
the famous Decca digital debut album, more
strongwilled. There you had the multi-lingual
greetings, but Karajan's spoken message was
mostly lost by a hand-mic failure, and is
consequently edited out. Applause is kept in,
and faded down between items.
I've tried hard to enjoy the DG boxed set
of Johann/Josef Strauss with the Berlin
Philharmonic — and the single discs (EMI &
DG) before that — and failed. This time DG
have the right orchestra, and Karajan collectors will give this issue a place next to the
marvellous 1960 RCA 'Soria' LP with the
VPO, with its still-ravishing analogue sound
[see John Culshaw's Putting the Record
Straight pp198-9]. The DG team don't match
the depth, or delicacy of string tone, in the
four duplicated items on the '79 Boskovsky
concert recording; instead there's a powerfully weighty and close sound, with some
grain in upper frequencies [
A:1]
Christopher Breunig

LA COMPAGNA
Works by Spinacino, Capirola, da Milano
Christopher Wilson (ite)
Hyperion CDA 66233 (
52m 30s) ( LP: A66233)
In this, his first solo recording, Christopher
Wilson concentrates on 16th-century Italy.
Not the most obviously popular repertoire, it
has to be said, and choices which, despite the
fine performances, may not be as
immediately engaging for the non-specialist
as others. Spinacino, the first composer to
publish a collection entirely devoted to
instrumental music ( 1507) is perhaps, of the
three composers here, least easily assimilated, and the dances of Capirola are a
welcome lightening contrast. The most
immediately striking thing about the issue is
the sheer presence of the instrument — it is a
big sound, quite richly recorded and close
enough to hear the impact of the fingers on
the strings, plus the odd left-hand squeak and
some impassioned breathing. Idid begin to
wonder if this was appropriate — ultimately,
however, largely aquestion of personal taste
[A:1]
Roger Bowen
ASV QUICKSILVA
ASV's £6.99 'Quicksilva' label is aimed at a
popular market: there are 10 CDs in the first
release (prefix CD QS).
On the first (CD QS 6003) ® 1983, Tamás
Vásáry directs the Northern Sinfonia from
the keyboard in both the Chopin F-minor and
the Schumann Piano Concertos. The poetical
reading of the Chopin has moments of great
delicacy, but the soloist has been overfavoured in recording and much orchestral
detail has been lost. Balance is better in the
forthright Schumann and, in both, ensemble
is exemplary (62m 51s) [
B:1/2].
Beautifully neat woodwind work suffuses
both St John's/Lubbock intense and rhythmically taut performance of Mendelssohn's
Scottish and their energetically vital and
elegant Italian, though the rushed Salterello
is less pleasing (6004). In a spacious, if
artificially balanced recording of great presence, this 1979 reissue is highly recommended (70m 26s) [
A:1*/2].
Most of the ten orchestral works on the CD
entitled 'The Arrival of the Queen of Sheba'
(6005) are movements from larger works and
they sit awkwardly with two Chopin Preludes,
well played by Howard Shelley, and The
Swan, with Julian Lloyd Webber and Yitkin
Scow. The five pieces with St John's/Lubbock
are good, if over-lit, in recording. With
different acoustics and poor recordings, Berlioz's Un Bal and the Strauss Radetsky are
disappointing, the former particularly so in a
scrappy performance from Philharmonia/
Ling Tung. To fade out the famous Largo
from Dvorak's New World after some four
minutes is simply tasteless! (48m 24s) [
B/C/
D:1/3].
Enrique Batiz's customary enthusiasm is
well handled by the RLPO for Dvorak's
Symphony 8 (6006) (II) 1985. Climaxes are
perhaps too impassioned, but the attack is
touchingly heart-felt and convincing. Complemented by as colourful and immediate a
recording, it feels uneasy next to the less vivid
Carnival Overture, enjoying an equally spontaneous response from the LPO. Nevertheless, recommended (
46m 50s) [
A/B:1].
The carefully selected and ordered compilation of V Williams, Fauré, Schubert etc,
'On Hearing the First Cuckoo' (6007), combines performances sensitive to mood and
pace from St John's/Lubbock with a recording that may be helpful to the buyer of this
disc in its didactic highlighting of lead-themes
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and instruments. There is some constriction
at low dynamic levels however, and changing
acoustics can be distracting (56m 43s) [
B:1].
More artificial highlighting lends clarity of
texture to the 1812 and Marche Slave, as does
impressive left-to-right orchestral positioning, in hard-driven performances by the
Mexico City PO/Bátiz in an all Tchaikovsky
compilation from 1985 (6008). Swan Lake is
lack-lustre and Romeo and Juliet disappointing, with weak string tone and embarrassingly
poor intonation, especially with flute at the
lovers' theme (52m 21s) [B/C:2/3].
A good job has been made of juxtaposing
twenty-four pieces of Handel from a variety
of artists and recordings without too much
annoying variation in acoustic (6010). In
general, instrumental pieces have clarity and
good presence but choral extracts are less
well balanced. Mostly enjoyable (74m 10s)
[A/C:1*/2].
The 13 nearly all well-known Carols from
Winchester Cathedral (6011) are finely performed by its choir and soloists alike. Those
that are unaccompanied have greatest clarity,
but diction is exemplary in all. Two organ
solos complete this 1980 reissue (51s 34s)
[A/11:1*/1].
Ingrid Dingfelder is the soloist, with ECO/
Mackerras, in Hoffmeister's D and CPE
Bach's D-minor flute Concerti and, with the
ECO/Leonard, in Hoffmeister's Concerto in
G (wrongly named on the disc) (6012). These
are amiable and affectionate performances,
the flute sweet-toned and nimble, and particularly spontaneous under Mackerras. Again,
the recording is brightly lit, and the soloist a
little too close for comfort, but to anyone
fond of the flute and its repertoire, this should
bring pleasure (70m 13s) [
A/B:1*/11.
To end, the best disc of this batch, the aptly
named ' Splendour of Baroque Brass' (
6013).
The London Gabrieli Brass Ensemble is as
enthralling in its performances of the slower
pieces here as in the majestic ceremonial
music and the more spirited dances. Changing tone colours and dynamics are adelight,
intonation and articulation virtually faultless,
all captured in a clean, atmospheric recording. Only some ambient loss at the end of
tracks has prevented double star rating.
Highly enjoyable (73m 03s) [
A:11.
Barbara Jahn
CBS 'MAESTRO' CDs
DEBUSSY: La Mer/L'après-midi d'un Faune/
Jeux
NPOIBoulez
MYK 42546 (
52m 35s) e 1967
GRIEG: Peer Gynt Suites 1 & 2/SIBELIUS:
Finlandia 0 Valse Triste
The Swan of
Tuonela
NYPOIBernstein
MYK 42543 (
54m 53s) e 1972-4, '81
RAVEL: Bolero 0 La Valse 0 Daphnis &
Chloe Suite 2 0 Alborada del Gracioso
Fr Nat OrchINYPOIBernstein
MYK 42541 (
49m 05s) e 1974, '78, '81
SCHUBERT: Quintet in A major, 'Trout'
Serkin1LaredolNaegelelPamasILevine
MYK 42525 (
39m 25s) e 1967
STRAVINSKY: Firebird Suite ( 1919) 0 Petrushka
NYPOIBernstein
MYK 42540 (
56m 04s) e 1970
TCHAIKOVSKY: Nutcracker Suite El Swan
Lake — excerpts
NYPOIBernstein
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MYK 42549 (
47m 58s) e 1982
Piano works by Schumann, Schubert, Scarlatti and Scriabin
Vladimir Horowitz (pno)
MYK 42534 (
47m 45s) e 1968
Works by Albinoni-Giazotto, Bach, Charpentier, Clarke, Handel, Mouret, Purcell, MarcBo, Vivaldi, Pachelbel-Leppard
ECOILeppardl La Grande EcurielMalgoire
MYK 42548 (
49m 21s) e 1975-7, '80-83
(available on MC: prefix 40- replaces MYK)
Tape hiss, flutter, studio thuds and bumps,
the sudden fade: CD perfectionists who
expect the medium to transform rough-andready classics into the clean and the beautiful
will find all these in most of CBS's first
mid-price batch. How much does it matter?
Not much, to me at least, when the majority
of these performances settle down to work
their affectionate magic; and less still when a
handful leap crudely out at the listener with
all the raw, uninhibited energy which was a
hallmark of the performers' style.
I'm thinking above all of Bernstein's New
York Stravinsky and Ravel. This Firebird
spits and flames out of a garden where
shadows yield entirely to sharp expressionist
exclamation marks, warnings of the violence
to come. Strings, garishly to the fore, flicker
brilliantly around Kastchei's myrmidons in
the baking heat of the recording. It dims a
little for Bernstein's neon-lit fairground in
Petrushka, but that gives room for the light
and shade of the contrast between showman
and puppets, ballerina idealised, and as she
so banally is. CBS still stall on Stravinsky's
own recording, but Bernstein's first thoughts
on these scores, clear and compassionate,
remain in a class of their own. [
A/C:1*/1]
Ravel, too, emerges from the shadows:
least effectively in Boléro (
a later recording
with the French National Orchestra), where
the tune, ever wide-awake, quivers to a
conclusion which is decidedly over-tacky —
the French did this more pleasingly for
Martinon. Back in New York, La Valse
presents itself under the Mahlerian microscope, with every distorting touch underlined
—justifiably, as it turns out, for its plunge into
the abyss is both hair-raising and rigorously
detailed. The Hollywood portamento-laden
strings of Daphnis reach high art in the most
spacious of the recordings, before one of the
fastest and most thrilling bacchanalia on disc;
and even the Spanish clown crackles with
demonic energy. Everything points to the
excitement of a live performance, love it or
hate it. [
B/C:1*/3]
The other two Bernstein reissues must be
here for repertory's sake, since the Grieg and
Tchaikovsky lack that individual hallmark. It
would have been no risk to give us the
Sibelius pieces (
Finlandia bristling with rearing tuba and rasping brass) alongside the
Second or Fifth Symphony; these Peer Gynt
miniatures can't easily make their mark in
such a stifling, unyielding acoustic. Again
there are shades of Mahler in the desolation
and detailed string phrasing of ' Ingrid's
lament', and much is made of the contrast in
each suite between languishing Nordic ladies
and a seven-league-booted stride to African
climes, but brass and woodwind lack character. The rapid ambience cut-offs between
pieces are disconcerting here. [C/D:2/4]
Glancing sideways at the Tchaikovsky disc
you read 'Suites — Bernstein': amore alluring
proposition, perhaps, given the New Yorkers' aggressive articulation of the Nutcracker
delicacies (good, though, to hear the ' Arabian Dance' a real allegretto, all Eastern

allure in the strings). The Swan Lake '
Suite' is
a personal selection, giving us most of the
lakeside divertissement ( including that
exhilarating metamorphosis of the waltz) and
the garish day of the national dances (Spanish
and Mazurka) to conclude with no shortage
of vigour throughout. The harpist takes a
walk from left to right in honour of Odette,
Prince and the splendid ( uncredited) 'concert-master' of the Pas de Deux. [
B/C:2/3]
Boulez has but one disc to himself (others
must surely follow); but his La Mer had to be
the choice. Not only do we hear a scientific
accuracy over dynamics leading to aperformance which is far from dispassionate, and an
uncanny sense of layering — wind slightly
recessed, as they would be 'live', but always
telling; we also feel the seamless changes of
the seascape, thanks to afluid, if not always
strictly faithful treatment of tempo changes
and an ardent confidence in what Boulez,
with regard to Images, has called Debussy's
'superior, polished kind of improvisation'.
Jeux shimmers with the tension between the
visible dance and the unconscious promptings
etched in behind it. It is serendipity, surely,
that only three seconds should elapse before
the faun's bright afternoon yields to this
subtler twilight. Hiss notwithstanding, this is
the best-recorded of the reissues. [
A/B:1*/2]
Horowitz as master of tonal ambiguity
deserved better in 1967 than the dry, close
recording which magnifies the subtle watercolours of his Kinderscenen; though the effect of
sustaining pedal on Schumann's legato
phrases will not, in any case, be to all tastes.
Horowitz's surprises come in the unpredictable Schumann Toccata, Scarlatti given with
crystalline articulation and, at the same time,
inscrutably enigmatic, and the sudden glimpses of heaven and, ultimately, hell, from the
human standpoint of the Schubert G-flat
Impromptu. [C:1*/2]
If Rudolf Serkin fares little better at the
hands of the engineers, the sound of his
fellow-strings glows in Schubert's Trout
Quintet. And he certainly doesn't dominate
the scene any more than he should; this is
chamber ensemble work at its best, where
distinguished soloists become rippling accompanists at the drop of ahat, where pianist and
violin hold dialogues with exquisite deference
for the other's point of view, and where every
accent tells (not even Curzon's classic team
carries off the sfs in the scherzo like this).
Humour and personality abound, above all in
the journey of the trout from pseudo-national
anthem to blithely carolling song. [
13:11
'Baroque Favourites' is like a Christmas
stocking where the easily-pleased child finds
the two things it especially wanted (ubiquitous Pachelbel and Albinoni in this case),
but discovers that the rest come from sets
where the other pieces are missing. Appetizing oboes, mandolins, and guitar — very
refreshing after a sepulchral-Gothick Albinoni, with lugubrious organ and booming
bass — only make you wish they'd bothered to
give us Marcello and Vivaldi concerti complete and not just one movement apiece. It
could have been done, with nearly 25-minutes
to spare (none of these CDs is generously
filled, but there's no excuse for short measure
on acompilation like this). [A/B/C:1/3] Leppard and Malgoire are bracketed together,
with no indication of who performs what, or
when: another characteristic of the entire
series, which must rate low on presentation.
Many questions remain unanswered: why the
Kinderscenen are sub-indexed, and not
Tchaikovsky's characteristic dances; why
we're already chez Petrushka when that track
begins; who danced the Alborada; and
whether the Firebird was really male. And so
on . . .
David Nice
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MAIL ORDER ADVERTISING
British Code of Advertising Practice
Advertisements in this publication are required to conform to
the British Code of Advertising Practice. In respect of mail order
advertisements where money is paid in advance, the code
requires advertisers to fulfil orders within 28 days, unless a
longer delivery period is stated. Where goods are returned
undamaged within seven days, the purchaser's money must be
refunded. Please retain proof of postage/despatch, as this may be
needed.
Mail Order Protection Scheme
If you order goods from Mail Order advertisements in this
magazine and pay by post in advance of delivery, Hi Fi News &
Record Review will consider you for compensation if the
Advertiser should become insolvent or bankrupt, provided:
(1) You have not received the goods or had your money
returned; and
(2) You write to the Publisher of Hi Fi News & Record Review
summarising the situation not earlier than 28 days from the
day you sent your order and not later than two months from
that day.
Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us. When you
write, we will tell you how to make your claim and what evidence
of payment is required.
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance
with the above procedure as soon as possible after the Advertiser
has been declared bankrupt or insolvent up to alimit of £7,950
per annum for any one advertiser so affected and up to £ 10,000
per annum in respect of all insolvent Advertisers. Claims may be
paid for higher amounts, or when the above procedure has not
been complied with, at the discretion of HiFi News & Record
Review; but we do not guarantee to do this in view of the need to
set some limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of
readers' difficulties.
This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in direct
response to an advertisment in this magazine ( not, for example,
payment made in response to catalogues etc, received as aresult
of answering such advertisements). Classified advertisements are
excluded.
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opportunity to own an
upmarket pair of
loudspeakers at a
very downto-earth price!
With a
Wilmslow Audio ï
Total Kit its easy
— no electronic
or woodworking skill is necessary. Each kit contains all the
cabinet components (accurately machined from smooth
MDF for easy assembly), speaker drive units, crossover
networks, wadding, grille fabric, terminals, nuts, bolts etc.
Model CS1 is based on the Reference 101, CS3 is
equivalent to the Ref. 103.2 and CS9 is based on the
Reference 105.2 ( but in aconventionally styled encl.).
CS1 £ 117 pair inc. VAT plus carr/ins £6
CS3 £ 143 pair inc. VAT plus carr/ins £ 12
CS9 £ 393 pair inc. VAT plus carr/ins £ 18
We also offer akit ( less cabinet) for Elector PL301
In Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!

WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD.
35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
SK9 lAS Tel: 0625 529599
Call and see us or agreat deal on HiFi.
(Closed all day Mondays)
DIY Speaker catalogue £ 1.50 post free ( export $6)
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ>
WORLD RECORDS CDs
TITO PUENTE: SALSA

World Record Series WWCD004 (
50m 45s)
THE IVORYS: BALA
World Record Series WWCD006 (
56m 52s)
THE BENUES: RISE UP AFRICA
World Record Series WWCD007 (
46m 29s)
DEMBO KONTE & MALAMINI JOBARTEH: BAA TOTO
World Record Series WWCD005 (
55m 29s)
All from Wallbank-Warwick Communications, 23 Queens Gardens, Lancaster Gate,
London W2.
Out of nowhere — or so it seems — comes this
series of world music. And it comes just when
Western music buffs are catching up with the
rest of the world. When Istarted listening to
ethnic records they were mainly on pioneering French labels, where musicologists would
take their Uhers into the deserts and jungles.
This company is doing the same thing in an
updated way. Instead of mini reel-to-reel
equipment, it's dieital sound in a suitcase.
Perhaps because it sgot the minimum of eq,
or perhaps because the music is often
recorded in non- studio environments, the

BEE GEES: ESP
Warner Bros WX 83
So here they are in '87 and, for the first time,
there's no Robert Stigwood connection.
Vocally, the threesome sound much the same
as ever and there's nowt to carp about as far
as their support group is concerned — in fact,
most of the rhythm tracks are killers due to
aid provided by ultra-talented keyboardist
Greg Phillanganes and multi- instrumentalist
Robbie Kondor. Arif Mardin, who couldn't
make abad album even if saddled with The
Firm, Aled Jones and Black Lace combined,
is co-producer and, on the face of things, ESP
ought to relate to an extra-special purchase.
Sadly though, this is not the case. The songs
generally go missing just afew seconds in the
wake of their intros and, in the main, it's not
worth the worry of searching to see where
they're hidden. ' You Win Again', a recent
chart-topper, is one of the exceptions, while
'Angela is apretty enough chunk of chintz.
But, on the whole, there's little here that
would encourage Travolta to put on his
dancing shoes again. [
B:2/3]
Fred Deliar
BLACK DYKE MILLS BAND: 150 YEARS
Chandos BBRD 1034
CHAN 8558 (
56m 50s) CD
Newer sponsored and subsidised bands have
come up as challengers to the Black Dyke
Mills Band in recent years, but the Queensbury men are still, after 150 years, the most
well-known and the best. I think I have
reviewed more dazzling records of theirs than
this — there was Black Dyke Plays Rossini
(Chandos BBRD 1021, 1984), with cornets as
agile as scurrying violins. But the selections
here are intended to show off the band's wide
scope, from hymns and marches to aWeber
overture and the last movement of Dvorak's
Ninth, plus showpieces for cornet, horn,
trombone and euphonium. Major Peter
Parkes conducts aband whose current photo
shows many young players, upholders of the
Queensbury tradition, and his sleevenote
gives them full credit as well as relating the
band's origins and successes. Dewsbury Town
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sound has the clarity of digital but the warmth
of the earth. You get the feeling you're
hearing what you would have done if you'd
been there.
But it's the music that matters, and all of
this music matters a lot. Take the Tito
Puente, for example. 1love salsa and Ilove
Tito Puente's music. I've heard a lot of the
salsa master, but this particular disc ranks

Hall's acoustic suits it, and the roundness of
the sound recalls Peter Garnmond's 1980
reminder in this magazine that brass is
notable for recording well, with none of the
confusing overtones of string or keyboard
instruments. [ A:1,'21
Denis Argent
JOANNE BRACKEEN: FIFI GOES TO
HEAVEN
Concord CJ 316 from Import Music Service

among the best. On some other recordings all
the music is there, but the atmosphere is
missing. Not so here, for there is a spirit of
exuberance and sheer enjoyment of playing
which positively bursts out of your speakers.
Like the rest of the music in this batch, it's
human music played direct from the soul. It's
special. [A*:1*1
The Ivorys' Bala represents one of the
gentler sides of African music with the
interweaving of kora, balafon and singing.
The kora is an African harp, the balafon a
kind of xylophone with gourd resonators.
This Ivory Coast music has a long history
starting off as royal court music. [
A*:1] Baa
Toto also features the kora, this time played
by amember of the renowned Konte family
of master musicians. There are musical similarities between these discs, but there's no
balafon on the latter. The kora playing,
however, is startlingly good. [
A*:11 Finally,
Rise Up Africa, an extraordinary disc from
the Benue state of Nigeria. The singing and
drumming are warm and engaging, but it's
the reed trumpet which blows you away.
can't quite imagine what the instrument looks
like but its effect is instantly moving — even
disturbing. [
A*:1]
These discs make up an impressive first
batch — and the company are promising more
amazing stuff on the way. So watch out.
Ken Hyder

for example, is particularly noted for trumpeters, and Columbia for accordionists. This
album is an amalgam of some of the styles
associated with Cuba and Columbia and it
comes across as a healthy mixture of
strengths. Some of the rhythms may be
Columbian but the execution has a lot of
controlled Cuban laidbackness to it. The
sound is rich — with all the percussion you'd
expect — plus violins, trumpets, accordion and
soaring clarinet or flute. Even if you don't
speak Spanish, there's an irresistible desire to
sing along to this music, and anyone with an
inclination to dance should watch out.
There's an exuberant joyousness throughout,
and all in all, this is just what the doctor
ordered for keeping warm on chilly winter
nights. [
A:1/2]
Ken Hyder

The twee title commemorates her pet Yorkie,
but the music is of this world, and modern.
With Branford Marsalis as one of two guest
stars to her previous trio (CI 280), Iexpected
his brilliance to steal the show. But he, and
trumpeter Terence Blanchard, would surely
agree that Joanne more than holds her own.
She is exciting and, despite some McCoy
Tyner touches, original. Five of the seven
CINCINNATI POPS/ERICH KUNZEL:
tracks, her own compositions or arrangePOMP AND PIZAZZ
ments, show her to be more than another
Telarc CD-80122 (
55m 22s) CD
pianist with great technique. Some of the
tracks are difficult. When we used to justify
Our Music Editor was not hopeful. his
the final chorus of some Chicagoan tear-up
attitudes toward marching and ceremonial
with Pee-Wee and Wild Bill, we would
music being not unlike that of agourmet's vis
mutter pretentiously about polyphony. But
avis McDonald's. I, on the other hand, didn't
one has to update when reading on the sleeve
mind reviewing Kunzel and the Cincinnati
that ' Cosmonaut' has sections, Joanne notes
Pops' martial feast because I've always loved
with satisfaction 'in which the whole band
marching bands. (This isn't really an aberratakes a solo at the same time.' Structure is
tion: Americans are exposed to afar greater
restored, however, in ' Dr Chang', in which a
number of parades than you'd imagine. At
long out-of-tempo intro, with Debussyesque
least they were when Iwas akid.) Pomp and
arpeggios. is followed by neobop — indeed
Pizazz, however, is no ordinary fanfare
what Cab Calloway is reputed to have called
sampler. Sure, you get the usual stuff like
'that Chinese music'. The whole record is rich
'Pomp and Circumstance March No.1', but
in ( to borrow afamous book title) 'the sound
the presentation here is nothing short of
of surprise' and Joanne fully merits the
exceptional. No stiff, perfunctory performhalf-page she gets in Joachim Berendt's Jazz
ances, but proof that this material can swing.
Book —the Mary Lou Williams of the 1990s.
That in itself justifies purchase, but its the
LA:1]
Denis Argent
sonics which make this mandatory. Marching
music is about swelling breasts and lumps in
the throat ( how horrible it would be if vice
JORGE CABRERO: CHARANGA
versa), and you can't help but feel it when the
V.4LLENTAN.4
sound is as majestic as on this CD. Let's put it
Glohestyle ORB 019
another way: the Music Editor and the
Publisher took turns listening to Sousa's
Each of the Latin American countries has its
'Stars and Stripes Forever' at maximum level
own range of styles of music, and within each
on the office Discman, and they're not even
country there are particular strengths. Cuba,
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OF THE NEW CYRUS
ELECTRONICS RANGE FROM MISSION.
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
Yanks. [A*:1*], and C5 has ordered his own
copy.
Ken Kessler

elZ7ree=17.
77T.71-77
ALMA COGAN: A CELEBRATION
EMI EM 1280
She died young, but today would surely be a
star, surviving the Beatles era (with which she
just overlapped) and triumphing now as a
versatile solo act capable of out-singing and
out-performing any of today's video sexpots.
Many of her 1950s hits were trivia of the time,
songs about baby's dimples and doing atango
with an Eskimo. But give her aGershwin, as
'Somebody Loves Me' from 1962, and she's
as good as anyone on today's solo circuit —
and she could cope with the subtleties of a
modern ballad like 'My One And Only
Love'. Who today could be ahit in Japanese,
or Hebrew, in another bilingual track: 'Hava
Nagila', that best-known hora anglicised as
'Everybody Dance'. That's one example of
Alma's vivid rhythmic sense; there are other
tracks where she hits the beat unaccompanied
for several bars. When I last reviewed a
Cogan reissue ( MFP 415643-1) I admitted
underrating her in her heyday because most
of her radio performances were of novelty
numbers. The 40 tracks here include a few,
but there is also such variety of tempo and
style that Alma's versatility is sensational
when measured against today's frantic followers of fashion. Accompaniments are by the
best arangers and session men that EMI
could buy, and even the recording (not
digitally remastered) sounds good. [
A:11
Denis Argent
THE COMMUNARDS: RED
London LONLP 39
My beliefs are not those of Jimmy Somerville
and Richard Coles. And though they plead
most eloquently, they'll not change my point
of view nor, Isuspect, those of many others.
Yet, Ican imagine how they feel at the loss of
a friend from AIDS ( Tor A Friend' and
'Lovers And Friends') or even how they can
perceive a wrong election result in terms of
five further years of suffering Mold On
Tight') — especially in view of Derek Jarman's
recent assertion that `No metropolitan gay
man can be certain that he will be alive in five
years'. But from out of the gloom, Red has
emerged as athing of beauty and no little joy.
Somerville sings his heart out ( unlike others,
Ido not find his falsetto lacking in light and
shade) while Coles' string arrangements are
often innovative — there's alovely moment on
the Brill Building-ish 'Matter Of Opinion'
where you instinctively wait for a sax break
only to hear Sally Herbert's violin wheeling in
— and both the melodic and lyric content are
on the high side. Okay, there's the obvious
ploy — an admittedly telling rehash of Gloria
Gaynor's 'Never Can Say Goodbye' to appeal
to the parts once moved by ` Don't Leave Me
This Way' — and maybe acouple of songs are
yawn-provoking. Even so, there's enough
here to make me wish I'd got my hands on the
CD. [A:11
Fred DeIlar
NATALIE COLE: EVERLASTING
Manhattan MTL 1012
Manhattan CDP 7 46759 2 (54m 33s) CD
She's been away for quite awhile now. First
came the drugs problem, followed by aterm
of rehabilitation. Her marriage to producer
Marvin Yancey, the man who'd shaped her
earlier Capitol sides, then got the ' reject'
stamp. Finally Yancey himself moved off to
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work for that big arranger in the sky. Not a
happy story. Maybe some up-and-coming
Diana Ross will play the lead one day. In the
meantime, Natalie's back to work and doing
fine. She's opted for the shuffle and shift
method, switching styles in the hope that one
proves a winner. In this she's lucky, for,
whether she's jolting her way through
Brooce's ' Pink Candillac', doing it for the
disco on 'Jump Start', relinquishing her nearAretha approach for adabble of Dionne on
Bacharach-Sager's tender ' Split Decision': or
merely reminding the CD generation who her
father was, via ' When IFall In Love', she gets
three in a row everytime. The talent was
always there. Hopefully. now she'll stay
lucky. Which will be to our benefit [A:I*]
Fred Dellar

MARILYN CRISPELL: QUARTET IMPROVISATIONS — PARIS 1986
Leo Records LR144
Some people think improvised music has run
its course, that it's all been said before. They
should listen to this album. ' Fresh' is the first
word to come up in the frame. Crispell's
piano playing floats gently and confidently in
a performance where everything — including
the unexpected — sounds perfectly natural.
There is a great breadth in the mood and
texture and she is joined by three other
sensitive, imaginative players. Marcio Mattos, abassist based in London, brings abit of
magic to any combination of players. The
drummer, Youval Mincemacher, • plays with
well-controlled sparseness, always focusing
on the essence of what's required at any given
moment. The fourth instrument is cello —
played by Didier Petit — and it makes this an
unusual combination. Everything here seems
to work and adds up to one of the most
enjoyable and impressive records of improvised music to grace my turntable for some
time. lA:I*1
Ken Hyder
BRYAN FERRY : BÊTE NOIRE
Virgin CDV2474 (43m 47s) CD
The definitive post-war jaded lounge lizard
strikes again with another _perfect example of
his own brand of rock. Samey? Sure, but
some would say that the ninth bottle of Moet
tastes as good as the previous eight. The
feeling is a bit gloomier than expected — I
thought Ferry would be mellowing by this
time — but with only acasual ear to the lyrics,
the listener won't leave feeling like acharacter from Camus. Lines like ' No religion can
save me now', don't help. As far as its
ear-candy value goes, Bête Noire is a gem,
with premier guest musicians like former
Smiths' guitarist Johnny Marr providing a
sound we're sure to hear sampled in the
future. This is about as sexy as such players
can get, and that's [A*:11 territory.
Ken Kessler

7gi
HUE AND CRY : SEDUCED AND ABANDONED
Circa Records CIRCA 2
Circa Records CIRCD 2 (44m 40s) CD
One of the toughest new bands and best of
the current crop of red, white and blue-eyed
soul men, Hue and Cry have whipped up a
debut LP that builds on the strength of their
well-played singles. What's so delicious about
this package is that almost every track
deserves 7in release. Lead vocalist Patrick
Kane knows just what material suits his
distinctive voice — 'Human Touch' is the only

track which shows its limitations — and the
band does a terrific impersonation of Shaftera Stax house players. Whether or not this
band goes the way of other potentially-greateventually- lame bands like Simply Red
remains to be seen. Judging by Kane's
talk-show/pop show spoutings, it's unlikely.
[A*:11
Ken Kessler
PAUL McCARTNEY: ALL THE BEST
Parlophone PMTV1 (CDPMTV1)
PAUL McCARTNEY: McCARTNEY II
Fame/EM! CD-FA 3191 ( 55m 00s) CD
PAUL McCARTNEY AND WINGS: RED
ROSE SPEEDWAY
Fame/EMI CD-FA 3193 ( 55m 23s) CD
WINGS: VENUS AND MARS
Parlophone CDP 7 46984 2 ( 52m 57s) CD
WINGS: WILD LIFE
Fame/EM! CD-FA 3101 ( 50m 08s) CD
Ordinarily, this lot would have ended up in
'Capsules', but the four CDs are especially
noteworthy. In addition to selling for only
£7.99 each, they sport extra tracks of atruly
collectable nature. Such largesse should not
go unnoticed, though Macca fans would buy
them even without these bonus B-sides. In
retrospect, I rate Red Rose Speedway and
Venus And Mars as [ A:1/2], Wild Life as
[A:2/3], and McCartney II [
A:2]. As for All
The Best, the new compilation put together
by The Man himself, it dispenses with three
of the tracks on the earlier Wings Greatest,
adds the biggies released since 1978, and
throws in one completely new number.
Twenty tracks spread over two LPs is stretching it (the CD offers a mere 17), but the
package is rather tasty. [ A/B:1/2] Leave it to
McCartney to offer not one but five Christmas choices for his devoted following . . .
and that's not counting the myriad permutations of the pending single.
Ken Kessler
MIKE SAMMES SINGERS: JUST FOR YOU
LNV Records INC 001 (66m 04s) CD
Easy listening at alavish length, but also full
of musical interest and varied enough in
material and manner to be far from the
monotony of muzak. The songs include
plenty of standards ( Berlin, Gershwin, Kern,
Loesser, Cahn/Styne) and more modern
works from Sondheim, Alan Price and the
brothers Gibb. There is one track which may
have helped the Christmas trade: Hoist's
setting of Christmas Rossetti, ' In The Bleak
Midwinter', a wordless arrangement of the
best-known Satie `Gymnopédie', and amovement from Warlock's Capriol Suite show that
the singers can tackle more demanding music.
Two of those arrangements are by Sammes
himself; the Satie is by Roland Shaw. The 20
tracks sound as if the number of singers, and
the male/female balance, varies considerably,
but without worrying about the personnel we
can simply follow the leader's advice in the
leaflet: ' Listen . . . relax . . . enjoy!' Good
recording, too. [ A:1/2]
Denis Argent

LIZA MINNELLI: CARNEGIE HALL CONCERT
Telarc 85502 A (47m 45) and B (52m 44s) CD
2 LPs DG 15502. Distributed by Conifer
'All Ineed is one good break', she sings on
one track. Nobody in Carnegie Hall could
have believed those Fred Ebb words; Liza
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Compact Discs, the BBC LS3/5A Loudspeakers,
the Audio Pro B1-45 Sub- Woofer

THE PERFECT MATCH
Although Compact Discs were developed in Holland by Philips,
the remarkable little LS3/5A loudspeaker was designed by BBC
engineers and the Audio Pro Sub-Woofer comes from Sweden,
they might have been ' made for each other', so perfectly do they
complement one another.
With Compact Discs setting fresh standards for the domestic
reproduction of beautiful music, it is the loudspeaker system
which, more than ever, determines the final outcome. Those who
can afford as well as accommodate apair of QUAD ESL 63 units
should be more than satisfied with the outcome, but if you are
looking for a system at less than half their cost, the three-way
combination of apair of BBC LS3/5A speakers plus the Audio Pro
B1-45 Sub-Woofer offers truly stunning, large-scale sound
featuring a superbly crisp middle and upper range allied to an
extended bass reponse which has to be heard to be believed.
What makes this system especially enticing is that, in visual
terms, it fits effortlessly into any drawing room. Only the little
BBC speakers ( 12 x 71
/ x 61/2 in.) need to be seen; the
2
Sub-Woofer, an unobstrusively pleasant cube in black or walnut
finish ( 14 3
/ in. sq. x21 in.) may be placed anywhere in the room,
4
'out of sight, out of mind', because the frequencies which it
contributes are too low to offer any directional information. As a
result, even the lowest sounds such as organ pedals or the bass
drum appear to emanate from the little speakers and, if you so
wish, the Sub- Woofer may be covered with acloth and used as a
coffee-table!
When you visit our studio and listen to this combination, you will
begin to understand what joy CD has brought to our lives. And,
added to the fact that our equipment customers enjoy the benefit
of a permanent 20% discount on all Compact Disc purchases,
1987 has already witnessed the launching of several mid- price
CD labels. From now on, alarge number of compact discs are
available from us at prices from £5.50 to to £7.50!

Thomas Heinitz Ltd

COME AND LISTEN TO THIS TOP QUALITY
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and Klimo amplifiers
on
Monday 25th January 1988 at 8.30pm
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promotion on Alphason products.
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
was born to stardom, and this double CD
makes a fascinating follow-up to the 1964
Palladium concert with Judy (Capitol EM
1249, HFNIRR September p115). Liza is so
intense that it almost hurts — and this Carnegie
Hall gig was not just aone-off but aperformance she repeated for three weeks last May/
June. What makes the concert so special is
that it was obviously worked out as a complete, integrated performance written by
Fred Ebb, with arrangements by Marvin
Hamlisch. Liza's verve and versatility need
not be stressed; purists might object to the
harshness of her vocal tone, and (as with so
many concert recordings) the applause
becomes tiresome. But the songs she sings
are chosen with taste. Standards of course,
but also lesser known show tunes by Arlen,
Weill and Jerry Herman. Plus, of course, her
Kander/Ebb specials, Liza with a Z and the
songs from Cabaret. One's only worry about
this great performer is that she might burn
herself out. Sound buffs will welcome the
details in the CD leaflet of the miking
designed to recreate the feeling of the actual
performance, and other equipment used.
[A:1]
Denis Argent
MEREDITH MONK: DO YOU BE
ECM 1336
Monk's vocal ensemble — eleven strong — has
adistinctive personality. On record, they lean
heavily on a fluid ambient sound, and the
ECM production suits them well. They like to
let the notes ring out and hang in the air for
the listener to fully savour each nuance. This
richness, sometimes like Gregorian chant, is
expanded by vocal techniques belonging to
the new vocalists. Sometimes you get the
pure human voice-like-you-would-recognise.
then you get the shhhh, jrannnng, krawwww
of other-worldliness. The structures vary
from theatrical songs to minimalism. In each
genre her enemble retains its identity and the
music is always absorbing. The classic Monk
album still might be Dolmen Music, but this
one will not disappoint those already
attracted to her music. [ A*:11
Ken Hyder
LUCIANO PAVAROTTI: VOLARE
Decca 421 052-2 (
50m 49s) CD
LUCIANO PAVAROTTI: GALA CONCERT
Decca 414 608-2 (
54m 58s) CD
Volare is sub-titled 'Popular Italian Songs',
and its style is best indicated by mentioning
the songs which are not included. No Ciribiribin, no Funiculi no II Bacio. The selection,
thankfully, avoids the obvious, with only the
title track ranking as popular in British terms.
Some are traditional; some are old enough to
have been on old Gigli recordings, and
probably Caruso sang them in his off-stage
moments. Of course today's top tenor sings
them for all they are worth, indeed more than
perhaps lightweight tunes deserve. Nor need
we demean his power and panache by calling
it effortless. On the leaflet in the plastic box,
Henry Mancini's name is in the same type
size as the singer's, and rightly so, because
the arrangements of these rich melodies are
masterly, and they are richly played by thè
orchestra of the Bologna theatre, conducted
by Alberto Tonini. Equally glorious is the
recording in aBologna church, and the sheer
enjoyment of the occasion which comes
across [A*: 1]
The gala concert was at the Albert Hall in
April 1982 and although much applause has
been left in to suggest mass enthusiasm, Ifeel
that the Italian occasion must have pleased
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the singer more. Again the choice of arias is
mostly unhackneyed, though of course the
encore has to be 'Sorrento'. Actually, there is
also asort of pre-encore: 'Nessun Dorm —
unannounced, the aria is past its intro and
well into its opening words before the audience recognises it and burst into applause,
pop- concert style. There are also two orchestral interludes by the RPO (Kurt Herbert
Adler conducting): ten minutes of Berlioz
drama, ' Royal Hunt and Storm', and the
overture salvaged from an early Verdi flop,
translated as ' King for aDay' ( 1840) — ajolly
affair that sounds just like Rossini. Even by
live concert standards, the recording is disappointingly patchy, and I doubt whether
Pavarotti will even want to treasure this as
one of his greatest. And for home listening,
there is really too much time wasted on
applause. [
B:1/2]
Denis Argent
EDITH PIAF: HEART AND SOUL
Stylus SMR 736 (SMC 736; CD
736)

SMD

Who in this country really enjoys the screechy
scratchy voice of The Sparrow? — Ed.] I
suppose other singers have s
with voices
that are less than mellifluous; one would not
complain about the lack of pure vocal tone in
Marlene Dietrich or Shirley Bassey. Perhaps it
should be possible for an Ella fan to enjoy Edith,
but Ican't make the essential mental adjustment
to the Paris scene, even assuming that Ihave
remote French ancestry. All her famous songs
are here, from la Vie en Rose' of 1946 to
'Exodus' of 1961, two years before her death
aged 48. There are two versions of `No Regrets',
French and English, and Isuppose 'Milord' is the
song which gives the best idea of the verve that
made her a star. Recording is an odd mix of
mono and stereo that defies a rating, and the
singing, for me, is just a[
2].
Denis Argent
ASTOR PIAZZOLLA: LIVE IN WIEN
VOLUME. 1
Messidor 115916 (
distributed by IMS)
'King of titles may be a bit crass, but
Piazzolla is widely acknowledged to be the
main man in the world of tango, or 'new
tango' as this genre is known. This new form,
of course, has its roots in the tango as sung
and danced in Buenos Aires, Argentina. But
there's a lot more to it. Piazzolla's music
accentuates the twists and turns of tango
through bravura passages of sudden acceleration or deceleration. The structures are
arranged, but there is some scope for improvisation, atighter, more constrained form of
improvisation than jazz. It's this on-the-edge
quality which gives the music added appeal.
The quintet — Piazzolla plays bandeon, akind
of accordion, piano, bass, guitar and violin —
is virtuosic, and each tune is adazzling tour de
force. They make dramatic use of their timing
and their ability to stretch complex rhythms
with ease. The dynamics they employ have all
the excitement that you only get from acoustic music. It's a shame we always talk in
bracketed musical terms, because it's so easy
for unusual records like this to slip througp
the net. And that would be ashame for this is
astunning disc which any serious music lover
will enjoy. [A:1]
Ken Hyder

with Geddy Lee screaming as if someone was
tearing at his tonsils with the aid of anarrow
pitchfork. Now Lee is more relaxed, more
mainstream. He even sings hard-edged but
pretty duets with the likes of Til Tuesday's
Aimee Mann (`Time Stand Still'), while his
virtually ever-present support squad, Alex
Lifeson (guitar) and Neil Peart (drums),
often, with the aid of Lee's keyboard and bass
expertise, mutate into something that edges
from the Roger Dean fantasy-scapes of Yes
towards the bubble-bath rhythms of Police. It
therefore entails no headache to latch on to
Rush in '87. But the band's songwriting
ability doesn't match their i
performance.
An
d
that's where boredom sets n. [A:2/31
Fred Dellar
GEORGE SHEARING: MORE GRAND
PIANO
Concord CJ 318 ( Import Music Service)
The boy from Battersea is now old enough
(and rich enough) to please himself, and this
second helping of his solo choices shows him
venturing far beyond his great jazz capabilities. His out-of-tempo treatment of 'People',
for example, has him exploring Debussy
harmonies — complete with aquotation from
La Fille aux Cheveux de Lin. There are also
hints of the Satie Gymnopédies in the 1927
waltz ' Ramona'. But, rather surprisingly,
Shearing also admires the original and easily
imitable Errol Garner; his own left hand has
been so much more adventurous than Garner's trademark thump. The Garner influence
comes in ' East of the Sun', afamiliar Shearing hit from his Quintet days, and in one of
the best of all 1930s ballads, 'My Silent Love'.
The sleeve also mentions Shearing's admiration for Dave McKenna, but there is less
evidence here of that hard-driving style than
of Thelonious Monk's; Shearing manages to
make ' You Don't Know What Love Is' sound
like ' Round Midnight'. Altogether, the
record is pleasantly varied — easy listening,
even. But even those who remember him as
the boogie-woogie boy of 1939 can marvel at
the way his technique now serves his ventures
into much more imaginative music making.
[A:1]
Denis Argent

PETER SKELLERN: ASTAIRE
Mercury MERH 111 (MERHC
826859-2)

111; CD

'More retro from The Man Who Would Be
70', said KK in a ' Capsule' review of Lovelight last September. But even young Ken
might agree that Skellern has now achieved
the impossible in admirably avoiding the
Astaire style and updating ten of the film
songs without ruining their clarity and romantic innocence. Having myself written in that
same issue that so many of the Astaire songs
sounded as if they were written for him and
him alone, I must recant and admit that
Skellern, with highly original brass band
backings (his speciality), has made the songs
sound freshly-minted. And mint, in the other
sense, may be an apt word for him; asmall
amount is refreshing, but too much is cloying.
So let's hope he won't be tempted to repeat
Denis Argent
the recipe. [A:1]

RUSH: HOLD YOUR FIRE
Vertigo VERHC47 (
50m 31s) CD

THE SMITHS: STRANGEWAYS, HERE WE
COME
Rough Trade ROUGH 106

These days, Rush don't have alot in common
with the trio of long-haired Canucks who
initially came on like Led Zep in overdrive,

So it's goodbye to him — and it's goodbye to
him. Here we are at the final session, with
Marr and Morrissey about to set out on their
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different paths. And it's Marr who predominantly takes the ear via, not only his guitar
settings, but also acouple of string and brass
arrangements that enable Morrissey's
meanderings to sound more stable than of
yore and certainly less samey. Accredited
Smithsonians may object, but Morrissey is
well aware of the charge — hence the mildly
amusing critical rebuff afforded by 'Stop Me
If You Think You've Heard This One
Before'. Some things remain the same,
however. Morrissey's obsession with death,
for instance. ' Paint A Vulgar Picture' is about
arecord company making the most of adear
departed rock-star's back catalogue. Then
there's ' Death Of A Disco Dancer', ' Death
At One's Elbow' and 'Girlfriend In A Coma',
all concerned with the last gasp or thereabouts. Morrissey handles each in a manner
that suggests death is just adate with flowers.
All is airy and light. His thoughts — like his
lyrics — are whispy, hair today and gossamer
tomorrow. To some extent this works in the
best tradition of the Great British Eccentrics.
But it is something that is essentially British
and virtually unsaleable outside this stormwashed island. Maybe that's why Marr quit.
Maybe he wanted more. Whatever the
reason, this, give or take a live album,
documents the end of aband which wasn't as
good as many claimed but at least was always
interesting and readily accessible. [ A:2]
Fred Deliar
STING: .. . NOTHING LIKE THE SUN
A&M AMA 6402
A&M CDA 6402 (
55m lIs) CD
Yet another release to upset all those who
simply can't. stomach Sting because he can
sing, write, play bass, act, dance (see latest
video), pose, fend off journalists and grow
designer stubble with equal ease. This
release, less jazzy than its predecessor, is just
about as pretentious as his detractors could
have wished, but the lofty lyricism doesn't
hide the fact that the LP is dripping with
classy, fascinating rhythms. Kevin A, the
world's biggest cynic, summed it up when he
said, 'This LP's simply great; too bad it'll
become yuppie fodder like something from
Dire Straits . Isecond that emotion. [ A:1*1
Ken Kessler

VARIOUS: ECM SPECTRUM VOL.I
ECM 831 623-2 CD
Is this asampler of music or asampler for the
wonders of CD? ECM established themselves
as the masters of analogue albums in the
1970s, and now things have moved to CD.
This sampler says as much about recorded
music as music itself. Some of the tracks were
recorded as state-of-the-art analogue and
then digitally remastered, while a minority
were digitally recorded. In the end, it's the
music that matters [as you always say — Ed],
but having many of the original analogue
album tracks on my shelves, it was interesting
to make A/B comparisons. The CD Charlie
Haden Liberation Orchestra track was
recorded digitally and released on old-style
LP. On CD the sensation is of amusic more
evenly spaced out through the stereo picture
and at the same time it's more upfront.
Musically, this is a run through the ECM
catalogue, which is now so extensive that
anybody could criticise a compilation for
missing our key albums. It's not the selection
I would have made, but there are some
attractive pieces in the collection from Pat
Metheny, Haden, John Abercrombie and
Keith Jarrett. [A*1/2]
Ken Hyder
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VARIOUS: SING OUT!
Tembo TMB 115 (TC
TMBCD 115)

TMBC

115;

CD

Roger Whittaker is nominally the star of this
collection from the Sunday series of vaguely
Christian uplift, but other singers and choirs
are on a record unlikely to interest anyone
who never watched the programme. One
oddity is a new hymn composed by none
other than Wendy Craig and well sung by an
Irish girl billed as choirgirl of the year. Other
oddities include a choral item 'Speed Your
Journey', which turns out to be Verdi's
familiar Nabucco chorus, and ' Be Still My
Soul' is sung to the main theme of Finlandia.
Throw in 'Jerusalem' and `Cwm Rhondda'
and you have a recipe for an ' Ilike what I
know' album. [
11:1/21
Denis Argent

111111111111MMI
BENNIE WALLACE: THE ART OF THE
SAXOPHONE
Denon 33CY-1648 (
60m 39s) CD
Denon's profile in software may not be as
strong as its hardware presence, but if you
can seek them out they are often rewarding
experiences. Their catalogue tends to be
middle-of-the-road on the jazz side, and if
you fancy taking adip, you'd do well to take
advantage of their bargain price CD jazz
samplers. On the latest you'll find a track
from the Wallace collection. Bennie is a
younger generation tenorist playing the kind
of jazz that was on the cutting edge in the '50s
and 'es. Unlike most young revivalists,
Wallace doesn't proffer a watered-down,
polished and sophisticated version of the real
thing. He digs in and plays this music with the
fire and searching intensity which originally
forged it. He's so much at home in this srea,
he blew many of the old-timers off the stand
at aBlue Note revival anniversary. Here he's
in tandem with a dream rhythm section of
Eddie Gomez (bass) Dannie Richmond
(drums) and John Scofield (guitar). There are
also guest appearances from saxophonists
Harold Ashby, Jerry Bergonzi, Oliver Lake
and Lew Tabackin. It makes a powerful,
gutsy collection. [A*:1]
Ken Hyder
WAX: AMERICAN ENGLISH
RCA PD 71430 (
41m 40s) CD
Rock veterans Andrew Gold (American) and
Graham Gouldman ( English) must have
about 40 years experience between them,
which — in itself — is not enough to guarantee
a marriage made in the mid-Atlantic. What
each offers the other is a different vision,
Gold exemplifying West Coast rock and
Gouldman the pinnacle of British pop. The
result is that rarest of commodities: intelligent pop. Okay, so there's more lOcc in this
disc than some would prefer, btit there are
moments like `Bridge To Your Heart' which
are as good as any recent Bee Gees ( if sung a
couple of octaves lower), Whoops there goes
another cliché, something about the education of elderly canines. [A*:1]
Ken Kessler
BARRY WHITE: THE RIGHT NIGHT &
BARRY WHITE
A&M Breakout AMA 5154
It's been three years since Bedroom Bazza
last stalked black music boudoirs and nine
since his last UK Top 20 hit. Nothing's
changed though. Still every longing ballad
comes prefaced by a mumbled statement

about grunt and gréan to come. The funny
thing.is that by sticking to what he does best,
the man with the stick-on beard and goldchained neck has somehow forged ahead of
the queue. The reason is that, while others
have opted for a more high-powered rap
race, all hi-tech and what the heck, White, by
remaining what he is and what's he always
been, sounds like, the most soulful lover on
the block. The only loser here is the opening
`Sho' You Right', fashioned as adisco single
to eventually be marketed in a dozen outasight mixes. But the ensuing slow-down
brings the low-down. And from then on,
White moves from good to magnificent, the
final ' Who's The Fool' being a triumph of
mood over matter. [ A:1]
Fred Deller
WORKING WEEK: SURRENDER
Virgin CDV 2468 (
44m 25s) CD
No bones about it, Working Week's third
album is disappointing. The title says it all .
After a flow of excellent singles, the band
have nothing to show except a bookful of
favourable press cuttings. Sales haven't been
as exciting as the music and so surrender was
inevitable. I loved the band in its original
chaotic form, with the horns going every
whichway and people like Annie Whitehead
and Harry Beckett blowing tasty solos wherever they could fill a gap. True, founder
member, saxophonist Larry Stabbins is
around to see that no-one finally pulls the
jazz plug, but Working Week, the big band,
now seems athing of the past. What we have
in its place is rather a jazz-tinged backup
group for singer Julie Roberts. Which isn't all
bad news, for Roberts is an excellent singer
and wends her way through funk and Caribbean items with no little aplomb. Indeed, one
track, 'The Doctor' is probably the most
potent piece that Working Week has yet
committed to disc. A choral-backed southern
gospel item, with Roberts. putting in aclaim
for the Aretha of '87 crown, this is magnificent in both concept and performance. If only
Virgin would reissue this on a ' Best Of',
replete with such former joys as 'Storm Of
Light' and 'Venceremos'. [A:2]
Fred Deller

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111»
YES: BIG GENERATOR
Ateo WX 70 790 522/1
Here's one for those who wish to be reassured. All they have to do is go home, draw
their curtains on the world, count the number
of Neon, Carnaby, Nova and spiral label
Vertigo issues they hug to their hearts, then
place Yes' Big Generator on that all-essential
Pioneer PL- 12D deck. Even the sleeve credits reveal little about the passing of time.
John Anderson, Chris Squire, Alan White
and Tony Kaye are still there. And if Steve
Howe is missing from the picture, then does it
really matter? Trevor Rabin knows all the
essential licks, even if he does tend to recall
his guitar warrior era from time to time. So
here they come again — those high ethereal
harmonies, those guitar and synth clouds
sometimes brought nearer earth level by
well-thumped Ludwigs and a heavy bass.
And, tracking in on that same old flight path,
there's Anderson, sounding as ever like Aled
Jones' much-elder brother, still harping on
about spiritual revolutions, gold armour, blue
sedans and crimson sand. Forget the Spanish
tinge to 'Jacaranda', the D'Addario String
intro to ' Love Will Find A Way' and other
brief suggestions that Yes have moved on — or
at least sideways. It's still '71 and punk hasn't
been invented yet. And, funnily enough, it's
not abad feeling. [A:2]
Fred Dellar
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ABC: ALPHABET CITY
Neutron/Mercury NTRH 4
Neutron/Mercury 832 391-2 (
62m 53s) CD
Back on the run, ABC's fourth is absolutely
gorgeous. Lush sound, sincere Motown feel,
dance appeal — exactly what Style Council
would like to be. [
A:1] (
CD has extra tracks.)
THE BEATLES: DECCA SESSIONS 111162
Topline TOP 181
Topline Top CD 523 (
62m 36s) .
CD
Budget reissues of the Fabs' Decca audition
tapes. Strictly of historical interest, but no
completist would be without. [
B/C:2]
CABARET VOLTAIRE: THE GOLDEN
MOMENTS OF CABARET VOLTAIRE
Rough Trade RUF CD 6001 (
62m 36s) CD
Eleven tracks covering the early career of a
classic ` indie band. Weird electronic, er, pop
for those slightly off — rather than left of —
centre. Generally [
A:1], and far less disjointed than a first listen suggests.
CARAVAN: THE BEST OF
C5 Records C5 505
Well-chosen selection of Caravan tracks
charting this Canterbury band's passage
through hippie dom. Budget price makes it
extra worthy. [
A/B:1]
CLANNAD: SIRIUS
RCA PD71513 (
42m 34s) CD
The fans will not be pleased. From airy Celtic
melodies to something approaching latter-day
Fleetwood Mac, Clannad is trying to move
forward. Expect a mini- version of the revulsion which faced Dylan when he went electric. We prefer it though. so [
A:1] even if it
does sound like second-rate Heart at times.
COUNT FIVE: PSYCHOTIC REACTION
Edsel ED 225
One of the best of the Nuggets artists, at last
immortalised with an LP which normal mortals can afford. Vintage mid- Sixties US garage band rock, hallucinogens optional. [
B:1]
DR. FEELGOOD: BE SEEING YOU
Edsel ED 238
The first post-Wilko LP from the Canvey
Island rhythm ' n' blues masters. Nick Lowe
produced this 1977 gem, and it shows. (That's
a compliment, qf course.) [
A/B:!]
FREDDIE & THE DREAMERS: BEST OF
C5 Records C5 503
Some would say that this band's ' Best Of'
would be a single, but that's almost unfair.
Sheer fun, but don't expect your friends to
get up and do the Freddie. [
13:2/3]
BB KING: INTRODUCING
MCA MCB 8001
Exceptional collection of later King tracks for
those new to the blues. Easily digestible if
Cray was your first taste, but this man is the
boss. [
A:1*]
MR MISTER GO ON . . .
RCA PD86276 (
55m 54s) CD
Tasteful pop even slicker than the last time
around, with ' note- perfectness' approaching
that of Toto. Lyncs tending toward the
meaningful, but that's okay. [
A:1]
NRBQ: THROUGH THE EYES OF A
QUARTET
Demon FIEND 57
At last, acompilation from the world's best,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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most under-appreciated bar band. Good
rockin' in a package which will enhance
somebody's Christmas. [
A/B:1/11
PRETTY THINGS: SF SORROW
Edsel XED 236
Not primal British R ' n' B but a seminal
`concept' LP foreshadowing the excesses of
the '70s. This reissue of an increasingly rare
1968 collector's item comes courtesy of everybody's fave archive label. [
B:1]
THE RAMONES: LEAVE HOME
Mau Mau MAU 602
The Gabba-Gabba-Hey Boys c. 1977. Still
the best-ever example of heads down, nononsense mindless boogie, and awall of noise
that even ol' Phil must have adored. [
D:11
SAM & DAVE 20 GREATEST HITS
Streetlife/Mainline 2462245 (
58m 22s) CD
An absolute gift: post- Atlantic re- recordings
galore, but at an embarrassingly low price
and including some rather uncommon numbers. Still the best true soul duo of all time.
[A/B:1]
SAVOY BROWN: THE BEST OF
C5 Records C5 504
Eleven tracks — 1967 to - 74 — from a sadly
neglected British blues band who could hold
their own next to early F.Mac and foreshadowed the best of America's boogie merchants. At the price, this is agiveaway. [
B:1]
STEELY DAN: THE VERY BEST OF
Telstar STAR 2297
TV advertising won't tarnish the memory of
this classiest of American bands, now back in
vogue as young British acts realise that jazz
leanings and intelligent lyrics equal critical
acclaim and reasonable sales. Extra points to
Telstar for including ' My Old School'. [
A : 1 *I
DAVID SYL'VIAN: SECRETS OF THE BEEHIVE
Virgin CDV 2471 (
40m 33s) CD
Moody, this lad, very moody. Enough to
make you mistake it for New Age — if it
weren't for the anguished vocals, rather like
Kevin Ayers on downers. For all that, it's
fascinating, but leave it for the wee small
hours. [
A:1121
THIS WAY UP: FEELIN' GOOD ABOUT IT
Virgin CDV 2453 (
59m 35s) CD
Lightweight, eminently danceable, synthladen exercise which owes more to the Bee
Gees than Track 1. Saturday Night Fever
must be a recurring ailment. [
A:1]
TREES: ON THE SHORE
Decal L1K 12
TREES: THE GARDEN OF JANE
DELAWNEY
Decal LIK 15
If you 1) wear long, matted hair and an
Afghan, or 2) like anything remotely ( UK)
folkie, or 3) see visions without the use of
psychedelics, this pair from 1970 is essential.
Dated? You bet. But Stonehenge still packs
'em in. [
A/B:1/2] per unit.
UB40: THE BEST OF VOL. 1
Virgin CDUBTVC 1 (
73m 06s) CD
18 tracks
Over an hour's worth of genuinely pleasurable, wholly palatable reggae. You want hits?
This disc is jam-packed. [
A:11

THE UNDERTONES: THE UNDERTONES
Fame/E1VII CD-FA 3188 (
34m 42s) CD
CD release of the Undertones' high-energy
debut LP. Punk power pop yet to be equalled
— by either Feargal or That Petrol Emotion.
[B:1]
VARIOUS: BRITISH PSYCHEDELIC TRIP
VOL.3
See For Miles SEE 86
Latest instalment in See For Miles' survey of
British also-rans from the First Psychedelic
Era. Were we really this naive? [
A/B:2]
VARIOUS: DIRTY DANCING (
OST)
RCA BD86408 (
39m 32s) CD
Very odd rock soundtrack placing vintage
classics from Bruce Channel, the Ronettes
and the Five Satins on the same disc as Blow
Monkeys and eric Carmen. Still, it's all good
music. [
A:1]
VARIOUS: LA BAMBA
Black Tulip/Mainline 2436724 (
49m 00s) CD
A near- perfect ' 50s rock ' n' roll CD compilation selling for the same price as an LP.
Forgive the label for milking the Valens
biopic; the music more than makes up for the
opportunism. [
H:1]
VARIOUS: THE HIT FACTORY
Stylus SMR 740
Fourteen hits from the Stock-Aitken-Waterman machine, heard via Bananarama, Ferry
Aid, Mel & Kim, Rick Astley and other chart
toppers. Talk about an aptly-named collection. [
A:1]
VARIOUS: TRACKS OF MY TEARS
Telstar STAR 2295
Wonderful mush from the likes of lOcc,
Smokey Robinson, Roxy Music, Elton John,
and Alison Moyet. Perfect prezzie for Mills &
Boon subscribers; should come with free
Kleenex. [ A:1]
VIEW FROM THE HILL: IN TIME
EMI CDP 7 46703 2 (
40m 37s) CD
Soul of the gentle school, a tonic for those
who adore Al Green and even the Hues
Corporation. Would make agreat soundtrack
for a film about troubled lovers. [
A:1]
JOHN WAITE: ROVER'S RETURN
EMI America CDP 7 46332 2 (
40m 24s) CD
It's hard to rate stuff with so much energy and
integrity as merely ` enjoyable', but Waite is
starting to sound abit anonymous. Lovers of
stadium rock will gobble this up, though, so
just ignore the mutterings of our resident
Butthole Surfers fan. [
A:2]
JODY WATLEY: JODY WATLEY
MCA MCG 6024
Former Shalamar vocalist goes solo with a
fairly tough, mush-tree debut. The drum
machines works hard to make it monotonous,
but little touches like a duel with Whami's
intelligent half keep the proceedings interesting. [
A:1]
JOHN WETTON: KING'S ROAD 1972-1980
EG EGLP 70
EG EGCD 70 (
64m 46s) CD
Collection covering Wetton's career from
King Crimson to the present. Lots of foreshadowing of New Age, but not enough to
undermine the set's art- rock appeal.
[A:112]
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FIVE WAYS HIGH FIDELITY

Five Ways Hi- Fidelity Ltd., 12 Islington Row,
Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 1LD.
Telephone: 021-455 0667.
Demonstrations by appointment

9.30-6.00 Tuesday-Saturday
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IN PLYMOUTH

visit
peter russells's hi-fi attic
for musical sounds from
superior high fidelity equipment by
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DUAL
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HEYBROOK
DENON
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INCA TECH
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CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
THORENS
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IN PART EXCHANGE.

CLONEY

Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 1LW.
Phone 0625 524766
Closed Wednesdays except by appointment
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A&R, AKG, Alphason, Audio-Technica,
B& W, Beyer, British Loudspeakers, Castle,
Celestion, Creek, Denon, Dual,
Elite (Inc. Rock), Hunt-EDA,
KEF, Michell, Monitor
Audio Musical Fidelity,
NakaNagaoka,
michi
Ortofon, Philips
(C.D. only), QED,
Quad, Revox, Rogers,
Sansui,Sennheiser, Shure
Sondex, Spendor, TDK,Thorens,
Tannoy, Wharfedale "Diamond".
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THE HI Fl SHOP

4RUABON ROAD, WREXHAM, CLWYD
TEL: 0978-364500

A&R, AIWA, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO TECHNICA, B&W, CAMBRIDGE, CELESTION,
CREEK, DENON, DUAL, LINN PRODUCTS, LOGIC, HEYBROOK, SYSTEMDEK, REGA, REVOLVER, NAKAMICHI,
KEF, PROTON, MARANTZ, NAIM
AUDIO, ROTEL, YAMAHA.
FULL DEMONSTRATION AND
INSTALLATION SERVICE FOR
DOMESTIC AND IN-CAR HI-FI.

?

z...
3:1Z121

BUCKINGHAMSHIRES
FOREMOST HI-FI DEALER

the
sound gallery

ROCK, POP, JAZZ,
AND ONE OF THE LARGEST
STOCKS OF CLASSICAL
CD'S IN THE WEST
TEL. 0225- 464766
Access & Barclaycard
We also post CD's, POST FREE

In

ACTON GATE AUDIO CENTRE
HI Fl SPECIALISTS

34 Main Street, Blackrock
Co Dublin. Tel: 0001-889449

Agents include

SPECIALISTS

SOUND

WAVES

Linn, Rega, Creek, Naim, Castle,
Cambridge Audio, Nakamichi, A&R,
Van den Hul, Meridian.
Closed all day Mon/Thur & Fri open till 9pm

Major credit cards welcome

HAMPSHIRE
HOPKINS HI-FI

HIGH FIDELITY MUSIC SYSTEMS
3 MARKET PLACE, MACCLESFIELD

Macclesfield (
06251 615 740

THE SPECIALIST
THE No. 1Dealer IN SE HANTS.
Quad

Dual • Onkyo • Technics • NAD • Trio-Kenwood -

Audio Acoustic Research - Bose • B&W • Celestion
Denon • KEF • Marantz • Maxell • Mordaunt-Shon • Nagaoka •
Ortofon • OED • Tannoy • Yamaha AR Electronics • Heybrook •

Cambridge

J B.L • Sennheiser • Ruark
DEMONSTRATION ROOM

* High quality capacitors manufactured by us in the
UK to the highest standards.

*Polypropylene axial and radial capacitors for use
in audio applications.
*Wide range of standard products including
polyester and polycarbonate.
"Design and development service for customised
capacitors to meet individual specifications.

WM/ CAPACITORS

QUALITY IS THE KEYWORD
INDUSTRIAL CAPACITORS ( WREXHAM) LTD.
MINERS ROAD, LLAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
NR. WREXHAM, CLVVYD LL12 OPJ
TEL: GRESFORDI0978 83)3805
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HUMBERS

NAIM AUDIO • REGA RESEARCH- LINN
PRODUCTS ' CREEK AUDIO•BLQ
ARCAM•GALE• ROYD• MONITOR AUDIO

•Write or call for catalogue.

f •••
• =

38.40 FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH,
HANTS P01 5BX. TEL: ( 0705) 822155

TELEX: 61289 INDCAP G.

Philip March

audio %stems
103a Beverley Road, Hull Entrance Wellington Lane

TEL: 0482 227867
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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SIll TH LONDON HI-FI AND VIDEO

FREE OPEN DAY
QUAD DEALERS IN NORTHERN
ENGLAND AND SOUTHERN SCOTLAND.
'LAKELAND HOME MUSIC INVITE YOU TO HEAR
"THE CLOSEST APPROACH TO THE ORIGINAL
SOUND" ON JAN 23rd & 24th AND FEB 6th & 7th AT
2.00 P.M. AT "FAIR PLACE" WATERMILLOCK-ONULLSWATER, NR PENRITH.
HEAR THE QUAD RANGE INCLUDING ESL 63
SPEAKERS WITH THE SONY CDP-555-ES GEORGE
HOOLEY, QUAD REPRESENTATIVE AND COLIN
WALKER, DESIGNER OF THE WALKER DECKS
WILL BE THERE TO ADVISE.
LAKELAND HOME MUSIC SUPPLY QUAD,
SUGDEN, A&R, CASTLE ACOUSTICS, SPENDOR.
B&W NAKAMICHI MARANTZ.
AUDITIONS CAN BE ARRANGED IN YOUR OWN HOME

FOR DETAILS CONTACT IAN BEWLEY
-POOLEY BRIDGE (08536) 235.
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SUPERPRESSING RECORDS
Reference, Propnus, MFSL. Sheffield Lab, Moi MMC. Windham HIM, Telarc,AMG,
Cheeky, RCA Direct Cut,
Japanese etc send SAE for Ilst.
JUST ARRIVED FROM THE U.S.A.- BEATLES ON ORIGINAL MASTER MFSL
Revolver, For Sale, Rubber Soul Help. Please Please Me. HARD DAYS
NIGHT. SGT. PEPPER @ El 5.99 each. ( DOUBLE WHITE coming soon).

FO AUDIO VIDEO & HI- H SA LES & SERVICE
2.0 BRIXTON HILL. LONDON SW2 111E
Telephone 01 - 674 4433/(11-674 2033
YOUR HIFI CHOICE IS ON
DEMONSTRATION, CHOOSE FROM:
Aloe AR. A • R Exposer.: Electronic.. Deal. Ocean. NI:mow
NInNer. KO.
Luxemn. MI. I
inonn I
liwchi. Er:Lk:me:In IS V,
MO it°, AsAd,. Sonsur. () ED. () old. I
borer,. Reuds,. I
c, 11111,
,

Deriurnkroinien 'vide ', anti.

JAZZ ON CD

Send SAE
NOW
for Huge free list or phone —
OPEN 7days aweek.
We also buy your unwanted
JAZZ, LAIN & FUNK on CD and vinyl.
Dept H. HONEST JON'S RECORDS
278 Portobello Road, W10 5TE.
Tel: 01-969 9822
ANALOG AUDIO
itil-F1 Specialists)

SPECIAL OFFER ON SHEFFIELD DIRECT CUTS

Lab 11 - Harry James - Still Harry £. 00
We stock the full range of Sheffield LPs at .
612 95 one
NOW BACK IN STOCK THE FABULOUS LAB 23
JAMES NEWTON HOWARD & FRIENDS
£12.95
NOW IN STOCK- LABS 25-268 17.
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED LPS INCLUDE JAZZ AT THE PAWNSHOP - Li 3.99 DOUBLE LP
Dynamic, crystal clear. Gooddime small group Jazz. Also on CD at £ 14.99.

ORTOFON TEST RECORD - £
6.95

The Cream of the tracks from the much sought after Opus 3label.
SAPOS. LAUDETE. CANTATE DOMINO. CAROL KIDD. - 3titles in stock.
We carry avast range of CD's, but are really vinyl specialists - we can
supply all UK labels of conventional pressings. We stock electronic, folk,
blues, soul, RS., Country, Jazz. Jan Fusion etc on UK, US and
Japanese pressings.

iessurlin

849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 01 445 3267
Proton, Finchley's NAD, Celestion, Denon,
Dual * Yamaha, Marantz, Pioneer, Rotel, Onkyo.

Stockist of full ranr of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

.111-11 MARKETSI
The pla,r *here pe
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MUSICAL
IMAGES
LTD

AKG, AR, AIWA A&R. ADVANCE B&W, BUQ, BOSE BEYER, CASTLE,
CELEST1ON. CAMBRIDGE DENON, DUAL EUTE HARMON KAPOON,
HEYBROOK INCA TEOL INANITY, KB'. KENWOOD, LUXMAN, MARANTZ.
MONITOR AUDIO, MCNEIL MORDAUNT-SHORT, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MIST. NAD. IsLAKAMICHI, NAGAOKA PIONEER, PHILIPS (
CD). PINK
TRIANGLE. QED, QUAD. REVOLVER, ROTEL SPENDOR, SHURE,
SONDEX STAX, SENNHOSER, TANNOY, TARGET, THORENS, VDH,
WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA. (
century club dealer).
Only HI Fl Specialist in the Heathrow area, late night Thursdays
HI Fi Markets Member, Mail and telephone orders.
Instant Credit up to El , 000.
ACCESS BARCLAYCARD AMEX DINERS CLUB

Westwood& Mason ( Oxford) Ltd
HI-FI SPECIALISTS
SELECTED PRODUCTS FROM: A8t12
CASTLE
CREEK
DEAN
DENON
DUAL
HEYBROOK
KEF
LINN SONDEK
MISSION
MONITOR
AUDIO
MORDAUNT-SHORT
INCA TECH
NAIM
QUAD
REGA
ROTEL
SPENDOR
AUDIO TECHNICA
TANNOY
WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA
SEVER
FOUNDATION AND TARGET
STANDS
NAGAOKA
QED
ORTOFON
HARBETH SENNHEISER MARANTZ LOGIC EPOS
Demonstrations strictly by appointment
46 GEORGE STREET, OXFORD
Tel. Oxford (0865) 247783 Closed Thursday

We endeavour to offer aprompt and helpful mailman service
P/Packing is El for the 1st LP and 25p each thereafter. We are open for browsing
at:

BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE

64 BECKENHAM ROAD. BECKENHAM, KENT. 01-65E13464

LANCASHI

.116itt

M
k. ,
à

NOTTINGHAM
ANALOGUE
STUDIO

Goldring, Garrott Microscanned Deccas
Garrott P77, Croft Acoustics, SI)
Acoustics, Incatech, Klipsch Horn
Speakers, Omega Point Turntable and Arm
PLEASE RING FOR APPT. 0773 762947

MONITOR
UND

II A & R Cambridge
▪ B 8.0 • EI&W

Two-year guarantee

Excellent comparator demonstrations

MID SUSSEX ELECTRONICS
163.165 Chute Road. Buggess HIt Susse, Tel 42336

54 Chapel St..Chorley, Lancs.

EXPOSURE, ELITE, MANT1CORE, CAMBRIDGE (CDI),
AR, NAD, INFINITY, HARBETH, B&W MATRIX, MISSION
NAKAMICHI, DEMON, KEF REFERENCE, ROTEL,
DUAL, ?ANNOY, MORDAUNT SHORT, THORENS,
MARANTZ, LOGIC, GALE, ONYX.

(
02572) 71935

7111.11 MARKETS_

W.R.B.I.

Home Demonstrations
THE CONSULTANCY THAT BRINGS
THE SHOP INTO YOUR LIVING ROOM

-Covering London & Horne Counties
*Also Advisory Service Available

01-228 7126

Phone for full details - 24hr Answering Service

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION,
PLEASE CONTACT OUR ADVERTISING
SALES DEPARTMENT ON
01-686 2599 EXT: 469.

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Also Denon. Dual, Ferguson, Kef,
Koss, Quad, Sennheiser, Aiwa,
Mordaunt-Short, Ortoton, OED
accessories.
1Glovers Walk,

eçPità4ex

Private listening room

Telephone

THE SONY and PIONEER
CENTRE

YEOVIL BA20 1LH
(0935) 25430

Castle U Celestion
al Denon Ill Dual II Marantz
• Mission U Monitor Audio
Mordaunt-Short • Musical Fidelity
Nakamichi • Pioneer U Philips CD
Quad U Rogers U Rotél U Reyox
Sony • Spendor U Tannoy • Technics
Thorens MI Trio II Yamaha etc.

limaani•ma
▪
111
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•

Yeovil Audi°
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Warstone5

PRODUCTS • CPorP
ACOUSTICS • SPENDOR
MONITOR AUDIO • INCATECH
'HARMAN KARDON • EXPOSURE
ELECTRONICS • QUAD
•R.A TA • JPW • ION • SENNHEISER
'TANNOY • DEMON • ORTOFON*
NAD • MORDAUNT-SHORT • SYSTEMDEK
•CREEK AUDIO* CELESTION •
Hours of Opening.
Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat 10am-6pm
Thurs. Fr, I
Oam 9pm
LINN

studio

54a Warstones Road, Penn, Wolverhampton
Tel: Wolverharnpton 345114

(32 WESTERN ROAD, ST.LEONACONSULTANTS
R.DS. ( 0424) 442975.
-

Selected ni-fi
front
EXPOSURE, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
QUAD, NAMMICHI, HARMAN, KARDON,
MONITOR AUDIO, ROGERS, TANNOY, CYRUS,
MD, REVOLVER, MANTICORE, GALE,
MARANTZ AUDIOPHILE, ELITE, THORENS,
CELESTION, HEYBROOK,
& Many more.
• OPEN MONSAT 9.00-6.00.
• FULL DEMONSTRATIONS - IN STORE & IN HOME
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answeriipm
HITACHI HIFI CENTRE

H
A

—ALSO—
AIWA • YAMAHA • DENON • 10ENWCOD •
ROTEL • QED • NAD • SONDEX •
MARANTZ • KENWOOD • HARMAN
KARDON • TEAC • ONKYO • PROTON
THORENS • DUAL • )13L • KEF • TANNOY •
CELEST1ON • HEYBROOK • SPENDOR •
MOR DAUNT- SHORT • GOODMANS •
AUDIO TECI MICA • SENNI ' USER •

E
3
1-1

`MC WILEY
cAsTLEFoRn

ounds

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLEFORD

Expensive

WEST YORKSHIRE VVF 10 5BS
Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774
Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

53 Brighton Road, Worthing, Sussex
Tel: Worthin • 0903 206820

image

RING NICK ON 0788-79736
AGENTS FOR
A&R - Alphason - Audio Technica - Cambridge Audio Castle - Celestion - Dual - Denon - Grado - Goldring Helius - Heybrook - Marantz - Meridian - Monitor Audio Mordaunt-Short - Musical Fidelity - Myst - Nagaoka Ortofon - QED - Quad - Ratel - Sansui - Sennheiser - SME
-Sony - Spendor - Tannoy - Thorens - Trio - Yamaha.
For Demonstrations, Installations and Expert Advice.
12 Regent Street, Rugby, Warks.
Retailers of quality audio equipment
40 Little London, Chichester, West Sussex P019 1PL
Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays
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Telephone: O82-61263

AUDIO
QUAD
A& RCAMBRIDGE
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
MUSICAL FIDELIT5
PROTON

4f

joo

Always a
wide choice.
Demonstrations
with pleasure.

Bowers & Wilkins WORTHING
Littlehampton Road Tel. ( 0903) 64141

Stockists of most of the
World's leading Hi -Fi Products
Demon,Ira/ions by appointment, please

¡LES HI-FI

affordable esoterica"
from Tube Technology, Concordant Audio,
M.R.M. Audio Products, Nestorovich Labs,
Triploner Series II, etc.
Phone Rugby, Warks 0788 72983
or Barwelk Leics, 0455 43752 anytime.

79 High Street
Uckfield,
E. Susse

DISCS &
PLAYERS

9Annes Road.Headligleyleetis IS6 3NX
Tdephone(0532)789374

WOULD LIKE TO

Audio Projects
45 Headingley Lane,
LS6 1op.
Tel. 0532 304565.

Leeds

WISH ITS READERS
and advertisers
avery happy
and prosperous

Open Tues. —Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.

New Year

HiFi SPECIALISTS.

«gpripp7..mw.171.. VIM"
,

Milli LIN*
AT LABS
Abbott Audio
Absolute Sounds
Acoustic Arts Ltd
Acoustic Gold Ltd
Acoustic Research Int
Aerco Ltd
Alphason Designs Ltd
AR Jay Interiors
Aston Audio Ltd
Audio Excellence
Audio South
Audio-Technica Ltd
Audiocraft of Denham
Audiokits
Avance
Aylesbury Hi Fi Consultants
B & W Loudspeakers
Beyer Dynamic Ltd
Brady & Son , W.A .
Brentwood Music Centre
Cambridge Audio
Cambridge Systems Technology
Castle
Celestion
Chew & Osborne
Cosmic
Covent Garden Records
Denon
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112,130
114
6, 100
1lX1
32
IBC
106
54
116
126
49
110
94
70
114
88
110
OBC
52
80
48
62
24
118
30,31
70
120
135
76

Derbyshire Hi Fi Ltd
EMI Records
Freetime Audio
Haller
Hampshire Audio Ltd
Harman UK Ltd
Harrow Audio
Heybrook Hi Fi Ltd
HiFi Experience
I.T.L.
Jeffries Hi Fi
K.J. Lcisuresound
Leighfield, Martin
Luxman
Lyon Audio
Marantz Audio ( UK) Ltd
Monitor Audio
Music Room, The
Musical Fidelity
Nakamichi
O'Brien Hi Fi
Ortofon ( UK) Ltd
Path Ltd
Paul Roberts Hi Fi
Philips
Photocraft Hi Fi
Playback Studios
QED Audio Products
Radford Electronics

102
90
110
42
74
38
126
34,35
102
84
114
66,82
96
36,37
128
12
IFC
108
18
58
100
40,84
16
60
26,27
122
82
22
104

Radford Hi Fi
Radlet Audio
Rayleigh Hi Fi
Rotel Hi Fi
SD Acoustics
S.M.E. Ltd
Salisbury Hi Fi
Sevenoaks HiFi Centre
Sony ( UK) Limited
Spalding Electrical Ltd
Squires Gate
Steve Boxshall Audio
Sussex Audio
Swisstone Electronics Ltd
T.D.L. Electronics
Tandy Corp
Technics
That's Tape
Thomas Heinitz
Top Tape
Trackmate
Unilet
Virgin Records
Vital Systems Ltd
West Midlands Audio
Wharfedale Loudspeakers
Wilmslow Audio
Woodside Electronics
Yamaha

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

128
116
124
44,46

84

72
128
56,57
14
48
102
80
126
94
78
92
10,11
4
126
96
68
8
98
128
82
20
122
24
28
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READ THE BOOK - SEE THE FILM - AND NOW
VISIT LONDON'S LARGEST CD CENTRE

SALE ... SALE ... SALE ... SALE
£50,000 OF DEMONSTRATION STOCK MUST GO
20% OFF NORMAL RETAIL PRICE.
ALL FULLY GUARANTEED, FROM BUDGET TO THE EXOTIC. LIST AVAILABLE.
ONE DAY ONLY 29th DECEMBER. FIRST COME FIRST SERVED.
LIMITED NUMBER OF ITEMS AT UP TO 50% OFF
E.G. SONY CDP552/DA S702. £ 1195.

£50,000 OF CD'S REDUCED FROM 29th DECEMBER
CLASSICAL, POP AND JAZZ CD'S FROM £5.99.
SECONDHAND CD SALE STARTS 2nd JANUARY.
POP £3.99
CLASSICAL FROM £499

SALE. . SALE

SALE ... SALE .

THE BEST FOR COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
CD PLAYERS FROM PHILIPS, SONY, MARANTZ, DENON, YAMAHA, MISSION, MERIDIAN,
A&R CAMBRIDGE, PIONEER, NAKAMICHI, KEN WOOD AND ROTEL.
DISCOVER OUR SUPERIOR SERVICE THIS JANUARY AND SAVE £ 100 ON CD'S WHEN YOU BUY A PLAYER.
SEE COUPON AT FOOT OF THIS PAGE

A COMPLETE SERVICE FOR MUSIC LOVERS 4
Complete systems and components by A&R Cambridge, B&W, Denon,
Marantz, Meridian, Mission, Monitor Audio, Nakamichi, Pioneer, Quad, Rogers,
Rotel, Sony ES, Wharfdale, Yamaha and more.
Mid price Classical new releases only £6.95 and Classical full price new
releases £9.95 per CD for the first 30 days after issue from Decca, DG, Philips,
EMI, CBS, RCA and others, PERSONAL CALLERS ONLY.
All back catalogue releases from EMI, DG, DECCA, Philips at the exceptionally
low price of £ 10.95 per CD
WARNING:

Buying CD'S without listening first can mean expensive mistakes.
We offer headphone listening facilities

00 ENT GARDEN RECORDS
1

84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OJA
Tel: 01-379 7674/7635/7427
Open Mon — Sat 10am-7.30pm

RECORDS

2mins from Leicester Sq. and Tottenham Court Road Tube

£6 Off
84 Charing Cross Road, WC2
NO TOKENS GWEN
'VALID TO 31 1.88'
L:N/1/88

£1 Off

Ip1OO OFF. Get £ 2off your next 50 CD's

On Purchase
I (£ 10.95+) when you buy aCD player
Of 5CD's over £9.95 ... Offer also applies to Hi Fi systems over

J

Ask for details
•
•
sde , pec,o1 offer g000s exc'uded vol.c1 to 30
e

---

On Purchase
Of 1CD over
çs.9.95
_

£ 750.

2

1N/1 /88

84 Charing Cross Road, WC2
NO TOKENS GIVEN
"VALID TO 31/1/88'

4
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Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 42p per word ( private), minimum £ 10.75 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £2.50
extra. Trade rates 51p per word, minimum £ 13.75 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in March issue must reach these
offices by 20th January addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.

Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to
discriminate on grounds of sex (eg. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted unless;
(1) The job is for the purpose of aprivate householder or
(2) It is in abusiness employing less than six persons or
(3) It is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

FOR SALE

Private

PHILIPS 1662 MIDI HI-FI SYSTEM. Twin
Cassette Deck, Graphic-equalizer, Stereo Radio
and Turntable. One year old. Boxed. Immaculate. £ 125. Tel: 01-660-6365 evenings.
AUDIO RESEARCH D115 MKII Power Amplifier. Less than 40 Hrs use. As new £2250. B & W
801 Pro' Monitor Speakers. Rosewood. Fitted
W.B.T. Gold connectors. Only three months
old. £ 1500. Tel: 0903 61213 or 0860 347718 ( A)
QUAD II VALVE POWER AMPS. Stereo pair
in good working order. Also 22 pre-amp not
connected but believed serviceable. £ 120 Buyer
collects 0323-846658 evenings. ( A)
TECHNICS SL- 150 DECK with SME Series II
Arm and Ortofon M20FL Cartridge, Trio KA 701 DC integrated high speed Amp and Mission
730 Speakers. only £495 Tel: 0734) 861643
(evenings), ( A)
PAIR OF QUAD ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS - MARK IBronze £300. Tel: 07842-43704
7pm - lOpm. ( A)
JVC MIDI HI- Fl. Includes double tape deck,
fast dubbing etc, excellent for the first time
buyer. Mint condition. Only £250 Tel: Laurie
903-0201. ( A)
KEF 105 STUDIO MONITORS. (
Pair) superb
quality - 200 watts - ideal for Studio/large areas
- V.G.C. £400 ono. ( Day) 01-736-4365. ( Eve)
01-788-8831. ( A)
JADIS JA80 MONO BLOCKS JUNE 1987.
Unique opportunity to acquire these state of the
art amps at £5500 the pair due to business
venture. Please do not apply unless genuinely
interested. Box No. 0739 ( Liverpool). ( A)
MUSICAL FIDELITY Al® AMPLIFIER. One
Month old. Mint condition, boxed, will demonstrate. £325. Tel: Guildford 38224 or Guildford
64587. Harry. ( A)
CELESTION DITTON 66 LOUDSPEAKERS
£165. TECHNICS Amp SU8077K £ 100. Matching Technics Tuner ST57 £50. Will demonstrate.
Tel: 0604 770601. ( Northampton) ( A)
THORENS TD125 MK H Turntable fitted SME
MK II 12" arm and new Ortofon M/C cartridge
all in teak plinth with perspex cover. First class
condition - £ 185. Tel: 0273 731273. ( A)
KEITH MONKS RECORD CLEANING
MACHINE MK II, very little use, v.g.c., offers
Audio Pro B250 active sub- bass woofer, superb,
as new, offers. Quad valve set just serviced,
v.g.c. £ 135. Various Leak valve amps. Radford
SC22, self-powered, £95. One Leak TL50
wanted. Tel: 03647 2153. ( A)
WHARFEDALE 708 HI-TEC LOUDSPEAKERS. Grey with foundation stands £200. Tel:
01-572-2504 after 5pm. ( A)
136

AIR TANGENT 3 months old £ 1290.00. Pair
Audio Research M-100. Power Amplifiers black
£3900.00. Krell KSA-50 £ 1100.00. All units
under guarantee - ring 01-771-7106. ( A)

BRAND NEW THRESHOLD SA/2, SA/3, Fet 9,
Fet 10, PCX Crossover. AMPLIFIERS - Pure
Class A and Optical Bias ( cartons never
opened). Offers around £4800, £2500, £ 1600,
£2800, £ 1250. Tel: 0797 224441. ( A)
PAUL. WHITE QUAD ESL now with frames.
Not for sale but desparately in market for
bronze pair for very long term share stacking.
LS3/5AS A poor substitute. Will travel. London
apprentice a mistake! Box 0738 ( London) ( A)
MARANTZ PM3I0 AMPLIFIER. 25watts per
channel. Good condition. Original packaging.
£75 o.n.o. Tel: 01-660-6365. Evs. (A)

FOR SALE- Trade
FORMULA V TONEARM & MC-7V/3 cartridge
will extract from vinyl, sound much like the
master-tape. Obtainable from Aura Sound,
Reliance House, 6 Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood, Herts WD6 4SE. ( A)
STUDIO ACOUSTICS. For Magnum, Michell,
Zeta, Van-Den-Hul, Audio Technica, VanderSteen Audo, Discrete Technology and other fine
equipment. Hours between 5pm-10pm Monday
to Saturday (0626) 67060. ( A)

Audio5yvithesis
EXCLUSIVE WORLD-WIDE DISTRIBUTION OF KITS
AND PARTS FOR THE AMP-01. DISTRIBUTORS FOR HIGH
COMPONENTS FOR THE AUDIO INDUSTRY.
AMP - 01 Lives!
In 1984 Hell Nevis published DIT constructronal details ol Ben Duncan's epic AMP- 01.
the Analogue Modular %enrolee. which due to aprocess ot ongoing refinemenl.
conbnues to rank amongst the world's best. Ben Duncan has appended Audio Synthesis
as lise new distribution agents tor AMP.01. Reduced overheads, selective purchasing
and dedicated enthusiasm has enabled us to organ,se reduced prices
IMP-II modules These kits contain components which have become bywords Tor
audiophile quality. eg Linear Technology salmis Holco resistors and Bourns Dols Each
lot Is complete. including machined hoot- panel Send SAE 101 delarls.
PC8s complete with the latest component checklist and stuffing guide DISC £ 16 99: LP
£16.99: MIT tld 99: CAUR £ 16
SSS £ 14.99
The nudes lowest noise orsamp. LTI028 is now recommended for use throughout
At".01-CI199. Regulators 1.131701 lacet £2.75. 11337M £ 2.95, P141 BAI 03 50ohm
class Aline dnver £ 1499 Whole copper resistors I/4w. 05% metal film 3Sp each SAE
to, Mt of HMOs lo clear 10p ea
NEW SOMA POL ova« uhreprecreon. laser Inmmed. previously unalienable
matching. <± 0.1dB linear 100k dual channel mill law taking Holcos £ 14 99. TO
CLEAR: Bourns 9111 orserctre < t3d8 with Tionos ES 99
PAS-11. Ben (Turman's passive Tamp - £2.50 Tor plans: SAE tor el details.
StIPERINIME CO - NA 2525 CID; send SAE marked CO lot PC8 d bit details
REFERENCE LITERATURE Dena' ADM teat 7pad. u.so. AMP-01 component
checklists dgeneric stuffing guides £2Pe module All RnCeS include 001 al IS% Add .
LI SO P&P WM Overseas, money onus u0 809 to deduct VAT PAP £ 3in EEC CS all
other territories

AUDIO SYNTHESIS, 196 Wollaton Rd., Beeston, Nottingham NG9 2PH. Tel ( 0602) 224138.

NEW! QUAD 3 - ULTIMATE UPGRADE
Introduced In 1983. Lbs' SOnndbox SH101 upgrade boards have
modernised and enhanced Quad 33's around the world. Our new
S8707 plug In circuit boards exceed the performance of even the
SKIM . especlalh for distortion. frequenty response and noise
performance 5\l) retain the full use of the tone. Allie and balance
contmls.
When upgraded with the new SI1707 the Quad 33 v. ill challenge an
'modern' design for transparency and bass firmness.
88707
pair - £49.50 + SAT
8810116 ® pair - £32.00 + VAT

QUAD 33 disc board u
rade
Replacing the eternal Quad disc amplifier boanl with the new 811600
greaUy improves 1,1' reproduction. The SK600 0 has amore natural
perspective and a sweeter top-end ((suction> oil strings).
88600 ® - £ 27.30 + % AT

QUAD FM3 TUNER UPDATE
The Quad FM3 tuner has a characteristic ' forward sound balance
especial noticeable with the upgraded Quad 33. Our S8503 (C)
circuit board replaces a plug-in device within FM3 tuners ((mum
serial no. 5885) and gives much improved transparency to KM
reception.
S830300 - C29.25 + SAT
COMPACT DISC ATTENUATORS
OverloadMOn-lInearih distortion results from the le, el mismatch
between C,» players ( 2 % ohs) and typical rainier] pa amp inputs.
(100mV) like Quads'. Ibis gives a hard gritty treble. Vsoftened bass
and an uncomfortably high volume. Our CD Medina tors eliminate
these distortions and restore the natural sound. .\ % ailable in- line or
a. complete 55m leads Other sensIthitiesimaOtes
88200 C) ( DIN) - £ 2.20 88233 C) ( phone) - £ 11.50
88265 (
e) (
DIN plug lo phono sockets) - £ 17.30
Leads: 815245 el ( phono plugs/phono plugs) - £ 17.50
88283 C) ( DIN plug/ phono plugs) - £ 17.30 NIL + 1,
31'
SOUNDSOX, TRIANGLE ROAD,
HAAVARDS HEATH, W SUSSEX, R1116 INN.
TEL 0444 414439

PRECISION CASSETTE DECK TEST TAPES.
Individually mastered using TDK and BASF
tape. No test equipment needed. Very reasonable prices. Post free ( UK). Details/specifications: 9 x 4 sae to, Ian Harrison, 7 Mill Hill,
Repton, Derby. DE6 6GQ. 0283 702875. ( A)
AMPLIFIERS - Audiophile Quality MosFet
Power Amplifiers built to individual requirements by specialists. Options include: inbuilt
passive preamp, bi-amping, tri-amping, Class A,
etc. Several quality levels ( all upgradeable) from
£299. Special requirements considered. Demonstrations by appointment. AH products guaranteed. Please contact: FE/DC Audio, 26
Woodhall Drive, Leeds LS5 3LG. (0532 583880
24Hrs). ( A)
AUDIOPHILE (DUALITY COMPONENTS

•SicierealKaps The

finest

Polypropylene capacitors with Kimber Kable
Teflon leadout. Expensive but the best.
• SOLEN CHATEAUROUX Polypropylene caps.
Inexpensive and only second best.
• DNM SLIT FOIL Electrolytic Capacitors Stunning.

•KIMBER KABLE'speaker

cable, Interconnects. Internal wiring. Cleanopen - transparent - smooth.
• Learn more about these superb products. Don't
build with less than the best.
• Write for Autumn 87 Catalogue.

CI>

RUSA AAOREWS TGRATAIDE ACCESSORIES
EDGE B'Î( 1.0.050. SkEt5MERU-1. KEMAL. (UMBRIA LAS 9A5
IELEPHOnE 50.510E (0530831 241
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FalconilY SPEAKERS
,/
‘111 Send for our FREE price list
,
PL16 & Focal data sheet, all
we ask for is alarge S.A.E.
(20p stamp) or $2 ( air) overseas)

SPECIALIST Al1010 EQUIPMENT
B RAIN'S PREMIER DEALER FOR
EX- DEMONSTRATION ANO SECONONANO HI-FI
NOT ONLY . .

do we otter comfortable demonstration facilities,
full no.ouibble guarantee, mail order and pert ex.
change .. .
BUT ALSO...
our prices are as low as those quoted in the private
ode alongside...
UNFORTUNATELY ... even we are not perfect — we work strictly by ere.
ointment and our coffee invariably results in over.
crowding at the local casualty ward)
P.S. All unmarked quality hi.li equipment bought
for cash - please telephone for details
54B SHORTMEAD STREET. BIGGLESWADE.
BEDFORDSHIRE SGM OAP (0767) 312249

NT
HIGH TECHNOLOGY
LOUDSPEAKER UNITS
KITS
Dome tweeters with sensitivity of 95.5dB
Double voice coil units to give easier design,
lower phase shift and higher efficiency,
NEOFLEX cones for lower colouration.
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED.
FALCON ELECTRONICS
Tabor House, Norwich Road,
Mulbarton, Norfolk NR14 8JT
(Proprietors: Falcon Acoustics Ltd.)
MERIDIAN M2D £795, M30 £550. ALL new.
Five Ways Hi-Fidelity Ltd, 12 Islington Row,
Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 1LD. 021-4550667. ( A)
KEF R107 £ 1375; R104.2 £495; R103.3 £495;
R102.2 £290. All new. Five Ways Hi-Fidelity
Ltd, 12 Islington Row, Edgbaston, Birmingham
B15 1LD. 021-455-0667. ( A)

SERVICES
TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.
We specialise In the Great Classic Names & Models.

ADC: AKG: CONNOISSEUR: GARRARD: GOLDRING:
LENCO: ORTOFON: SHURE: SME: THORENS.
All available, Genuine, Equipment Spares & Manuals, even
for some of the early models.

78s & LP
Servicing. Repairs. Refurbishing in our own workshops
TECHNICAL & GENERAL 35 MARLOW ROAD.
LONDON SE20 7XX TEL: 01 778 3737
Wednesday to Friday 10 00-6.00:
Saturday 10.00-2.00
Specialist styli for early Recordings -

CLASSICAL SOUNDS — JOE — HI FI CONSULTANT, Formerly of Thomas Heinitz Ltd). Site
inspections, systems advice, sales and installations. Personal service — Phone Watford (0923)
243446. ( A)
AUDIO REPAIRS and restorations of classic
equipment by electronics engineer with nearly
40 years experience. Specialist in Quad, Radford, Leak, etc. Where possible restoration to
original design conception with full report covering each unit. 7Days enquiry service. Location:
Woodford, Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)

WANTED — VINTAGE VALVE 111-F1
Amplifiers: Lowther, Radford, Leak Stereo 50 & 60, Quad. etc.
Turntables: Ganard 301, Thorens 10124. IMK111
Pickup anus & heads: Decca FFSS. SME 3009 & 3012, etc.
Loudspeakers: Tannoy 15' - Monitors and [K2, Axiom 80, Wharfedale
Airdale.
Full " Wanted List" with prices offered available upon request
Buyer collects in all areas on a
regular basis,
The %tap Wireless Company Ltd., Tudor House, Cullum Street,
Manotslield,Brittol,BS17 3EN. Telephone (
1212) 565472 Anytime
COMPACT DISCS ONLY 10p. PER DAY! You
can borrow from a large selction. Free catalogue. CD CLUB ( HN), 38 Park Street,
Walasey, Merseyside L44 lAT. ( A)
"REPLACEMENT HEADS sought for Ferrograph series seven ( 1
2 /
track stereo model 702)
'Round Series' FE/FR/FP 16Z — Offers (Clues?)
0272 48751 evenings/weekends + who will sell
me a pair of Koss PRO4 double A Headphones?" (A)
AKAI CASSETTE DECK GXC325D for spares,
any condition, Phone Troon (0292) 314190
(evenings). ( A)
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experience is essential.
Alphason Designs Limited, 190-192 Wigan Road,
Euxton, Nr. Chorley, Lancs. PR7 NJW
Telephone: Chorley (025 72) 76626

BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed-fel
lows, but they were both full of ideas and
opinions which influenced their music and
helped to shape the Romantic Age. The
thoughts, beliefs and attitudes of each are
examined in highly praised biographies-with-adifference by one-time HFNIRR editor John
Crabbe. Hector Berlioz — Rational Romantic and
Beethoven's Empire of the Mind are available
from bookshops at £5.95 each, and if your
stockist doesn't have copies on his shelves, tell
him that each can be ordered from Messrs Kahn
& Averill. Or you could try your local library.
Either way, they make an intriguing read. ( XIS)

MISCELLANEOUS
LAKE DISTRICT HOLIDAYS for Music Lovers
in country guest house on Ullswater. Every
comfort ( no smoking), details I.H.Bewley, Fair
Place, Watermillock, Penrith, Cumbria CAll
OLR Tel: 08536 235. ( L)

HUI

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
ANGUS GIBSON MUSIC, a leading Audio
company, are looking for a young person to
assist in the installation of hi-fi systems. Applicants need be familiar with all audio interconnections and interested in making neat work of
wiring, etc. Please write to R. Webb (Technical
Dept.) 16 PENSBURY ST, PENSBURY
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LONDON SW8 4TS.
(A)

HUI
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TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECT ON,
PLEASE CONTACT OUR ADVERTISING
SALES DEPARTMENT ON
01-686 2599 EXT: 469.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Rates: Trade:

S

Private:

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

51p per word.

42p per word.

Min £ 13.75.

Min £ 10.75.

Box No's:
£ 2.50 extra

(
These rates are
inclusive of VAT)

1-;\ • I
FM

Debit my credit card

account (tick as appropriate

Card Expiry Date

THE HI-FI GUY buys Quad, Tannoy, Garrard,
Decca & all quality British mono-stereo equipment & Classical Records. Please reply to:
Midland Radio Supplies, Maypole Lane, Birmingham B14 4PE. 021 430-7817. 705-1060 evenings. ( A)
VALVE AMPLIFIERS. Thirty years experience
in servicing and repair. Upgrades. Modifications, Custom design and construction. Wellequipped workshop. Professional service with
guarantee. Tel: Chester (0244) 675185 seven
days. ( B)

E

Vacancy for hi fi enthusiast for
electronic assembly, mechanical'
assembly and inspection.
Applicants must be highly motivated
and responsible individuals
prepared to work long hours when
necessary. Technical servicing
experience in the retail trade would
be useful, otherwise related work

Credit

Card No:

NSA

D

in 9
ODD

1111111f1111111
Signature

To: HI-FI NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for
insertions under
the heading
Cheque/P.O. to be made payable to LINK
HOUSE MAGAZINES PLC and send to Hi Fi News, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is aBox No. required? Yes CI No O.
If no, please include remittance to cover name and address and/or tel. no.
Name

Address
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KEN KESSLER
ENJOYS THE
OBSCURITIES OF ' 87

I

DUNNO — for every good thing that
happens, two awful things occur. For
example. my year was capped by the
long-overdue break-up of the Smiths,
only to have my joy undermined by new
releases from Michael Jackson and Bruce
Springsteen. Jackie Wilson tops the charts,
right? Sheer bliss. Then Madonna releases
another movie, LP and umpteen singles and
Tom Waits only gets to release one LP. You
can't win.
The overview, however, is most assuredly
positive, despite the fact that Bad alone will
sell ten times more copies than all of the
following combined. Enough hot debut LPs
appeared to give even the most jaded critic
hope for the future, and lots of last year's
debutantes offered amazing second and third
LPs. Old faves re-emerged with faith- restoring gems. Long-silent rock legends cropped
up with stuff to rival their original efforts.
And the archive labels exceeded even my
wildest dreams.
On the ' New Artistes' front, my year
started with Li'l Ed & the Blues Imperials'
Rough Housin' (
Sonet SNTF 966). While
non-converts regard the blues as some of the
same y-est music on disc, the r'n'b hardcore
heard in Li'l Ed a new, raunchy force to
complement the smoother Robert Cray. The
most remarkable aspect of this debut is the
utter spontaneity, the whole thing recorded
in one straight, live-in-the-studio session.
The Rainmakers' eponymous LP (Mercury
830 214-1) was an absolute knock-out, especially for those who love Creedence/Rockpile-style churning rhythm rock, but the latest
odds-on challengers for the Swamp Kings
crown has to be the Tail Gators. The aptly
named Swamp Rock (
Food For Thought
GRUB6) and Mumbo Jumbo (
Zippo ZONG
010) held enough clues to remind all and
sundry that there's a Fabulous Thunderbirds
connection, but that doesn't hide the fact that
the TGs have added anew dimension to what
must be regarded as an elderly rock form.
New blood has also been injected into the
hoariest form of country — Jimmie Rodgersstyle yodelling — with the appearance of
Randy Erwin. '
TU The Cows Come Home
(Heartland 1-ILDM 001) is an ear-opener
which will have most people running for
cover. Those who adore all forms of country

and/or have a warped sense of humour will
find his cattle-calling adelight. One spin and
you can just smell the mouldy hay and
cow- flap.
At the other extreme is the exquisite A
Letter From St. Paul (RCA PD 71336), from
Scotland's The Silencers. Only a fine record
grabs your attention during the first four bars
and holds on until the lead-out on the B-side;
The Silencers' debut did this to me, even
though such moody murmurings rarely grace
my turntable. It's enough to make me reassess my feelings about arty rock, though the
difference between the Silencers and their
fellow travellers is an outré sense of rhythm
and 'craftsmanship' too rare in these days of
studio deliberation.
Other new-ish delights included the perfect
pop of Up For A Bit With The Pastels (
Glass
GLALP 001), the Smithereens' equally witty
Especially For You (
Enigma 3208-1), and
more again with Treat Her Right's Treat Her
Right (Demon FIEND 97). The best pop
experience of ' 87, though, just has to be a
release from a band now approaching Elder
Statesmen status.
Squeeze's Babylon And On (A&M
AMA5161) was not a foregone conclusion.
The verdicts were mixed on its predecessor,
but this latest in aseries of wry observations
put Squeeze back in the charts, back on the ,

box and back in the USA. The melodies are
stronger, the lyrics even more poetic and the
polish is pure Carnauba.
They weren't the only familiar (or in some
cases forgotton) faces to deliver the goods last
year. Roy Orbison reclaimed his title as Most
Tortured Voice Since Johnny Ray with rerecordings of his early classics. In Dreams
(Virgin VGD3514) may have been ignored by
a number of music lovers unimpressed by
other artists' self-covers, but that's their loss.
The new versions are just as good as the
originals.
The Big O's contemporary, Duane Eddy,
reappeared first through aguest shot with Art
of Noise, then with his own solo. Riddled
with big-name backing musicians and production tickles not even imagined in the days of
the original 'Peter Gunn', Eddy's 1987 effort
shows that there's still hope for rock'n'roll
instrumental LPs, but that doesn't mean we
should expect a Ventures reunion.
John Hiatt, previously regarded as a cult
object, scored mightily with Bring the Family
(Demon FIEND 100), which sports no less
than Nick Lowe and Ry Cooder in the
backing band. Stylish, melodic and instantly
comfortable, Hiatt's new work holds some-

thing for everybody from Little Feat fans to,
well, John Hiatt fans.
Mention of that late, lamented band leads
us to afine debut from Helen Watson. She's
backed on Blue Slipper (
Hit Or MissiEMI
CDP 7 48321 2) by a few Feat and an
erstwhile Eagle. their performances showcas-

ing a voice that could become an airwaves
staple given the chance.
Can Iget selfish and tell you what really set
my wheels spinning? How about Sam Moore
of Sam & Dave doing aremake of 'Soul Man'
with Lou Reed? Better still, how about not
one but two LPs from the erratic, eccentric
Root Boy Slim?
Whatever you or Ior anyone else thinks,
future historians will have to note in the entry
for 1987 that it was the year in which EMI
released the Beatles CDs. I'm not saying that
it's all that monumental an achievement, as
I've lived quite happily . with my 50û vinyl
versions, but the CDs turned out better than
most expected. After a shaky start with the
insulting mono releases ( EMI should have
noted that anyone desperate to hear them in
mono is bound to own an amp with a mono
button), things improved to apoint where the
'White' album, Abbey Road, and especially
Sgt. Pepper provided Beatles triviologists
with enough new noises to keep Beatles
Monthly in features for years. (` Bloody 'ell —
you can hear Ringo sneeze on Track 2!')
Unfortunately, the best Beatles releases of
1987 were pressed on unobtainium. Yep, the
bootleggers stunned fans with LPs which
close gaps that for the past 17 years seemed
unlikely to be filled. The 'alpha and omega'
are releases of some of their earliest known
recordings and afairly complete set of the last
sessions. The double set Liverpool 1960 finds
a still-green band mucking around with a
home recorder, the tapes long ago having
reached Holy Grail status. Well, they turned
up and the content is strictly of historic
interest. Unlistenable? Almost, but there'll
never be a better illustration of what they
sounded like before they shuffled off to
Hamburg. At the other end is the 11-LP box
set, The Get Back Journals, which gathers
together enough of the material left off Let It
Be to close that chapter with (near) finality.
Both releases are so professionally packaged
that they could have emanated from EMI,
but they didn't, so it's back to combing the
market stalls.
Any predictions for 1988? No, just one
wish. Ihope that the ad companies carry on
milking the archives so labels like Ace,
Charly and Edsel can clean up on the hype.,
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There's nothing like experiencing good, live musk.
Its complex tapestry of sound light, movement and colour
weaves magic on the soul. A never-to- beforgotten indulgence of
the senses which is rarely matched — except by AR hifi systems.
That's because AR egKoment gives reproduced music all the
vibrant rhythm, virtuosiD,and colour of the original, bringing it
vividly to life at home.
With arange ofsuperbly sled sources, amplifiers and loudspeakers, AR offers the total solution, with matched music systems
at all price levels.
In short, AR brings you musk, pure and clear — just like it
would be live.

Al

RESEARCH

High Street, Houghton Regis, Dunstable,
Bedfordshire LU5 5QJ, England
330 Turnpike Street, Canton,
Ma,saulniserts 02021, USA
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B&W sensitively shape anew generation of audio
excellence. DM16GO/DM1800 — veritable giant killers.
Two systems incorporating all the benefits of simplified
Matrix technology, Providing super-stereo imagery in
modest enclosure dimensions. DM1600. An instrument
so supersensitive, so acoustically sophisticated.
But blessed with the alternative facility for either
stand or shelf mounting — the homeloving miracle.
DM1800 has even more. Additidnal volume — anew
powerhouse of arnotor system. Deliveping
attack with transient pefonnance. Elegant in real wood
veneers and pefectly attuned to the design conscious
roomscape. DM1600/DM1800 speak of, and with,
scientific elegance.

B&W Loudspeakers ( UK Sales) Ltd Marlborough Road Lancing West Sussex

13N15,8TR

Tel. (
0903) 750750

